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INTERPRETING DANTE’S ‘COMMEDIA’:
COMPETING APPROACHES1
GEORGE CORBETT, University of St Andrews

This article first addresses the emphasis on the truth of the literal sense of Dante’s
Commedia in twentieth-century scholarship, whether the poem is conceived as
a mystical vision (Bruno Nardi, 1884-1968), figural fulfillment (Erich Auerbach,
1892-1957), or allegory of the theologians (Charles S. Singleton, 1909-1985; and
Robert Hollander, 1933-2021). Secondly, it analyses the interpretative approach
of the French Dominican scholars Pierre Mandonnet (1858-1936) and Joachim
Berthier (1848-1924), who draw on symbolic theology (and the four senses of
Scripture) but, unlike Singleton and Hollander, insist that the literal sense of the
poem is a “beautiful lie.” Thirdly, it shows how literalist approaches underpin
key twentieth-century discussions of Dante’s theology, contribute to broader
secularizing trends in Dante Studies, and represent a rupture with the sevenhundred-year-long commentary tradition on the poem as a whole.
Keywords: Dante, Commedia, Theology, Hermeneutics, Interpretation, Allegory, Bruno Nardi, Erich Auerbach, Charles S. Singleton, Robert Hollander,
Pierre Mandonnet, Joachim Berthier.

The centenary year of 2021 invites a long view and, in this article, I
take the opportunity to reappraise the competing approaches to interpreting Dante’s Commedia over the last hundred or so years. In
the first section, I address the dominant emphasis on the truth of the
literal sense of Dante’s Commedia in twentieth-century scholarship,
whether the poem is conceived as a mystical vision (Bruno Nardi,
1884-1968), figural fulfillment (Erich Auerbach, 1892-1957), or allegory of the theologians (Charles S. Singleton, 1909-1985; and
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working together on the first English edition and translation of Pierre Mandonnet’s
Dante le théologien; Ruedi Imbach for a copy of his unpublished lecture “Dante à
Fribourg,” as well as of his revised edition of Joachim Berthier’s translation of the Commedia; Zygmunt G. Barański, Theodore J. Cachey, and David Lumnus for the opportunity to present this research in an earlier form in a centenary conference online; and
Simon Gilson and Vittorio Montemaggi for their insightful comments on this material.
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Robert Hollander, 1933-2021). This emphasis has profoundly affected how Dante’s poem has been understood by subsequent scholars and students. In the second section, I revisit Pierre Mandonnet
(1858-1936)’s little known study of the theological form of Dante’s
Commedia in Dante le théologien (1935), with reference also to the
work of his fellow French Dominican Joachim Berthier (1848-1924).
I analyse − for the first time − Mandonnet’s rich and historically informed account, which draws on symbolic theology (and the four
senses of Scripture) but, unlike Singleton and Hollander, insists that
the literal sense of the poem is a “beautiful lie.” In the third and
concluding section, I indicate that a literalist approach underpins key
twentieth-century discussions of the apparent unorthodoxy of
Dante’s theology in the Commedia, as well as contributing to broader
secularizing trends in twentieth-century Dante Studies. Moreover, I
argue that whereas the approach of Mandonnet and Berthier is in a
spirit and hermeneutic of continuity with the seven-hundred-yearlong commentary tradition of the poem as a whole, the literalist approaches which became foundational in twentieth- and twenty-first
century scholarship represent a clear rupture with that tradition. Going forward, I suggest that we should continue to reappraise and question the methodological assumptions underpinning our approaches
to interpreting the Commedia, mindful that progress from one point
of view may represent a regression, or even aberration, from another.
I. The Literal Truth of the Commedia: The Interpretative Approaches of Bruno Nardi, Erich Auerbach, and Charles S. Singleton.
Charles S. Singleton was clearly the towering figure of North American Dante scholarship in the post war period, his translation of the
Divine Comedy with commentary (1970-75) only consolidating his
influence.2 Through his writings and students, his influence on the
field extended across North America and internationally; writing a
Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy, trans. Charles S. Singleton (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1970-75), 3 vols. in 6. Singleton’s principal monographs on
Dante are Charles S. Singleton, An Essay on the “Vita Nuova” (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 1949); Singleton, Dante Studies 1. Elements of Structure (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1954); and Singleton, Dante Studies 2: Journey
to Beatrice (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard University Press, 1958). For a complete list, see
Anthony L. Pellegrini, “The Publications of Charles S. Singleton,” Dante Studies 104
(1986): 3-8. For an indication of Singleton’s influence on North American Dante scholarship in particular, see, for example, Anthony K. Cassell, “In Memoriam: Charles S.
Singleton (1909-1985),” Italica 63, no. 3 (1986): VII-IX: “America’s most eminent
Dantista and Boccaccista, Charles S. Singleton […] it is for his seminal and influential
work on Dante Alighieri that Charles Singleton will be most remembered.”
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year after his death, Anthony K. Cassell could remark that the present
generation of North American Dantisti “belonged, with very few exceptions, to the Singletonian school.”3 Of the three themes which,
according to Kenelm Foster, unified the concerns of Dante scholars
in the post war period: “(a) Dante’s philosophy and theology, (b) his
use of symbol and allegory, (c) the relation of the Comedy to the
minor works,” the preoccupation with the second is particularly associated with the Singletonian school.4 Moreover, scholars’ understanding of the first (Dante’s philosophy and theology) and third (the
relation of the Commedia to the minor works) is strongly conditioned by their understanding of the second (Dantean hermeneutics
and the question of the “truth claims” of the Commedia).
Before considering Singleton’s insistence on the allegory of the
theologians as the appropriate interpretative framework for the Commedia, I shall outline two other interventions which were also extremely influential: first, Bruno Nardi’s claim that Dante’s poem is a
true mystical vision; and second, Erich Auerbach’s method of figural
interpretation and “secular” reading of the poem. For now, it is important to highlight that, despite their differing interpretations of
Dantean hermeneutics, Nardi, Auerbach, and Singleton share one
thing in common: a rejection of the hermeneutic approach of the
early commentators (and, specifically, of interpretations according to
the allegory of the poets).
Bruno Nardi explicitly sought to dismantle the hermeneutic
approach of the early commentators to Dante’s Commedia. In his
view, these commentators deliberately misinterpreted Dante’s poem
according to the allegory of the poets (i.e. the truth under the veil of
the “bella menzogna”) in order to protect the poet from charges of
heresy.5 Instead, Nardi insists that the literal sense of the poem is
Cassell, “In Memoriam,” VII.
Kenelm Foster, “Dante Studies in England, 1921-1964,” Italian Studies 20 (1965): 116, 7.
5
Bruno Nardi, “Dante Profeta,” in Nardi, Dante e la cultura medievale: Nuovi saggi di
filosofia dantesca (Bari: Laterza, 1942), 258-334: “Chi considera la visione dantesca e il
rapimento del poeta al cielo come finzioni letterarie, travisa il senso” (392). Ironically,
while Nardi dismisses Dante’s authorship of the first part of the Epistle to Cangrande
because, in his view, it suggests that the poem is indeed a fiction (fictio), to be read
according to the allegory of the poets, Singleton argues that the Epistle proves his thesis,
namely that the poem is to be interpreted according to the allegory of the theologians.
See Nardi, “Il punto sull’Epistola a Cangrande” (Florence: F. Le Monnier, 1960), 27:
“[T]utti lo mettono al riparo da questa accusa nello stesso modo, cioè distinguendo
quello che Dante scrive come poeta (poetizans) da quello che Dante pensa come teologo
‘nullius dogmatis expers,’ ossia, in sostanza, fra il senso letterale, intenzionalmente svalutato, e il senso allegorico, il solo vero, cioè quello che si cela sotto il velo delle parole
3
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literally true: that Dante believed that he was shown in vision Hell,
Purgatory, and Paradise, as they truly are in reality. Nardi claimed, in
other words, that Dante spoke as a divinely inspired prophet, and
considered his poem not a literary fiction but the report of a true
mystical vision.6 The ex-priest and anti-clerical Nardi – who had already strongly rejected Thomism – found in Dante his true teacher,
and in the Commedia his own personal truth, and particular synthesis
of Christian wisdom.7 By arguing for the literal truth of the poem,
moreover, Nardi detached in one important sense his own interpretations of Dante, and of his intellectual sources, from wider interrogation: he no longer ultimately needed to defend what he saw as
Dante’s theses theologically or philosophically for, in Nardi’s view,
they were divinely revealed in a vision.
Nardi’s insistence on the literal truth of the poem had little
precedent in the commentary tradition, with perhaps the arguable
partial exception of Guido da Pisa, and it received short shrift, at least
initially, in Italy.8 Nonetheless, his claim was taken up enthusiastically
by much of English-language Dante scholarship in the United Kingdom and particularly so in North America. For example, Teodolinda
Barolini (1951-) considers that Nardi “threw down a critical gauntlet
and challenged us to look at the Commedia not through a glass darkly
but face to face,” and her influential monograph The Undivine
Comedy: Detheologizing Dante (1992) takes Nardi’s apparent

fittizie, ‘sotto il velame de li versi strano,’ come dice Dante stesso in uno dei luoghi del
poema veramente allegorici.”
6
See Nardi, Dante, 296: “Non artificio letterario, ma vera visione profetica ritenne
Dante quella concessa a lui da Dio, per una grazia singolare, allo scopo preciso che egli,
conosciuta la verità sulla cagione che il mondo aveva fatto reo, la denunziasse agli uomini, manifestando ad essi tutto quello che aveva veduto e udito.”
7
See Paolo Falzone, “Bruno Nardi,” in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani 77 (2012).
Kenelm Foster notes Nardi’s “polemical temper; he was too irascible a man to be always
a fair debater; especially when his opponent happened to be a priest” (Kenelm Foster,
The Two Dantes, and Other Studies [London: Darton, Longman and Todd, 1977], 5758).
8
Revealingly, Teodolinda Barolini ascribes this almost unanimous initial rejection of
Nardi’s thesis in Italy to two cultural groups: “either, as believers, they are incapable of
taking Dante’s prophetic pretension at face value (because it involves ‘the unpalatable
necessity of accepting with regard to a medieval poet what they find less distasteful with
regard to various claimants: namely, authentic divine inspiration’); or, as lapsed believers
(and frequently converts to a militant secularism), they do not want to” (Teodolinda
Barolini, The Undivine Comedy: Detheologizing Dante [Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992], 4).
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revelation of the poem’s essence as its starting point and foundational
premise.9
Like Nardi, Erich Auerbach situated his approach to interpreting the poem in antithesis to that of the early commentators; he suggested, moreover, that the “allegory of the poets” is simply incompatible with modern literary sensibilities: “The older commentators
had no objection to a purely allegorical interpretation, for they did
not, as we do today, feel that allegory was incompatible with authentic poetry. Many modern critics have argued against this idea, stressing the poetic, human, personal quality.”10 Both scholars similarly
inherited the Romantic nineteenth-century emphasis on the literal
sense of the poem, and the distaste for a kind of abstract or pure allegorization.11 Thus Auerbach’s mentor Karl Vossler (1872-1949) considered allegory “a soulless repetition or dull imitation of antiquity
[…] in short, philological art.”12
And yet, as James I. Porter has convincingly shown, Auerbach’s seminal approach to Dante is also a polemical reaction against
his teacher Vossler’s theological reading of Dante.13 Where Vossler
presents Dante’s poem as entirely cut off from all “earthly existence,”
according to Auerbach, “[Dante] projected his earthly surroundings
into the realm of eternity and created the Dantean world sub specie
aeternitatis.”14 Where, for Vossler, Dante’s poem is but an instance
of one man’s religious belief, for Auerbach, the poem describes “the
Like Nardi, Barolini maintains that “we accept Dante’s insistence that he is telling the
truth and move on to the consequences, which we can only do by accepting that he
intends to represent his fiction as credible, believable, true” (Barolini, Detheologizing
Dante, 13). In the English context, see, for example, Peter Dronke, Dante and Medieval
Latin Traditions (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986), 127: “the great
prophet-visionaries of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries – Hildegard and Joachim,
Mechtild and Marguerite – made unflinching claims to truth. I believe it is their kind of
claim that Dante makes.”
10
Erich Auerbach, Scenes from the Drama of European History (New York: Meridian,
1959), 68. In his review of Singleton’s Essay on the “Vita Nuova,” which “may serve
as a model of mediaeval studies,” Auerbach refers to the “absurd struggle between realists
and allegorists,” commending Singleton’s emphasis on Beatrice as “a living creature who
was a miracle” (Erich Auerbach, Review of Essay on the “Vita Nuova”, by Charles S.
Singleton, Comparative Literature 2, no. 4 [1950]: 373-75).
11
See Erich Auerbach, “Figura (1938),” in Time, History, and Literature: Selected Essays of Erich Auerbach, ed. James I. Porter, trans. Jane O. Newman (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2013), 65-113, 107.
12
Karl Vossler, Medieval Culture: An Introduction to Dante and His Times, trans. William Cranston Lawton, 2 vols., 2 (New York: Ungar, 1966), 131.
13
Porter, “Introduction,” in Time, History, and Literature, ix-xlvi.
14
Erich Auerbach, “Anniversary Celebration of Dante (1921),” in Time, History, and
Literature, 121-23, 122.
9
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narrow cleft of earthly human history, the span of man’s life on
earth.”15 Where Vossler presents Dante as “an unwavering dogmatic,” Auerbach argues that, in Dante, “the indestructibility of the
whole historical and individual man turns against [the divine] order
... and obscures it. The image of man eclipses the image of God.”16
In other words, Auerbach makes Dante a “poet of the earthly world,”
his own English rendering of his original title Dante als Dichter der
irdischen Welt (1929), and, in so doing, he turns Dante into a “poet
of the secular world,” the title as translated by Ralph Manheim in the
English edition of 1961.17
Auerbach’s polemical interpretation of Dante thus forms part
of his overarching philosophy of history, according to which Christianity was but one stage in the progressive march towards secularization: “from an era in which human meaning is sought out in some
transcendental sphere above to an era in which it is discovered and
consciously made here on earth.”18 With his theory of figura, Auerbach seeks to reduce Dante’s eschatology to little more than a literary
form which contains, like a frame, a content about man’s earthly life:
In my essay “Figura,” I have shown − convincingly, I hope − that the
Comedy is based on a figural view of things. In the case of three of its
most important characters − Cato of Utica, Virgil, and Beatrice − I
have attempted to demonstrate that their appearance in the other world
is a fulfilment of their appearance on earth, their earthly appearance a
figure of their appearance in the other world.19

Drawing on the figural interpretation of events in the Old and
New Testaments in terms of promise (figure) and fulfillment, Auerbach considers Dante’s eschatology as the figural fulfillment of the
souls’ promise on earth. Citing Hegel, Auerbach claims that: “Dante’s
Erich Auerbach, Dante: Poet of the Secular World, trans. Ralph Manheim (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1961), 132 (cited in Porter, “Introduction,” XIV).
16
Erich Auerbach, Mimesis: The Representation of Reality in Western Literature
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2003), 202 (cited, with adaption, in Porter, “Introduction,” XXV).
17
Porter cites Martin Valion’s “extraordinary find” that, in his curriculum vitae submitted in 1941, Auerbach renders the title of Dante als Dichter der irdischen Welt (1929)
as Dante as Poet of the Earthly World (Porter, “Introduction,” XXI).
18
Porter, “Introduction,” xiii. Neglecting Christ’s ascension, his church, and the eschatological dimension, Auerbach places “the true heart of Christian doctrine” in the mystery of the Incarnation and of Christ’s passion (Auerbach, Mimesis, 72; cited in Porter,
“Introduction,” xxiii). Dante’s “gift to posterity,” for Auerbach, is the way in which he
articulates the paradox and tension in the Christian religion in which a man, Christ,
embodies godhood (Auerbach, Dante, 11; cited in Porter, “Introduction,” xxi-xxii).
19
Auerbach, “Farinata and Cavalcante,” in Mimesis, 195.
15
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inhabitants of the three realms lead a ‘changeless existence’ [...] yet
into this changeless existence Dante ‘plunges the living world of human action and endurance and more especially of individual deeds
and destinies.’”20 The world beyond is “God’s design in active fulfillment. In relation to it, earthly phenomena are on the whole merely
figural, potential, and requiring fulfilment.”21
However fertile his reading of the “earthly qualities” of Farinata and Cavalcante dei Cavalcanti, Auerbach’s “figural” interpretation – even when just applied to the static souls in Hell – is severely
deficient; when applied to the souls in Purgatory and Paradise, it arguably falls apart all together.22 Nonetheless, Auerbach’s figural interpretation, like Nardi’s account of a true mystical vision, would be
extremely influential on Dante criticism.23
Singleton’s approach to the hermeneutics of the Commedia,
like the approaches of Nardi and Auerbach, is a departure from that
of the early commentators, and of the majority of the commentary
tradition up until the twentieth century. In his “The Vistas in Retrospect” (1965), Singleton delineates his own contribution to twentieth-century progress in Dante Studies: it is the “polysemous” reading of the poem, and the interpretative principle that every thing is
also a sign.24 Singleton founded, indeed, a kind of theological reading
Ibid., 191. Auerbach notes that “Hegel uses the expression (‘changeless existence’) in
his lectures on aesthetics in one of the most beautiful passages ever written on Dante.”
21
Ibid., 196.
22
See, for example, David Thompson’s convincing refutation in “Figure and Allegory
in the Commedia,” Dante Studies 15 (1972): 1-10 (5): “is it necessary to talk of figure
and fulfilment to explain Dante’s realism? By the logic of Auerbach’s formulation, Dante
could achieve his realistic representation, comparable to what we find in ancient and
modern literature, only in describing the afterlife: untransfigured reality, our terrestrial
world of figures, would not lend itself to such vivid depiction. But given the infernal
situation, and the ground to be covered, are Farinata and Cavalcante different in the
poem from what we should expect if Dante were writing a novel about people he had
met recently on a journey through Italy? Dante’s Farinata may strike us as the quintessential Farinata (just as a novelist’s brief picture may seem to capture a character’s essential features); but if so, this is a literary, not an ontological matter.”
23
I became more aware of the persistence of Auerbach’s influence on English-language
Dante criticism at a conference in Oxford, Looking Back with Auerbach: A Convivial
Celebration of Dante’s Birthday (June 2015), organized by David Bowe, Manuele Gragnolati, Elena Lombardi, Martin McLaughlin, and Jennifer Rushworth, a conference at
which I shared, at more length, what I consider the important implications for Dante
Studies of Porter’s reappraisal of Auerbach.
24
Charles S. Singleton, “The Vistas in Retrospect,” Modern Language Notes 81, no. 1
(1966): 55-80, 57: “I do believe that we can honestly lay claim to have made some
progress along that line in our time – by which I mean the twentieth century – particularly in the way we are learning always better, it seems to me, to read the Poem in
depth, or as the Poet in his Letter to Cangrande would have said polysemously.”
20
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of the Commedia based on his imposition of a medieval hermeneutic
of Scriptural allegory onto the hermeneutics of the poem.25 Where
Dante interprets his canzoni in the Convivio according to the allegory of the poets, explaining “the truth hidden beneath a beautiful
lie,” this is not the correct hermeneutical frame, Singleton claims, for
Dante’s Commedia.26 Instead, the Commedia imitates Biblical polysemy and should be read through the allegory of the theologians. As
medieval theologians understand the literal or historical sense of
Scripture to be true, the precondition for Dante’s reader is, on Singleton’s view, an imaginative assent to the truth of the literal sense,
the journey through the afterlife. The literal story of Dante’s poem
should be read as if it were true or, in Singleton’s famous and confusing phrase, “the fiction of the Comedy is that it is not a fiction.”27
Singleton’s approach validates the primacy of the literal sense
(and the Crocean imperative to read Dante as poetry) while also recovering the hermeneutic richness of polysemous interpretation. Despite this, Singleton and his followers were accused by Italian scholars
in particular of searching for theological meanings at the expense of
the poem’s form, its literal meaning.28 Singleton was nonetheless fully
aware that his interpretative approach represents a clear break with
the dominant understanding of Dante as poeta theologus in the commentary tradition as a whole, and that it sets up Dante’s method as
unique in literary history.29 But he insists that “strikingly soon after
Dante,” and especially with Boccaccio, Dante’s own understanding

On Singleton and his influence, as well as the much greater complexities of North
American Dante scholarship as a whole, see, for example, Zygmunt G. Barański, “Dante,
America, and the Limits of ‘Allegory’,” Italian Studies 50, no. 1 (1995): 139-53, 142, n.
8 for further bibliography on Singleton’s influence); and Barański, “Reflecting on Dante
in America: 1949-1990,” Annali d’Italianistica 8 (1990): 58-86.
26
According to Singleton, Dante’s Vita nuova is not an allegory at all, but a literal account of his love for Beatrice Portinari.
27
Charles S. Singleton, “The Irreducible Dove,” Comparative Literature 9 (1957): 1243, 129.
28
See Gianfranco Contini, “Philology and Exegesis,” Dante Studies 87 (1969): 1-32.
See also Giuseppe Mazzotta, “Reflections on Dante Studies in America,” Dante Studies
118 (2000): 323-30. With reference to Contini’s essay, and its “juxtaposition between
two national strains of scholarship [...] as if ‘philology’ and ‘exegesis’ stood for two distinct countries,” Mazzotta defends American Dante Studies as being fully conversant
with and mediated through the critical-philological tradition (327).
29
Singleton, Elements of Structure, 95: “To see the poet as a ‘theologian’ is to see him
essentially as one who constructs an ‘allegory of poets’, hiding under a veil the truths of
theology – a view which has a long history in Dante interpretation”; Ibid., 13: “there is
no literary allegory to compare with [Dante’s poem].”
25
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of the poem’s hermeneutics, as allegory of the theologians, became
lost.30
The persistent influence of Singleton on subsequent Dante
Studies to the present day is pervasive, but let me give just one example in the scholarship of Robert Hollander.31 Hollander sought to
develop Singleton’s application of allegory (beyond the moral-theological sense) and, by drawing also on Auerbach’s work on figuralism,
to open a wider discussion about the exegetical strategies invited by
Dante’s text.32 Hollander’s Allegory in Dante’s Commedia (1969) is
his most extensive treatment of the theoretical issue, but it recurs
throughout his writings, including in a short summary note he wrote
on “allegory” for the Princeton Dante Project in 1998.33 Like Singleton, Hollander considers the Commedia as an allegory of the theologians, according to which the literal level is to be understood as if
it were true, commending Singleton’s pithy statement that “the fiction of the Divine Comedy is that it is not a fiction”.34 Hollander also
considers Auerbach’s figural interpretation (of the “sinner or saved
Singleton, “Vistas,” 57-59. See also, on Boccaccio’s commentary and its reception,
Simon Gilson, “Modes of Reading in Boccaccio’s Esposizioni sopra la Comedia,” in
Interpreting Dante: Essays on the Traditions of Dante Commentary, ed. Paola Nasti and
Claudia Rossignoli (South Bend, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 2013), 250-82.
31
Robert Hollander has had a particularly powerful influence, of course, on Dante
scholarship not only through his own individual contributions, but through the invaluable scholarly resources he had made freely available online: the Dartmouth Dante Project, the Dartmouth Dante Lab, and the Princeton Dante Project. When I was bringing
this paper to completion, I was deeply saddened to hear of the death of Bob Hollander.
He is a great loss to all who love and study Dante’s work, and he will be sorely missed
by scholars in the field.
32
See Robert Hollander, Allegory in Dante’s Commedia (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1969). Barański sees John Freccero (1931-) as more clearly “neo-Singletonian,” but he affirms that “Hollander has been able to tap into what is best in Singleton
[...] while developing his own critical identity” (Barański, “Dante, America,” 142-43).
33
Robert Hollander, “Allegory” (February, 1998), https://dante.princeton.edu/pdp/allegory.html. See also Hollander, “Dante ‘Theologus-Poeta’,” Dante Studies 118 (2000):
261-302.
34
Hollander, “Allegory”: “Rather than employ the allegory of the poets, which admitted, even insisted, that the literal sense of a work was untrue, he chose to employ the
allegory of the theologians, with the consequence that everything recounted in the
poem as having actually occurred is to be treated as ‘historical’, since the poet insistently
claims that what he relates is nothing less than literally true.” See also Hollander, “Theologus-Poeta,” 273: “without entering into a discussion of whether or not Dante actually visited the afterworld (which few will maintain) or in the Commedia sets down on
paper a vision which he had in a momentary flash, we can, I think, almost all agree that
Dante’s poem is a fictio. But whereas some, coming to this affirmation, see it as a means
of undermining the Singletonian position, it is an affirmation which Singleton (or Hollander, for that matter) not only accedes to but insists on [...] the central assertion of this
position [...] is that Dante feigns that his fiction is literally true.”
30
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soul [being] the fulfilment of [their] earthly life”) as true but limited,
highlighting that there are many more interesting figural relationships, including between different personages in the Commedia, relationships he draws out compellingly in his commentaries and articles on the poem.35
Let us briefly consider, though, four of Hollander’s assumptions underlying his interpretative position: (1) he associates the literal
sense of Scripture exclusively with “the historical passages in the Bible,” and claims that the “literal sense of theological allegory is historically true, found only in events narrated in the Bible”;36 (2) he
asserts, as Dante’s claim in the Convivio, that “he could have employed theological allegory in his analysis of his poems” and, furthermore, that Dante goes on to do so in writing the Commedia; Hollander dubiously bases this “astounding fact” merely on Dante’s affirmation that “since it is my intention here to follow the method of
the poets, I shall take the allegorical sense according to the usage of
the poets” (Convivio 2.1.3-4);37 (3) he claims that because, in the
Epistle to Cangrande, Dante makes the “most astounding and controversial assertion [that] the fourfold interpretation of texts used to
elucidate the historical meanings of the Bible was the very method to
be used in order to understand the Comedy,” this position “at the
very least and unmistakably implies that the literal sense of the poem
be treated as historical tract, i.e. that Dante’s seven-day visit to the
afterworld is to be treated as historical fact”; (4) he asserts that theologians were opposed “to the idea that secular literature had any
meaningful claim to purvey truth,” and that Dante’s procedure is
“surely the stuff of heresy.”38
Finally, Hollander highlights that Singleton’s pithy way of
“framing the question” had the “crucial and noteworthy result” of
freeing readers from the “interpretative shackles imposed by forcing
the ‘allegory of the poets’ onto the poem,” an approach which, he
also underlines, has been “its fate from the time of the earliest commentators.” Forty years into his own teaching career, Hollander concludes: “It is a useful and pleasing freedom that you [students of the
35
36

Hollander, “Allegory.”

Ibid.: “let us consider what Dante believes to be the distinguishing mark of theological

allegory, the way in which ‘the theologians take this sense otherwise than do the poets.’
It is clear that he is now speaking of a privileged and limited class of texts, the historical
passages in the Bible that medieval exegetes believed to possess the four senses.”
37
Ibid.: “the claim he had staked when he wrote Convivio (ca. 1304-6) lay ready to be
put to use when he moved on to the Comedy (ca. 1307).”
38
Ibid.
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poem] enjoy: ‘The allegory of the Comedy is not the allegory as the
commentators urge me to apply it. I may read this poem as history,
and understand it better’. When I first taught this poem, in 1958, I
wish someone had given me that gift.”39
To summarise this first section, Nardi, Auerbach, and Singleton all placed emphasis on the truth of the literal sense of the poem,
albeit in different respects. For Nardi, Dante speaks as a divinely inspired prophet and the literal sense of the poem records Dante’s mystical vision. For Auerbach, Dante transposes the “earthly world” onto
his eschatology, and the literal sense of the poem is but the fulfillment
of an earthly life which, in relation to this fulfillment, is merely the
figure. For Singleton, Dante adopts God’s mode of writing in Scripture: the reader is asked to assent, therefore, to the literal sense of
Dante’s poem as if it were true.40 Nonetheless, as Scripture is polysemous, so Dante’s poem should be read according to the allegorical
senses as well, and this typically for a moral or theological meaning.
Crucially, though, Singleton’s emphasis on the truth of the literal
sense (and the allegory of the theologians) rules out an interpretative
strategy of the allegory of the poets common since the early commentators: namely, to read certain passages solely according to an allegorical sense. Instead, for literalist readers, Virgil is always Virgil the
man; Beatrice is always Bice Portinari, the young woman; Dante’s
journey through the regions of the afterlife is always literally true or
intended to be accepted as such, whatever the additional allegorical
meanings there may or may not be.
II. The Theological Truth of the ‘Commedia:’ The Interpretative

Approach of Pierre Mandonnet and Joachim Berthier.

Pierre Mandonnet, O.P. came to Dante, a literary passion throughout
his life, as an outstanding medieval historian (author, for example, of
important volumes on Siger of Brabant and the life of St Dominic)
and a Thomist (collaborating on the new critical edition of Aquinas’s
39

Ibid.

Unlike Hollander, Barolini sees these three approaches as essentially complementary:
“[I]t is my belief that Nardi’s contributions regarding ‘Dante profeta’ and Singleton’s
regarding the Commedia’s use of the allegory of the theologians are essentially complementary. Since Singleton, in the wake of Erich Auerbach, emphasizes the validity of the
literal sense as historically true, and the issue of Dante as profeta ultimately goes beyond
the specific prophecies within the text to encompass the much larger problem of the
poet’s view of himself as a teller of truth, these two traditions are in effect parallel ways
of discussing the one central issue of the poet’s truth claims” (Barolini, Detheologizing
Dante, 5).
40
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works commissioned by Pope Leo XIII as editor, for example, of
Aquinas’s huge commentary on the Sentences).41 Entering the Dominican order in 1882, he was professor of history at the University
of Fribourg from 1891-1918; on retirement, he continued to research
and teach at the Dominican house of Le Saulchoir in Belgium.42 Having published short articles on Dante during his academic life, he
published Dante le Théologien in 1935, shortly before his death on
4 January 1936.43 Mandonnet’s academic career thus parallels that of
See R.F. Bennett, “Pierre Mandonnet, O.P., and Dominican Studies,” History 24,
no. 95 (1939): 193-205. By the 1930s, Mandonnet was “one of the giants of medieval
studies,” and, as founder and honorary president of the French Société Thomiste, his
name was “synonymous with fundamental research into the thought and writings of
Thomas Aquinas” (Ralph McInerny, Praeambula fidei: Thomism and the God of the
Philosophers [Washington D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 2006], 108;
91). On Siger, see Pierre Mandonnet, Siger de Brabant et l’averroïsme latin au XIIIme
siècle. Étude critique et documents inédits (Fribourg: Librairie de l’Université, 1899).
Revised and edited after his death, Mandonnet’s study of St Dominic was translated into
English as Pierre Mandonnet, O.P. St Dominic and His Work, 2 vols, trans. Sr Mary
Benedicta Larkin, O.P. (St Louis/London: Herder Book Co., 1944).
42
Bennett, 193-94. Le Saulchoir was the Dominican house of studies for the French
province, in exile in Belgium between 1904 and 1939 due to the laws separating church
and state. Raised to the status of an institute of higher education, the Dominicans established the “Institut historique d’études Thomistes” there in 1921. Mandonnet was instrumental to the implementation of this new institute, and he was central to the establishment of its programme of study. As Antoine Leomonnyer (1872-1932), the regent
of studies since September 1911, wrote in a memorandum: “Il aurait l’avantage de bénéficier, pour l’organisation et la mise en train de ces cours, de l’expérience et de la
compétence exceptionnelle du T.R.P. Mandonnet, dont, en retour, les travaux et les
projets trouveraient dans notre jeunesse d’utiles collaborateurs” (Archives O.P., Paris.
III-L-545, cited in André Duval, “Au origines de l’ ‘Institut historique d’études Thomistes’ du Saulchoir [1920 et ss]: Notes et Documents,” Revue des Sciences
philosophiques et théologiques 75, no. 3 [1991], 423-48, 433).
43
Pierre Mandonnet, Dante le théologien: Introduction a l’intelligence de la vie, des
oeuvres et de l’art de Dante Alighieri (Paris: Desclée de Brouwer, 1935). Etienne Gilson’s Dante et la Philosophie (1939), which Kenelm Foster described as Gilson’s “brilliant raid into Dante territory” (Foster, “Dante Studies,” 3), was nothing other than a
book-length refutation of Mandonnet’s Dante le théologien. But whereas Gilson’s
Dante the Philosopher (as the title was rendered in the English translation of 1946) was
widely read, and deeply influential, on twentieth-century Dante scholarship, Mandonnet’s Dante le théologien was never translated into English, and is typically referred to
(if at all) through Gilson’s reductive caricature. Early reviewers of Mandonnet engaged
(and very negatively) only with his purely symbolic interpretation of Beatrice and hypothesis of Dante’s clerical vocation (in part I of the book), and the other three parts of
Mandonnet’s book, including Part III on the theological form of the poem, have been
neglected (although it did influence Auerbach). With Patricia Kelly, I am seeking to
remedy this neglect by producing the first English edition and translation of Mandonnet’s Dante le théologien. In citing Mandonnet’s text here, page numbers refer to the
original 1935 edition, while English translations are, with grateful permission of Patricia
Kelly, from our new edition and translation of the work.
41
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a Dominican colleague at Fribourg ten years his senior, Joachim Joseph Berthier, O.P.44 An accomplished medieval historian (who published important works on the early masters of the Dominican order
Humbert of Romans and Jordan of Saxony) and Thomist (who also
collaborated on the Leonine edition of Aquinas’s works and published a series of Thomist scholastic manuals), Berthier translated
Dante’s Commedia into French, and published a two volume edition
of the Inferno in Italian “with scholastic commentary” in 1892, as
well as a series of articles on the poet.45 As Ruedi Imbach notes,
Berthier and Mandonnet’s labours testify to a “new catholic impulsion to Dante Studies,” symbolically given Papal approval by the removal of Dante’s Monarchia from the Index in 1881 (where it had
remained since 1554), and which paralleled the Renaissance in Thomistic Studies instigated by Pope Leo XIII’s encyclical Aeterni patris
in 1879.46
Mandonnet’s approach to the theological form of the Commedia builds on that of his Dominican colleague Berthier, whose
“originality” consists in a return to the original contexts of Dante’s
work, and of the early allegorical commentary tradition, in a spirit of
interpretative continuity.47 At the level of theological content, Berthier characterises Dante as less of an inventor than a brilliant scholar
Berthier entered the Dominican order in 1871. From 1890-1905, he was the principal
collaborator of Georges Python (1856-1927), founder of the University of Fribourg
(Switzerland), in creating a faculty of theology. From 1907-1920, he lived in Rome,
notably as consultant of the Sacred Congregation of Studies.
45
See Dante Alighieri: La Divine Comédie: Traduction littérale avec notes par JoachimJoseph Berthier, O.P., Réédition de la version de 1924 sous la direction de Ruedi Imbach (Paris: Desclée de Brouwer, 2018); see also La Divina Comedia di Dante con commenti secondo la scholastica del P. Gioachino Berthier, Inferno, vols. 1-2 (Fribourg:
Libreria dell’Università, 1892). For a list of Berthier’s main Thomist works, including
De locis theologicis and Tabulae Synopticae et systematicae totius Summa Theologiae
(in Latin) and L’Etude de la Somme Théologique de Saint Thomas d’Aquin (in French),
see “In Memoriam R.P. Mag. Fr. Joachim Ios. Berthier, OP,” Angelicum 2, no. 3
(1925): 343-45.
46
For example, Berthier dedicates his commentary on the Inferno to Pope Leo XIII
“mecenate insigne degli studi Tomistici e Danteschi.”
47
Thus, for example, in arguing that the formal object of the poem is ethics, Berthier
cites the testimony first of Dante himself, and then of all the ancient commentators
(Berthier, xxii: “Che l’oggetto del poema sia la Morale, lo scrisse Dante, e tutti gli antichi
lo credettero e lo affermarono”). As Nasti and Rossignoli note, Berthier critiques nineteenth-century Dante commentators and scholars who “had become insensitive to the
theological dimension of the Comedy (its ‘bone marrow’),” while his scholarly approach
may also challenge a tendency in modern literary scholarship to “pursue critical controversy” and mark “its originality, its new conquests” (Nasti and Rossignoli, Interpreting
Dante, 8-9).
44
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and synthesiser.48 Dante’s true innovation was to unify the new doctrine of the schools with poetry; that is, the doctrinal transformation
witnessed most powerfully in the life and work of Aquinas led, in
Dante, to a special transformation of poetry. Whereas poetic literature
in the vernacular had heretofore concerned itself almost exclusively
with feats of arms, the acts of love, and the corruptions of the court,
now it became allegorical: it sung of knowledge, of wisdom, of the
intellect and virtue. In Provenzale, the Franciscan Maffre Ermengaud
(d. 1322) wrote the Breviari d’amor (c. 1288) celebrating the Christian virtues49 while, in the Italian vernaculars, Guido Guinizelli sung
of knowledge, Guido Cavalcanti of philosophy, Cino da Pistoia of
justice, and Dino Compagni of the intellect.50 Berthier does not negate that these writers may have written of women in the flesh, but
he underlines that they wrote of them allegorizing and idealizing,
such that their loves for “Giovanna” and “Mandetta” (Cavalcanti) or
“Beatrice” (Dante), for “una pastorella” or “una forsetta,” also symbolise the love of science and virtue, the poets transferring the idealized beauties onto the true intellectual objects of their poems.51 This
is, Berthier claims, the ambient of Dante, and the distinctive trait of
the dolce stil novo school of poetry, of which Dante calls Guido
Guinizelli the founder (Purgatorio 26.92-108).52 Even within the
Berthier, Dante La Divine Comédie, 48. Mandonnet makes the same point, asserting
that “the profound, rich doctrines which [Dante] uncovers for us were to a certain extent part of the shared patrimony of all the great minds of that astonishing Christian
Europe of the thirteenth century” (Mandonnet, 241). In other words, “Dante’s original
greatness does not reside in the content of his work, but in his extraordinary poetic
technique, which synthesises this material in an immense, finely detailed, and harmonious poem of beautiful unity and perfect proportion, with connections between all its
major themes, and grace and truth in its smallest details.”
49
M. Mary-Lafon, for example, highlights the potential influence of Ermengaud’s work
on Dante, as well as the many parallels between them. See M. Mary-Lafon, Histoire du
midi de la France (Paris: P. Melier, 1845), 326. Specifically, she argues that Dante’s nine
circles of Hell, with the ten bolge, derive from Ermengaud’s ten punishments: whereas
Dante places the gluttons in the third circle, Ermengaud places them in the tenth; Ermengaud reserves the first, the fourth, and the fifth for the avaricious, the prodigals and
the wrathful, whereas Dante places these in the fourth and fifth circles; Ermengaud places
the unbelievers in the sixth punishment, Dante in the sixth circle (of the heretics); Ermengaud places the violent in the eight punishment, whereas Dante does so in the seventh circle; Ermengaud places the lustful in the ninth punishment, Dante in the second
(Mary-Lafron writes the eighth circle, so may be referring to the panders and seducers).
The idea of Dante’s ninth circle, encased in ice (Inf. 32.35-36), is taken, she claims,
word for word from the second punishment in Ermengaud.
50
Berthier, “Introduzione,” par. 18, in Inferno, vol. 2, XL-XLI.
51
Ibid., XLI; 18.
52
It is in reference to this, Berthier adds, that Guittone d’Arezzo, Bonagiunta da Lucca,
and Giacomo da Lentini are found wanting, “poeti duri e inanimi” (Ibid.).
48
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school of the dolce stil novo, however, Dante flies higher than the
others precisely because the other poets celebrated the sciences which
are servants or handmaids (“ancelle”) of theology, while he sung of
theology herself in the figure of Beatrice.53
Thus, according to Berthier, Dante creates an immense allegory, where one finds the immediate object and what is mediated,
the sign and the signified, the allegory itself, and the sense of the
allegory. There are two key implications of Berthier’s approach. First,
the allegory itself – by which Berthier means Dante’s depiction of the
Hell, Purgatory and Paradise of the otherworld, with their circles and
inhabitants – is not dogmatic or strictly theological at all; rather it
represents a fiction, according to which particular places, personages,
or mythical figures − depicted with marvellous verisimilitude – signify dogmatic and theological truths (and particularly the moral Hell,
Purgatory, and Paradise of this life).54 Berthier claims that the admission of this simple rule (that Dante always speaks as a poet, in creating
fictions, and as a theologian, in communicating doctrines) removes
all shadows of difficulty from the point of view of theology.55 Second,
it is an interpretative error to seek for meaning only in the allegory
itself, since the literal sense does not exist for itself (per se), but for its
signification.56
Interestingly, Berthier connects this erroneous interpretative
approach in the literary study of Dante to late nineteenth-century
Biblical Studies (“one finds the same issue in Biblical Studies”) which
Ibid.: “Anzi l’Allighieri sopra gli altri volò, in guisa che questi furono inferiori, come
tutte le Scienze da loro celebrate sono ancelle alla Teologia cantata dal Sommo Poeta.
E tutto nella sua poesia appare nascosto insieme e significato in allegorie stupende di
bellezza.”
54
For Berthier, Dante’s poem is above all a work of ethics (Berthier, “Introduzione,”
XXI-XXIII, in Inferno, vol II, xlv-lv). Berthier cites Purgatorio 8.59-60 to the effect
that Dante describes himself as in via (“sì andando”), and on this journey there are three
stages: the terminus a quo is Hell, the manifestation of sin and the punishments for evil
(morally, the life of the vicious); the terminus per quem is Purgatory, the escape from
sin (morally, the life of the penitent); the terminus ad quem is Paradise, the arrival point
(morally, the life of the virtuous) (Ibid., XXIII).
55
Ibid., XLIV-XLV.
56
Ibid., XLV-XLVII. Berthier argues that Dante himself had sought to correct such a
false interpretative approach to his poems in writing the Convivio, as his canzoni had
already been misinterpreted in his lifetime. His poems were “sì di amore come di virtù
materiate”; however, many readers were able to understand “lor bellezza (estrinseca) più
che la lor bontà (intrinseca).” Thus Dante concludes: “E conciossiacosachè la vera intenzione mia fosse altra che quella che di fuori mostrano le Canzoni predette, per allegorica sposizione, quelle intendo mostrare, appresso la litterale storia ragionata” ( Conv.
1.1; cited in Ibid., XLVI). This same hermeneutic principle, Berthier underlines, applies
also to the Commedia.
53
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similarly developed an almost exclusive focus on the literal sense of
Scripture, with a dismissal of the mystical senses.57 Late nineteenthcentury Dante scholars are like the laici of Dante’s own time who, in
ignorance of theology, simply interpret his poems as about sensual
love, or his Commedia as about the regions of the afterlife (“they
even suppose he went there!”), whereas, for the learned, this is obviously only the allegory (the fiction), and not the meaning of the allegory (which lies hidden beneath its veil).58 In this respect, Berthier
highlights Giovanni Villani’s reference to Dante as a great scholar in
all the branches of learning, despite being a lay person (“tutto fosse
laico”), and as one “who didn’t know well how to converse with
laypeople” (“non bene sapea conversare co’ laici”), emphasising the
implicit (and common) medieval distinction between a cleric
(“chierico”), learned in the sciences, and a layman (“laico”), ignorant
of them. With regard to allegorical poetry, the typical lay reader can
only appreciate the surface meaning (“la sola laicale sposizione”);
“mute” and “silent,” he cannot penetrate the doctrine hidden beneath it.59
Like Berthier, Mandonnet issues the standard complaint against
secular critics such as Benedetto Croce, who sought to separate poetry from theology, and only consider the literary aspect of the Commedia: this is to impose the flaying of Marsyas on Dante, leaving one
Ibid., xlvi: “Oggi, secondo noi, si suole fermarsi un po’ troppo esclusivamente alla
sola esposizione ‘laicale’, e non si va, quanto sarebbe necessario, all’esposizione più ‘midullata e intrinseca’. Il medesimo fatto s’incontra negli studi biblici.”
58
Berthier gives three reasons why Dante’s poem is interpreted only at a superficial level
and in a “lay manner.” The first is a certain frivolity or thoughtlessness (la leggerezza):
it is much easier to remain at the exterior of the poem (la corteccia) which affects the
imagination and the sensibility, and it thus happens that a few remarkable episodes, as of
Francesca da Rimini and Ugolino, constitute the entire subject of certain scholars. The
second is ignorance: many Dante scholars attempt to interpret the poem, but know
nothing of scholastic theology, and yet argue with those who in fact study it; such readers, in ignorance, do not see in the poem what they do not even suspect to be there.
The third is bad faith: for many secular readers, it is a great trial that Dante was a Christian believer and, to dismiss him and show off their own lack of remorse, they reinvent
him as simply a politician or a fantasist (Ibid., XLVI-XLVII).
59
Ibid.: “A capire meglio il senso del riferito testo si noti che siccome chierico era nel
medio evo sinonimo di dotto, così laico era sinonimo d’ignorante, almeno nelle scienze
sacre. Giov. Villani dice di Dante: ‘Questi fu grande letterato quasi in ogni scienza, tutto
fosse laico’. Cron., lib. IX, c. CXXXV [...] Un goliardo scriveva: ‘Aestimetur autem
laicus ut brutus: / Nam ad artem surdus est et mutus’. E un altro: ‘Literatos convocat
decus virginale: / Laicorum exsecrat pectus bestiale’. [...] Guillelmo Neuber: ‘Laici estis
ci percipere non potuistis vim verbi.’, Rer. Anglic., lib. IV, cap. III.” In Villani’s chronicle, Dante is “schifo e sdegnoso, e quasi a guisa di filosofo mal grazioso,” as one who
“non bene sapea conversare co’ laici”.
57
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in effect with an ornamental bedside rug (a lion skin) rather than a
great living organism (the lion itself).60 But Mandonnet goes further.
He argues that even the poetical style of Dante’s Commedia is theological. Dante is not merely a poet who treats theology; instead,
Dante is a poet who treats theology through theology, through a
properly theological technique.61
According to Mandonnet, Dante derives four methodological
elements from theology: 1) the literary modes; 2) the rule of symbolism; 3) the use of the four senses; and 4) the formal concept of onein-threeness (unitrinisme). The latter is Mandonnet’s invented neologism to describe the way in which Dante imprints the central mystery of the Christian faith – that God is one in three persons – into
the fabric of the Commedia at every level.62 Mandonnet thereby provides a highly rich and variegated account of the theological form of
Dante’s Commedia. Like Singleton after him, Mandonnet sees Dante
as drawing on fourfold Scriptural exegesis; for Mandonnet, however,
this does not imply in any way, as it subsequently did for Singleton,
that Dante considered the literal sense of his poem to be true.
The first key element of Dante’s theological methodology according to Mandonnet, then, is the hermeneutic tradition of the multiple modes of treating theology.63 To serve the purposes of his poem,
Mandonnet sees Dante as deploying twelve different literary modes
in the Commedia. The poem’s general purpose is the glory of God,
and Dante’s poem, comprising “cantica” and “canti,” is a lauda or
canticle throughout, using the (1) laudative mode (modus laudativus).64 The three particular purposes regard the aesthetic, moral, and
intellectual orders. As poet, Dante employed the (2) narrative
Mandonnet, 150-51.
Ibid., 152: The qualifier “the Theologian” for Dante in Mandonnet’s title relates not
only to the subject matter of his poem, but also to its very form, that is, the basic conditions which Dante imposed on his poetry.
62
Thus, for example, Dante presents one vision of the afterlife in three realms (Hell,
Purgatory, and Paradise), and each of the three main characters − Virgil, Dante, and
Beatrice − have, according to Mandonnet, three offices. At a textual level, one-inthreeness informs Dante’s arrangement of terzine, strophe, cantos, and canticles, as well
as his use of numerical symbolism.
63
Although Aquinas relinquishes this tradition in the Summa theologiae (the work of
“new” scientific theology par excellence), Mandonnet nonetheless locates its presence
in his early systematic work, the commentary on the Sentences, as well as in his commentary on the Psalms (one of his final works, which, as a Scriptural commentary, discusses different literary modes of expression in sacred scripture).
64
Mandonnet suggests that Dante might have been inspired by St Thomas’s commentary
on the psalms, with its definition of a hymn as “laus Dei cum cantico. Canticum autem
exultatio mentis de aeternis habita, prorumpens in vocem” (see Mandonnet, 160, n.).
60
61
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(narrativus), (3) the praying or deprecative (orativus sive deprecativus), and the (4) symbolic (symbolicus) modes, as well as (5) the
mode of soliloquy (modus soliloquii). As preacher, he used the (6)
preceptive (praeceptivus), (7) exhorting (exortatorius), (8) admonishing (comminatorius sive admonitorius), (9) promissory (promissivus)
modes, as well as the (10) narrative of exemplars (narrativus exemplorum). Finally, as teacher, he drew upon the (11) revelatory (revelativus) and (12) argumentative (argumentativus sive disputativus)
modes. The last, the argumentative, pertains equally to theology and
philosophy, as both employ disputation according to three categories
of proofs: the authority of great teachers (per auctoritates); demonstration (per rationes); and similitudes (per similitudines). Although
Dante does not treat these modes explicitly in his theoretical works,
he does touch upon the variety of literary modes employed superficially in his Epistle to Cangrande, where we find the following list in
two parts: the (i) poetic (poeticus), (ii) fictive (fictivus), (iii) descriptive (descriptivus), (iv) digressive (digressivus), and (iv) transumptive
(transumptivus) modes, as well as the (v) defining (definitivus), (vi)
dividing (divisivus), (vii) proving (probativus), (viii) disproving (improbativus) modes, and (ix) the positing of examples (exemplorum
positivus). The second group are, of course, identical to the list of the
five forma tractandi given, for example, in Aquinas’s commentary on
Aristotle’s De interpretatione.65
Far from equating Dante’s hermeneutics with the procedure of
Aquinas’s Summa theologiae, Mandonnet sees Aquinas’s Summa as
the paradigmatic example of a “new direction of theology,” while he
understands the hermeneutics of Dante’s Commedia principally
within the cultural context of the symbolic theology which it displaced.66 Two features characterized the “new direction of
See Aquinas, Commentary on the Perihermenias, trans. Jean T. Oesterie (Milwaukee:
Marquette University Press, 1962). See also Judson Boyce Allen, The Ethical Poet of
the Latter Middle Ages: A decorum of convenient distinction (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1982); and Heine Hansen, John Pagus on Aristotle’s “Categories”: A
Study and Edition of the Rationes super Praedicamenta Aristotelis (Leuven: Leuven
University Press, 2013), 146, n. 2: “[Aquinas] counts five types of forma tractandi (definitivus, divisivus, probativus, improbativus, exemplorum positivus).”
66
Dante’s synthesis of pagan literature, moreover, is part of a sophisticated theological
exegetical tradition (which, Mandonnet highlights [152], again does not derive from
Aquinas), according to which “everything must be laid at the service of Christianity,
just as Virgil follows Beatrice’s orders for higher ends” (173); “Allegory in the Commedia, then, whether directly or indirectly, proceeds from scriptural theology. Dante’s use
of figures from classical antiquity is a process which had already been introduced into
the interpretation of Scripture and the writing of religious propaganda by various theologians” (175). Mandonnet adds: “However, one main thing remains, which is that
65
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theology”: first, the introduction of Aristotle’s logical works and then
his entire corpus into the schools provided a new philosophical methodology, which was placed at the service of sacred doctrine (sacra
doctrina) enabling, thereby, a true science of theology; second, the
critique of unrestrained allegorization, and the emphasis on the primacy of the literal sense of Scripture for deriving theological doctrine.67 By contrast, symbolic theology (dominant “from the Church
Fathers until the start of the thirteenth century”) was characterised by
the unrestrained use of the allegorical method of Scriptural interpretation, according to which “one can allegorise about everything,” be
that a person, a thing, a number, a place, a time, or a fact.68
Crucially, while Mandonnet avers that the new direction in
theology gradually displaced symbolic theology in the schools or universities (in other words, in academic theology), he equally highlights
that symbolic theology “continued to occupy the streets, the porch,
and the narthex,” holding a privileged place in figurative and architectural art, vernacular literature, and as a teaching and catechetical
tool.69 Specifically, Mandonnet associates the symbolic method with
the literature of the goliards and the troubadours, most of whom, he
avers, were clerics or clerics who had returned to lay life.70 Mandonnet underlines one further (and apparently contradictory) feature of
literary symbolism which pertains to Dante’s authorial procedure: as
Dante, like Richard of St Victor, considers the use of allegory to be a proper means to
convey doctrine, so much so that under every allegory there is a doctrine which must
be drawn out” (175, n.).
67
Ibid., 168-69.
68
Ibid., 167. In the absence of a culture of reason, “it opened the way to an arbitrary,
unlimited form of interpretation”; as examples, Mandonnet cites the glosses attributed
to Walafrid Strabo and Anselm of Laon.
69
Ibid., 170: “Symbolism also found a privileged place in figurative and architectural
art. Medieval art was essentially at the service of religion. It was a teaching tool, the
catechism of the people who, universally, could not read. But the religious idea, and the
religious fact, could not be directly translated: they needed forms and symbols. Symbolism governed the construction and layout of places of worship, the statues and carvings
which covered their walls, and neither did frescoed wall-paintings and manuscript pages
escape their rule”. This because “people understand an image, symbol, or allegory better
than direct and abstract doctrine.”
70
Ibid., 171. Dante inherited in this way the figure of the Lady of his thoughts, (of
which, he notes, “courtly poetry had made an abusive, even sterile use”) but he applied
it to the moral and religious order in ways which “went far beyond the concerns of the
troubadours.” More generally, Mandonnet considers symbolism a feature of all preChristian literature, given that symbolism “by its nature [is] part of the human order”;
thus, for example, “Plato’s celebrated myths are nothing other than marvellous allegories” (165). Dante, of course, alludes to this allegorical interpretation of Plato’s myths in
Paradiso 4.22-63.
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well as allegory being used to communicate and make known doctrine, it could also be used to hide doctrine. In this way, and following the example of Christ in the parables, allegory “enabled sacred
truths to be hidden from profane and superficial readers,” as well as
sharpening the curiosity of deeper ones.71
Symbolism is, Mandonnet affirms, the “crust of the Commedia,” which appears first and which also “creates the greatest difficulties for the reader in trying to understand the work.”72 He divides
Dantean symbolism into three main forms: metaphor, typology, and
allegory. Typology and allegory, which are inter-related, are most
important for interpreting the Commedia. Typology is static, and
normally refers to a person. Allegory is dynamic, and is a symbol
“which is ongoing for more or less time, and which is developed
successively […] when the type appears on stage, its action is allegorical.”73 Thus, according to Mandonnet, Dante is a type for the Christian (and is poet, sinner, and student); Virgil is a type for the natural
order, and is Dante’s guide in poetry (duca), leader in virtue (segnore), and teacher of truth (maestro); Beatrice is a type for the Christian supernatural order, and is the beauty of Christian revelation (in
the realm of making), grace and the light of glory (in the practical
field of morals), and faith and the light of glory (in the speculative
field of knowledge).74 Secondary protagonists, such as Statius, Matilda, and Bernard, have similar typological meanings.75 Dante-character’s journey through the three realms of the afterlife, then, is the
poetic and fictive element of the poem which establishes the unity of
dramatic action, including the action of these typological personae,
and their relation with each other, as they unfold dynamically in the
course of the poem.76 Alongside typology and allegory, Dante also
uses symbolism in the form of metaphor, principally to translate theological or other ideas through material forms. Thus, the butterfly
emerging from the chrysalis is Dante’s metaphor for the human soul
shedding its body and undergoing an apparently miraculous transformation upon death; the butterfly is “angelic” (“l’angelica farfalla”;

Mandonnet, 175-76, n.: “Gloria Dei est celare verbum et gloria regum investigare
sermonem. Prov. 25.2. Semper sapientes contra vulgus divisi sunt et arcana sapientiae
non toto mundo sed plebi philosophantium revelaverunt.”
72
Ibid., 163.
73
Ibid., 164.
74
Ibid., 221.
75
Ibid., 164.
76
Ibid., 224.
71
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Purgatorio 10.125) because human souls, temporarily separated from

their bodies, have a spiritual nature like that of angels.77
Mandonnet also situates Dante’s use of symbolism within the
historical development by theologians of the theory of the four traditional senses of Scripture.78 Mandonnet deploys Aquinas’s relatively
precise taxonomy of the four senses (in his later works) as a framework to analyse Dante’s practice in the Commedia, cross-referencing, in the process, Dante’s passing and superficial references to the
four senses in the Convivio and the Epistle to Can Grande. Both
Aquinas and Dante divide the four senses into two: the literal sense
and the threefold spiritual sense (moral, anagogical, and allegorical).
For medieval interpreters, the literal sense is “that which is signified
by the letter” (sicut littera sonat). This literal signification can be direct, but it can also be indirect (whereby parabolic or figurative expressions come under the literal sense).79 With indirect signification,
the “literal sense is not the figure of speech itself but the thing figured.
Thus when Scripture speaks of the arm of God it does not literally
mean that God has bodily members of this kind, but it means that
which is signified by such members, viz. operative power.”80 With
indirect signification, then, there is the “letter of the symbol” (the
arm of God) and the “sense of the symbol” (the operative power of
God). In ordinary parlance and in allegorical poetry, we would call
the former the literal sense of the symbol, and the latter the spiritual
or symbolic sense; however, in Scriptural interpretation, the latter is,
in fact, the literal sense, as it is the sense intended by the author.
Where Singleton, Hollander et al. associate the literal sense of
Scripture exclusively with “the historical passages in the Bible,” and
conclude that, as a result, “Dante’s seven-day visit to the afterworld
is to be treated as historical fact,” Mandonnet applies the Scriptural
procedure of indirect literal signification – and the distinction between the letter and the sense of the symbol – to the distinction between the literal and symbolic senses of Dante’s Commedia. Like the
letter of the symbol in Scriptural interpretation, the literal sense of
Ibid., 163.
Mandonnet emphasises that the theoretical treatment could be varied, and not always
consistent, and that this was a practice of hermeneutics which “had arranged practically,
not logically” (Ibid., 178).
79
Ibid., 181.
80
Aquinas, STh., Ia, q.1, a.10. Mandonnet refers to this article in the notes (179, nn.13; 180, n.1; 182, n. 2; and 183, n. 1) and is clearly paraphrasing Aquinas’s exposition:
“Non est litteralis sensus ipsa figura, sed id quod est figuratum” (183, n.1). See also Hugh
Pope, St Thomas Aquinas as an Interpreter of Holy Scripture (Oxford: Blackwell, 1924).
77
78
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Dante’s Commedia is a figure and is, in a strict sense, instrumental,
whereas the symbolic or allegorical sense of Dante’s Commedia, like
the sense of the symbol in Scriptural interpretation, is the intended
meaning. Thus, at the beginning of the poem, Dante describes carnal
passion (the sense of the symbol or, in allegorical poetry, the symbolic
sense) through the leopard (the letter of the symbol or, in allegorical
poetry, the literal sense). From the perspective of ethics, the symbol
(the leopard) has no reason to exist of itself, as it is ancillary, instrumental, and pertains to a shared language or stock of images. By contrast, the thing signified (carnal passion) exists for itself, and is the
purpose of this kind of symbolic expression. At a macro level, Dante’s
fictional depiction of the realms of the afterlife and invented encounters with over three hundred souls is a figure for, and is instrumental
to, the moral and doctrinal senses and purposes of his poem.
This notwithstanding, from the perspective of poetry, the
proper aim of which is to create fictions (“belle menzogne” [beautiful
lies]), the principal object is the very beauty and appropriateness of
the symbols themselves.81 Here, then, is the formal distinction between theological and poetical symbolism (which both Aquinas and
Dante touch upon in their theoretical works): sacred scripture uses
symbolic and literary figures due to necessity and utility; by contrast,
the very purpose of poetry, on this view, is to create symbolic figures,
delightful representations, which cloak doctrine (whether sacred or
profane).82
While Dante frequently employs ambiguity (where a single word can have multiple
or equivocal meanings), with regard to symbolism, the word or statement refers univocally to one object symbolized. The symbol itself, though, can signify many different
ideas and, according to Mandonnet, typically has up to three meanings in Dante’s Commedia. Dante deploys ambiguity in the Commedia not just with regard to a particular
word (as Belacqua’s “porta”; Purg. 14.127;129) but, also, with regard to an entire phrase
or dialogue, as is the case with Dante’s dialogue with Cavalcante in Inferno 10, which
is equivocal, and which Dante-character first interprets according to a spiritual sense,
and Cavalcante interprets in a literal sense (see George Corbett, Dante and Epicurus: A
Dualistic Vision of Secular and Spiritual Fulfilment [Oxford: Legenda, 2013], 89-120).
82
Aquinas, STh., Ia, q.1, a.9, ad 1; Conv. 2.1.6 (cited in Mandonnet, 182, nn. 1-2).
Furthermore, and again unlike Singleton, Mandonnet does not simply map the four
traditional senses onto Dante’s poem. Instead, he highlights (184-85) that a recognized
problem of the threefold distinction of the symbolic or spiritual sense (allegorical, moral,
and analogical) was that it did not seem to incorporate the dogmatic subject matter of
theology. Mandonnet notes that Aquinas in a quodlibet article (but not in the Summa
theologiae itself) ingeniously makes room for the dogmatic matter of theology by dividing the three spiritual senses into two: first, with regard to right action (the moral or
tropological sense); second, with regard to right belief and, thus, with regard to theology
(the allegorical and anagogical senses). Mandonnet avers that the moral sense of the
symbol prevails in Dante’s Inferno and Purgatorio (as their subject matter is principally
81
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Let us make some summarizing comments, then, about
Dante’s use of symbolism on Mandonnet’s view: (1) he associates it
with a plurality of traditions (including those relatively unconnected
with Aquinas’s normative procedure), such as classical literature and
philosophy, symbolic theology, and medieval art, architecture, catechesis, and vernacular literature; (2) he distinguishes between typology and allegory, on the one hand, and metaphor, on the other; (3)
he argues that Dante draws on the theological tradition of the four
senses of Scripture in a critical and selective way; (4) he underlines
the distinction between direct and indirect signification in the literal
sense of Scripture, and compares the distinction between the letter
and the sense of the symbol (in indirect signification) to the distinction between the literal sense and the symbolic senses in Dante’s poetry; (5) he particularly highlights the moral (Inferno and Purgatorio)
and anagogical (Paradiso) senses of Dante’s symbolism; (6) he underlines that, from the perspective of ethics and theology, what matters
is the symbolic sense (and the literal sense is instrumental) but, from
the perspective of poetry (the purpose of which is to create “beautiful
fictions”), the literal sense itself is the principal object (and we admire
the poet, as poet, for his ability to create particularly appropriate and
delightful representations). Finally, Mandonnet frames his whole discussion of Dantean symbolism with a consideration of the variety of
literary modes used by Dante. Thus, although symbolism is the most
notable feature of Dante’s poem as whole, there are parts of the poem
(such as the so-called doctrinal passages) where its presence is less
keenly felt, and where other modes of writing come to the fore.
III. Continuity or Rupture: A Revisionary Proposal.
From the interpretative perspective of Berthier and Mandonnet,
Bruno Nardi’s contention that Dante “spoke as a divinely inspired
prophet,” who believed he actually received a mystical vision of the
afterlife, might seem a retrograde step, encouraging the naive literalism of unlearned readers, the laici. While Barolini maintained that
Nardi revealed the essence of the poem, leading twentieth-century
scholars and students to see the “Commedia not through a glass
darkly but face to face,” Robert M. Durling (1929-2015) and Ronald
Martinez (1948-) concluded a decade ago that he was “wildly mistaken,” and ushered in “hagiographic fumes” that actually obscured
a correct understanding of Dante’s greatness as a poet and as a human
ethical), while the anagogical sense of the symbol prevails in Paradiso (as the subject
matter is principally theological).
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being for generations of scholars and students.83 Similarly, Auerbach’s
reading of Dante as a “poet of the earthly world,” and his limited
application of allegory to the figure and fulfillment of earthly lives,
might seem a continuation of late nineteenth-century Romantic
readings and as an accommodation to twentieth-century secular reappropriations of Dante, rather than as a progressive development in
our understanding of the Commedia.
It is apparent that while the allegory of the poets might be opposed to what Auerbach understood as “modern literary sensibilities,” it does not follow that, in considering the literal sense as a
“beautiful fiction,” we necessarily have less appreciation of its realism,
verisimilitude, or “human, personal” qualities. Moreover, Mandonnet’s sophisticated understanding of Dante’s adoption of the symbolic
method and polysemous signification in the Commedia enables us to
situate Singleton’s contribution more accurately: this was Singleton’s
novel insistence that Dante thereby implies that the literal sense of his
poem must be read as if it were true.84 The assumptions underpinning
this conviction − as we outlined in relation to Hollander − are just
that, however, and betray a typically Protestant understanding of the
literal sense of Scripture, and an apparent unawareness of the crucial
distinction in medieval Biblical hermeneutics between direct and indirect signification. That Dante draws on theological modes of
See The Divine Comedy of Dante Alighieri: Volume 3: Paradiso, ed. and trans. Robert M. Durling, with Introduction by Robert M. Durling and Notes by Ronald L.
Martinez and Robert M. Durling (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 3-20. The
idea that the poem is “literally true is not only wildly mistaken, it distracts attention
from the depth and complexity of Dante’s achievement” (10); “the entire journey
through the heavens in Dante’s conception takes place in the pilgrim’s head, that is, in
his imagination” (14). See also Alex C. Telander, “Dante’s Champion: An Interview
with Robert M. Durling” (19 April, 2011), https://bookbanter.wordpress.com/tag/robert-m-durling/: “We hope to clear the air of the hagiographical fumes
that imagine he actually did voyage to the other world, as opposed to making it all up
on the basis of his extensive reading and thinking.”
84
As far as I am aware, Singleton never cites or references Mandonnet’s Dante le théologien and one might thereby assume that he had never read it. On the other hand, even
leaving aside Singleton’s celebrated treatment of fourfold exegesis as it pertains to the
Commedia, there are a series of other strong parallels with Mandonnet’s earlier work:
(1) Singleton’s essay “The Vistas in Retrospect” (1965) provides a sustained meditation
on the threefold “ruina,” the subject (albeit a Dantean crux) also of the long appendix
in Mandonnet, 281-326; (2) Singleton, like Mandonnet before him, also takes a fourfold
approach to the poem, delineating “four elements,” “four dimensions of meaning,”
comprising “the substance and special texture of the poetry of the Divine Comedy”
(Singleton, Elements of Structure, VII); (3) Singleton’s methodological approach to numerology in his celebrated essay (Charles S. Singleton, “The Poet’s Number at the Centre,” Modern Language Notes 80 [1965]: 1-10) also bears striking similarity to Mandonnet’s numerological procedure.
83
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Scriptural interpretation does not imply that the literal sense of
Dante’s poem is not fictitious.
Nonetheless, some of the most vexed twentieth-century discussions of the theological content of Dante’s Commedia are underpinned by such an insistence on the literal truth claim of the poem.
For example, Kenelm Foster, an authority on Dante’s theology,85
memorably posited a deeply problematic tension in the Commedia
between the “Two Dantes,” “attached, simultaneously, to Christianity and to paganism,” a tension he located especially in Dante’s treatment of Virgil.86 By contrast, Mandonnet understands Dante’s Virgil
and Beatrice as his poetic solution to the challenge of representing,
in the speculative order of knowledge, the autonomy of truths from
reason and from revelation, truths which find − in Christian theology
(as in Dante’s Commedia) − their integration, without thereby losing
their distinction.
The same applies, within the practical order of morals, to the
distinction between nature and grace. For Foster, nature must − in
some sense − surrender its autonomy in a Christian synthesis; by contrast, Virgil (and the limbo of the virtuous pagans as a whole) seems
to embody a kind of human perfectability without healing grace (gratia sanans), which he finds theologically unacceptable.87 From the
Held in great esteem in Italy, Foster was entrusted with the most important theological
entries in the Enciclopedia Dantesca: “Cristo,” ED, II, 262-69; “Dio,” ED, II, 452-57;
“Summa contra Gentiles,” ED, V, 479-80; “Teologia,” ED, V, 564-68; “Tommaso
d’Aquino,” ED, V, 626-49; and “Vangelo,” ED, V, 874-77. Even at the close of the
twentieth century, Stephen Botterill (1958-2018) continued to appeal to Kenelm Foster’s kind of “theological reading” − Foster knew “Scholastic theology” but read “the
Commedia’s poetry as poetry” − to remedy what he saw as the tendency of North
American Dante Studies either to concentrate solely on theology without attention to
Dante as poet, or to ignore theology altogether (Stephen Botterill, “Dante in North
America: 1991-93,” Lectura Dantis 14-15 [1994]: 116-28).
86
Foster, The Two Dantes, 156. In postulating the “Two Dantes,” Foster may also be
accused of falling into T.S. Eliot’s Hamlet fallacy (i.e. of interpreting Dante in his own
image): in his career, indeed, there were arguably two Kenelm Fosters: the Italianist, on
the one hand, and the Thomist Dominican on the other. Bede Bailey, a fellow Dominican who knew him well, highlights that, as a young man beginning philosophical study
at the Dominican priory of Hawkeshead, Foster “was already learned and cultured, an
artist and poet, and more educated than some of his teachers,” and that he subsequently
identified with the catholic poet-priest Gerard Manley Hopkins, “perhaps sharing the
poet’s tension between his religion and artistry” (Bede Bailey, O.P., “In Memoriam
Kenelm Foster OP: 1910-1986,” New Blackfriars 67, no. 789 [1986]: 138-40, 139). See
also T.S. Eliot, “Hamlet and His Problems,” in The Sacred Wood, Essay on Poetry and
Criticism (London: Faber, 1997; first published 1920), 81-87.
87
Foster, The Two Dantes, 248-49: “a ‘nature’ whose contact with God (through grace)
is minimal, but whose intrinsic excellence, on its own level and for the duration of life
85
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hermeneutic perspective sustained by Berthier and Mandonnet, however, Dante’s limbo of the virtuous pagans, which so troubled Foster
(given his equation of the poem’s theological truth with its literal
sense), is not intended as dogmatic eschatology at all (i.e. to imply
that such a state actually exists for adult pagans in the afterlife). Rather, what is primary is the truth signified, not the fictional sign:
namely the kind of (albeit limited) earthly happiness attainable by the
teaching of the philosophers. Man’s natural end (natural beatitude) −
praising and contemplating God without suffering but without seeing
Him face to face − would be, according to Aquinas’s theological hypothesis, the eternal destiny of unbaptized infants in limbo. However,
in Dante’s fiction, man’s limited earthly happiness is seen (and represented in the limbo of the virtuous pagans) from the perspective of
man’s supernatural end, and hence the virtuous pagans “live in desire
without hope”.88
The limbo of the virtuous pagans may thereby exemplify Mandonnet’s distinction between Dante’s (potentially competing) theological and poetical principles in composing the Commedia, the tension between the demands of the teacher and the poet.89 While
on earth can, in principle, be complete. And this completeness in human excellence, if
achieved, would be self-achieved. Grace as sanans, as healing the wound of sin, would
not, in principle, be needed.”
88
In his commentary on Aristotle’s Ethics, Aquinas clarifies that the temporal beatitude
of philosophical contemplation spoken of by Aristotle is qualified: “such men are happy
as men, for in this life subject to mutability, perfect happiness cannot be attained” (see
Lawrence Feingold, The Natural Desire to See God According to St. Thomas Aquinas
and His Interpreters (Ave Maria, FL: Sapientia Press, 2010), 361-62, n. 175); the natural
final beatitude must be satisfied after this life but, from a theological perspective, this
need not have involved the beatific vision (seeing God face-to-face), as the theological
hypothesis of the beatitude of the unbaptized infants underlines. However, from the
perspective of the afterlife, the qualified temporal beatitude of the pagans (intended as a
limited happiness in this life) is, of course, deficient.
89
Mandonnet, 243-52: “the different demands of the Commedia’s poetic and doctrinal
elements: the poet is hampered by the teacher, the teacher by the poet. Ordinarily Dante
triumphs over these difficulties with great success, almost as though it were a game. As
poet, he always remains within the realm of verisimilitude, even when creating such an
improbable type as Beatrice. As theologian and philosopher, he sacrifices nothing essential in the precision of doctrine. Yet by force of circumstance, some conflicts are inevitable, and the problem, which is incidentally most interesting, is to know which one,
poet or teacher, will impose the strongest demand and make its competitor cede. In
such a case, as in everything to do with the practical order, the tension is resolved
through mutual concessions, and one can only admire the extent to which Dante is an
excellent judge of harmony. Nevertheless, and despite the concordat, the differences
remain, and the critic must be aware of this and recognise that the solution Dante accepts
is but a compromise between two contradictory intentions. Without paying attention
to this, one cannot understand certain passages of the Commedia precisely, and scholars
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Kenelm Foster and many other twentieth-century scholars were
deeply preoccupied by Dante’s apparent damnation of Virgil (and this
undeniably provides, at the level of the fictional journey, one of the
key narrative dramas of the poem), what is primary is not the actual
eternal destiny of particular pagans (which, in the heavens of Jupiter
and Saturn, Dante finally makes clear is known to God alone), but
rather important theological and moral doctrines (which, at the level
of the fiction, necessitate Virgil’s apparent damnation).90 Doctrinally,
Dante’s Virgil typologically represents the natural order (including
philosophical truth, the moral law, and the human art of poetry); the
necessary corollary being that, at the level of poetic representation,
the historical Virgil is located in limbo and apparently (1) morally
impeccable (which is, theologically, an impossibility) and (2) spiritually damned (which is theologically plausible, but not theologically
necessary).91
Dante could have avoided these two consequences, at the level
of the fiction (the poem’s literal sense), had he chosen as his signifier
for the natural order in the Commedia an abstract (and historically
non-existent) lady such as Boethius’s Lady Philosophy, or the ‘donna
gentile’ of the Convivio.92 But, clearly, Dante had many other
have thereby sometimes raised unjustified accusations at Dante’s door. There are problems of the poetic order whose solution appeals to the doctrinal order, and vice versa,
and it seems to me that critics are not always sufficiently aware of this” (243-44).
90
The moral message underpinning the tragic fate of the pagan is particularly aimed,
indeed, at unbelievers. As Francesco da Buti puts it: “Every unbeliever in this life is
without hope. Since faith generates hope, he who does not have the true faith does not
have true hope. And the unbelievers of the world still give testimony to this − who live
in continual desire for beatitude and yet cannot have true hope for it because they do
not have true faith” (Francesco da Buti, gloss to Inf. 4.43-45).
91
Given what he must have known about their lives, it is rather implausible that Dante
did, in fact, believe that the historical Virgil and the other adult inhabitants of limbo
were morally impeccable (i.e. that they did not sin in their earthly lives). This heterodox
opinion goes against common sense, and it is explicitly ruled out as shameless presumption and mistaken blundering by Augustine, and as unsuitable, and simply an impossibility, by Aquinas (see Augustine, Contra Iulianum haeresis Pelegiannae defensorem,
IV.3.26 and Aquinas, De veritate, q.24, a.12, ad.2). On the question of pagan salvation,
and for a further analysis of the above sources, see Corbett, “The Limbus Gentilium
Virtuosum,” in Corbett, Dante and Epicurus, 123-29.
92
Mandonnet believed that Beatrice, Dante’s signifier of the Christian supernatural order, is, indeed, an abstract (and historically non-existent) figure (Mandonnet, 29-135);
Berthier, by contrast, argues for the literal identification with Beatrice Portinari in the
Vita Nuova, but maintains that, in the Commedia, Dante typically speaks of Beatrice
solely according to what she signifies (Berthier, “Introduzione,” par. II-III, in Inferno,
vol. I, x-xvi; see also par. XXIV, vol. II, liv: “Perché Dante fece di Beatrice il simbolo
della conoscenza soprannaturale di Dio? Ecco il motivo: Dante avrebbe trovato in Beatrice la sua felicità di questo mondo: ma poiché non gli fu dato di possedere Beatrice in
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reasons for making the historical Virgil the first guide in his poem,
including Virgil’s authority as an ethical poet who wrote, also, of the
pagan underworld; Virgil’s political function as poet of empire (“imperium sine fine”)93; as well as, autobiographically, the ethical power
of Virgil’s poetry on Dante’s own moral and spiritual life; Dante’s
indebtedness to Virgil for his development as a poet; and Dante’s
profound empathy for Virgil the man. Choosing a historical person,
Virgil, while giving him a three-fold (in Mandonnet’s view) allegorical function, implies a balancing act between sustaining the verisimilitude of the fiction, on the one hand, and sustaining the typology
and allegory, on the other. Likewise, in interpreting Dante’s Commedia, we, as readers, need to be mindful of these principles, aware
that − at particular pressure points in the poem − one may have to
give way to the other.
The hermeneutic strategy to interpret certain features of the
Commedia solely according to the allegorical sense is in continuity
with the approach of Dante’s first commentators, but it is ruled out
if one equates the theological truth of the poem primarily with its
literal sense.94 Moreover, with the example of the limbo of the virtuous pagans (another example would be the region of the neutrals),
we see how a commitment to the truth of the literal sense of the
poem implies a heterodox interpretation of Dante’s theology (that
Dante believed that pagans could have been sinless in their earthly
lives) whereas, interpreted according to the poetic allegory, the theological or moral doctrine hidden under the fiction of Dante’s invented region may not be necessarily problematic at all.95
questo mondo, ei ne fece allegoricamente la personificazione della sua felicità nella vita
migliore. Ma la felicità della vita consiste prima di tutto nella conoscenza soprannaturale
di Dio [...] quindi Beatrice è la personificazione di quella cognizione di Dio che si ha
specialmente per mezzo della Fede e della Teologia”).
93
In the Convivio, Dante defends his argument that the Roman Empire was established
by Divine providence with reference to the authority of Virgil’s Aeneid: ‘A costoro –
cioè alli Romani – né termine di cose né di tempo pongo; a loro hoe dato imperio sanza
fine’ (Conv. 4.4.11).
94
Guido da Pisa, gloss to Inf. 4.82–84: ‘Sed nostra fides non tenet quod ibi sint nisi
parvuli innocentes [...] iste autem poeta in hac parte [...] loquitur non theologice sed
poetice’ (But our faith does not hold that in Limbo there are any souls except innocent
children [...] the poet, however, in this part [...] is not speaking theologically but rather
poetically).
95
See, for example, Berthier, “Introduzione,” par. XX, in Inferno, vol. 2, XLV: “Così
Dante nella sua ‘bella menzogna’, finge un altro mondo più o meno vero o verosimile,
per dirci una cosa verissima che esiste nel mondo presente, cioè l’inferno, il purgatorio
e il paradiso morale. Chi ammette questa semplice regola non troverà in tutto il poema
una sola espressione che presenti ombra di difficoltà dal punto di vista della Teologia; nè
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This leads us to consider a further, more general import of the
three literalist approaches we have examined, one particularly pertinent perhaps given the increasing theological turn (or return) in
Dante Studies in the twenty-first century.96 Arguably, all three literalist approaches contributed to a wider, secularizing approach to
Dante in the twentieth century. Auerbach’s approach does this most
openly and straightforwardly by re-presenting Dante as a poet of the
earthly or secular world. By contrast, both Nardi’s theory of mystical
vision and Singleton’s imposition of the “allegory of the theologians,”
by locating the poem’s theological truth primarily in its literal-historical sense, create an implicit separation and alienation between Dante
(and what he is presumed to have believed or to have asked us to
believe) and his readers (and what they are presumed to deem credible). As the evidence of Dante’s first commentators indicates, this
separation and alienation would have been equally true in Dante’s
day as in our own. No right-minded person, whether Christian or
not, and whether medieval or modern, would accept that the Commedia’s depiction of Hell, Purgatory, and Paradise were shown to
Dante in a mystical vision as they truly are in reality (let alone a newly
invented region like Ante-Purgatory); and yet, Nardi claims that
Dante did indeed believe this. No right-minded person would believe that the literal sense of Dante’s poem is true; and yet, on Singleton’s view, Dante is asking us to assent to the poem’s literal sense
(which is clearly not literally true), as if it were literally true (which
is, at the least, rather unreasonable).
However, if Dante did not intend for us to read his poem literally, this separation and alienation between Dante and his readers,
gli accadrà mai di far rilevare con molti, anche cristiani, che nel tal passo Dante parla da
poeta, e non da teologo, mentre il vero sta che parla sempre da poeta e sempre da
teologo. Poeta, adopera finzione più or meno arbitraria, la quale, non essendo altro che
una figura, si deve considerare per tale, e non come cosa figurata; teologo, esprime verità
rigorosamente teologiche e dottrinali, nascoste in quelle figure.”
96
See, for example, edited volumes such as Dante’s Commedia: Theology as Poetry, ed.
Vittorio Montemaggi and Matthew Treherne (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre
Dame Press, 2010); Reviewing Dante’s Theology, ed. Claire E. Honess and Matthew
Treherne, 2 vols. (Oxford: Peter Lang, 2013); Le teologie di Dante, ed. Giuseppe Ledda
(Ravenna: Angelo Longo, 2015); Vertical Readings in Dante’s “Comedy”, ed. George
Corbett and Heather Webb, vol. 3 (Cambridge: Open Book Publishers, 2017); and
single-author studies such as Peter Hawkins, Dante’s Testaments: Essays in Scriptural
Imagination (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999); John Took, Conversations with
Kenelm: Essays on the Theology of the “Commedia” (London: Ubiquity Press, 2013);
Vittorio Montemaggi, Reading Dante’s ‘Commedia” as Theology: Divinity Realized
in Human Encounter (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015); and Corbett, Dante’s
Christian Ethics (2020).
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at least in this key respect, disappears: the poem’s truth claim is with
regard not to the signifier (the literal sense) but to the signified (the
allegorical meanings). Dante is indeed claiming to reveal the truth,
but he does so through literary forms and poetic conventions, which
carry his teaching, his preaching, and his apparently prophetic polemic. Authorial claims to report what he has seen (for example, “O
mente che scrivesti ciò ch’io vidi”; Inferno 2.8), on this view, are
constitutive of the literary form and rhetoric of the poem as a whole,
as is the author’s famous swearing on the veracity of his poem (a truth
which has the face of a lie; Inferno 16.124) in relation to “seeing”
the image of fraud, Geryon (a lie which has the face of truth; Inferno
17.10-12).97
For Berthier and Mandonnet, what is signified through the
“beautiful lie” of Dante’s fiction − predominantly ethics and theology
− is, in large part, “simply catholic doctrine”.98 This does not mean
that they were unaware that some key aspects of Dante’s thought
were (or would subsequently be viewed as) heterodox. Thus, Berthier and Mandonnet considered Dante’s political theology contrary to
catholic teaching and downright dangerous for humanity. Their fellow Dominican Guido Vernani was quite right, in their view, to
condemn the imperialist utopianism of Monarchia and to unpick
some of its absurd arguments shortly after Dante’s death.99 The treatise’s removal from the Index in 1881 was in no way a belated
Berthier, for example, cites approvingly Jacopo della Lana’s commentary (1324-28),
noting only that Dante clearly indicates thereby that all of this is an allegory (of the
poets): “Quindi ci ammonisce Dante che tutto questo è allegoria.” (Berthier, Inferno,
vol I, 294). See also Jacopo della Lana, gloss to Inf. 2.124-26: “alcune veritadi [...] non
hanno apparenzia di vero, come l’allegoria che pone l’autore, le quali non sono cognosciute anzi lo loro essere in atto, se non per li savii: altre cose sono ch’hanno apparenza
d’essere e non sono quel che paiono, sicome la fraudolenza, che ha in pria apparenza di
bene, ed è tutto l’opposito.” By contrast, according to Hollander, Dante always intends
us to take his “seeing” literally; thus, “Dante will claim for [Geryon] a literal veracity,
will indeed put his entire Comedy behind the claim that he actually saw the actual
Geryon” (Hollander, “Theologus-Poeta,” 112).
98
See Berthier, Dante La Divine Comédie, 48: “Cette doctrine est la doctrine catholique
simplement, que Dante trouve ensignée autour de lui par les philosophes et théologiens,
par Thomas d’Aquin surtout, et qu’il exprime non plus seulement comme vraie et
séduisante dans son austére nudité, mais qu’il nous présente, dit-il, sous les atours d’un
‘beau mensongne’.”
99
Anthony K. Cassell, The Monarchia Controversy: An Historical Study with Accom97

panying Translations of Dante Alighieri’s “Monarchia”, Guido Vernani’s “Refutation
of the ‘Monarchia’ Composed by Dante”, and Pope John XXII’s Bull “Si fratrum”

(Washington, DC: Catholic University of America Press, 2004). On Vernani’s critique,
see also Corbett, Dante and Epicurus, 51-56.
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recognition that Dante’s political vision had, in fact, been correct.
However, times had moved on, and the Church arguably did not
want to dampen, by this censure, the enthusiasm for Dante as the
Christian poet of the Commedia.100 Notwithstanding Dante’s heterodox political vision, then, it is the theological and philosophical doctrines of the Commedia overall that Mandonnet and Berthier consider sound.
Whether or not modern readers assent to these doctrines will
depend on the nature of their own philosophical convictions, and the
nature of their Christian faith or lack of it, but neither Christian believer nor unbeliever needs to ascribe to Dante the implausible belief
that his poem records a true mystical vision (Nardi), that it is a private
or even “authentic divine revelation” (Barolini), or that Dante
wanted us to read the Commedia, like Scripture, as if it were literally
true (Singleton). Where Hollander encouraged students that “the allegory of the Comedy is not the allegory as the commentators urge
me to apply it. I may read this poem as history, and understand it
better,” Mandonnet and Berthier (who were alike historians and theologians) might encourage a future generation of students that “the
allegory of the Comedy is the allegory as the commentators urge me
to apply it. I may read this poem as ethics and theology, (while appreciating ever more fully Dante’s poetic art, his profound empathy
with the lives of specific historical individuals, and his mastery of verisimilitude), and understand it better.”
As we look ahead to the next hundred years of Dante Studies,
my revisionary proposal, therefore, is that we revisit the interpretative
perspectives of Mandonnet and Berthier, and other outstanding
scholars of their generation. Mandonnet presents compelling reasons,
I think, for Dante scholars to set aside the dominant twentieth-century insistence on the literal truth claim of the poem, and the interpretation of the Commedia as “mystical vision” (Nardi), figural fulfilment (Auerbach) or according to the allegory of the theologians
(Singleton and Hollander). In its stead, Mandonnet offers a highly
rich account of the theological form of Dante’s Commedia, an account which pays attention both to the marvellous verisimilitude, realism, and human particularities of the literal sense (understood,
nonetheless, as a “beautiful lie”), and to the doctrine (especially moral
See Berthier, “Introduzione,” par. VII, in Inferno, vol 2, XXIV: “La dottrina politica
di Dante sempre utopistica, fu pericolosa in certi tempi, preparando la servitù e la corruzione universale, se non per se, almeno per le passioni umane. Quindi fu confutata e
condannata. Ma non ne segue che Dante non sia stato riconosciuto come l’una delle più
grandi glorie del Cristianesimo”; and see also Mandonnet, 134.
100
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and theological) which it covers or hides. As we have seen with the
concluding example of the limbo of the virtuous pagans and the damnation of Virgil, how we understand the theological form of Dante’s
poetics may also be decisive for how we understand the nature of its
theological content. In this respect as well, Mandonnet’s competing
interpretative approach may provide alternative resolutions to some
of what twentieth- and twenty-first century Dante scholars have underlined as heterodox elements in Dante’s poem and his theology.
Whatever our own approach to interpreting Dante’s Commedia in
the future, moreover, we should be aware that Mandonnet’s hermeneutic approach is much more in continuity with the seven-hundredyear long commentary tradition on the poem as a whole than the
literalist approaches favoured by many scholars over the past hundred
years.
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THE DANTE LESSON IN FUYUMI SORYO’S
‘CESARE: IL CREATORE CHE HA DISTRUTTO’*
DEBORAH PARKER, University of Virginia

This study examines the treatment of Dante’s Divine Comedy in a graphic
novel by the female Japanese mangaka (manga artist), Fuyumi Soryo—Cesare:
Il creatore che ha distrutto (2005-present). The manga focuses on the Renaissance condottiere, Cesare Borgia. Soryo collaborates with Motoaki Hara, an
Associate Professor in the School of Cultural and Social Studies in the Department of European and American Studies at Tokai University, who specializes
in medieval and Renaissance Italy. One chapter, Divine Comedy, features a
lesson delivered by the eminent Renaissance commentator, Cristoforo Landino on Inf. 33. Among the students are Cesare Borgia and Giovanni de’ Medici (future Leo X), both of whom who were actually at the University of Pisa
together in the late 1400s. Landino’s lecture generates lively debates on civic
responsibility and leadership. My analysis considers western and eastern readings of this unusually rich chapter. While there have been scholarly studies of
Gō Nagai’s Dante Shinkyoku (Divine Comedy), there have been none of
Soryo’s work. The Divine Comedy chapter warrants attention for its inventive, innovative, and bold treatment of the Ugolino episode.
Keywords: Dante, Manga, Fuyumi Soryo, Cristoforo Landino

Japanese manga adaptations of Dante’s Divine Comedy have captured the imaginations of graphic novel fans since their emergence
in the early 1970s.1 Dante’s vivid depictions of an infernal world
complement well manga’s predilection for strong narratives, a bold
visual style, and dramatic characters. Among those derived from
Dantesque elements are Gō Nagai’s Mao Dante (Demon Lord
Dante) (1971), Dante Shinkyoku (Divine Comedy) (1994-95),
*I would like to thank Kendon Stubbs, Morihisa Ishiguro, Motoaki Hara, Anri Yasuda, Hiromi Kaneda, and Len Schoppa for information they furnished me for this
study.
1
Japanese manga emerges from the earlier tradition of graphic novels executed by
ukiyo-e masters such as Utamaro, Hokusai and Hiroshige. On the ukiyo-e origins of
manga, see Adam L. Kern, Manga from The Floating World: Comicbook Culture
and the Kibyōshi of Edo Japan (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2006) and Hokusai X Manga: Japanese Pop Culture Since 1680, ed. Sabine Shulze, Nora von
Achenbach, Simon Klinger (Hamburg: Hirmer, 2016).
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Devilman Lady (2000), 07th Explosion’s Umineko no Naku Koro
ni (When the Seagulls Cry) (2007), and the chapter on the Divine
Comedy in Fuyumi Soryo’s Chēzare hakai no souzousha (Cesare:
The Creator Who Destroyed) (2005-present).2 The extent to

which these works engage Dante varies. Among the looser adaptations are Umineko no Noku Koro ni, which simply includes names
derived from the Divine Comedy, such as Beatrice and Virgilia for
two witches, and Nagai’s Mao Dante (1971), whose central character is a student who finds himself in the body of a devil named
Dante. Nagai’s later work, Dante Shinkyoku, which includes a partial translation of the epic, offers a more extensive engagement.3
While there have been some studies of Dante Shinkyoku, Soryo’s
chapter has not been analyzed despite its many distinctive features.
In this chapter Cristoforo Landino offers a lecture on Inf. 33 which
generates heated exchanges between Cesare Borgia, Giovanni de’
Medici, and Angelo da Canossa, an invented character, on ruthless
government, egregious ambition, and communal responsibility.
Scrutiny of the exchange shows the way in which these subjects
resonate differently with Western and Eastern readers, highlights
the reception of Dante’s work outside European and Anglo-American spheres, and raises provocative questions on interpretive practices and social commitments in different cultures. Consideration
of how this manga would have been read by Japanese readers, raises
07th Explosion is a Japanese dojin circle, or group of people, who create visual and
audio novels. Outside of Japan Soryo’s manga is known by its Italian title—Cesare: Il
creatore che ha distrutto. This study is based on the English version which was translated by Runpsicat, the pseudonym used by a respected translator of anime and
manga. For the English translation of Soryo’s Cesare manga, see https://m.mangabat.com/read-sw358563-chap-1. All citations are taken from this online version of
the manga. No date is given for the English translation. The Italian one is 2007. I
have not found any previous studies of this manga aside from assessments in this
blog—http://iwanihana.uk/iwanihana/2016/05/06/manga-cesare-vol-1-11-byfuyumi-soryo/ and the many detailed evaluations by largely Italian readers on this
site: https://www.animeclick.it/manga/9844/cesare/recensioni
3
On Gō Nagai’s adaptation of Dante, see the search results for him on Dante Today:
Citings and Sightings of Dante in Contemporary Culture: https://research.bowdoin.edu/dante-today/?s=go+nagai), Mario Tirino, “Manga Dante.
Communicazione interculturale e tradizione figurative in Dante Shinkyoku di Gō
Nagai,” Dante e l’arte (2018): 193, the section on Nagai in my forthcoming “Doré’s
Dante: Influence, Transformation and Reinvention,” in Dante Alive, eds. Francesco
Ciabattoni and Simone Marchesi to be published by Routledge, and Elizabeth
Coggeshall’s forthcoming essay, “Dante Today: Tracking the Global Resonance of
the Commedia,” in Dante Beyond Borders: Contexts and Reception, ed. Nick
Havely and Jonathan Katz with Richard Cooper (Legenda: Modern Humanities Research Association, 2021). To read Go Nagai’s Dante-inspired manga, see Dante
Shinkyoku: https://mangadex.org/chapter/229937/1 ; Mao Dante: https://m.manganelo.com/manga-oy103544.
2
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question about critical approaches to subjects involving non-Western perspectives. What skills and networks are required to understand non-Western approaches to Dante and how can this kind of
research be best conducted. This study proposes an open and collaborative model for subjects which require multiple competencies.
Given that many of the notices on Sorya are in Japanese and
information on Cesare is scattered in sources unfamiliar to early
modern scholars, some background information is in order.4 Cesare
stands out for many reasons. While many manga address historical
subjects, most focus on Japanese history.5 Yumiko Comukai’s 2011
adaptation of Sei Shōnaga’s classic, The Pillow Book, for example,
includes notes on the Heian dynasty, but they tend to be brief. 6
Promotional materials for the Italian translation of Cesare proclaim
it “Il fumetto più documentato del mondo, realizzato fianco a fianco con accademici, ricostruito in base agli scritti dell’epoca e realizzato in seguito a ripetuti viaggi in incognito dell’autrice in Italia”
(“the most documented cartoon in the world, executed side-byside with academics, reconstructed on the basis of contemporary
works following repeated incognito trips of the author to Italy”).
Soryo herself has confirmed in an interview that she traveled to
Italy to study the architecture and layouts of cities such as Florence,
Pisa, and Lucca.7 The hype seems warranted: the series includes
explanations of historical allusions, maps of Renaissance Italy, profiles on historical characters, and a bibliography in the form of extradiegetic text bubbles whose explanatory function is similar to a
voiceover in a film. Each volume includes an introduction which
explains the respective domains ruled by the Church and State and
an explanation of the term Renaissance.
Cesare appeared in the weekly Japanese comic magazine Morning which is published by Kodansha, the largest Japanese manga publisher. Soryo began the series in
2005 but wrote no installments from 2014-18. She resumed in 2018 and has recently
started another series on Marie Antoinette.
5
For another historical manga based on a Western protagonist, see Riyoko Ikeda’s
The Rose of Versailles, a shojo manga (girls’ comic) set during the French Revolution. One of the main characters is Marie Antoinette. See the Wikipedia entry
https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Rose_of_Versailles#CITEREFMcKnight2010. For scholarly studies of this manga, see Anne McKnight, “Frenchness
and Transformation in Japanese Subculture, 1972-2004,” Mechademia 5 (2010): 11837 and Kathryn Hemmann, Manga Cultures and the Female Gaze (London: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2020).
6
Like Soryo, Komukai works with a scholar on this manga, Akama Etsuko, a specialist
on The Pillow Book and Heian literature. For an analysis of this manga, see Gergana
E. Ivanova, “Beyond ‘In Spring, the Dawn’: Redeeming the Pillow Book Through
Manga,” Japanese Language and Literature 55 (2021): 257.
7
See, for example, this 2007 interview in La Repubblica: https://video.repubblica.it/spettacoli-e-cultura/un-manga-sui-borgia/14708/15877.
4
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Soryo worked on the manga with an academic collaborator,
Motoaki Hara. The combination of mangaka (manga artist) and
scholar contributes to a vivid account of Cesare Borgia’s life and
informative notices on Renaissance Italy. Born in 1959 in Beppu,
Japan, Soryo grew up in a cultivated environment. Her father is a
master of Kanze, a school of classic Noh theater. Founded in the
fourteenth century, the Kanze school is the largest of the current
five schools of Noh performance in Japan. As a child Soryo preferred drawing and attended an art school before becoming a mangaka.8 While a high school student, she received drawing awards,
including an honorable mention for the 1982 edition of Bessatsu, a
Japanese Shōjo (manga magazine aimed at female teenage readers).
Her decision to create a historical manga on Cesare Borgia represents a notable departure from her earlier productions.9 The choice
of a Western protagonist is also unusual. Cesare focuses on the
formative experiences of the enigmatic Renaissance condottiere
Cesare Borgia, the illegitimate son of Pope Alexander VI. Having
studied Renaissance art in university, Soryo was drawn to the idea
of creating a manga on an historical figure and initially thought of
focusing on Leonardo da Vinci but rejected this idea since the artist
had been featured in other manga. Cesare Borgia, on the other
hand, had received less attention. But this historical figure was not
unknown to the Japanese audience: two earlier works focus on the
mercenary—Nanami Shiono’s 1970 novel, Chēzare Borujia
Aruiwa Yūganaru Reikoku (A Ruthless Elegance or Cesare Borgia)
and You Higori’s Cantarella, a dark fantasy in which Borgia’s father
sells his son’s soul to the devil so that he can become pope. Notwithstanding their scant historical verisimilitude, these earlier
works ensured an audience for a manga on Borgia. The moment
was propitious for a manga on a “political genius [who] possessed
an irrefutable talent or ability—la virtù.”10 Soryo’s Cesare offers a
lively blend of fabricated incidents and historical verisimilitude.11
According to one source, Soryo “was almost put on stage as a child actor, but she
stubbornly refused, so she never took to the stage. However, from that time on, she
loved to draw pictures, and would go around drawing pictures of horses and showing
them to people.” See https://cinemagene.com/post-10813/.
9
Among Soryo’s manga which have been translated into English are Mars (19962000), a teen romance, and Eternal Sabbath (2002-4).
10
This sentence appears at the end of the Introduction to each volume which includes
general information on the Italian Renaissance. The link to Cesare is listed in note 2.
11
On portrayals of history and politics in manga, see The Representation of Japanese
Politics in Manga: The Visual Literacy of Statecraft, ed. Roman Rosenbaum (London: Routledge, 2020) and Manga and the Representation of Japanese History, ed.
Roman Rosenbaum (London: Routledge, 2013). Rosenbaum addresses the subject
8
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Soryo’s collaborator, Motoaki Hara, an Associate Professor
in the School of Cultural and Social Studies in the Department of
European and American Studies at Tokai University, specializes in
medieval and Renaissance Italy. Hara studied with Giorgio Padoan
in Italy, published a Japanese translation of the Divine Comedy in
2014, and is one of the foremost Dante scholars in Japan today.12
In the Italian translation of Cesare by Luca Toma, Hara is listed as
the editor. Hara’s contributions include the preparation of historical
outlines, character profiles, and visual materials for the illustration
of Renaissance Italy.13 In describing their collaboration, Soryo has
compared herself to the series “chef” and Hara as her source of the
purest ingredients.14
Soryo addresses the Divine Comedy in the second chapter
of volume 2. Earlier chapters relay the experiences of Angelo da
Canossa, a Florentine student, who receives a fanciful backstory.
Angelo’s grandfather was a stone mason who worked on the façade
of San Marco. In gratitude, Lorenzo de’ Medici sponsors Angelo’s
education at La Sapienza, the University of Pisa. Shortly after his
arrival in Pisa, Angelo encounters Lorenzo’s second son, Giovanni
de’ Medici (the future Leo X) and Cesare Borgia, the respective
leaders of the Florentine and Spanish student associations, groups
akin to fraternities or private social clubs. Both figures take an interest in Angelo, a naïve and outspoken youth. It is Cesare, however, who takes Angelo under his wing, grooming the youth’s advancement as his own career as a cardinal takes off.15
Chapter 10 focuses on a Dante lesson that takes place in November 1491 at La Sapienza. The first block depicts Pisa’s Piazza
dei Miracoli and three of its four central edifices—the Baptistry,
of the veracity of historical representation and use of fabrication in mangas in his
Introduction.
12
On Motoaki Hara’s scholarly background, see: https://www.u-tokai.ac.jp/facultyguide/faculty/3901/en/. For listing of his publications in Japanese, see https://researchmap.jp/motoakihara/
and
https://www.azon.co.jp/s?k=%E5%8E%9F+%E5%9F%BA%E6%99%B6&i=stripbo
oks&ref=nb_sb_noss_2. On his profile for the Anime News Network see
https://www.animenewsnetwork.com/encyclopedia/people.php?id=175590.
13
Motoaki Hara in a private communication.
14
This information was culled from two interviews with Soryo and Hara, one for an
Italian venue, the other French. See https://video.repubblica.it/spettacoli-e-cultura/un-manga-sui-borgia/14708/15877
and
https://www.tvhland.com/articles/cesare-interview-fuyumi-soryo/article-1969.html.
15
It is worth noting that Giovanni de’ Medici and Cesare Borgia were students at the
University of Pisa at the same time. See Felix Gilbert’s entry on Cesare Borgia in the
Dizionario biografico degli italiani: https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/cesareborgia_%28Dizionario-Biografico%29/.
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Cathedral and the Leaning Tower (Fig.1 Piazza dei Miracoli,
Cesare: Il Creatore che ha distrutto).

Fig. 1. Fuyumi Soryo, Piazza dei Miracolo, Pisa, Cesare: Il creatore che ha distrutto,
2007

The next blocks show Cesare arriving dramatically astride his
horse and encountering Angelo walking to class. Successive blocks
show the arrival of Giovanni de’ Medici and his retinue. Text bubbles note the excitement of students who eagerly anticipate the
day’s class with guest lecturer “Professor Landino…an authority on
the humanities, a leading expert on Dante’s Divine Comedy.” That
Cesare, who habitually skips classes, has decided to attend class this
day underscores the importance of the lesson. While Japanese and
Western readers unfamiliar with historical figures from the Italian
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Renaissance may not find Landino’s presence notable, his presence
would strike Dante and Renaissance specialists as remarkable. The
presence of “Professor Landino,” that is Cristoforo Landino, holder
of the chair of rhetoric and poetry at the Florentine university, the
Studium Generale, comes as a surprise, largely because of its unexpected plausibility. There is an extravagance to including the author
of the most influential Dante commentary of the Renaissance in a
graphic novel intended largely for adult men.16
The subject of Landino’s lecture is as striking as his presence.
The humanist announces that the class will debate “various interpretations of Dante’s Divine Comedy.” From these opening words
reHisaders might expect a general lecture on Dante’s poem. His
next declaration, however, indicates a narrower focus. “But first,”
Landino continues, “you must understand the importance of Pisa’s
role in that work.” He then turns to “an incident” that took place
in Pisa “in 1288 in the tower of hunger in Piazza dei Cavalieri.”
From the onset of the lecture Pisa, it is clear Landino intends to
highlight Inferno 33. Additional text bubbles furnish a synopsis of
historical particulars related to Ugolino’s capture and imprisonment.
The tower originally belonged to the noble Gualandi family,
but its ownership passed to the city of Pisa by that time. Ruggieri,
the Archbishop of Pisa, imprisoned his political rival, Count Ugolino, in the Tower along with 4 of the count’s sons and grandsons.
Ruggieri kept the count and his family imprisoned there, as a warning to the citizens of Pisa, until they died of starvation. The count
was not only Archbishop Ruggieri’s archenemy in their struggle
for control of Pisa, but also his greatest obstacle to becoming a cardinal.
Soryo’s account corrects and expands the text under consideration. For example, while Dante reports that Ugolino was imprisoned with his four sons, Landino identifies the family members
more accurately as two sons and two grandsons. Dante does not
mention that Ruggieri’s ruthless treatment of Ugolino and his sons
impeded his ambitions of becoming a cardinal. Soryo’s intervention
is not simply factual; her version changes the narrative focus from
the anguish suffered by Ugolino and his sons to the responsibilities
of the Pisans.
Landino returns as a character in volume 7, notably in chapter 56, “The Two Sons,”
where he gives Cesare a private lesson. The chapter should be “suns” as Landino
offers a highly condensed explanation of Dante’s notion of the two principal ruling
entities, the emperor and the papacy. This volume is more diffuse than the Divine
Comedy chapter and contains many fanciful incidents, the majority of which portray
a fanciful relationship between Dante and Henry VII.
16
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The adaptation is not uncritical. Soryo places her account
within a tradition of active engagement with Dante’s text and its
scholarly readers. Whereas critical discussions of this episode tend
to focus on Ugolino’s last week in prison, during which he saw
each of his sons die of starvation, Soryo is more interested in the
aftermath of the count’s wrenching story. The mangaka draws attention to the response—more precisely, non-response of the Pisans—and stages a debate after Landino’s lesson on the Archbishop
Ruggieri’s behavior and the culpability of the Pisans complicit in
this event by their inaction. After observing that Ruggieri’s vindictive actions upended his ecclesiastical ambitions, Landino adds: “I
am sure some of you will become cardinals upon completion of
your studies, so you are well aware that the cardinals are the pope’s
chief advisors.” The adjacent blocks show the faces of Giovanni de’
Medici and Cesare Borgia, two future cardinals. Landino then asks
the question “at what cost” does the “desperate” Ruggieri eliminate his rival before informing the students that Ugolino, unable to
bear his hunger, “devoured the bodies of his cherished grandsons,
then his sons.” This detail, which constitutes an interpolation, is
speculative: not only is Ugolino’s anthropophagy a contested subject in scholarly discussions of this canto, but the order in which he
ate his children is purely conjectural.17 Angelo’s earlier observation
that Ugolino remained alive for another six months is another hypothesis.18 After noting that Dante condemned Ugolino’s “tragic
yet foolish actions” by consigning him to the ninth circle of hell,
Landino asks “So, I’d like to pose a question to you men who are
seeking to perfect your learning in a place with such a history. What
do you think of this tale?”
Landino’s question prompts two heated debates. Soryo exploits Dante’s vitriolic condemnation of Pisa to generate a series of
interjections by the central characters. In the first debate, Giovanni
de’ Medici and Cesare Borgia spar over the power struggle between
Ugolino and Ruggieri. Giovanni declares that Ruggieri’s imprisonment of Ugolino shows “not only his desire for power but his
Since Ugolino’s cannibalism is not the focus of this study, I shall limit myself to
nothing one reference to the commentary tradition to Inf. 33.75 “Poscia, più che ’l
dolor, poté ’l digiuno.” See Robert Hollander, “Ugolino’s Supposed Cannibalism: A
Bibliographical Note and Discussion,” Quaderni d’italianistica 6 (1985): 64-81.
18
Ugolino and his four sons and grandsons were imprisoned around July 1288. In
March 1289 they were left to starve, and the door of the prison was opened March
18 after guards ceased hearing any sounds. See the entry on Ugolino della Gherardesca
in the Dizionario biografico degli italiani: https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/ugolino-della-gherardesca_%28Dizionario-Biografico%29/. Soryo may have confused
the length of the imprisonment, roughly eight months, with the amount of time his
putative cannibalism allowed him to survive.
17
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ruthlessness in dealing with a rival,” adding that his decision was
“marked by strong personal interest” and that both the archbishop
and Ugolino were solely concerned with the “fulfillment of their
own desires” (Fig. 2 Giovanni de’ Medici, Cesare: Il creatore che
ha distrutto).

Fig. 2. Fuyumi Soryo, Giovanni de’ Medici’s intervention, Cesare: Il creatore che
ha distrutto, 2007.

In Giovanni’s view, both figures are culpable and selfish.
Cesare, on the other hand, shows little interest in ethical actions,
and justifies the archbishop’s ruthlessness because he restored order
in Pisa.
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Cesare Borgia: “Every citizen trembled in fear every night as they imagined Ugolino imprisoned in the Tower of Hunger. Ruggieri ruled
through fear and insanity. Is that not a form of governance?
Giovanni de’ Medici: You call that kind of aberrant, diabolic act governance? Have you gone mad Cesare?
Cesare: You do have a point; Ruggieri enjoyed the whole affair too
much. Though it was governance, the barbaric nature of the act was
such that news of it reached the then pope—Nicolo IV. In the end,
Ruggieri was punished and fell from power Having over-indulged his
desires and pleasures, he ended up causing his own downfall, along
with his political rival’s. He should have just cut off their heads.
Draghignazzo (Medici follower): How violent . . . is that the Spanish
way of doing things?
Cesare: There is no such thing as bloodless administration.

Although Draghignazzo calls on his leader to respond, a perturbed
Giovanni confines himself to acknowledging that “power is not a
thing to be possessed lightly.” At this point, Angelo asks a question
which shifts the focus of the debate from the bloodthirstiness of
Ruggieri’s actions to the guilt of the Pisans: “How should we judge
their sins? Why did no one try to save him [Ugolino] when such a
gruesome affair was transpiring in Pisa? Wouldn’t they have been
tormented by their consciences as well?” A text bubble informs
readers that Dante, outraged by such perfidy, calls for the drowning
of all Pisans. Cesare then declares that “[p]eople have no freedom.
Their only choices are obedience or treason.” Ever outspoken, Angelo points out the implication of these last remarks: “Does that
mean you’re saying the people have to surrender to any kind of
rule, no matter how egregious?” (Fig. 3. Angelo and Cesare, Cesare: Il creatore che ha distrutto).
Cesare answers: “Regardless of the nature of government, as
long as there is order, the people have no choice but to submit to
it. Rather, the question is whether they can obtain an able leader”.
Angelo then asks Cesare: “Are you confident that you can become
an able leader?” The Dante class ends with Angelo’s question, but
another confrontation between Cesare and Giovanni takes place in
the university’s courtyard. While Giovanni is despondent after the
heated exchange, Cesare finds his perturbation “neurotic.” Giovanni defends his emotional response by recalling the anguish occasioned by the Pazzi conspiracy, the plot to assassinate his father
and uncle. After Cesare taunts Giovanni further, the chapter ends
with Cesare riding to the harbor to meet Colon, none other than
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Christopher Columbus.19 Angelo follows in pursuit so that he can
apologize for his impulsive intervention.
The manga’s fusion of historical elements—the serendipity
with which historical figures are introduced—gives it an odd feel,
as if history were collapsed into a kind of convenient present in
which various characters gather. But Soryo’s reconstruction of disparate historical elements marks the chapter as purposeful and deliberate, the result of artistic choice, not narrative convenience.

Fig. 3. Fuyumi Soryo, Angelo da Canossa and Cesare Borgia, Cesare: Il creatore che
ha distrutto, 2007.
Cameo figures from the Renaissance pepper the manga. In a later chapter, Cesare
meets Leonardo da Vinci in Lorenzo de’ Medici’s Florentine residence where he also
sees Botticelli’s Primavera. Cesare also encounters Machiavelli and Michelangelo.
19
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This artifice prompts considerations of how to read this chapter.
Let us consider three possible approaches. One possibility is to view
the chapter in terms of its fidelity to Dante. Readers familiar with
the Divine Comedy would note the manga’s representation of Inf.
33 as well as departures from it. Dante scholars would recognize
the inclusion of historical particulars related to the count’s imprisonment and Soryo’s affirmation of Ugolino’s cannibalism. These
readers would also register the mangaka’s decision to focus on the
guilt of the Pisans. Soryo’s swerve from Ugolino’s story to the inaction of the Pisans is fully comprehensible within the critical tradition to this canto. Her decision to highlight the implications of
Dante’s diatribe against Pisa might prompt some readers to think
about the poet’s condemnation of other communities elsewhere in
the poem. This is a reading available to Western readers within the
existing Anglo-European tradition.
Readers unfamiliar with Dante might respond to other elements of Cesare. One activity popular with manga readers is the
identification of tropes. More than sixty are listed on the site
“Tvtropes.”20 Arrayed alphabetically along with brief explanations,
examples include Annoying Younger Sibling, Apologetic Attacker,
Arranged Marriage, and Author Appeal (Souryo [sic] Fuyumi was
once famous for her horse art; horses are prominently featured in
the series and even become Cesare and Angelo's first bonding
point). Tropes present in the Divine Comedy chapter include Cast
Full of Pretty Boys (most of the students of the university are
charming young Bishōnen [pretty young boys]), Audience Surrogate (Angelo's ignorance of the ways of high society and academic
life allows the audience to be introduced to the campus life of the
university and the importance of its students in the Christian
world), Badass Boast (Cesare oozes them), Big Fancy Castle (The
archbishop's palace where Cesare resides in Pisa is filled with works
of arts), Color-Coded for Your Convenience (the Florentine association tend to be rather delicate young men dressed in the local
fashion; the members of the Spanish association wear all black and
tend to sport a very stern expression), Foil (Giovanni to Cesare),
and Hair of Gold, Heart of Gold (Angelo is blond and wears his
name well). As the titles attest, the “tropes” are eclectic and playful,
more popular subjects than literary tropes. Such an approach is not
restricted to any one culture.
Japanese manga fans would have yet another response to the
Divine Comedy chapter—one less generic than historical. Soryo’s
https://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Manga/CesareIlCreatoreCheHaDistrutto.
20
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decision to minimize Ugolino’s story and highlight Pisa’s responsibility in the affair reorients the subject of Dante’s canto dramatically. The most animated section of the chapter are the spirited
discussions following Landino’s lecture, first between Giovanni de’
Medici and Cesare Borgia then between Cesare Borgia and Angelo
da Canossa. Both exchanges raise large questions: Do citizens have
any freedom? Must they submit to terrible rulers? At what price is
order maintained? What are the responsibilities of the citizenry in
the face of ruthless actions undertaken by leaders? Cesare’s and Angelo’s exchange would have resonated with the manga’s primary
demographic of seinen—adult male readers, those whom Hara has
characterized as “white collar workers in the city.”21 Hara also informed me that there is a Japanese context to this debate: “this
[Landino’s Dante lesson] was [a] response to the situation in Japan
[around 2007]. At that time (and still), neoliberal policies were
launched in Japan on a large scale [which made it possible for] a
large number of workers to be dismissed.”22 Morihisa Ishiguro, another specialist of the Italian Renaissance, confirms Hara’s observation, adding that “this type of ‘reform’ destroyed Japanese traditional dismissal regulation.” Ishiguro sees parallels between the response of the Pisans to Ugolino’s imprisonment and the response
of the Japanese to reforms introduced by the Liberal Democratic
Party (LDP) from 2007-2010. (The LDP is the party which has
prevailed in Japanese politics since its introduction in the mid1990s.)23 During these years, such reforms altered relationships between management and workers as well as longstanding agreements
over lifetime employment. A long recession (1995-2003) and the
financial crisis of 2007-10 prompted many companies to discontinue the practice of shūshin-koyō (lifelong employment).24 The
upheaval was momentous, but “passivity,” to cite Ishiguro, prevailed. Japanese workers, accustomed to a workplace that prized
retention and loyalty trusted arguments made by politicians and
Motoaki Hara in a private communication. On the five groups of manga audiences,
see https://www.nypl.org/blog/2018/12/27/beginners-guide-manga.
22
Motoaki Hara in a private communication.
23
Morihisa Ishiguro in a private communication.
24
On
notions
of
shūshin
koyō,
see
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/9781405165518.wbeoss115 ; https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/9781405165518.wbeoss115. As Mouer notes in
his definition of this practice, the virtue of loyalty derives from the samurai tradition
which places great importance on loyalty and fidelity to one’s master. Massive dismissals were accompanied by the “rise of precarity” with respect to employment. On this
concept, see Mary Brinton, Lost in Transition: Youth, Work, and Instability in PostIndustrial Japan (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011) and Anne Allison, Precarious Japan (Durham: Duke University Press, 2013).
21
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employers for the necessity of mass dismissals. Ultimately, these
drastic measures upended notions of loyalty, one of the most distinctive features of Japanese society. Soryo’s Dante lesson, albeit
elliptically, prompts reflections on—even an interrogation—of
obedience and loyalty. The manga essentially estranges the subject
of labor reforms by casting them in a thirteenth century story dealing with treachery and betrayal. The selection of Inf. 33 as the subject of Landino’s lecture seems pointed: Soryo may have been attracted to Ugolino’s story, rather than to other cantos, because of
Dante’s indictment of the Pisan’s tolerance of Ruggieri’s cruel actions. Cesare Borgia’s promulgation of an outcome-based style of
governance, in which the ends justify the means, deftly criticizes
the LDP’s neo-liberal reform program.
While a manga, of course, is not a commentary, Soryo’s use
of Inf. 33 to evoke other issues, resembles a common practice
among Dante’s commentators, namely the use of a passage to advance particular views.25 Attention to the way in which a commentator, creative writer, artist, or as in this particular case, a mangaka,
intervenes allows us to take the various measures of the Divine
Comedy and its influence in history. It is a way of gauging the
transformation of the poem not only at the hands of particular critics or commentators but in its ongoing relation to the world in
which it is read. Staging the presentation of different responses to
Ugolino’s story as a heated exchange also allows Soryo to distance
herself from the political questions raised. Different opinions are
voiced but none are endorsed. What is fascinating in the instance
of the Cesare manga is its exploitation of a passage from Dante’s
text by a culture whose responses to the Ugolino episode are largely
inaccessible to Western readers.
The Divine Comedy chapter of the manga challenges some
Anglo-American and Eurocentric reading protocols, but it follows
others. The text cues different responses across cultures, but it cues
them in similar ways. Readers respond to certain elements inherent
in a work—Ugolino’s story or Dante’s condemnation of the Pisans.
In the case of Soryo’s Dante lesson, the cue is Angelo’s question:
“How should we judge their [the Pisans’] sins?” The question reorients the focus of Inf. 33 from Ugolino’s personal tragedy to a
public moral failure. What differs, is the reading experience itself,
and that is conditioned by the affinities of a culture. The challenge
is to uncover the forces which inform inflections. Western
See, for example, my chapter on the ways in which early modern commentators
discussed Dante’s condemnation of Brutus and Cassius, in Commentary and Ideology:
Dante in the Renaissance (Durham: Duke University Press, 1992), 53-88.
25
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commentators are accustomed to seeing the denunciation of Pisa as
part of Dante’s broader program of condemning vice-ridden Italian
cities and regions in lower hell—Padua, Bologna, Lucca, Pistoia,
Siena, the Romagna, and, of course, Florence.26 In Dante’s eyes,
while Pisa’s punishment of the Ugolino’s treachery is warranted,
his innocent children should have been spared. Soryo’s interest,
however, lies in raising questions about communal responsibilities
in the face of iniquitous behavior. How far should loyalty to an
authority go? Reading Inf. 33 from the perspective of a non-Western culture augments and complicates our understanding of the
richness of Dante’s poem and the way in which the commitments
of a culture can generate different readings. Soryo’s Divine Comedy chapter prompts a more nuanced understanding of the way in
which a wrenching story of treachery is entwined with larger communal issues. Ultimately, consideration of such cross-cultural perspectives enriches the reading of the poem itself: in this case, it
prompts considerations of Dante’s treatment of communal behavior. Soryo’s intervention is subtle—a clever use of Dante’s text in
specific cultural circumstances—but it functions differently for
non-Japanese audiences. Accessing cultural inflections, however,
especially non-Western ones, is not easily done. The connection of
neo-liberal economy and the Ugolino story is tacit knowledge.
What goes without saying for Japanese readers can be easily missed
by Western readers.
This kind of reading in which tacit knowledge forms so crucial a cue requires a different critical method. What form such an
approach might take is best illustrated by an account of how I came
to write this article. I first became aware of Fuyumi Soryo’s Cesare
manga in January 2021 while seeking examples of recent Japanese
adaptations of the Divine Comedy for a talk for the 700th centenary
of the poet’s death.27 Kendon Stubbs, former Associate University
Librarian of the University of Virginia’s Alderman Library and an
ardent Japanophile, informed me of the manga by Gō Nagai, O7th
Explosion, and Fuyumi Soryo. Many features of Soryo’s Dante lesson intrigued me. Having written a book on Renaissance Dante
commentaries, I was surprised to see Landino among the characters.
The debates which took place after Landino’s lecture were no less
striking—and baffling. Given the idiosyncratic nature of the issues
See, for example, the note to Inf. 26.1-3 in The Divine Comedy of Dante Alighieri,
Vol.1 Inferno, ed. and trans. by Robert M. Durling and Ronald L. Martinez (Oxford:
26

Oxford University Press, 1996), 406.
27
To view this talk, see https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GHRuPDfQkEg. The
talk examines recent Latin American, Chinese, Japanese and African appropriations
of Dante. I refer to Soryo’s manga in the section on Japanese adaptations.
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raised by Angelo’s question and their peripheral relevance to Ugolino’s story, I wondered if this section of the manga might have
another relevance for Japanese readers. After discovering that Soryo
collaborated with Motoaki Hara on the Cesare manga, I contacted
a scholar I had met in Japan three years ago, Morihisa Ishiguro, a
Professor of the College of Human and Social Sciences at Kanazawa
University, to see if he could connect me with Motoaki Hara.28
Only after Ishiguro facilitated this contact did I learn that Landino’s
lecture had an underlying contemporary Japanese context. It was at
that point that I decided to write this article—and changed my approach to the topic. Rather than simply providing an account of
Landino’s lesson, I decided to explore the disjunction between
Western and Eastern readings of Soryo’s manga and its critical ramifications.
Such work requires more than an interdisciplinary approach.
At issue is what conditions must prevail to obtain information from
cultures and languages with which one is not familiar. While I am
familiar with Dante’s Divine Comedy, Renaissance commentaries
to the poem, and have an abiding interest in the reception of the
poet’s works, I do not know Japanese and did not know how to
contact Motoaki Hara. In conducting this kind of research, we are
confronted with our limitations—we don’t know what we don’t
know. I could not have written this piece on my own. Ishiguro’s
role as go-between was instrumental. Mutual trust is essential.
Broad collaborations across different fields, languages, and
cultures are vital to projects which require numerous competencies.
But it is by less structured, more open-ended exchanges—exchanges that are not the conventional collaborations—that we can
proceed. We will need to identify and work with intermediaries,
develop an eye for odd details, and acquire new areas of expertise.
The rewards of such an orientation are manifest. In the case of
Dante, we would acquire a deeper understanding of the nature of
the poet’s global influence. There is a difference between what an
Anglo-American or European scholar working on Asian, African,
or Middle Eastern adaptations of Dante would see and what exchanges between Western scholars and those from other cultures
would yield. Wide-ranging collaborations would enhance our understanding of the way in which Dante’s works resonate with different cultures and to identify what features of the poem lend themselves especially well to adaptation and transformation. The subject
has a particular currency in this historical moment—not simply
On Ishiguro’s research profile, see http://ridb.kanazawa-u.ac.jp/public/detail_en.php?id=3215.
28
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because 2021 marks the 700th centenary of Dante’s death but because of the growing number of global reimaginings of the figure
of poet and his works. Dante’s influence has never been more expansive. The moment is propitious for far-reaching and cross-cultural scholarly engagements.
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“MOLTI E MOLTE:” WOMEN READERS AND LADY
PHILOSOPHY IN DANTE’S ‘CONVIVIO’
ALYSSA M. GRANACKI, Duke University

In the first Book of the Convivio, Dante names women among the readers of
his text, which include “non solamente maschi ma femmine.” However, the
poet’s exhortations to women in the canzone Amor che ne la mente suggest
that female readers may have a unique relationship to knowledge. Juxtaposing
Dante’s interpretation with the language of the poem, this article analyzes how
the Convivio articulates the pursuit of philosophical knowledge as one which
is at once gendered and universal. Considering Dante’s woman reader raises
questions such as: To what extent are women invited to participate in
knowledge-seeking? How do women undertake an amorous pursuit of philosophical knowledge? The author concludes that Dante’s work ultimately proposes that women are capable of engaging in philosophical inquiry, and that
this unique vision of women in the Convivio represents a significant step from
the female figures of the Vita Nuova to those of the Commedia, revealing that
Dante’s portrayals of women are intimately linked to the evolution of his
thought.
Keywords: Dante, Philosophy, Women, Convivio, Vernacular

Introduction
In the Convivio’s opening pages, Dante specifies that he writes for
“principi, baroni, cavalieri, e molt’altra nobile gente, non solamente maschi ma femmine, che sono molti e molte in questa lin-

gua, volgari, non litterati” (Conv. 1.9.5, emphasis added).1 The unusual presence of women among the intended audience for a didactic, philosophical treatise like the Convivio is accentuated by
the extraneous “molte” since, grammatically, “molti” would suffice.2 Despite these deliberate references to women (“femmine”
All Convivio quotations are from Dante Alighieri, Opere, ed. Gianfranco Fioravanti
et al., vol. 2, 3 vols. (Milan: Mondadori, 2014).
2
Elena Lombardi, Imagining the Woman Reader in the Age of Dante (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2018), 11-12.
For another perspective on this passage, see Erich Auerbach, Literary Language & Its
Public in Late Latin Antiquity and in the Middle Ages, trans. Ralph Manheim (New
York: Pantheon Books, 1965). He reads it as evidence of an educated readership in
1
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“molte”), the Convivio remains on the margins of critical discussions about gender in Dante. Only recently has Elena Lombardi
acknowledged and examined this inclusion of a female audience to
analyze the broader “cultural reality” of the woman reader on the
cusp of the Trecento.3 Most research concerning Dante’s treatment
of women remains centered on Beatrice or other individual female
figures like Francesca da Rimini, the pietra of the rime petrose, or
even the donna gentile or Lady Philosophy.4 Furthermore, interpretations of the Convivio tend to concentrate on its philosophical
debates or its place within Dante’s intellectual development without considering its potential female readership.5
This article takes “molte,” a collective of women readers, as
the starting point for its analysis of the Convivio. Building on Lombardi’s call to see women “as agents of poetry,” I begin by asking
what the Convivio says to and about women–not as individuals but
as a group based on sex.6 I further reflect on the implications of this
the vernacular. Kristina Olson reads the same passage in light of Boccaccio’s assessments of Dante’s use of the vernacular in “The Language of Women as Written by
Men: Boccaccio, Dante and Gendered Histories of the Vernacular,” Heliotropia, no.
8-9 (2011-2012).
3
Lombardi, Imagining, 13.
4
On Dante’s women, historical and literary alike, see Marco Santagata, Le donne di
Dante (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2021). For a discussion of gender in Dante’s rime as well
as the Commedia, see Teodolinda Barolini, Dante and the Origins of Italian Literary
Culture, (New York: Fordham University Press, 2006), 281-378. On Beatrice and
figures from the Commedia see: Joan M. Ferrante, Woman as Image in Medieval
Literature, from the Twelfth Century to Dante (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1975), Marianne Shapiro, Woman, Earthly and Divine, in the Comedy of
Dante (Lexington: University Press of Kentucky, 1975), Robert Pogue Harrison, The
Body of Beatrice (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1988), Rachel Jacoff,
“Transgression and Transcendence: Figures of Female Desire in Dante’s Commedia,”
Romanic Review; New York 79, no. 1 (1988): 129-42. Charles H. Grandgent offers
one of the earliest studies of women across Dante’s works in The Ladies of Dante’s
Lyrics (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1917). On the stony woman of Dante’s
petrose, see, for instance, Robert M. Durling and Ronald L. Martinez, Time and the
Crystal : Studies in Dante’s Rime Petrose (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1990); Chiara Ferrari, “Gender Reversals: Inversions and Conversions in Dante’s
Rime Petrose,” Italica 90, no. 2 (2013): 153.
5
On the Convivio and the evolution of Dante’s auctoritas, see Albert Russell Ascoli,
Dante and the Making of a Modern Author (New York: Cambridge University Press,
2008). For treatment of philosophical concepts in the Convivio see Maria Luisa Ardizzone in Reading as the Angels Read: Speculation and Politics in Dante’s Banquet
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2016), Paolo Falzone, Desiderio della scienza
e desiderio di Dio nel Convivio di Dante (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2010), Francesco Gallina, Sotto bella menzogna: Influenze eterodosse e catare nel Convivio e nella Commedia di Dante Alighieri (Arezzo: Edizioni Helicon, 2017), Bruno Nardi, Dal Convivio alla Commedia (Sei saggi danteschi), Studi Storici 35–9 (Roma: Istituto Storico
Italiano per il Medio Evo, 1960), Mario Trovato, “Against Aristotle: Cosmological
Vision in Dante’s Convivio,” Essays in Medieval Studies 20, no. 1 (2003): 31–46.
6
Lombardi, Imagining, 42.
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readership for Dante’s philosophy, reinforcing and expanding arguments that have identified the fluid and lyric nature of Dante’s
knowledge production.7 First, a close reading of Book 1 demonstrates that Dante’s representation of a female audience is not
merely convention; it is part and parcel of a broader cultural and
literary shift, and integral to pushing the vernacular closer to a universal language. Women emerge from Book 1 as moral and intellectual agents, capable of interpreting Dante’s text, and of participating in a quest for knowledge. Next, I turn to Amor che ne la
mente mi ragiona, read from the perspective of the “molte,” in
order to uncover a distinctly gendered experience embedded in the
text. Particular instructions to women in the poem raise questions
about whether or not female readers can participate in Dante’s amorous relationship with Lady Philosophy.8 A tension arises between
Dante’s addresses to women readers and the male poet’s expression
of his love.
How, then, can Dante’s “molte” approach the philosophical,
didactic project of the Convivio, both literally and allegorically?
And what is at stake for Dante’s philosophy? To answer these questions, I analyze how Dante portrays women as readers and interpreters in Book 1, given his explicit mention of women and his
choice to write in the vernacular. Next, I examine the addresses to
women in the canzone Amor che ne la mente mi ragiona and its
corresponding commentary in Book 3, showing how Dante features women’s particularity. Finally, I explore how the allegorical
commentary recasts the actions assigned to women as a universal
experience. In sum, placing Dante’s female public at the center of
an analysis of the Convivio brings to light the gendered dynamics
of the text and illustrates that Dante’s vision of philosophy is not
aligned with men reading Scholastic texts in Latin, but rather
women reading and interpreting vernacular poetry.

Manuele Gragnolati and Elena Lombardi, “Volgarizzazione lirica e piacere linguistico in Dante” in Toscana bilingue (1260 ca.–1430 ca.): Per una storia sociale del
tradurre medievale ed. Sara Bischetti, Michele Lodone, Cristiano Lorenzi and Antonio Montefusco (Boston: De Gruyter, 2021), 281-96. Andrea Aldo Robiglio, “Dante
‘Filosofo Romanzo’,” Rivista di Filosofia Neo-Scolastica, CXIII (2021): 79-95.
8
This assumes that Dante writes within a heterosexual matrix of desire. Evidence for
the amorous nature of the Convivio also comes from some sixteenth-century print
editions which were titled L’amoroso Convivio (for example, the 1531 version
printed in Venice by M. Sessa). While the scope of this essay is limited to the Convivio, it is also worth noting that Dante calls Amor che ne la mente an “amoroso
canto” in Purgatorio 2.106-108.
7
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Writing (for) Women in the Vernacular
In Book 1, Dante outlines the Convivio’s aims and its intended

audience. He laments that many men with Latin education “hanno
fatto di donna meretrice,” that is, have exploited knowledge for
money, status, or personal gain. The Convivio, conversely, is not
intended for those who already know Latin but for anyone with “la
bontà dell’animo,” who wishes to pursue wisdom for its own sake,
including “principi, baroni, cavalieri, e molt’altra nobile gente, non
solamente maschi ma femmine, che sono molti e molte in questa
lingua, volgari, non litterati.” As scholars have shown, this description creates a public defined not by social class but by an aspiration
to learn.9 That female readers are a key part of this expansion of the
vernacular deserves further attention.
Given the “female accented lay literacy” at the turn of the
fourteenth century, Dante’s choice to compose the Convivio in
Italian is already a gendered one.10 Since “women are often the
pretext not only for volgarizzamenti but for vernacular literature in
general,” writing in Italian implies, at a minimum, the possibility
of a female readership.11 But women readers were also more than
pretexts. They were interlocutors around which authors constructed their works. An obvious example is Guido Cavalcanti’s
scientific and philosophical poem, Donna me prega, which offers a
response to a woman, or Dante’s own Donne ch’avete inteletto
d’amore, which addresses ladies who have knowledge of love.12
Moreover, in Vita Nuova 25, Dante identifies the volgare as a language which originally allowed men to communicate more clearly
with women: “E lo primo che cominciò a dire sì come poeta volgare, si mosse però che volle fare intendere le sue parole a donna,
a la quale era malagevole d’intendere li versi latini.” While this
claim may be understood as historically inaccurate or merely a
topos, Joan Ferrante has shown that it still reflects women’s active
participation in the development of vernacular literatures.13

Paolo Falzone,“Il Convivio di Dante” in La Filosofia in Italia al tempo di Dante, ed.
Carla Casagrande and Gianfranco Fioravanti, (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2016). Richard
Lansing, “Dante’s Intended Audience in the Convivio,” Dante Studies, with the Annual Report of the Dante Society, no. 110 (1992): 17-24.
10
Lombardi, 13.
11
Alison Cornish, Vernacular Translation in Dante’s Italy: Illiterate Literature (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 27.
12
Cornish, “A Lady Asks: The Gender of Vulgarization in Late Medieval Italy,” PMLA 115, no. 2 (2000): 166-180. Lombardi, 45-49.
13
Joan Ferrante, To the Glory of Her Sex: Women’s Roles in the Composition of
Medieval Texts (Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1997), 107.
9
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In delineating its intended audience, the Convivio evokes
longstanding critical debates about the status of women in vernacular literature. On the one hand, Dante’s works have been interpreted as limiting women’s agency because they depart from the
courtly love tradition and sterilize sexual desire.14 On the other, as
Teodolinda Barolini has argued, Dante belongs to a tradition of
early Italian literature which speaks to women and whose “hallmark
is a stress on the utility of discourse.”15 These two interpretations
converge in the Convivio. In its sublimation (or sterilization) of
love poetry into philosophy, the Convivio creates a new textual
role for women. No longer are they simply the desired or desiring
courtly ladies, they are now readers and interpreters. Not only can
they enjoy the literal aspects love poems, they can also grasp their
philosophical meanings.
This female audience which reads and interprets figures
prominently in Dante’s expansion of the vernacular. In his Vita
Nuova, after explaining that the first man to write in vernacular did
so to communicate with a woman, Dante concludes, “onde, se alcuna figura o colore rettorico è conceduto a li poete, conceduto è
a li rimatori” (VN 25). Whatever is permitted to poets in Latin,
Dante asserts, is also permitted to poets in the vernacular. Through
this parallel, Dante justifies his own linguistic techniques and increases the prestige of Tuscan by placing its origins not in the mercantile or legal worlds, but in the lyric past with the classical poets.16
This claim also lays the groundwork for Dante to treat topics other
than love in his poetry (although the Vita Nuova remains primarily
concerned with love and praise)–topics which demand the kind of
commentary typically associated with classical texts. In the
Joan Kelly-Godal, “Did Women Have a Renaissance?,” in Becoming Visible:
Women in European History, ed. Renate Bridenthal and Claudia Koonz (Houghton
14

Mifflin Co., 1977), 189-92.
15
Barolini, 376. Ilaria Tufano notes a similar shift away from the “donna angelicata”
of the duecento in Imago Mulieris: Figure femminili del trecento letterario italiano
(Manziana: Vecchiarelli, 2009). Suzanne C. Hagedorn argues that authors such as
Dante and Boccaccio were “important precursors [to modern feminist thought] who
articulated a coherent vision of women in history” in Abandoned Women: Rewriting
the Classics in Dante, Boccaccio, & Chaucer (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan
Press, 2004), 12. Laura Banella identifies a ‘woman intellectual’ in the later work of
Boccaccio, “Fiammetta and Héloïse: Boccaccio’s Female Auctor and Women Intellectuals,” Mediaevalia 42 (2021): 227-67. In the French tradition, Helen Solterer
points to representations of competent women readers: Helen Solterer, The Master
and Minerva (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995).
16
Lombardi, “Il pensiero linguistico nella Vita Nuova,” in Vita nova. Fiore. Epistola
XIII, ed. Manuele Gragnolati, Luca Carlo Rossi, Paola Allegretti, Natascia Tonelli,
Alberto Casadei (Firenze, SISMEL – Edizioni del Galluzzo, 2018), 116-17.
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Convivio, Dante provides this critical apparatus, asserting the so-

phistication of his texts and welcoming women into the erudite
audience that reads them.
A comparison between Dante’s audience in the Convivio
and Boccaccio’s in the Decameron highlights both the presence of
female readers and the problem of interpretation. As Sonia Gentili
proposes, “Nulla di sostanzialmente diverso dice Boccaccio giustificando il Decameron con il medesimo sentimento da cui è guidato
il Dante del Convivio, cioè dalla compassione degli infelici, qui
oppressi dalla passione, là dall'ignoranza.”17 Since the Decameron
itself is surnamed “Galeotto,” a reference to Francesca and Paolo’s
act of reading in Inferno V, this parallel underscores that the content of both books is, in a way, ultimately determined by their readers. This pairing also calls attention to the Convivio’s treatment of
women as a group, rather than singular readers, contrasting with
Dante’s focus on individual women elsewhere – for instance, Beatrice in the Commedia or the stony woman of the rime petrose.
A continuity, however, emerges between the Vita Nuova, which
creates a community of women through poems like Donne
ch’avete intelletto d’amore, the “molte” of the Convivio who wish
to learn, and Boccaccio’s collective of lovesick women in the

Decameron.18

Dante’s interest in an audience that can interpret a variety of
topics in the vernacular is further established by his metaphor of the
woman and the whore, which he uses to represent the exploitation
of Latin knowledge by educated men. Similar metaphors appear in
two works Dante likely knew well: Boethius’ Latin De consolatione philosophiae and a novella from the thirteenth-century Novellino, a collection of stories. Analyzing how Dante’s metaphor
repurposes the image from these two texts reveals the unique stress
he places on the vernacular’s nobility and his readers’ interpretive
skills in the Convivio.
Boethius’ De consolatione philosophiae and Dante’s Convivio share several similarities, including form–prosimetrum–and
content–philosophical guidance. Still, the relationship between poetry and prose in these texts differs, once again shedding light on
Sonia Gentili, “La filosofia dal latino al volgare” in La Filosofia in Italia al tempo di
Dante, ed. Carla Casagrande and Gianfranco Fioravanti (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2016),
17

197.
18
On the community of women in Vita Nuova, Lombardi, Imagining, 60-77. On
the question of women readers from a historical point of view, see Joan Ferrante, To

the Glory of Her Sex: Women’s Roles in the Composition of Medieval Texts

(Bloomington: University of Indiana Press, 1997) and D. H. (Dennis Howard) Green,
Women Readers in the Middle Ages (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2007).
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Dante’s efforts to ennoble the vernacular. Dante’s prose is supplementary to the poetry; in Boethius, conversely, the poetry requires
no explanation. Like the erudite commentators who used Latin to
comment on classical texts, Dante employs the vernacular in order
to illuminate the significance of his poems and therefore raises the
status of love poetry to that of philosophical texts. Boethius’ poems,
on the other hand, do not require exposition; their philosophical
nature is already manifest.
Both texts aim to provide readers with a guide to knowledge
and moral good. De consolatione recounts the teachings of Lady
Philosophy, arguably a precursor to Dante’s own donna gentile.19
Boethius’ woman/whore imagery, however, shows where the authors’ concerns diverge. At the beginning of De consolatione Lady
Philosophy appears to Boethius and dismisses the Muses of poetry
as “meretriculas,” whores.20 These “meretriculas” represent a misuse of poetry that allows Boethius to wallow in his sorrow, while
Philosophy and her Muses will guide him out of despair through
the right kind of literature. Boethius’ metaphor pits a certain type
of poetry against philosophy (poetry does appear, after all, in De
consolatione). In other words, Boethius poses a question of genre:
what type of text will lead him, and by extension his reader, on a
journey to reach the truth?
Dante, alternatively, concerns himself with how learned men
use (or abuse) the texts available to them. Thus, while Boethius
suggests that readers need the right kind of text to live ethically,
Dante does not believe that access is enough. In fact, he censures
those who have such material but exploit it. In contrast to De consolatione, the Convivio is aware of readers and their power as interpreters. Dante desires to welcome new readers, not just the Latinate, to the pursuit of knowledge. He implies that men who know
Latin are not necessarily good interpreters; they are no more
equipped to seek the moral good than women (and men) who read
in the vernacular. In rewriting the woman/whore metaphor, Dante
poses questions about who can read these texts and how they might
understand them, anticipating the concerns latent in the reading
scene of Paolo and Francesca in Inferno 5.
Dante’s transformation of the woman and whore imagery
also intervenes in discourses about the dangers of increasing the
Angelo Gualtieri, “Lady Philosophy in Boethius and Dante,” Comparative Literature 23 (1971): 141-50. Margherita De Bonfils Templer, “La 'donna gentile' del Convivio e il boeziano mito d’Orfeo,” Dante Studies, with the Annual Report of the
Dante Society (1983): 123-44.
20
Boethius, “The Consolation of Philosophy,” in Boethius, trans. S.J. Tester, Loeb
19

Classical Library (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1973), 1.1.29.
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availability of knowledge. In the Novellino, a tale describes how a
philosopher performed volgarizzamento, the practice of translating
Latin texts into vernacular languages. One night, in a dream, the
philosopher gazed upon the goddesses of knowledge; although they
were dressed as beautiful ladies, they found themselves in a
brothel.21 Realizing that his work decreased the divinity and nobility of philosophy, the protagonist abandoned his translations and
refrained from vulgarizing any more Latin texts.
In contrast to the Novellino, Dante’s metaphor never intimates that corruption of knowledge comes from rendering a text
accessible via the vernacular or from the vernacular itself. Instead,
the person who has knowledge makes it a “meretrice” because he
abuses it for selfish motives. Crucially, in repurposing this metaphor, Dante does not degrade the Florentine dialect, or those who
can read it, to the status of “meretrice.” Rather, he insists that nobility, or lack thereof, derives from one’s own interpretation of such
knowledge. Again, Dante places the burden on readers to determine how to use the wisdom garnered from texts in an ethical way.
And, as we have seen, he identifies these readers as all people willing
to learn – not just men but women – who read in the vernacular
rather than Latin. Dante widens his audience to acknowledge
women not only as readers but also interpreters of his text; he gives
them the chance to prove themselves as intellectual and moral
agents from the Convivio’s very opening pages.

Pursuing Philosophy in ‘Amor che ne la mente mi ragiona’
As established above, Dante invites women to the Convivio’s pur-

suit of philosophy in Book 1. This is reinforced in Book 3, when
Dante again invokes women; speaking to them directly this time,
he creates a gendered division in the text.22 Of course, any reader,
regardless of gender, could empathize with Amor che ne la mente
mi ragiona, with which Dante begins Book 3. Its expression of the
poet’s love for the so-called donna gentile has been described as
“un fatto insieme personalissimo e paradigmatico,” a unique sentiment that provides a paradigm for others.23 However, it is worth
underscoring that the poem and its literal commentary suggest that
women have a different purpose than the male poet. They largely
remain observers, never fully becoming lovers themselves. Yet in
Cornish, in her study of voglarizzamenti, cites the Novellino as a text that explicitly
engages with the problem of making information accessible to the masses through the
use of the vernacular. Cornish, Vernacular, 33.
22
Addresses to women can also be found in Conv. 4.19.8, 4.22.15, and 4.25.7.
23
Gianfranco Fioravanti, “Introduzione” in Dante, Opere.
21
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the allegorical commentary, this experience of viewing and imitating is recast as a necessary one shared by all souls. Dante thus integrates the female reading experience of Amor che ne la mente mi
ragiona into the universal quest for knowledge.
Analyzing the first two stanzas of Amor che ne la mente mi
ragiona illustrates its appeal to sentiments both personal and communal. The third stanza introduces Dante’s distinct calls to women,
which create a dissonance between the male poet/lover and the
female reader. Finally, the commentaries, both literal and allegorical, grapple with, and offer explanations for, this divergence. Just as
Dante recognizes the vernacular as a language for women and
strives to render it a universal form of communication, so the female readers of Book 3 are caught between a specifically female
experience and an allegorical commentary that universalizes their
particularity.
A brief summary of Amor che ne la mente mi ragiona will
be illustrative before moving to a close reading. In the first stanza,
Love speaks to the poet in his mind, describing a noble and virtuous
woman. The poet explains that he wishes to repeat what Love has
told him in order to praise this woman. Her qualities are lauded in
the following stanzas, and the poet rebuffs any potentially skeptical
readers, although he is so overwhelmed by the woman’s virtue that
he can hardly communicate it fully. The final stanza recalls an image
of the same woman from another poem, which called her “fera e
disdegnosa.”24 The poet rejects this description and ends by reiterating that this woman, the donna gentile, ought to be praised.
On the surface, Amor che ne la mente mi ragiona is a love
poem. According to Dante’s own method in the Convivio, its
meaning should be unveiled carefully: first, with a literal commentary, then, with an allegorical one. Yet at the end of the preceding
Book, Dante preemptively reveals allegorical information. He
discloses that the lady of his poems is actually philosophy: “dico e
affermo che la donna di cu’ io innamorai appresso lo primo amore
fu la bellissima e onestissima figlia dello Imperadore dell’universo,
alla quale Pittagora puose nome filosofia” (Conv. 2.15.12). This
declaration fuses the donna gentile and Lady Philosophy together
in a single figure, enmeshing the literal and allegorical meanings of
the poem. While the link between the literal woman of Amor che
ne la mente and Lady Philosophy has been the topic of some scholarly debate, as has the question of whether the poems were originally intended as love poems or as allegorical pieces, it is Dante
24

Voi che savete ragionar d’amore.
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himself who blurs the lines that he has drawn between the two.25
In doing so, he carves out the space for a female readership to engage with the poem, not only as experts in matters of love, but also
as individual intellectuals capable of digesting philosophical
knowledge, thereby complicating a heterosexual matrix of desire
and knowledge-seeking.
In the poem’s first stanza, Dante explains his love for the
donna gentile and his desire to praise her:
Amor che ne la mente mi ragiona
de la mia donna disiosamente,
move cose di lei meco sovente,
che lo ’ntelletto sovr’esse disvia.
Lo suo parlar sì dolcemente sona,
che l’anima ch’ascolta e che lo sente
dice: “Oh me lassa! ch’io non son possente
di dir quel ch’odo de la donna mia!”
E certo e’ mi convien lasciare in pria,
s’io vo’ trattar di quel ch’odo di lei,
ciò che lo mio intelletto non comprende;
e di quel che s’intende
gran parte, perché dirlo non savrei.
Però se le mie rime avran difetto
ch’entreran ne la loda di costei,
di ciò si biasmi il debole intelletto
e ’l parlar nostro, che non ha valore
di ritrar tutto ciò che dice Amore.

While the only speaking subjects at the beginning of the
poem are Love and the poet, the reader is a necessary participant,
since the poem revolves around the poet’s wish to repeat what Love
has told him. The centrality of the audience as seen in Book 1 persists, as Amor che ne la mente mi ragiona doesn’t speak to the
donna gentile, but tells others about her. This communal aspect of
the poem has been noted by Maria Luisa Ardizzone, who argues
that “the love for the donna gentile was lived as a form of
On the donna gentile and Lady Philosophy see: Martin Eisner, Dante’s New Life
of the Book: A Philology of World Literature (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2021), 171-91; Giuliana Carugati, “Retorica amorosa e verità in Dante: Il De causis
e l’idea della donna nel Convivio,” Dante Studies, with the Annual Report of the
Dante Society, no. 112 (1994): 161-75; De Robertis and Vasoli in Opere Minori
(Milano: Ricciardi, 1988). Prudence Allen, The Concept of Woman, vol. 2 (Grand
Rapids, Mich.: W.B. Eerdmans Pub., 1997); Peter Dronke, Dante’s Second Love:
The Originality and the Contexts of the Convivio (Exeter: The Society for Italian
25

Studies, 1997). The two images could also be understood through Auerbach’s concept
of “figura,” see Eric Auerbach, “Figura,” in Scenes from the Drama of European
Literature, vol. 9, 9 vols., Theory and History of Literature (Manchester: University
of Manchester Press, 1984).
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contemplation by the mind of the character who says ‘I’ but is
shared by the human beings conceived as a community.”26 The
sentiment expressed by the poet is uniquely his, while, at the same
time, he invites a wider community of readers to indulge in it.
This personal and communal aspect of the poem is particularly visible in the first stanza’s use of possessives. The poet describes
his experience through words that emphasize the personal: “mi”
“meco” “me” “io.” When the poet recognizes his inability to repeat what Love has said: “ch’io non son possente di dir qual ch’odo
de la donna mia” he places the burden on himself (emphasis added).
Dante underscores the poet’s centrality not only through the possessive “donna mia” but also “lo mio intelletto” and “le mie rime.”
However, in the final three lines of the stanza, Dante blames any
lack in the poetry not on the lady, but rather on “il debole intelletto/ e parlar nostro che non ha valore.” Dante’s shift from the
singular possessives to the plural possessive “nostro parlar” in this
final line again involves the reader in his project of praise. The
reader now belongs to a “noi” with the poet. This shift from the
first to third person suggests the fallibility of our collective speech,
rather than the poet’s alone–the singular experience is thus a shared
one.
The “nostro” at the end of the first stanza foreshadows the
second, which continues to juxtapose personal and communal experiences. In this stanza, the poet describes how beings both from
above and on the earth contemplate the donna gentile:
Non vede il sol, che tutto ’l mondo gira,
cosa tanto gentil, quanto in quell’ora
che luce ne la parte ove dimora
la donna, di cui dire Amor mi face.
Ogni Intelletto di là su la mira,
e quella gente che qui s’innamora
ne lor pensieri la truovano ancora
quando Amor fa sentir de la sua pace.
Suo esser tanto a Quei che lel dà piace,
che ’nfonde sempre in lei la sua vertute
oltre ’l dimando di nostra natura.
La sua anima pura,
che riceve da Lui questa salute,
lo manifesta in quel ch’ella conduce:
ché ’n sue bellezze son cose vedute
che li occhi di color dov’ella luce
ne mandan messi al cor pien di desiri,
che prendon aire e diventan sospiri.
26

Ardizzone, 182.
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The poet speaks about the woman because Love has made
him: “la donna di cui dire Amor mi face.” Love is the acting subject–“Amor face”–who wields power over the narrating poet–
“mi.” In the following lines, however, the poet addresses “quella
gente che qui s’innamora / ne’ lor pensieri la truovano ancora /
quand Amor fa sentir de la sua pace.” This verse discloses that anyone who loves, not just the poet, also contemplates the donna
gentile. The same syntactical structure appears with love as the subject–“Amor fa”–who now acts upon all enamored souls, once again
creating a collective experience. As in stanza one, Dante employs
the plural possessive to emphasize the virtue of the donna gentile,
which extends beyond “nostra natura.” In this formulation, women
are not yet excluded from the “quella gente che qui s’innamora.”
Any person who loves participates in Dante’s praise and contemplation. These stanzas have no gender discrepancies and the ‘molti’
and ‘molte’ of Book 1 are equally at play in the readership envisioned by the poem.
In the literal exposition of the first stanza, Dante says that
love “non è altro che unimento spirituale dell’anima e della cosa
amata” where the “cosa amata” is a return to God since the human
soul naturally yearns to return to its maker (Conv. 3.2.3). Thus, the
Love in Dante’s mind, “amor che ne la mente,” is the union of his
soul with the lady. As if anticipating accusations of carnal or lascivious love, Dante insists on his love’s purity as expressed in Amor
che ne la mente mi ragiona. He explains that his love for the donna
gentile is most righteous since it tends toward truth and virtue, and
gives birth to friendship: “amore alla veritade e alla vertude; e da
questo amore nasce la vera e perfetta amistà” (Conv. 3.2.3). At the
same time, these repeated attempts at erasing eroticism remind the
reader of the possibility that one might, in fact, interpret the poem
as erotic. The literal exposition opens up the space for male and
female readers alike to desire the donna gentile and, in its denial of
eroticism, actually hints at its potentiality.
Similarly, in his literal exposition of the second stanza, Dante
reaffirms this reasonable and virtuous love by articulating a desirous
relationship between people in love and the lady, but again one
that is guided by virtue: “E però che questa è veramente quella
perfezione, dico che quella gente che qua giù maggiore diletto riceve quando più hanno di pace, allora rimane questa ne’ loro pensieri, per questa, dico, tanto essere perfetta quanto sommamente
essere puote l’umana essenzia” (Conv. 3.6.8). According to Dante,
beings desire their own perfection and hence thinking of the donna
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gentile, who is the most perfect human essence, brings them peace.

Dante makes no gender distinction in the poem or in the commentary up to this point. If women are capable of loving, then they are
also capable of seeking perfection. Like the poet, they could virtuously desire the donna gentile.
The openness suggested by these lines of the poem and the
subsequent commentary, however, fades, as the following stanzas
outline a more precise course for women that does not involve
loving or desiring. Rather the third stanza presents a new relationship between women and the donna gentile. The female reader of
the ‘molte’ of Book 1 finds herself caught between the specificity
of her gendered experience and one that should be communal –
the virtuous love for the donna gentile:
In lei discende la virtù divina
sì come face in angelo che ’l vede;
e qual donna gentil questo non crede,
vada con lei e miri li atti sui.
Quivi dov’ella parla si dichina
un spirito da ciel, che reca fede
come l’alto valor ch’ella possiede
è oltre quel che si conviene a nui.
Li atti soavi ch’ella mostra altrui
vanno chiamando Amor ciascuno a prova
in quella voce che lo fa sentire.
Di costei si può dire:
gentile è in donna ciò che in lei si trova,
e bello è tanto quanto lei simiglia.
E puossi dir che ’l suo aspetto giova
a consentir ciò che par maraviglia;
onde la nostra fede è aiutata:
però fu tal da etterno ordinata.

The first mention of women comes when the poet speaks to
an unbelieving gentlewoman, exhorting her to go with the donna
gentile and observe her: “e qual donna gentil questo non crede /
vada con lei e miri li atti suoi.” Dante implies that the unbelieving
woman, by accompanying the donna gentile, learns from and imitates her, so that the two women come to resemble each other. In
this moment, the female reader no longer follows the poet’s path.
Rather, the poem urges her to make herself into a donna gentile, a
praised and desired woman.
Similarly, in the following verses, introduced by the impersonal “si può dire,” the poet emphasizes the donna gentile’s similarity to other women “gentile è in donna ciò che in lei si trova /
bello è tanto quanto lei simiglia.” While Dante stresses the
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exceptionality of the donna gentile, these verses also demonstrate
how other women might become a mirror image of her–women
can simigliare the image that the donna gentile provides. Consequently, the third stanza excludes women from the literal action of
the poem–the desire for the donna gentile, the act of being in love–
which is representative of the allegorical pursuit of philosophy.
The verb mirare across the third and fourth stanzas gives insight into the diverging paths of male and female readers. The poet
cannot do what he instructs women to do: mirare. While Dante
invites the unbelieving woman to watch the donna gentile’s acts
with the imperative “miri,” the poet himself cannot look at her in
the following verse: “e perch’io non le posso mirar fiso.” The repetition of the same verb draws a connection between the behavior
of the unbelieving woman and the narrating poet and emphasizes
their different interactions with the donna gentile. The verb mirare
also connects back to the second stanza, where “ogni intelletto di
là su la mira”; that is, every intellect from above looks on the
woman. Ardizzone interprets “intelletto” as something that both
Angels and humans share. This parallel aligns women who turn
their attention to the donna gentile with the “intelletti” above, and,
if we accept Aridizzone’s analysis, with something closer to God,
rather than with the poet. Once again, the text emphasizes the distinct interaction women have with the donna gentile, such that
they may even supersede the earthly desire of the poet. 27
An analogous instruction to women appears in the fourth
stanza:
Cose appariscon ne lo suo aspetto,
che mostran de’ piacer di Paradiso,
dico ne li occhi e nel suo dolce riso,
che le vi reca Amor com’a suo loco.
Elle soverchian lo nostro intelletto
come raggio di sole un frale viso:
e perch’io non le posso mirar fiso,
mi convien contentar di dirne poco.
Sua bieltà piove fiammelle di foco,
animate d’un spirito gentile
ch’è creatore d’ogni pensier bono;
e rompon come trono
l’innati vizii che fanno altrui vile.
Però qual donna sente sua bieltate
biasmar per non parer queta e umile,
miri costei ch’è essemplo d’umiltate!
Questa è colei ch’umilia ogni perverso:
27

Ardizzone, 6-7.
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costei pensò Chi mosse l’universo.

The poet addresses another woman, one who hears that the
donna gentile is not what he claims she is. Again, he instructs her
to look to the donna gentile as an “essemplo d’umiltate.” Dante
repeats the verb mirare once more, linking the earlier actions as
well: the women who look at the donna gentile, the poet’s inability
to look at the donna gentile, and the final woman who is encouraged, again, to look at the donna gentile. Women in the poem are
urged to consider the donna gentile as an exemplum while the poet
praises her. Dante’s female reader, addressed implicitly rather than
explicitly through these references to generic women, interacts
with the donna gentile in the very way the poet cannot – to gaze
upon her. As with the previous instructions of “vada” and “miri”
the female reader finds herself torn between following the path laid
out by the poet that would encourage her to desire the donna gentile, as he does, and another that would encourage her to contemplate the donna gentile as a role model. The female reader is presented with two distinct, and conflicting, paradigms: she can follow
the poet’s example and become a desiring subject, or she can imitate the donna gentile as a desired object.
The literal commentary on stanza three reemphasizes these
gender divisions and exposes the inherent paradoxes in the text. By
claiming that women can have a different relationship with the
donna gentile than men in Amor che ne la mente mi ragiona, Dante
places his assertion of reasonable, virtuous love in doubt. In the
literal exposition of stanza three, he elaborates on the idea that the
donna gentile provides a model for women but not for men: “Dico
che ‘qual donna gentile non crede quello ch’io dico, che vada con
lei, e miri li suoi atti’ – non dico quale uomo però che più onestamente per le donne [di donna] si prende esperienza che per
l’uomo” (Conv. 3.7.11). The exposition underscores and intensifies
the female-specific experience by insisting that the rapport between
women and the donna gentile is “più onestamente.” While “più
onestamente” is typically translated in English as either “in a more
decorous way” or “more fitting,” Paolo Cherchi’s study of the Ciceronian roots of “onesto” and “onestade” provide us with a more
nuanced definition. When Petrarch adopts “onestade” to speak of
Laura, it contains a connotation of ‘chaste’ – a valence potentially
already present in Dante.28 Although Dante provides varying definitions for the word in Book 2 of the Convivio, where he argues
Paolo Cherchi, L’onestade e l’onesto raccontare del Decameron (Firenze: Cadmo,
2004), 174.
28
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“Cortesia e onestade è tutt’uno,” and in Book 4, where he engages
with its longer philosophical history, here in Book 3,
“onestamente” evidently defines how women, as a group distinct
from men, interact with the donna gentile (Conv. 2.10.8).
This also has consequences for Dante’s earlier assertion
about the reasonable nature of his desire for the donna gentile.29
The poet’s suggestion that women’s access to the donna gentile is
somehow more “onesto,” insinuates that an amorous desire lurks
behind Dante’s chaste praise. Why is it that women can learn “più
onestamente” from the donna gentile if the poet’s love for her is
truly a virtuous one? If, as Dante says in the literal exposition of the
first stanza, the love of Amor che ne la mente leads to a perfect
friendship and a union with God, why do women have a particular
rapport with the donna gentile on account of their gender? Are
they excluded from this desirous relationship in their search for a
higher truth? These tensions reveal the challenges of wedding love
poetry and philosophical objectives. In her analysis of the relationship between the donna gentile and Lady Philosophy, Lombardi
points out “[t]he trouble with this double-edged character is that
the biographical–lyrical claims cannot coexist with the allegorical–
philosophical.”30 Approaching the text from the perspective of the
woman reader brings these fault lines into the light.
Both the nature of Dante’s love and the split role of the female reader are largely resolved by his allegorical exposition of the
poem. First, Dante (re)declares that the lady in the poem is Philosophy: “Sì come l’ordine vuole ancora dal principio ritornando, dico
che questa donna è quella donna de lo ’ntelletto che Filosofia si
chiama,” reaffirming his assertion from the end of Book 2 and laying the groundwork for further allegorical exposition (Conv.
3.11.1). Significantly, the allegorical commentary removes the gendered discrepancies of both the poem and the literal explanation.
In particular, Dante’s exhortations to any woman are recast as instructions to any soul: “Però dice: «qual donna», cioè qual anima,
sente sua bieltate biasimare per non parere quale parere si conviene,
miri in questo essemplo” (Conv. 3.15.13). All souls may now learn
from Philosophy by desiring her and looking upon her as an example. Women, thus, are no longer divided between the roles of desiring and imitating. In this allegorical explanation, Dante also
Later in the literal exposition Dante again refers to the donna gentile as an exemplum for women: “E prima, com’ella è utile all’altre donne, dicendo: gentile è in
donna ciò che in lei si trova: dove manifesto essemplo rendo alle donne, nel quale
mirando possano [sè] fare parere gentili, quello seguitando” (Conv. 3.7.14).
30
Lombardi, Imagining, 125; see also 119-25.
29
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repeats the verb mirare once more, evoking the text’s gendered
language. Yet here every soul is invited to mirare the donna gentile’s example.
Presumably, Dante’s female readers, those with “la bontà
dell’animo” from Book 1 are also included in this final exhortation.
Ultimately, the universalizing that follows the gendered language
of the literal exposition invites women to participate in the pursuit
of knowledge, but it does not entirely erase the gendered divisions
which reveal some of the paradoxes and difficulties of incorporating
women into a paradigm that presents heterosexual desire of a man
for a woman as a parallel for philosophical knowledge. We might
then view the Convivio as a step toward a philosophy which is not
based on the Scholasticism of men but the reading of women.

Conclusion
Dante’s choice to use the female experience to represent the path
of all souls is a radical one that eschews any misogynist notions of
women’s lack of interpretive skills as readers. This move does not
erase the gendered actions from earlier, but universalizes them, reaffirming that the pursuit of philosophy is open to both men and
women. And just as Dante takes the vernacular, a language used to
write to women, and pushes its boundaries in order to speak to an
audience of men and women, here he recasts a female experience
as one shared by both sexes. Despite the tension in the literal commentary, Dante’s work ultimately proposes that women are capable
of engaging with philosophical knowledge, whether by desiring
Lady Philosophy or imitating her.
This unique representation of women in the Convivio also
represents a significant stage between the female figures of the Vita
Nuova and those of the Commedia, demonstrating that Dante’s
portrayals of women are intimately linked to the evolution of his
thought. Poems directed to ladies in the Vita Nuova give way to
the community of women in the Convivio who not only read such
poems but interpret their philosophical meaning; in the Commedia
we find Beatrice as a moral and spiritual guide, as well as individual
women who are capable of making reasoned, ethical choices. Certainly, the women found in Paradiso could even be the “molte” of
the Convivio’s introduction: women who partake in a new vision
of philosophy in the vernacular by seeking wisdom not for personal
gain but for the sake of knowledge itself.
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NEW LIGHT ON DANTE’S CONSTRUCTION OF GERYON*
PAUL K. HOSLE, University of Chicago

This essay aims to improve our understanding of Dante’s construction of Geryon in Inferno 16-17. First, I address the vexed question concerning the
truth-status of the monster vis-à-vis that of the poem. After rejecting alternative interpretations, I defend the exclusively allegorical reading of Geryon and
suggest that it should be seen as a conscious corrective reaction to Virgil’s
metapoetic construction of Fama in Aeneid 4. In the second part of the essay,
I demonstrate an unappreciated wordplay between Gerion(e) and girone and
argue that this serves as a key to appreciating his allegorical nature. The latent
anagrammatic wordplay underscores his symbolic mirroring of the structure of
Hell and instantiates both the motif of hybridity and that of deception.
Keywords: Dante, Geryon, Virgil, Aeneid, Fama, Wordplay

Of all the beasts in Dante’s Inferno, none is as well-known and
baffling as Geryon, symbol of fraud.1 The description of him is
marked by nothing if not excess, leaving the reader with the challenge of finding proportionate poetic significance. With the realization that source criticism, at least in isolation, is far from able to
explain this creature – Dante’s Geryon bears no real physical likeness to the Spanish giant with three heads and a trifold body who
is known from the classical tradition – scholars have pursued other
avenues of interpretation.2 Of these, by far the most fruitful has
been the emphasis on the beast’s metapoetic aspects. This idea was

* I would like to thank Antonello Borra, Vittorio Hösle, Jieon Kim, Justin Steinberg,
and Bibliotheca Dantesca’s two anonymous reviewers and editorial team for the invaluable comments and/or discussions that greatly improved this essay. Naturally, I
bear full responsibility for any remaining shortcomings. I dedicate this essay to my
mother Jieon Kim, who encouraged me to study Dante.
1
While I use (Dante-)pilgrim to designate the character within the poem, I use
‘Dante’ simpliciter to refer to the poet.
2
Geryon’s geographical dimension is explored by Theodore J. Cachey Jr., “Dante’s
journey between fiction and truth: Geryon revisited,” in Dante: da Firenze all’aldilà:
atti del terzo Seminario dantesco internazionale (Firenze, 9-11 giugno 2000), ed. Michelangelo Picone (Florence: Casati, 2001), 75-92, 79-89.
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first raised by Franco Ferrucci3 but has since received lengthy elaboration by subsequent scholarship. As Zygmunt G. Barański has
emphasized, just as Geryon is the monster of all monsters, so too
the Commedia is a summa, combining disparate genres and areas
of knowledge into one encyclopedic whole. More specifically,
Barański argued that the figure of Geryon metapoetically reflects
two crucial aspects of the Commedia, namely, its hybridity and the
question of its truth-status.4 By now the metapoetic status of Geryon is a commonplace, even if significant details of its interpretation remain contested.
The present essay is intended as a further contribution to our
understanding of Dante’s metapoetic construction of Geryon. The
essay is divided into two separate sections. First, I discuss the vexed
question of the truth-status of the monster vis-à-vis that of the
poem. After surveying previous interpretations, I argue that only
an exclusively allegorical understanding of the figure of Geryon is
plausible. I support this by demonstrating how Dante thereby correctively develops an intertextual model in the form of Virgil’s
Fama in Aeneid 4. Whereas Virgil assimilated his poetry’s truthstatus (at least in that passage) with that of Fama’s utterances, Dante
resists this consequence, while nonetheless imitating some of Virgil’s reflexive poetic strategies. In the second part of the essay,
which builds on the first, I explore the specific manner in which
Dante constructs his narrative so as to signal to the reader its allegorical significance. I propose a previously unnoticed intratextual
wordplay on Geryon’s name that both helps to explain Dante’s
choice of this particular figure from the classical mythology and
demonstrates the crucial role that linguistic self-instantiation plays
in the poetic articulation of Geryon. This linguistic mimesis of content clarifies essential structures that are represented by the monster.
I.
Perhaps the most difficult question regarding Geryon’s metapoetic
status concerns that of Geryon’s truth vis-à-vis the poem’s truth.
That the issue of truth is of central concern for the poet is clear
beyond doubt. He shakes us with the provocative claim that Geryon is a “ver c’ha faccia di menzogna” (16.124). But what does
this statement exactly mean? Is Dante claiming the literal truth of
Franco Ferrucci, “Comedìa,” in Il poema del desiderio: poetica e passione in Dante
(Milan: Leonardo Editore, 1990), 91-124, 99. Reprinted from an original 1971 essay.
4
For the discussion of hybridity, see Zygmunt G. Barański, “The ‘Marvelous’ and
the ‘Comic’: Toward a Reading of Inferno XVI,” Lectura Dantis 7 (1990): 72-95,
75-85. On the issue of truth-falsehood, see ibid., 85-87.
3
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his vision? This position was championed most vigorously by
Bruno Nardi in his famous if controversial essay ‘Dante profeta’,
wherein Dante is understood to be a vatic poet recording what he
sincerely believed to be truly inspired visions.5 Robert Hollander
also understood the claim of the verse to be formally one of literal
truth, the crucial difference being that he considered the statement
to be expressed with an ironic authorial ‘wink’.6 This is a natural
solution, if the plain sense of the verse in fact claims literal truth.
And yet, as noted by Barański, “Dante almost seems to be recalling
the definition he himself had given of [allegorical meaning] in the
Convivio … ‘una veritade ascosa sotto bella menzogna’ (II i 3)”.7
In the Convivio, the distinction is made between the allegory of
the poets and that of the theologians: the former, in contradistinction to the latter, negates the literal sense. In that text (unlike in the
Epistle to Can Grande, if it is indeed by Dante),8 Dante sides with
the poets. In raising this point, however, Barański subsequently reverts to the position that Dante is still claiming a literal, and not
merely allegorical, truth for his poetic creation.9 An entirely divergent line of interpretation has been advanced by Teodolinda Barolini, Christian Moevs, and Theodore J. Cachey Jr. These three
scholars problematize to a much greater degree the very notion of
truth that is immanent within the claim.10 Inf. 16.124 is read as a
statement that the poem is a “lying truth,”11 a “non-false error,”12

Bruno Nardi, “Dante profeta,” in Dante e la cultura medievale: nuovi saggi di filosofia dantesca (Bari: Laterza, 1942), 258-334.
6
Robert Hollander, “Dante Theologus-Poeta,” Dante Studies 118 (2000): 261-302,
5

279-80: “One senses behind Dante’s passage an authorial wink, lest we take it for a
nod: ‘I know you won’t believe this (why should you? – I don’t either), but the
convention of my poem compels me to claim historicity even for such as Geryon’.”
7
Barański, “The ‘Marvelous’ and the ‘Comic’,” 86.
8
See Charles S. Singleton, “Dante’s Allegory,” Speculum 25 (1950): 78-86, 80: “the
kind of allegory to which the example from Scriptures given in the Letter to Can
Grande points is not an allegory of ‘this for that,’ but an allegory of ‘this and that,’ of
this sense plus that sense.”
9
To be sure, there are those who have persisted in reading Geryon straightforwardly
as a mere allegory. See Sigmund Méndez, “La idea dantesca de la poesía como
creación alegórica,” Medievalia 32-33 (2001): 57-69, 66-67, where he writes, “La
mentira del arte sirve para mostrar, oblicuamente, la verdad” (67). A limitation of his
otherwise compelling argument is that he does not engage with alternative proposals.
10
See Christian Moevs, The Metaphysics of Dante’s Comedy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 178: “What the Comedy is claiming by claiming to be true or
real is by no means obvious.”
11
Teodolinda Barolini, Dante’s Poets: Textuality and Truth in the Comedy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), 213.
12
Teodolinda Barolini, “Detheologizing Dante For a “New Formalism” in Dante
Studies,” Quaderni d’italianistica 10 (1989): 35-53, 43.
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a “fiction that IS true,”13 and a “true lie”.14 This reading is the one
which most assimilates the veridical status of the poem and the
beast. In what follows, I would like to argue that the allegorical
reading, understood according to the position of the poets (see
Convivio II, i, 3-4), whereby the literal meaning is fictionalized, is
the only plausible interpretation of the passage. But first, the other
proposed readings must be addressed.
Beginning with the interpretations brought forth by Barolini, Moevs and Cachey, it is arguable to what degree their designations of the poem’s truth-status are mutually compatible (especially, “lying truth” and “non-false error”/“true lie”).15 An equally
serious objection is to what degree these terms are philosophically
meaningful, and hence hermeneutically productive. A “poetic lie”
that is simultaneously “true”16 is too vague a concept even on its
own terms, let alone as an elucidator of a particular text. But even
when the terms are articulated at greater length, the case remains
questionable. Moevs has provided the most sophisticated reconstruction of Dante’s metaphysical picture that grounds this supposed epistemology.17 Dante’s medieval metaphysics, profoundly
influenced by Aristotle and Neoplatonism, is understood as one
where mere matter is irreal, but can only exist through form, and
even then, only in a contingent manner. Geryon, in Moevs’ interpretation, participates in this general irreality that is simultaneously
a contingent form of being. I cannot offer in these pages anything
like a full assessment of Moevs’ rich account. Suffice it to say that
in very rightly rejecting a materialistic realism as a reflection of
Dante’s worldview, he does not maintain a consistent distinction
between whether Dante’s medieval philosophy is an objective

Ibid. Endorsed by Moevs, The Metaphysics of Dante’s Comedy, 184.
Theodore J. Cachey, Jr. “Title, Genre, Metaliterary Aspects,” in The Cambridge
Companion to Dante’s ‘Commedia’, eds. Zygmunt G. Barański and Simon Gilson
13
14

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2019), 79-94, 88.
15
In Barolini, Dante’s Poets, 214, the Aeneid is termed a “truthful lie” in opposition
to the “lying truth” that is the Commedia. Justin Steinberg, Dante and the Limits of
the Law (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2013), 157 comments: “The
line between a truthful lie and a lying truth is indeed a thin one.” So thin, in fact, that
scholars have not been able to be consistent in applying one or the other to the text,
which should raise concerns about the helpfulness and precision of these terms.
16
See Cachey, “Title, Genre, Metaliterary Aspects,” 88.
17
Moevs, The Metaphysics of Dante’s Comedy.
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idealist18 or a subjective idealist one.19 It is certainly the former, but
over the course of his argument Moevs tends strongly toward the
latter and arrives at a picture of Dante’s thought that is too ‘mystical’
in the subjectivist-experientialist sense of the word most familiar to
modern ears.20 There is much more divinely established order and
objective rational intelligibility to Dante’s universe than Moevs allows. Indeed, it is the very presupposition of Dante’s philosophicalpoetic project.
If the general philosophical framework in which Moevs
places Dante’s thematization of Geryon is suspect on significant
structural points, the more particular literary logic of the ending of
canto 16 does not render easy Moevs’ interpretation. According to
Moevs, Dante’s treatment of Geryon reflects “his understanding of
all finite reality, of all human experience”.21 And yet there is no
indication that Geryon is a stand-in for all of finite reality extending
to the most mundane of daily realia. If anything, it is just the reverse. Geryon is a creature so extraordinary that the reader would
not know how to relate it to anything in their worldly experience.
Moreover, to claim that for Dante truth is fiction in some monistic
sense is not reflective of the immediate context of the passage,
See his comments that form has no existence apart from Intellect and “nothing
exists apart from God” (Moevs, The Metaphysics of Dante’s Comedy, 71). The ‘objective idealist’ position is elegantly expressed in Inferno 11.99-100, which will be
discussed later in a different context.
19
See his conclusion that “This is the sunrise of revelation on the horizon of the
human soul through which one enters the Empyrean, fully free, and sees the entire
cosmos as a limited whole, wholly contained within one’s own being” (Moevs, The
Metaphysics of Dante’s Comedy, 185).
20
There have of course existed rationalistic mystics like Meister Eckhart (whom some
in fact prefer not even to call a mystic) who show little to no interest in describing
mystical experiences from a phenomenological perspective. This makes puzzling the
claim in Christian Moevs, “Dante and Eckhart on Creation and Participation,” Medieval Mystical Theology 27 (2018): 129-42, 129 that “Eckhart … would be troubled
by the modern term [‘mystic’], which marginalizes the direct experience of God to a
suspect (or heretical), incomprehensible few.” While Eckhart is claimed by Moevs as
a close analogue to Dante’s thought, tellingly the rationalism of Eckhart is given little
acknowledgement. And Eckhart’s notion of indistinct union with God does not lead
him to doubt the fundamental difference between truth and falsehood, justice (see
esp. Predigt 6) and injustice. Moevs’ readings of Eckhart are very arguable, which is
consequential to the degree that he reads ‘Eckhartian’ ideas into Dante. The claim in
Moevs, “Dante and Eckhart on Creation and Participation,” 130 that for Dante as for
Eckhart the essence of Christianity “is to plumb the infinite depths of one’s ‘I’ … It
is to know, from direct experience, that one transcends or contains all space and time,
the entire cosmos” seems to be antithetical to the true spirit of detachment where the
godly person is so unconcerned with himself or even with willing to do God’s will
that God acts through him without his even noticing (Predigt 52). This hyper-subjectivistic idea of mysticism colors Moevs’ entire reading of Dante.
21
Moevs, The Metaphysics of Dante’s Comedy, 184.
18
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which is concerned with instituting hierarchical differentiations between these categories.22 It is highly counterintuitive that one
would employ the expression “with a face of” to make an assertion
of identity. By the same token, Geryon would somehow equal a
just man because he possesses his face. For these and other reasons,
I judge the attempts at ambiguating if not collapsing the boundary
between truth and falsehood to be unsuccessful on conceptual and
textual grounds. This is not to mention that there are separate arguments that offer a more compelling solution.
If we cannot accept that, for Dante, Geryon is a truth that is
at once a fiction in the sense discussed above, is Geryon then to be
understood as a literal truth? I here understand this as functionally
equivalent to the claim that Geryon is both a literal truth and an
allegory. Despite Charles Singleton’s comment that “The allegory
of the Divine Comedy is, for me, so clearly the ‘allegory of the
theologians’ (as the Letter to Can Grande by its example says it is)
that I can only continue to wonder at the efforts made to see it as
the ‘allegory of the poets’,”23 the answer must be negative. Of
course, that we do not believe in the existence of Geryon is inessential. It is all the more a question of Dante’s credulity, including
with respect to that of his contemporary readers. Furthermore, and
more decisively, the text, as we have already seen, does not force
us to understand the claim as one of literal truth but rather inclines
us to read it as making an exclusively allegorical claim. Singleton’s
claim that only the Convivio attempts to follow the allegory of the
poets, while the Epistle to Can Grande represents the position of
the Commedia,24 does not render justice to the fact that Inf. 16.124
pointedly evokes the words of the former. To be sure, I agree with
Singleton that not all should be mechanically allegorized in the
Commedia to the detriment of literary meaning. But even if there
is much theological allegory in the Inferno, this is fully compatible
with the episode of Geryon being marked as a poetic allegory,
where the symbolic value is really the only one that can truly be
taken seriously. The solution I propose would be that Dante views
the Commedia as always having allegorical truth, but only partial
literal truth. Dante’s view of his poem would then not be so different from a church-father like Origen’s view with respect to the
Pace also Cachey, “Dante’s journey between fiction and truth: Geryon revisited,”
92 on “the revolutionary destabilization of … the categories of the true and the fictional … informed by Dante’s metaphysical conviction that all determinate form, including the physical world is relatively unreal.” He builds on previous work by Christian Moevs, “Is Dante Telling the Truth?,” Lectura Dantis 18-19 (1996): 3-11.
23
Singleton, “Dante’s Allegory,” 81.
24
Ibid., 82.
22
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sacred Scriptures.25 Geryon is the most fantastical of all his poetic
creations, so he is the ideal case for where to admit that not all can
be taken literally at face value. But by making this concession only
in the most extreme case, he leaves open how much else on the
literal level may be fictional too.
Aside from the more generic arguments of Singleton, the
poetically allegorical reading has been judged incompatible with
the lines that follow (i.e. 16.127-132).26 This objection, however,
can be met. Dante does swear that he saw the beast ascending to
the seventh cerchio with his own eyes (16.127-132). And yet, the
specific nature of the oath must be given due attention. As Justin
Steinberg has emphasized, the oath breaches the normal procedure,
whereby an external authority is invoked as the guarantor of the
promise. In this case, Dante swears by the Commedia itself,
whereby the poet’s truth is guaranteed by the poem’s very words.27
Taking a broader view, one can observe the following sequence:
(1) an introductory claim of exclusive allegorical truth as opposed
to literal truth (16.124),28 (2) a reflexive promise whereby the following words are to be judged true as guaranteed by the Commedia, and (3) the claim to have literally seen Geryon. The final claim
is true on the basis of the Commedia, which explicitly (see 1) does
not only contain literal truth. What Dante would appear to suggest
through this rhetorical chain, therefore, is that the claim to have
literally seen Geryon (16.130) need not, on further reflection, be
taken literally. Once a text has granted place for the non-literal,
even emphatic statements of literal truth can, because they occur
within the same text, be themselves sublated. By swearing on the
text and still undermining its literal truth-value, Dante makes an a
fortiori argument that also elsewhere in the poem there may be
literal falsehood under the guise of confident first-person narration.29 Dante works with the tension between the allegorical and
Cited in Jean Pépin, Dante et la tradition de l’allégorie (Montréal: Inst. d’études
médiévales, 1970), 66, with reference to In Johann. X, 5, 20. See also De Principiis
IV, 2, 5.
26
Barański, “The ‘Marvelous’ and the ‘Comic’,” 86.
27
Steinberg, Dante and the Limits of the Law, 157-59.
28
It is not circular to suppose that the poetically allegorical claim is the verse’s default
meaning, since the point in Barański, “The ‘Marvelous’ and the ‘Comic’,” 86 is that
this natural meaning is only subsequently shown to not fit the context, where Dante
makes a claim to have literally seen Geryon. I argue that instead of determining the
meaning of the verse based on what follows, we should read what follows in light of
the default meaning of the verse.
29
Just to make my own opinion clear, I think that Dante is, for example, warning us
not to assume that all his other monsters really exist exactly as depicted in the Inferno,
even though he would probably be quite confident that his structuring of Hell captures a profound reality of how the afterlife is ordered. To address an extreme but not
25
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the literal, but in such a way that the former ultimately triumphs as
the dominant category.
The consequence of this is that within the narrated storyplot Geryon is a literally existent being (to put it bluntly, one cannot ride on the back of an otherwise empty allegory, which is not
to say that riding on the back of a beast cannot bear allegorical significance). And yet on a higher meta-level, Dante the poet wants
us to realize that the story itself is to be taken only allegorically. It
is a fiction (that still, like all fiction, contains truths that are literally
true in it),30 but one that, in this case, points symbolically to essential truths that, in Dante’s view, capture objective structures of reality. In this way, the objection to the allegorical interpretation can
be met. The pilgrim’s encounter with Geryon is an allegorical one,
and Geryon himself is, from Dante’s broader perspective, a poet’s
allegory of fraud. I would additionally suggest that, for Dante, Geryon is a perfect allegory not despite but on account of his ontological fantasticality. Precisely because his existence is on some level
a fraud, he serves all the more as its representative symbol.
The exclusively allegorical nature of Geryon is further supported by considering how Dante receives and develops a similarly
metapoetic passage in Virgil’s Aeneid. In so doing, one finds a
deeper context for Dante’s thematization of the question of truth.
It is true that the following analysis of Dante’s interaction with Virgil will presuppose the allegorical reading of Geryon defended
above. However, it also reinforces it in a non-circular manner by
demonstrating the coherence of this reading with what else is
known of Dante’s attitude toward his Virgilian model. It would not
be surprising if Dante were inspired by the famous Fama of Aeneid
4, a brilliant poetic creation that was to inspire a rich reception
unrepresented position, it is completely excessive to assume, on the basis of Dante’s
granting of fiction in his poem, that even Hell itself may be just an allegory. I admit,
however, that there are many intermediate cases where the question cannot be easily
solved. Could Dante himself have been expected to provide a definitive answer on
every point?
30
See David Lewis, “Truth in Fiction,” American Philosophical Quarterly 15 (1978):
37-46, where this is explained. This is very different from a ‘true fiction’ where the
truth-qualification applies from the perspective external to the story. Failure to appreciate this point is presumably what resulted in the claim of Barolini, “Detheologizing Dante,” 43 that “the Commedia is … not a fiction that pretends to be true,
but a fiction that IS true … not polarized as either a theologus or a poeta, Dante
encompasses the aporias and contradictions of a prophetically inspired poem … within
the rigorous embrace of paradox”. Barolini’s position is also – it seems – not to be
equated with the claim that the poem is an instance of a fiction that within its fictional
plot includes some material that is also factually true. This is a regular occurrence in
historical fiction (and while this does not apply to the Geryon episode, it does apply
to the poem at large) and does not itself qualify as paradoxical or strictly contradictory.
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history.31 As far as I can see, there are no extended verbal parallels
to confirm an intertextual interaction here.32 But even a rather superficial comparison between Fama and Geryon reveals a remarkable overlap. Both creatures receive the most elaborate descriptions
of all the monsters in their respective works. Without claiming that
their very distinct shapes are the same, one can observe that both
are large, grotesquely hybrid,33 and able to fly. But, most importantly of all, both share a deeply tenuous relationship with the
truth. Fama is, as the name indicates, the goddess of rumor, fickle
and unreliable while also so irresistible to many. These striking
combinations of characteristics make it likely that Fama was one
source of inspiration for Dante. There is one further aspect of Fama
that, in my view, clinches the idea that we have a conscious reworking of Virgil’s monster on the part of Dante: Fama, like Geryon, can coherently be read in a metapoetic manner.
Building on the proem of Hesiod’s Theogony wherein the
Muses tell Hesiod that they speak many falsehoods like truths but
also know how to speak truth (Theogony 27-28), Virgil has Fama
sing of truth and falsehood (facta atque infecta) in equal measure
(Aen. 4.190).34 The doubled elision in fact(a) atqu(e) infecta arguably instantiates the indistinguishable blurring of truth and falsity in
Fama’s utterances. But Virgil introduces his account of Fama with
a report of her birth: “parent Earth, stirred to anger against the gods,
bore her last, as they say (ut perhibent), sister to Coeus and Enceladus … ” (Aen. 4.178-180).35 Servius already commented astutely
on the use of the phrase ut perhibent: “Whenever he says something fabled (fabulosum), he usually introduces the phrase ‘it is
31

See Philip Hardie, “‘Why is Rumour Here?’ Tracking Virgilian and Ovidian

Fama,” Ordia Prima 67 (2002): 67-80 and Philip Hardie, Rumour and Renown:
Representations of Fama in Western Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 2012).
32
Of course, not all of Dante’s allusions to the classical poets depend on detailed verbal
echoes.
33
See Aen. 4.181-183: monstrum, horrendum, ingens, cui quot sunt corpore plumae,

/ tot vigiles oculi supter (mirabile dictu), / tot linguae, totidem ora sonant, tot subrigit
auris. I cite Virgil according to the edition of Mario Geymonat (ed.), P. Vergili Maronis Opera (Rome: Edizioni di Storia e Letteratura, 2008). The revisionary suggestion of Robert R. Dyer, “Vergil’s Fama: A New Interpretation of Aeneid 4.173ff.,”
Greece & Rome 36 (1989): 28-32 – in fact attributed to Mathilde Hajek – that tot
vigiles oculi supter … refers to the humans below on earth can be dismissed. It not
only blunts the force of mirabile dictu, it also spoils the pointed contrast with the
depiction of Polyphemus in Aen. 3.658 (monstrum horrendum, informe, ingens, cui
lumen ademptum), where the single and extinguished eye of the Cyclops is matched
by the absurdly numerous and alert eyes of Fama.

pariter facta atque infecta canebat.
Illam Terra parens ira inritata deorum / extremam, ut perhibent, Coeo Enceladoque
sororem / progenuit …
34
35
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rumor’. So, it is then remarkable that when he speaks about
Fama/Rumor herself, he says ‘as they say’.” (ad loc.).36 The phrase
ut perhibent is equivalent to another common Virgilian phrase ut
fama est, which makes its application to the birth story of Fama
‘remarkable’ (mire). Just as Virgil prepares to describe this monster
par excellence, this emblem of half-truths, he hints that his very
narration is a fama, the most natural (if not perhaps strictly necessary) implication being that it too is, in equal measure, true and
false. The metapoetic implications of this have been teased out in
more detail by modern Virgilian scholarship,37 but it is crucial that
Servius, whom Dante knew,38 provides the core of this realization
even if he does not articulate it very concretely. He notices the
reflexivity in using an expression synonymous with ut fama est in
introducing Fama. I therefore propose reading the end of canto 16
and the opening of canto 17 with these metapoetic dynamics in
mind. Geryon is the beast of deceit and fraud, and, just as he ascends, the poet explicitly reflects on the truth of his own poetry. In
each instance, we have a metapoetic reflection on veracity anticipating a description of a deceptive summum monstrum.
The differences are no less significant than the similarities.
While Virgil distances himself from his own account of Fama by
placing the responsibility of the narrative in the mouths of unnamed
others (“as they say”), Dante asserts emphatic ownership of his poetic creation (Inf. 16.127: “ma qui tacer nol posso”). Yet Dante is
not only more direct, he also decisively changes the content of the
Virgilian framing. Virgil, for his part, on this reading leaves us with
the notion that his poetic description participates in the same balance of truth and falsehood as Fama. His poetry mirrors the unreliability of Fama in an act of partial fictionalizing of which Fama
quotienscumque fabulosum aliquid dicit, solet inferre ‘fama est’. mire ergo modo,
cum de ipsa fama loqueretur, ait ‘ut perhibent’.
37
See Pramit Chaudhuri, The War with God: Theomachy in Roman Imperial Poetry
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 68 (“Fama becomes mere fama”) and Antonia Syson, Fama and Fiction in Vergil’s Aeneid (Columbus: The Ohio State Uni36

versity Press, 2013), 47, although I disagree with the dichotomy expressed in her
remark that “instead of undercutting the poem’s description, adding ut perhibent
would ascribe to the monstrous goddess a share in the poet’s work”. If Fama has a
share in the poetic work, the description of Fama is still ipso facto called into question.
This is precisely the productive tension that Virgil is creating. For a very erudite survey of ut fama est and synonymous expressions in Virgil, see Nicholas Horsfall, The
Epic Distilled: Studies in the Composition of the Aeneid (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2016), 111-34.
38
For Dante’s engagement with Servius, see Erich von Richthofen, “Traces of Servius
in Dante,” Dante Studies 92 (1974): 117-28 and, very recently, Vincenzo Vitale,
“Pagan Gods as Figures of Speech: Dante’s Use of Servius in the Vita Nuova,” Italian
Studies 76 (2021): 219-29.
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herself becomes the immediate object. What Virgil presumably
wanted to say is that his Fama captures the imprecise, frightful, and
horrid essence of rumor, even if it is not a picture that is intended
to be reliable in any details. This would not be so far from an allegorical understanding. But he expressed this merely as an even copresence of literal truth and literal falsehood, which could just as
well mean that half the details of his description of Fama are accurate, while the other half are not.
I suggest that Dante was deliberate in avoiding this ambiguity, as a result of his deeper and more reflective appreciation for
different levels of meaning.39 Dante acknowledges that his Geryon
is not a historical reality but shows more subtlety in his reflection.
Instead of literal truth set against literal falsehood, we have – as
argued above – allegorical meaning (true) paired with literal meaning (false). Dante has introduced a hierarchy of meanings that is not
present in his classical model. And in expressing that his Commedia
has a higher claim to allegorical truth, he simultaneously elevates
his poem above both Geryon and Virgil. This coheres with his tendency elsewhere to set his own poetic truth in opposition with that
of Virgil; were Dante not strongly committed to an allegorical truth
of his poetry, it would be hard to understand his criticisms of falsehood in Virgil’s poetic work. Moreover, in making clearer than
Virgil that his monstrum does not participate in literal truth, he
further proves his own superior concern for being truthful about
what can or cannot be taken literally.40
To recapitulate, while there are other reasons to support the
allegorical reading of Geryon, it has the additional consequence of
yielding an elegant intertextual interaction with Virgil that is
This is not to say that Virgil himself did not appreciate allegory (he was very familiar
with allegorizing interpretations of Homer), only that he did not apply this insight
here, a lapse that Dante aimed to correct.
40
The best exemplification of this is in canto 20 where Dante’s Virgil tells Dantepilgrim to trust no other version of Mantua’s origin in order that “la verità nulla
menzogna frodi” (Inf. 20.99). The lie that is being referred to is none other than the
aetiological story as found in the Aeneid. This agonistic dynamic between Dante and
Virgil – on which see further Robert Hollander, “Dante’s Misreadings of the Aeneid
in Inferno 20,” in The Poetry of Allusion: Virgil and Ovid in Dante’s Commedia,
eds. R. Jacoff and J. T. Schnapp (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1991), 77-93 –
can be appreciated in its broader context when we consider that the very passages in
canti 16 and 17 on truth and lies to which Inf. 20.99 alludes, themselves already set
up an antithesis between the Commedia and the Aeneid in their attitudes toward
truth. Canto 20 then provides a practical demonstration of this more general differentiation. To end on this point, I will say that while Dante views his poetry as epistemically superior to Virgil’s, the agonistic relationship on this aspect is by no means
incompatible with his profound sympathy for Virgil. See sensitive reflections on this
problem in Steinberg, Dante and the Limits of the Law, esp. 86 and 163-6.
39
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consistent with other well-established forms of engagement with
Dante’s primary poetic model. And the poem’s allegorical construction of Geryon demonstrates that Dante’s Commedia cannot
justly be considered an alter-Geryon, who, although allegorized,
does not himself allegorize. For Geryon’s vice consists in providing
self-serving falsehoods with no further levels of meaning, whereas
the Commedia, while also presenting literal falsehoods, does so for
the purpose of revealing higher, divine, truths in the form of allegory. An appreciation of this essential asymmetry should discourage
any easy equation of the poem and the beast.
In the second part of this essay, I would like to reflect on
how Dante articulates his allegory of fraud. While the Geryon episode is not to be taken as a mimetic representation of actual facts,
it does still represent higher, more abstract truths.41 I would be remiss if I only stated this conclusion without providing any positive
elaboration of what truths or realities it in fact symbolizes. What
follows is my attempt.
II.
If I do not here focus on the obvious allegorical symbolism of, e.g.,
the just face with the otherwise horrendous body (an allegory of
hypocrisy), it is because this and other examples have been so often
noted beforehand. For the purpose of this argument, I will focus
on one specific aspect of Geryon that has significant bearing for our
appreciation of the creature’s allegorical nature: his name.
The expressive density of the Geryon episode is to be found
not merely in the vibrant ecphrasis of the beast, not simply in the
plethora of similes employed especially in canto 17, but also in the
still finer details of the poetic language. The rhetorical density of
the canto is widely acknowledged and celebrated, and its use of
synecdoche, metonymy, catachresis, and other rhetorical devices
has been documented in detail.42 Susan Noakes has claimed that
paronomasia is the dominant rhetorical figure throughout the episode.43 Whether it is the most prevalent type or not, its prominence
can hardly be doubted. The pilgrim’s enigmatic corda is reprised
by the beast which it summons, a monster marked by its own
See Vittorio Montemaggi, Reading Dante’s Commedia as Theology: Divinity Realized in Human Encounter (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016), 252: “Fiction,
41

however, is not necessarily fraudulent. While its inventions do not correspond mimetically to reality … its meaning can nonetheless provide truthful insight.”
42
Consult the excellent essay by Paolo Cherchi, “Geryon’s Canto,” Lectura Dantis 2
(1988): 31-44.
43
Susan Noakes, Timely reading: between exegesis and interpretation (Ithaca: Cornell
University Press, 1988), 56-67.
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serpentine coda (emphasized by position in 17.1; see also 17.9, 25,
84 and 103). Noakes also detects a combined verbal and conceptual
link between note and notando in 17.127 and 131.44 These examples would both deserve ample consideration, but in these pages, I
would like to instead draw our attention to what appears to be the
most important case of wordplay in the episode, insofar as it concerns the very name of Geryon. As far as I can tell, this observation
has been entirely ignored by modern scholarship as well as by the
early commentary tradition.45
Geryon is the guardian of the eighth cerchio, the Malebolge,
yet we encounter him when he comes up, lured by the cord, to
meet Dante-pilgrim and Virgil, while they are still in the seventh.
Geryon’s figuration as a symbol of fraud and hypocrisy clearly links
him to the sins that characterize the circles that follow. But the fact
that we meet him in canto 16 while still in the seventh cerchio,
where the majority of the action in canto 17 also takes place46 encourages us to consider whether this pluriform beast may not also
be related, in some way, to this circle. The seventh cerchio marks
an important shift from the previous ones. Not only is it the first
circle of Lower Hell, as Virgil tells us, “in tre gironi è distinto e
costrutto” (Inferno 11.30). As Dante-pilgrim and Virgil traverse
this cerchio, we never lose sight of this tripartite division (see 13.17:
“sappi che sè nel secondo girone,” 14.5: “lo secondo giron dal
terzo,” 16.2: “de l’acqua che cadea ne l’altro giro,” 17.38:
“esperïenza d’esto giron porti”). This interest in sub-circles becomes more and more insistent as we proceed through the gironi,
and it reaches its climax in the third girone. During his conversation
44
45

Ibid. 58-67.
Noakes, Timely Reading, 58 connects the name Geryon only with the Greek

γῆρυς, ‘voice’. I have not seen the observation that will follow made in any of the

works cited throughout this essay, as well as not in Glauco Cambon, Dante’s Craft:
Studies in Language and Style (Minneapolis: The University of Minnesota Press,
1969), 80-105 (the chapter which is heavily concerned with wordplay in the Geryon
episode), Roberto Mercuri, Semantica di Gerione: Il motivo del viaggio nella ‘Commedia’ di Dante (Roma: Bulzoni, 1984) or David Robey, Sound and Structure in the
Divine Comedy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000). One of the earliest interpreters, Graziolo Bambaglioli, comments on Inferno 17.97: Nam auctor vocat hanc

bestiam Girion, quia quidam demon est in alio girone qui vocatur Girion et habitat
ibi cum fraudulentis suis, “For the author calls this beast ‘Geryon’, since there is a
certain demon in another circle who is called Geryon and who dwells there with his
fraudulent fellows.” The Latin text is cited from Graziolo Bambaglioli, Commento
all’ “Inferno” di Dante, ed. Luca Carlo Rossi, (Pisa: Scuola Normale Superiore,
1998), 127. The reference to a certain other demon named Geryon is, as far as I can
tell, obscure. It might be thought, in light of the proximity of girone and Girion, that
some sort of verbal derivation was implied, but this cannot be securely demonstrated
and is not a necessary implication of the passage.
46
Indeed, Dante-pilgrim still has to see the usurers after Geryon has already appeared.
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with his teacher Brunetto Latini in canto 15, Dante-pilgrim invokes
the wheel of Fortune (15.95: “però giri Fortuna la sua rota”). This
brief but significant remark anticipates the more robust engagement
with circular form in the opening of the next canto, where the
three Florentines form a grotesque wheel out of their own bodies
(16.21: “fenno una rota di sé tutti e trei”). While this pose has occasioned much commentary, for present purposes, it is important
to emphasize that it reflects, on the small scale, the fascination with
combining threes and circles that defines the entire infernal cerchio
in which they are located.
While Geryon’s ascent begins at the end of canto 16, we do
not hear the beast’s name until canto 17, where it is mentioned
twice (17.97: “e disse: ‘Gerion, moviti omai …’,” 17.133: “così ne
puose al fondo Gerïone”).47 Much falls into place once we perceive
the echo that this name Gerion/Gerione provides with the language of giro/giron/girone that dominates these canti. Gerion
(which best reflects the Latin Geryon) is a perfect anagram of girone, but the other forms too function to create clear cases of paronomastic wordplay. The relevance of this wordplay is not difficult
to perceive. Geryon’s body is marked with rotelle (17.15) and his
famously spiral and rotating movement (17.98: “le rote larghe,”
17.116: “rota e discende,” and 17.125: “lo scendere e ’l girar”) embodies the idea of circles and circling. But more still, as noted
above, the motif of circles figures prominently in the very cerchio
in which Geryon meets Virgil and the pilgrim. The connection
between the name of the monster and the structure of the seventh
cerchio is confirmed by a further correspondence. If there is one
consistent description of Geryon in the classical mythology, it is
that he is triform. The epithet was so characteristic that it could
recognizably be employed in place of the name, as in, for instance,
Virgil’s Aeneid 6.289 (“three-bodied shade”)48 or Ovid’s Metamorphoses 9.184-185 (“the triple form of the Spanish shepherd”).49
Hence, following the grand sequence of several canti that divides a
cerchio into three gironi and contains three people who form a
circle out of their bodies in the third girone (which itself contains
three groups of sinners, the violent against God, nature and work),
and faced with finding a monster to culminate this section, could
Dante have found a more promising candidate than triformis Geryon? This intricate connection of circles and threes that gives form
to canti 12-17 is encapsulated in the simple epithet and name of
47
48
49

And, again, in Inferno 18.20 (and Purgatorio 27.23).

tricorporis umbrae.
pastoris Hiberi / forma triplex.
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this mythological creature. It was this, I posit, that inspired Dante
to give pride of place to Geryon at this point in his poem – having
done so, he could then let his creativity depart from the classical
sources.
We may justifiably ask why Dante thought it fitting to connect Geryon so strongly with the seventh cerchio. Geryon, as
scholars universally recognize, is more than a guardian of a single
circle. The arguments above demonstrate that his links are much
more polyvalent. Geryon has frequently been seen as a symbol of
hell as a whole. It is debated whether we should read the serpentine
lower body and the scorpion tail as two distinct parts, thereby resulting in a quadriform beast.50 It appears preferable to see what is
still a tripartite division of the creature, with the final, lowest part
experiencing an internal subdivision, corresponding then to the
three divisions of hell (incontinent, violent, and fraudulent), with
the last division containing simple fraud in the eighth cerchio and
treachery in the ninth. What Dante has done is to concentrate this
basic tripartite structure within the seventh circle as a form of mise
en abyme. Thus as the poem reaches its intensely self-reflexive center, Geryon, in embodying the structure of the seventh circle, could
simultaneously be seen to embody the macrostructure of Hell in its
entirety.51 That a monstrous guardian should serve as a physical icon
of the circling of Hell is not without parallel. One need only mention Minos, whose “coiled tail replicates in a specular mise en
abyme the very structure of the realm he serves”.52 What is present
in the case of Geryon, and absent in that of Minos, is the intimate
harmony that is brought about between the structural macroform
and the linguistic microform. His name already suggests his allegorical identification with Hell at large.
There is perhaps a more pointed explanation as well for
Dante’s association of his monster with the seventh cerchio. As
noted briefly, the last group that we meet in this circle are the usurers. It seems more than tempting to connect Geryon with the sin
See James C. Nohrnberg, “The Descent of Geryon: The Moral System of Inferno
XVI-XXXI,” Dante Studies 114 (1996): 129-87, 135.
51
This form of mise en abyme must still be distinguished from metapoetic mirroring
of the literary work, for here Geryon is only mirroring Hell, which is the major content of the poem but not the poem itself. See Carlo Ginzburg, “Mise en abyme: A
Reframing,” in Tributes to David Freedberg: Image and Insight, ed. Claudia Swan
(Turnhout: Harvey Miller Publishers, 2019), 465-80, 473-76 where the conceptual
lenses of the mise en abyme are explicitly employed to analyze Geryon’s relationship
to the poetic work.
52
Teodolinda Barolini, “Minos’s Tail: The Labor of Devising Hell (Aeneid 6.431–33
and Inferno 5.1–24),” in Dante and the Origins of Italian Literary Culture (New
York: Fordham University Press, 2006), 132-50, 146.
50
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of usury insofar as Dante-pilgrim visits them while Virgil is simultaneously negotiating with the beast. There is the obvious link that
usury, which can be interpreted as a form of theft, is the sin that
offers a transition to the world of fraud. Additionally, the usurers
also rise and fall on Fortune’s wheel, which can be linked to the
same motif of Geryon’s circling discussed above.53 But there is one
aspect, in particular, that deserves closer attention: usury is associated with disordered mimesis. In canto 11, we hear how “natura lo
suo corso prende dal divino ’ntelletto e da sua arte … che [referring
to natura] l’arte vostra quella, quanto pote, segue” (11.99-100, 1034). Art follows nature, but nature in turn is not simply a raw datum;
it, in turn, depends on a higher, divine art.54 The usurer’s fault consists in disregarding this ordered relationship between nature and
true art/craft, whose function when properly conceived is to imitate the former (11.109-111). By linking Geryon and usury, Dante
suggests the importance of the issue of mimesis as something that
sheds light upon both the character and the poetic depiction of
Geryon. The fraudulent character of Geryon associates him with
the vices of the usurers. On a poetic level, Dante – so I argue –
shows his masterful control over the degree to which his own art
mimics the nature of the monster. And, to that effect, his art shows
that its highest allegiance is to the divine truth that is reflected even
through a character as corrupt as Geryon. We can now turn to this
question in more detail.
The specific poetic technique that Dante has used to effect
this thematic framing, namely wordplay, is not an isolated phenomenon, as we drew attention to earlier, and, as such, deserves consideration as a poetic strategy in its own right. Dante’s choice of
this anagrammatic and paronomastic wordplay is artfully reflective
of twin aspects of the creature. The first of these is the beast’s hybridity. It may not at all be obvious what wordplay has to do with
hybridity, but comparative evidence from elsewhere in the poem
can be mustered to make the case for a link. Inferno 13 has attracted
special attention for the proliferations of onomatopoeia,55 puns,56
See Justin Steinberg, Accounting for Dante: Urban Readers and Writers in Late
Medieval Italy (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2007) 156-59.
53

For philosophical contextualization of this claim, see e.g. Méndez, “La idea dantesca
de la poesía como creación alegórica,” 57-8 and Gregory B. Stone, “Sodomy, Diversity, Cosmopolitanism: Dante and the Limits of the Polis,” Dante Studies 123 (2005):
89-132, 92-98.
55
See Leo Spitzer, “Speech and Language in Inferno XIII,” Italica 19 (1942): 81-104,
92.
56
Inferno 13.58-60: “Io son colui che tenni ambo le chiavi / del cor di Federigo e
che le volsi, serrando e diserrando, sì soavi,” soavi has been understood plausibly as a
54
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mimetic syntax constructions,57 and other forms of wordplay. In
this way, it provides a natural comparandum with the rhetorical
presentation of Geryon in canti 16-17. Dante, on the one hand,
imitates the rhetorical excess of the damned suicide Pier delle
Vigne, who was famous for his overwrought prose. On the other,
as Leo Spitzer has brilliantly argued, this artificial distortion of language reflects the motif of monstrosity and hybridity that dominates
the thirteenth canto (including in the form of hybrid monsters like
the Harpies, who share with Geryon the combination of a flying
beastly body and a human face).58
Similarly, in canto 24.100-102, Vanni Fucci’s fiery disintegration prior to metamorphosis is likened to the speed of writing
an O or an I. As analyzed by D. L. Derby Chapin, Dante breaks
down the name of Io – the famous lover of Jove turned into a cow
– into its separate letters to express the disintegration of identity in
the process of corporeal transformation.59 Here again Dante plays
with the elemental building blocks of letters to express not hybridity but the nonetheless related phenomenon of metamorphosis –
tellingly, in describing the sin of fraudulent theft. In light of these
strong precedents, there could be no more suitable a candidate than
Geryon, who, of all of Dante’s monsters, is most polymorphic and
resistant to stable description, to have his very name express this
sense of hybridity via its scrambling of the letters of girone. This
link between the verbal dynamics of canto XIII and Geryon has
been partially anticipated by Barolini, who speaks of “the monster’s
knotty surface, reminiscent of the knots of discourse that imprison
Pier della Vigna”.60 The connection that Barolini makes en passant
does not flesh out the complete picture, however, since just as relevant is the monster’s knotted name.
The second reason for Dante’s sophisticated use of wordplay
is to reflect on the theme of deception. Barolini is one scholar who
has drawn much attention to Geryon as a symbol of the mendacity
of all semiotic systems.61 We can surely agree that language has the
pun on Frederick II’s hereditary land of Swabia (Soave). Also, the repeated fede (see
13.21, 62, 74) plays on Federigo (13.59).
57
13.72: “ingiusto fece me contra me giusto.” The word contra separates, both on
the level of syntax and sense, the two selves described in antithetical terms.
58
Spitzer, “Speech and Language in Inferno XIII.”
59
D. L. Derby Chapin, “IO and the Negative Apotheosis of Vanni Fucci,” Dante
Studies 89: (1971) 19-31.
60
Teodolinda Barolini, The Undivine Comedy: Detheologizing Dante (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1992), 63.
61
Teodolinda Barolini, “Narrative and Style in Lower Hell,” Annali d’Italianistica 8
(1990) 314-344, 315 and Barolini, The Undivine Comedy, 63, 68. See also Cachey,
“Title, Genre, Metaliterary Aspects,” 88.
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potential to be as much a vehicle of truth as of fraud.62 In a selfinstantiation of this principle, Geryon’s own name deceptively conceals its own true significance and thematic referent. The name itself could thus be said to consist of a face that masks the real import
behind it.
The name Geryon is thus crucial in underlining those aspects
of the beast that bear allegorical significance. First, it suggests the
comparison between his bodily form and movement with the circling structure of Hell. But also, it perfectly represents in linguistic
form Geryon’s hybridity and deceitfulness. To clarify this latter
point, Dante’s use of linguistic concealment should not be understood as a relativization of any truth claim, an acknowledgement
that his poem’s stance toward speech is just like that of Geryon. As
Noakes writes, “paronomasia is the trope that best exemplifies the
kind of inversely fraudulent poetic language with which Dante
wishes to identify himself by establishing an inversion relation between pilgrim [I would change this to ‘poet’] and beast”.63 Dante’s
subtle use of linguistic play is a form of trickery that, nevertheless,
faithfully demonstrates to the reader in what the essence of deceit
may consist. Or, to reframe this in terms of Dante’s earlier mentioned categories, we have here an instance of art following the
nature that is represents. And such exquisite mimesis of content,
even when the content is deceit, cannot in the final analysis be
called deceitful, for deceit consists in deliberately failing to represent reality and its structures. Thus, Dante does not subvert but, in
a manner that is only superficially paradoxical, proves his commitment to truth at the very moment of reflexively borrowing features
of his beast of falsehood. The self-instantiating nature of Geryon’s
name makes him an all more compelling and, in this sense, a true
allegory.

Conclusion
This essay hopes to have clarified significant aspects of the metapoetic nature of Dante’s construction of Geryon in Inf. 16-17. First,
it has hopefully successfully defended the allegorical nature of Geryon as well as provided a compelling argument for how the veridical relationship between the poem and the monster should be understood. While both Geryon and the Commedia can provide literal falsehoods, it is only the latter that presents falsehoods in such
For more general discussion on the (positive and negative) ethical dimensions of
language in Dante, see Zygmunt G. Barański, “Dante’s Biblical Linguistics,” Lectura
Dantis 5 (1989) 105-43, esp. 107-10.
63
Noakes, Timely Reading, 65.
62
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a way as to point to higher metaphysical and moral truths. It has
furthermore suggested that Dante hereby transcends what were
likely perceived limitations in Virgil’s thematization of Fama in Aeneid 4. Ironizing or equivocating readings of Dante’s truth-claims
fail to do justice to our poet’s self-conscious attempts to elevate the
truth of his own work above that of his pagan model. And, despite
their claims to the contrary, attempts to salvage the literal sense of
Geryon do not, in the long term, productively enlarge but rather
only obscure any notion of what it would mean for the Commedia
to be a poem philosophically concerned with truth.
Building on these results, this essay has explored the way in
which Dante brilliantly composes his narrative in order to shed light
on the allegorical content of the episode. The name Geryon becomes, in this new reading, a key to unlocking much of his allegorical potential. This itself should provide stimulus for further
study of paronomasia in Dante’s poetry.64 In this context, the fundamental role of formal linguistic instantiation of the poetic content
was demonstrated. In the proposed case of wordplay instantiating
hybridity and deception, it is not the concrete choice of playing on
Gerion and girone that is strictly mimetic. Rather, the fact that
Dante chose a form of wordplay that is by nature concealed and
dependent upon the rearrangement of letters embodies the nature
of a fraudulent composite beast.65 While, on the one hand, participating in the riddling character of deception, the self-instantiation
in fact practically serves to reveal the beast’s true nature.
To conclude, Dante is committed to precisely analyzing the
nature of falsity and deceit in a way that it truthful to its essence. If

Brian Striar, review of Metaformations: Soundplay and Wordplay in Ovid and
Other Classical Poets, by Frederick Ahl, Lectura Dantis 5 (1989): 149-51 encouraged
64

scholars to be more receptive of the possibility of wordplay and other linguistic games
in Dante, although he very counterproductively framed this in terms of a dichotomy
between exclusive interest in formal delight and concern for serious content (151).
As is hopefully now clear from this essay, formal devices as seemingly insignificant as
anagrammatic wordplay can be deeply tied to broader thematic issues.
65
Vittorio Hösle, “Wie kann Sprache malen? Formen der Sprachmalerei in der
Dichtung,” Zeitschrift für Literaturwissenschaft und Linguistik 50 (2020): 673-99 has
recently offered a categorization of different forms of linguistic instantiations of content (Sprachmalerei). Following his categories, we have here an example of the fifth
category, or “Malerei durch sprachliche Eigenschaften zweiter Ordnung.” He compares the use of a hidden Virgilian acrostic in a passage dealing with concealment in
the form of an ambush. While it would require a separate investigation to lay out the
evidence in detail, Dante employs the whole gamut of ways in which language instantiates content. For a study of violent syntax instantiating physical divisions, see
Mirko Volpi, “Il canto della divisione: sintassi e struttura in Inferno, XXVIII,” Rivista
di Studi Danteschi 11 (2011): 3-37.
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Geryon is an allegory of fraud, the entire poetic construction of this
allegory is carried out sub specie veritatis.
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THE STUTTGART ‘COMMEDIA’. NEW INVESTIGATION ON
A FAMOUS DANTE MANUSCRIPT
CRISTINA TERESA PENNA, University of Pavia

This paper offers an investigation on an ancient witness of Dante’s Commedia,
the “German” cod. poet. et phil. fol. 19 (Stocc), preserved in Stuttgart, Württembergische Landesbibliothek. The codex became fortuitously famous in the
second half of the 19th century, thanks to the attention of the great Dantista
Adolfo Mussafia, who studied and entirely collated it, together with a second
manuscript from Wien. But in recent years Stocc has returned to attract the
scholars’ interest for its uncertain linguistic traits and for the possibility of a
backdating within the chronological limit of the “antica vulgata” established
by Giorgio Petrocchi. The essay can be divided in two sections: the first one
is dedicated to resume the critical history of the witness and to point out some
interesting codicological and textual features. The second part, instead, is reserved to the Linguistc appendix, a short and partial report on the language of
Stocc.
Keywords: Dante, Commedia, Dante philology, Adolfo Mussafia, Stuttgart

At the dawn of the modern Dante’s philology, Bartolomeo
Perazzini was the first to recognize the actual problems related to
the restitutio textus of the Commedia, as recently recalled by Riccardo Viel.1 In his essay of 1775, Perazzini theorized the inevitability of a complete recensio and the construction of a stemma codicum through the collation of all the variants and the support of
lectio difficilior and usus scribendi.2 Nevertheless, Perazzini’s intuition remained unheard, especially due to the fact that Lachmann’s
stemmatic method was far from being implemented. It took about
a century for the first modern edition of Dante’s poem to be eventually published; it was undoubtedly original, but presented very
questionable results. Precisely, in 1862 the German philologist Karl
Riccardo Viel, “Sulla tradizione manoscritta della ‘Commedia’. Metodo e prassi in
centocinquant’anni di ricerca,” Critica del testo 14, no. 1 (2011): 459-518, 461.
2
Bartolomeo Perazzini, “Retractatio critica in Dantis Comoediam,” in In editionem
1

Tractatuum vel Sermonum S. Zenonis episcopi Veronensis a Petro et Hieronymo
fratribus Balleriniis adornatam correctiones et explicationes (Verona: apud Marcum
Moroni, 1775).
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Witte published Dante Alighieri’s Divine Comedy corrected on
four of the most authoritative manuscripts.3 Since Witte recognized
the actual impossibility of an integral collatio, the philologist tried
to identify the main families of manuscripts, starting with a comparison between the third cantos of the Inferno in 407 codices. The
following step regarded the search for possible earlier examples of
Dante’s poem by selecting some loci critici ‒ a series of verses in
which the divergence between manuscripts is more significant.4 In
this phase, Witte compared the texts with variants considered genuine and he discarded the witnesses containing errors or trivializations. However, this analysis turned out to be ineffective. The final
result led to the choice of four manuscripts which are now considered completely unreliable for textual criticism.5 It is worth adding
that Witte’s contemporaries expressed skepticism in the same way.
On January 18th 1865, the great Dalmatian scholar Adolfo
Mussafia presented in Vienna in front of the Academy of Sciences
his study on two codices of the Commedia, which will be published later that year to celebrate Dante’s 600th birthday.6 In particular, Mussafia highlighted the need for establishing genealogical
connections of the manuscripts; for reconstructing text families and
identifying their earliest examples. He criticized Witte for not having explained any genetic connection among the codices he had
selected for his edition. Moreover, since Mussafia realized that the
recensio and collatio ‒ which means the collection and comparison
‒ of all the codices were not immediately available, he suggested to
move forward by studying the greatest number of manuscripts as a
whole, in order to classify them. For this reason, he collated all the
variants of the two witnesses he examined, using Witte’s text from

Karl Witte, ed., La Divina Commedia di Dante Allighieri ricorretta sopra quattro
dei più autorevoli testi a penna (Berlin: Rodolfo Decker, 1862).
4
Enrico Malato, Lessico filologico. Un approccio alla filologia (Rome: Salerno Edi3

trice, 2008), 76-77.
5
The four manuscripts selected by Witte were Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, MS 26 sin. I (LauSC), Vatican, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, MS Vat. Lat.
3199 (Vat), Berlin, Staatsbibliothek, MS Ital. 136, and the now lost Sermoneta Caetani codex.
6
Adolfo Mussafia, “I codici della Divina Commedia che si conservano alla Biblioteca
Imperiale di Vienna ed alla Reale di Stoccarda,” Sitzungsberichte der k. Akademie
der Wissenschaften 49 (1865): 141-212, then in Adolfo Mussafia, Sul testo della Di-

vina Commedia. Studii di Adolfo Mussafia. I. I codici di Vienna e di Stoccarda

(Vienna: Tipografia di corte e di stato, 1865). See also Donato Pirovano, “Mussafia e
il testo della ‘Divina Commedia’,” in Letteratura Dalmata Italiana. Atti del Convegno
Internazionale (Trieste, 27-28 febbraio 2015), eds. Giorgio Baroni, Cristina Benussi
(Pisa-Rome: Fabrizio Serra Editore, 2016), 40-44.
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1862 as the basis.7 He urged all the other scholars of Dante to follow
the same model of investigation. A fundamental contribution, although incomplete,8 was provided a few years later by the English
Edward Moore, who collated 17 manuscripts in full for the first
cantica, so to complete the philological examination of the poem
with the help of 180 loci selecti for Purgatorio and Paradiso.9 The
text edited by Moore for the Oxford Dante Society (1894), presented in his Contributions,10 is still considered today “the first scientific edition provided with variants, at least for the Inferno”.11
For this investigation it is pointless to analyse the ecdotic history of the poem. Conversely, before moving on, it is paramount
to focus on the philological contribution of Mussafia. He had been
living in Vienna since 1852, where he was an academic, as well as
See the preliminary remarks made by the author in Mussafia, Sul testo della Divina
Commedia, 3-6, and in particular at pages 4-5 (home translation; the same goes for
7

the other Italian quotations in this paper): “Now that we have begun, it would be
worthy to move forward promptly, and fully examine as many manuscripts as possible,
and give an exact and complete report, in order to make clear the mutual connection
and reduce their exuberant quantity to a few items. It would be highly desirable that
any of the many talented philologists of Italy take part in this work; […] Studies like
this one, that I offer to the future critic, have a tenuous importance: they are only
stones from which the building will be erected; rings of a large chain; but the final,
decisive work must necessarily be preceded by the partial, modest and patient ones;
and it is for this reason that I decided to contribute, as far as the useful enterprise was
concerned, by making known some of those codices that are preserved in the various
libraries of Germany. I begin now with the two from Vienna and Stuttgart, closely
allied; I hope to be able soon to examine those of Altona, Wrocław and Frankfurt”
(“Gioverebbe adunque ora, che il principio s’è fatto, procedere alacremente, ed esaminare da un capo all’altro il maggior numero possibile di manoscritti, e darne relazione esatta e completa, cosicchè a mano a mano riesca metterne in chiaro la vicendevole relazione e ridurre a pochi capi l’esuberante loro quantità. Sarebbe vivamente
da desiderare che a tale lavoro s’accingesse alcuno de’ tanti valenti filologi d’Italia; […]
Studii come questo ch’io offro al critico futuro, hanno da sè un’importanza tenue:
non sono che tante pietre, onde s’erigerà l’edifizio; anelli d’una grande catena; ma al
lavoro finale, decisivo è forza che vadano innanzi i parziali, modesti e pazienti; ed è
perciò che io fermai meco stesso di cooperare per quanto è da me all’utile impresa col
far conoscere alcuni di quei codici che si conservano nelle varie biblioteche della
Germania. Incomincio ora coi due di Vienna e di Stoccarda, strettamente affini; nutro
speranza di potere fra breve esaminare quelli d’Altona, di Breslavia e di Francoforte”).
8
The only one to fully accept Mussafia’s suggestion was the Venetian philologist
Antonio Fiammazzo, who, about twenty years later, published some studies dedicated
to Friulian and Venetian manuscripts paying attention to their physical characteristics
and textual variants (see Pirovano, “Mussafia e il testo della ‘Divina Commedia’,” 44).
9
The codices studied by Edward Moore are all “English”: 13 are kept at the Bodleian
Library in Oxford; 3 at the University Library of Cambridge and one, the famous
Egerton code 943 (Eg), at the British Library in London.
10
Edward Moore, Contributions to the textual Criticism of the Divina Commedia
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1889).
11
Viel, “Sulla tradizione manoscritta della ‘Commedia’,” 468 (“la prima affidabile
edizione scientifica con apparato di varianti, almeno per quanto riguarda l’Inferno”).
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a librarian at Viennese Court Library since 1860. As mentioned
before, Mussafia presented his contribution on the celebration for
the centenary “as German correspondent”.12 In particular, he devoted himself to collate two “non-Italian” witnesses. The first
source from Vienna (Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, MS.
2600) is a parchment manuscript that can be dated back to the first
half of 15th century.13 It is also known as “Eugenian” since it belonged to Prince Eugenio of Savoia. The second source is kept in
Stuttgart, at the Württembergische Landesbibliothek (cod. poet. et
phil. fol. 19). The latter had a modest reputation for about a century
and a half, due to the fact that it was the fortuitous object of study
of an exceptional Dante scholar, i.e. Mussafia himself. However, in
recent years the Stuttgart text proved to be a singular and potentially appealing witness.14
The historical bibliography related to the Stuttgart codex
(henceforth Stocc)15 is not extensive. The first description of this
witness was published in the Bibliografia dantesca, a catalogue of
editions, translations, manuscripts and commentaries on the Commedia and other Dante works; it was edited by the French Paul
Colomb De Batines.16 The codex, listed among the German manuscripts, was widely considered as “not flawless” (“di lezione non
troppo corretta”) due to Karl Witte’s influence on the author. Colomb De Batines started with a brief description, which dated back
Stocc to 14th century. Furthermore, in this section, the author provided some information on the history of Stocc. The codex was
part of the library of Prince Federico Cesi (1585-1630), a Roman
scientist and founder of the Accademia dei Lincei, one of the oldest
Pirovano, “Mussafia e il testo della ‘Divina Commedia’,” 43 (“in qualità di corrispondente alemanno”).
13
See the manuscript description in Fabio Romanini, “Altri testimoni della ‘Commedia’,” in Nuove prospettive sulla tradizione della ‘Commedia’, Una guida filologico-linguistica al poema dantesco, ed. Paolo Trovato (Florence: Franco Cesati Editore, 2007), 61-94, 94.
14
The excellent manuscript digitization is freely available on the Württembergische
Landesbibliothek
website:
http://dfgviewer.de/show/?tx_dlf%5Bpage%5D=3&tx_dlf%5Bid%5D=http%3A%2F%2Fdigital.wlb-stuttgart.de%2Fmets%2Furn%3Anbn%3Ade%3Absz%3A24-digibibbsz3671434029&tx_dlf%5Bdouble%5D=0&cHash=e9946f9bb3968e44b13886e44e58ae8a.
15
As it is called in Romanini, “Altri testimoni della ‘Commedia’,” 92 and already in
Petrocchi’s “Regesto dei codici della ‘Commedia’” in La Commedia secondo l’antica
vulgata, ed. Giorgio Petrocchi, 4 vols. (Milan: Mondadori, 1966-1967 [Florence: Le
Lettere, 1994]), 1, 496.
16
Paul Colomb De Batines, Bibliografia Dantesca, 2 vols. (Prato: Tipografia Aldina,
1845-46). The codex description (no. 523) is in the second volume, page 271. Batines
states that the manuscript was mentioned in a Notizia about the Stuttgart Library
published on the journal Il gondoliere 7 (Venice: 1845).
12
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and most prestigious European scientific institutions. Later, it was
integrated in the Dante collection of the abbot De Rulle from
Nancy, then it was eventually purchased by the Royal Library of
Stuttgart, where Adolfo Mussafia began his investigation.17 In the
opening pages, the Dalmatian scholar assumed the main information on the manuscript from Batines and added further codicological remarks about its illustrative body and content. However,
the most interesting part of the investigation regarded the linguistic
analysis on Stocc and the Eugenian manuscript as well. He stated
that “both the manuscripts appear to be written in Northern Italy”.18 As a matter of fact, this statement is supported with a list of
specific graphic characteristics, that are typical of northern dialects.
In addition to this, Mussafia expressed a personal opinion on the
level of education of the two copyists. Several “gross mistakes”
(“errori grossolani”) reveals “the large ignorance” (“la grande ignoranza”) of the copyist of V (abbreviation he used for the
Viennese codex), who “didn’t understand what he wrote” (“non
comprendeva quello ch’ei si scrivesse”). On the other hand, Stocc,
for its higher quality, “proves to be written by a copist more educated” (“mostra essere stato scritto da persona più istrutta”).19 In
conclusion of the volume, after the integral collation of the two
witnesses, it is inserted the diplomatic transcription of two different
cantos (Par. 27 for Stocc; Purg. 8 for V), as an example of the
graphic habits of the two scribes, and a Saggio delle rubriche. Information relating to Stocc can also be found in Edward Moore’s
Contributions, in the section entitled Account of mss. examinated
or collated. The English Dantista, even though he recognizes the
authority of Mussafia’s work, which he defines “[a] very careful
monograph,” does not exempt himself from proposing a personal
observation: “Mussafia thinks it was written in North Italy, though
its dialectic peculiarities are not so strongly marked as those of V.
Both he and Batines assign it to the 14th century”.20 Subsequently,
at the end of the 19th century, Stocc was included by Ludwig
Volkmann in a list of Dante manuscripts in his volume Iconografia
dantesca, concerning the different figurative representations of the
poem during the centuries.21
Mussafia, Sul testo della Divina Commedia; see Pirovano, “Mussafia e il testo della
‘Divina Commedia’.”
18
Mussafia, Sul testo della Divina Commedia, 7 (“ambedue i codici sembrano essere
stati scritti nell’Italia settentrionale”).
19
Ibid. 13.
20
Moore, Contributions, 560.
21
Ludwig Volkmann, Iconografia dantesca. Le rappresentazioni figurative della Divina Commedia, ed. Guglielmo Locella (Florence-Venice: Olschki, 1898), 22-23.
17
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In more recent years, most of the information on the witness
has been collected in the inventory of manuscripts of the Commedia by Marcella Roddewig.22 In these pages the author suggests the
hypothesis of a Venetian antigraph which would have been used
by a copyist from Umbria/Marche; according to the scholar, the
manuscript could belong, from a textual point of view, to the family e of Petrocchi’s stemma codicum (together, therefore, with the
Bolognese Riccardiano-Braidense [Rb], Urbinate 366 [Urb] and
the Madrileno codex [Mad], within the northern β branch). The
description prepared by Marisa Boschi Rotiroti ‒ decidedly more
concise ‒ doesn’t add further information about the history, the
language and the textual tradition of the ms., but stands out for an
inedited and accurate codicological report.23 Regarding the linguistic aspect, however, different is the more recent opinion of Fabio
Romanini, who, recovering the authoritative judgment of Mussafia, favors a localization of the codex in the Emilia-Romagna area,
also “in light of the miniatures that refer to the Paduan-Bolognese
context [...] in any case not far from U[rbinate] and F[lorio], with
whom it shares various linguistic traits”.24 Among the most characterizing traits reported by the scholar there are scempiamenti
(sabion, ochi, mughia, magior, Teghiaio, fiamegiare, symonigiando, burato ecc.), exchanges between -i and -e (me vidi for
‘mi vide’), anti-Florentine diphthongs (such as puoi ‘poi’, suonni
‘sonni’, and especially for the verb ‘essere’: sie, fuo, fuosti, fuosse,
fuossero ecc.).
The list of studies that have been published throughout the
last two centuries is therefore interesting, specifically to highlight
the second characteristic of the witness: its uncertain linguistic
Marcella Roddewig, Dante Alighieri. Die Göttliche Komödie. Vergleichende
Bestandsaufnahme der Commedia-Handschriften (Stuttgart: Hiersemann Verlag,
22

1984), 323-24. Roddewig ‒ regarding the bibliographic references for Stocc – nominates also, in addition to Batines, Mussafia, Moore and Volkmann, Berthold Wiese,
“Die in Deutschland vorhandenen Handschriften der Göttlichen Komödie,”
Deutsches Dante-Jahrbuch 11 (1929): 44-52; Maria Provvidenza La Valva, “Presenza
di Dante nelle biblioteche tedesche,” Deutsches Dante-Jahrbuch 43 (1965): 90-111;
Peter Amelung, Die Dante-Sammlung der Württembergischen Landesbibliothek
(Stuttgart: Italienisches Kulturinstitut, 1965); Petrocchi, La Commedia secondo l’antica vulgata, 1, 496 (a short note in Regesto dei codici della ‘Commedia’).
23
See Marisa Boschi Rotiroti, Codicologia trecentesca della ‘Commedia’. Entro e
oltre l’antica vulgata (Rome: Viella, 2004), 141-42.
24
Romanini, “Altri testimoni della ‘Commedia’,” 93 (“alla luce delle miniature che
rinviano all’ambito padovano-bolognese […] comunque non lontano da U[rbinate] e
da F[lorio], con i quali condivide vari tratti linguistici”). Another description, detailing the physical characteristics of the manuscript, is found in Enrico Malato and Andrea Mazzucchi, eds., Censimento dei Commenti danteschi. 1. I commenti di tradizione manoscritta (fino al 1480), 2 vols., 2 (Rome: Salerno Editrice, 2011), 1051.
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features. In summary, they resulted mainly debated between two
theses: on one side the northern proposal of Mussafia (sustained by
Fabio Romanini and Paolo Trovato, and also confirmed by the
iconographic appearance of Stocc), and on the other hand, with the
endorsement of Marcella Roddewig and Marisa Boschi Rotiroti,
the origin from Umbria/Marche. The hypothetical linguistic approach to the area of the famous Urbinate 366 (Vatican, Biblioteca
Apostolica Vaticana, MS. Urb. Lat. 366) ‒ copied “between Romagna and Bologna in 1352” ‒25 and to the geography of Dante’s
latest years cannot leave us indifferent, noted that, after the publication of Sanguineti’s Comedia,26 the northern witnesses enjoy an
excellent reputation. The linguistic theory of the greater conservativeness of peripheral areas can in fact be validly applied to philological investigation: in the case of the Commedia, far from the
fervent and tireless activity of Florentine and Tuscan copyists in the
14th century, the peripheral witnesses (coming from a place –
Northern Italy ‒ to which Dante himself was linked in the last years
of his life) may have preserved a more genuine text, hypothetically
closer to the original source. After all ‒ as Roddewig had already
proposed, but with reference to the now outdated Petrocchi
stemma ‒ even Paolo Trovato, currently close to the publication of
a new critical edition of the Commedia, has reserved for Stocc a
place in the orbit of Urbinate 366, the most authoritative of northern codices.27
Fabio Romanini, “Manoscritti e postillati dell’antica vulgata,” in Trovato, Nuove
prospettive sulla tradizione della ‘Commedia’, 49-60, 59 (“tra la Romagna e Bologna
25

nel 1352”).
26
Federico Sanguineti, ed., Dantis Alagherii Comedia (Tavarnuzze: SISMELEdizioni Del Galluzzo, 2001).
27
See in particular Paolo Trovato, “Fuori dall’antica vulgata. Nuove prospettive
sulla tradizione della ‘Commedia’,” in Paolo Trovato, ed., Nuove prospettive sulla
tradizione della ‘Commedia’, 669-715, 702, and the stemma updated version in Paolo
Trovato, “Nuovi dati sulla famiglia p,” in Elisabetta Tonello and Paolo Trovato, eds.,

Nuove prospettive sulla tradizione della ‘Commedia’. Seconda serie (2008-2013)

(Monterotondo: Libreriauniversitaria.it, 2013), 183-205. According to the scholar
Stocc would be placed, more precisely, within the family p, a “field of the northern
tradition that the stream of Florentine mass production has marginalized” (“un filone
della tradizione settentrionale che la fiumana della produzione in serie fiorentina ha
finito per marginalizzare”) and that would preserve “rather faithfully the characteristics of a considerably older Emilia-Romagna antigraph” (“piuttosto fedelmente le
caratteristiche di un antigrafo emiliano-romagnolo notevolmente più antico,” 204205). Even if “by virtue of various separative errors, we can apparently exclude that
p descends from β” (“in virtù di vari errori separativi, si può, a quanto pare, escludere
che p discenda da β”) ‒ that is the family that includes the famous Urbinate 366 ‒
Trovato concludes that “p is noted, as we have seen, as the group that comes closest
to β and especially to Urb” (“p si segnala, come si è visto, come il gruppo che più si
accosta a β e specialmente a Urb,” 204). In disagreement with the stemmatic
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Codicological and paleographic notes
From a chronological perspective, the codex dates back to the 14th
century.28 Besides Dante’s poem (ff. 1r-90r), it includes the Capitolo of Bosone da Gubbio (ff. 90v-91v), the Capitolo of Iacopo
Alighieri (ff. 91v-92v) and Cecco d’Ascoli’s L’Acerba (ff. 93r-124r).
It was written on parchment, with dry ruling (mm 28 [240] 77x26
[80 (18) 80] 41; rr. 43 / ll. 42 (14 tercets)). The text, written by a
single hand in a high quality littera textualis, is arranged in two
columns with protruding initials for every tercet. After a later revision, probably at the beginning of 15th century, the vernacular long
rubrics in simplified littera textualis were added,29 although they are
missing in Inf. 1 e in Par. 26-33. On folio 1r and 8v there is the
stamp ‒ the effigy of a lynx, symbol of the Accademia dei Lincei ‒
of Federico Cesi (1585-1630), who used to own the codex. Since
1714 the manuscript belonged to the Roman library of Cardinal
Alessandro Albani (1692-1779) and it was later purchased by the
abbot De Rulle of Nancy, probably from Albani’s collection. Then,
thanks to the intervention of Duke Carl Eugen, the city of Stuttgart
acquired the codex. There are large miniated canticle initials (inked
in blue, red and gold) decorated with leaves in the margins of the
page. The canto initials depict small-scale scenes, portraits and half
busts.30 The ink is faded and, at times, illegible in the opening folios
innovations advanced by Trovato and with the consequent revaluation of a large
group of northern manuscripts is instead Giorgio Inglese, “Una discussione sul testo
della Commedia dantesca,” L’Alighieri 39, no. 1 (2012): 123-31; see also Giorgio
Inglese, “«Cara piota». Proposte per la ‘Commedia’,” Studi Danteschi 84 (2019): 1556, especially 48-50.
28
See Boschi Rotiroti, Codicologia trecentesca della ‘Commedia’, 141-42; Romanini, “Altri testimoni della ‘Commedia’,” 93; Malato and Mazzucchi, Censimento dei
Commenti danteschi, 1051.
29
In Malato and Mazzucchi, Censimento dei Commenti danteschi, 1051, however,
the rubric of Par. 25 is attributed to a third hand.
30
Volkmann, Iconografia dantesca, 23: “[I]n the Canto initials there are heads, halflength portraits and half busts. Often Dante, Virgil, Christ, devils’ heads and saints,
but sometimes there are also scenes from the Poema, such as in the Inferno in Canto
VIII, Dante in front of the crenelated walls of the City of Dite; Canto XIX, heads in
the flames, a misunderstanding of the punishments of the Simoniacs; Canto XXV,
Vanni Fucci cursing with pierced thumb; Canto XXVI, the heads of the fraudulent
advisers in the flames; Canto XXVIII, Mohammed with a cracked body; Canto
XXIX, a sinner covered with buboes; Canto XXXI, Nembrotte blows the horn;
Canto XXXIII, Ugolino and Ruggieri. In Purgatorio: Canto IX, the rising of the
sun; Canto X, one who carries heavy burdens (the prouds); Canto XIX, Dante asleep;
Canto XXVIII, Dante crowned by Virgil. In Paradiso there are there are numerous
half-length portraits of Dante and Beatrice, who is often with her gaze turned to the
stars, angels, saints ‒ including in Canto XXIV, Peter with the keys, Christ or the
Virgin Mary. You can well get an idea of the studio of a miniaturist where similar
codices were illuminated and certainly the owner was happy to be able to find without
any effort, through the initials, any passage of the Poema. (“[N]elle iniziali d’ogni
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of the three canticles (1r, 31r, 61r), in particular the first one. The
composition of the folios is i + 124, with 14 fascicles and a fascicular
caesura between the canticles: i8, ii12, iii10 (Inf.), iv10, v8, vi12 (Purg.),
vii-x8 (Par. + Capitoli), xi-xiv8 (L’Acerba); dimension: 345 x 245
mm.
The data listed above depict a highly standardized manuscript, that incorporate the most traditional features of the books of
the Commedia in 14th century.31 In fact, it is a parchment codex of
medium-large size, paged on two columns and with a qualitatively
high decorative level. Quaternions ‒ 10 quaternions, 2 quinions, 2
senions ‒ are predominant, but in line with the tendency of parchment mss., mainly composed of fascicles of four bifolios and quinions. Furthermore, a caesura between each canticle is evident,
which is a highly frequent characteristic in the manuscripts of the
Commedia.
However, the distinctiveness of the witness must be sought
in its writing. Marisa Boschi Rotiroti carried out an investigation
on 292 codices of Dante’s poem, all dated back in 14th century. It
produced a substantial framework of physical characteristics of the
manuscripts of the early editions, which included the type of writing with which the text was written at that time. With regard to
the paleographic analysis, it was noted that “the majority of codices
were copied using cursive”.32 In particular, out of the 292, 182
witnesses were copied in cursive, 101 in littera textualis and 9 presented both types of writing within the same codex. Among the
182 codices in cursive, 106 would be post antica vulgata (1355),
while only 9 of the 101 codices in littera textualis could be dated

Canto si trovano teste, ritratti in mezza figura e mezze figure. Spesso Dante, Virgilio,
Cristo, teste di diavoli e Santi, ma in alcune sono ritratte pure scene del Poema, così
nell’Inferno a Canto VIII, Dante davanti alle mura merlate della Città di Dite; Canto
XIX, teste fra le fiamme, un malinteso delle pene dei Simoniaci; Canto XXV, Vanni
Fucci bestemmiante col pollice trafitto; Canto XXVI, le teste dei consiglieri fraudolenti nelle fiamme; Canto XXVIII, Maometto col corpo fesso; Canto XXIX, un peccatore coperto di bubboni; Canto XXXI, Nembrotte suona il corno; Canto XXXIII,
Ugolino e Ruggieri. Nel Purgatorio: Canto IX, il levar del sole; Canto X, uno che
porta gravi pesi (superbi); Canto XIX, Dante addormentato; Canto XXVIII, Dante
incoronato da Virgilio. Nel Paradiso numerosi i ritratti in mezza figura di Dante e
Beatrice, questa spesso collo sguardo rivolto alle stelle, angeli, santi ‒ tra quali a Canto
XXIV, Pietro colle chiavi, Cristo o la Madonna. Si può ben farsi un’idea dello studio
d’un miniatore dove si illuminavano simili Codici e certo il possessore era ben lieto
di poter trovare senza fatica alcuna a mezzo delle iniziali quello o tal altro passo del
Poema”).
31
See Boschi Rotiroti, Codicologia trecentesca della ‘Commedia’, 21-105.
32
Ibid., 65 (“la maggioranza dei codici sono stati copiati utilizzando scritture corsive
o di matrice corsiva”).
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before 1355.33 Here, the conditional tense is a must, especially considering the opinion of the paleographer Sandro Bertelli on the
Commedia in littera textualis:
a sort of prejudice still seems to be underway, which means that the
codices written in this graphic typology are considered by the scholars
a priori as recenziori compared to those in cursive writing (in bastard
on a chancery basis), especially if they present a mise en page on single
column page, that is, with the text more or less positioned in the center
of the page. In other words, it means that, with the same aspect, or
better still, with the sharing of formal aspects, i.e. by changing only the
graphic typology, we tend to consider older a codex written in bastard
on a chancery basis of a witness copied in littera textualis.34

The causes of these misleading beliefs, lacking any scientific
foundation, are essentially two. Firstly, an objectively difficult evaluation of this writing occurs, as it did not show any morphological
variation over time.35 Secondly, the fame and reputation of two
witnesses in the antica vulgata, i.e. Urb (Urbinate 366) from 1352
and Laur (Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, MS 40.22)
from 1355, forced a codicological model based on the littera textualis from the 1360s onwards. Hence, it determined a consequent
shift forward in the dating of this book typology, which included
also the three well-known codices copied by Boccaccio (mss. Toledano 104.6, Riccardiano 1035, Chigiano L VI 213).36 Going back
to Stocc, although its littera textualis could be dated back to the
late 14th century, it could also represent a valid starting point for a
more accurate chronological cataloguing. In fact, according to the
renowned opinion of Sandro Bertelli, the manuscript could be
backdated within the first half of the century just because of its
writing.37
See ibid.
Sandro Bertelli, La tradizione della ‘Commedia’ dai manoscritti al testo. I codici
trecenteschi (entro l’antica vulgata) conservati a Firenze (Florence: Olschki, 2011), 1,
27 (“sembra tuttora in vigore una sorta di pregiudizio, che fa sì che i codici vergati in
questa tipologia grafica vengano dagli studiosi considerati a priori come recenziori
rispetto a quelli in scrittura di matrice corsiva (in bastarda su base cancelleresca), soprattutto se presentano una mise en page a colonna unica, cioè col testo più o meno
posizionato al centro della pagina. In altre parole, si vuol dire che, a parità di aspetto,
o meglio ancora, di condivisione di aspetti formali, mutando cioè soltanto la tipologia
grafica, si tende a considerare più antico un codice scritto in bastarda su base cancelleresca di un testimone copiato in littera textualis”).
35
Ibid., 27-8.
36
See ibid.
37
See Pirovano, “Mussafia e il testo della ‘Divina Commedia’,” 43: “The high quality
littera textualis [of the Stuttgart codex] was assigned to the last quarter of the 14th
century, but, as Sandro Bertelli, whom I thank, suggests to me, it could be dated back
33
34
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In my opinion, some morphological remarks should be highlighted, as it is worth noting how Stocc writing appears to all intents
and purposes as regular, ordered and uniform. For instance, a first
peculiarity is found in the archaic execution of the letter a, made
mostly with a double eyelet, “with the upper part of the ‘shoulder’
that closes on the body of the letter”;38 in some cases, the closure is
not very visible, since the thickness of the pen stroke is minimal.
On the other hand, the letter d does not have a vertical extension
of the bar in relation to the writing line, therefore leaving behind
13th century tradition. The letter d had a rounded body and was
drawn with the horizontal bar oriented to the left, according to the
setting of the uncial letter. The g is written with a double eyelet,
although there are cases in which the lower eyelet is not closed.
The same letter, in its geminated execution, presents a fusion of
opposing curves, in which the first consonant appears “like hooked
to the second consonant”.39 Another archaic and systematic phenomenon is the closure of t with the following letters, while c often
remains separate from the body of the letter that comes after. The
letter z is substituted with c with an elegant cedilla oriented to the
left. When a doubling of z occurs, the cedilla regards the second
element. The regularity of this littera textualis is confirmed by the
presence of connections between opposing curves, e.g. de, do, ho,
be, oc, po etc., and by the frequent execution of round r after right
convex curve, e.g. er, or, pr. The round r is also found after the
letter a, resting on the vertical bar. To the contrary, the use of abbreviations is decidedly sporadic and discontinuous. It is limited to
the tachigraphic p, to be solved with per, and the titulus for the
nasals m, n and for r. The capital letters at the beginning of the
triplet are plainly enriched with slight ornamental motifs. They
mainly consist of parallel segments traced inside the body of the
letters, sometimes accompanied or replaced by pairs of small circles.

to no later than the middle of the 1300s” (“La littera textualis [del codice di Stoccarda]
di elevata qualità è stata assegnata all’ultimo quarto del XIV secolo, ma, come mi suggerisce Sandro Bertelli che ringrazio, potrebbe essere retrodatata a non oltre la metà
del ’300”).
38
The quotation is from Bertelli, La tradizione della ‘Commedia’ dai manoscritti al
testo, 1, 97 (“col tratto superiore della ‘spalla’ che si chiude sul corpo della lettera”),
with regard to the littera textualis of Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, MS
Ashburnham 828.
39
It is here reported an expression used by Bertelli (ibid. 123: “come agganciata alla
seconda”) to describe the morphological characteristics of geminated consonants in
the littera textualis of Florence, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale, MS Palatino 319, very
similar to that of Stocc.
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a
b
d
g
gg
l
ll
p
r

round r

s
ss
z
zz
A, B, C,
E, L, M,
P, S
be, che,
de, do, pe,
bindings
te, to, tu,

ti

abbreviations and
tituli
Stuttgart, Württembergische Landesbibliothek, MS Cod. poet. et phil. fol. 19: details

About the text of the Stuttgart manuscript
At this point of the investigation, it is worth restating the aforementioned opinion of Mussafia on the quality of Stocc. The scholar
noted the general correctness of the witness, then recognized the
mastery of a faithful and educated copyist. A partial confirmation
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of this emerged from my analysis on 546 critical loci, which include
the canon settled by Michele Barbi ‒ the 396 loci published in the
Bullettino della Società Dantesca in 1891 ‒ with the addition of
150 problematic passages of the poem, taken from the list published
by Giorgio Petrocchi in his Introduction to the 1966 National Edition.40 By comparing the 546 collated lines of Stocc with the corresponding portions of the text of Petrocchi’s vulgata, it resulted
that the two versions substantially coincide in 350 cases, namely
64.1%, a data that confirms the good textual quality of the ms.41
Without any ambition for a stemmatic relocation,42 the comparison
was subsequently extended to the Urbinate 366 (Urb). The two
manuscripts share the same text in 357 loci, according to the solution given by Petrocchi in the majority of cases. In fact, on many
occasions Stocc, together with Urb and other witnesses of the antica vulgata, rejects visibly erroneous variants and trivializations
widespread since the ancient tradition (for example, think about
the low textual quality of the Vatican group and especially of the
ms. Vat, from which Stocc often distances itself).43 However, the
most interesting matter is that 46 loci from Stocc and Urb are the
same, whereas they are different from Petrocchi’s source.44 In particular, in the third cantica, 27 common variants of this kind were
found.45 In this paper, I would like to report just the most suggestive
The list of loci is the same of Bertelli, La tradizione della ‘Commedia’ dai manoscritti al testo, 1, 132-42; the corpus of Barbi is in Adolfo Bartoli, Alessandro D’Ancona and Isidoro Del Lungo, “Per l’edizione critica della ‘Divina Commedia’,” Bullettino della Società Dantesca Italiana 5-6, no. 1 (1891): 25-38, see in particular 2838; for the other 150 loci see Petrocchi, La Commedia secondo l’antica vulgata, 1,
40

136-63 and 165-254.
41
It is very true, especially in the current state of Dante philology studies, that the
Petrocchi’s edition is no longer to be meant as a reliable solution (see especially Angelo Eugenio Mecca, “‘L’amico del Boccaccio’ e l’allestimento testuale dell’officina
vaticana,” Nuova Rivista di Letteratura Italiana 15, no. 1-2 (2012): 57-76; Angelo
Eugenio Mecca, “Il canone editoriale dell’antica vulgata di Giorgio Petrocchi e le
edizioni dantesche del Boccaccio,” in Tonello, Trovato, Nuove prospettive sulla tradizione della ‘Commedia’. Seconda serie (2008-2013), 119-82); it remains, however,
an approximation to the truth of the original text that has lasted for decades.
42
For an accurate stemmatic relocation see in fact Trovato, “Fuori dall’antica vulgata,”
702 and Trovato, “Nuovi dati sulla famiglia p,” 183-206.
43
On the Vatican group and the high level of textual corruption of its manuscripts,
see Mecca, “L’amico del Boccaccio”.
44
Here is the list of the 46 loci (Stocc + Urb vs Petrocchi’s vulgata): Inf. 4.36, 4.146,
14.48, 16.30, 17.6, 18.81, 20.30, 31.4, 32.34, 34.50; Purg. 2.10, 2.132, 3.50, 5.74,
6.111, 7.15, 9.12, 12.5, 27.88; Par. 1.54, 1.122, 2.108, 2.117, 5.3, 7.15, 7.76, 7.125,
7.133, 9.4, 14.21, 14.27, 16.115, 18.75, 18.123, 20.117, 22.17, 23.111, 23.114,
24.19, 27.144, 28.96, 29.100, 30.39, 31.24, 31.54, 31.140.
45
This data could be read as a confirmation of the thesis suggested by Riccardo Viel,
who predicts, as Giuseppe Vandelli had already hypothesized (see Giuseppe Vandelli,
“L’edizione critica della ‘Divina Commedia’,” in Giuseppe Vandelli, Per il testo della
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examples of the proven affinity, i.e. linguistic and stemmatic of the
two witnesses.46 A significant example, taken from the first canticle,
regards Petrocchi’s locus of Inf. 20.30. In the vulgata, it is “Che al
giudicio divin passion comporta”. However, in Stocc the nasal syllable is moved up from the last to the penultimate word, changing
the verse into “Ch’al giudicio divin compasion porta”. Hence, it
follows the unique version of Urb, with the exception of halving
the word “compassion”. In the commentary on the codex, Petrocchi himself significantly notes: “all the antica vulgata, with the
exception of Urb, bears passion, and therefore the main witness of
β in this case is struck by ambitions of explanation, since passione
means here ‘compassion’”.47 In the Inferno another significant variant occurs in the description of Lucifer’s wings, i.e. v. 50 of canto
34. Its importance stems from the fact that it is arguably a specific
trait of northern witnesses. Here, Petrocchi’s version is “Era lor
modo; e quelle svolazzava,” but in Stocc it is “Era lor modo e quelle
in su lanciava”. The Stocc version is highly comparable to Urb and
to the Ligurian Mad (e.g. “in su lanzava”), that is the MS “Madrilenian” 10186 kept in the Biblioteca Nacional in Madrid and included in the Petrocchi’s family e of the β branch. In the Purgatorio, there is a locus, at 2.132, that appears really meaningful ‒ in
Petrocchi’s edition “Com’om che va, né sa dove rïesca”. In this
‘Divina Commedia’, ed. Rudy Abardo [Florence: Le lettere, 1989], 69-70) the existence of several archetypes of the Commedia, or rather, of a single archetype that “if

it existed, it has itself suffered from the interference of an older tradition, and that
such interference has subsequently obscured, and in an even more serious way, the
tradition arising from the single archetype” (“qualora sia esistito, abbia risentito esso
stesso d’interferenze di una tradizione più antica, e che tali interferenze abbiano successivamente offuscato, ed in modo ancor più grave, la tradizione scaturente dall’archetipo unico”), thus distinguishing a tradition that began when the author was alive
‒ and related to only the first two canticles ‒ from a posthumous tradition, spread
starting from 1321 (Riccardo Viel, “Ecdotica e ‘Commedia’. Le costellazioni della
tradizione nell’‘Inferno’ e nel ‘Paradiso’ dantesco,” in Culture, livelli di cultura e ambienti nel Medioevo occidentale, Atti del convegno triennale della SIFR, Bologna,
5-8 ottobre 2009, eds. Francesco Benozzo, Giuseppina Brunetti, Patrizia Caraffi, Andrea Fassò, Luciano Formisano, Gabriele Giannini and Mario Mancini [Rome:
Aracne Editrice, 2012], 991-1022, 992 and following). The thesis is demonstrated
through the elaboration of two different stemma, the first relating to Inferno and the
second to Paradiso. The study, based on the most significant Barbian and Petrocchian
loci, shows that exist “differences, and substantial, between the tree arising from the
collatio of Paradiso and the one arising from the collatio of Inferno” (ibid., 998: “differenze, e sostanziali, tra l’albero scaturente dalla collatio del Paradiso e quello scaturente dalla collatio dell’Inferno”).
46
The varia lectio of the witnesses mentioned below refers to the apparatus of the
Petrocchi’s edition.
47
Petrocchi, La Commedia secondo l’antica vulgata, 2, 332 (“tutta l’antica vulgata,
ad eccezione di Urb, reca passion, e pertanto il teste principale di β in tal caso è colpito
da velleità esplicativa, intendendosi passione per ‘compassione’”).
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case, the non-diphthongization of the verb riesca, with consequent
hypometry of the hendecasyllable, led to alternative solutions, such
as s’arresca or s’arresta; the latter is confirmed in the authoritative
Milan, Archivio Storico Civico e Biblioteca Trivulziana, MS 1080.
The versions in Stocc and Urb are alike as the syllabic fall is compensated by adding the particle si (se in Urbinate): “Com’uom che
va né sa dove si resca”. Even for Purg. 5.74 the textual situation
looks quite interesting: the text of Stocc – “Che mi fuor fatti in sul
qual io sedea” – it is a clear exception to the solution adopted by
Petrocchi (“Ond’uscì ʼl sangue in sul quale io sedea”) and testified
by the majority of the mss. in the antica vulgata, but not in Urb
(“Chin me fuor fatti sul qual io sedea”) and Laur (Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, 40.22: “che mi fuor fatti su qual io
sedea”). Petrocchi supposed that the origin could be found in ms.
“Landiano” (La = Piacenza, Biblioteca Comunale Passerini Landi,
190), the witness that connect the two branches α and β of the
stemma codicum, and where, however, the first version of the line
is now illegible.48 Moving on to the loci of the last cantica, it is
interesting once again to note the agreement of three northern witnesses, Stocc, Urb and the Bolognese Riccardiano-Braidense (Rb
= Florence, Biblioteca Riccardiana, MS 1005 + Milan, Biblioteca
Nazionale Braidense, MS AG XII 2), together with the Florentine
Parm, that is Parma, Biblioteca Palatina, MS Parmense 3285. All
of them report at 1.54: “E volsi ’l viso al sole oltre nostro uso”. On
the contrary, Petrocchi’s version is “E fissi li occhi al sole oltre
nostr’uso,” that is noted, among others, in the Trivulziano codex.
Then, it is particularly noteworthy the case of Par. 14.27 ‒ “Lo
refrigerio de l’etterna ploia”. This locus has the same close in Stocc
‒ “santa ploia” ‒ as well as in the Urbinate, according to the Trivulziano manuscript. In this context it is paramount to quote the
philologist of the Commedia secondo l’antica vulgata, where he
gives reason for the uneasy variant choice in the limits of restitutio
textus:
[the] example characterizing Triv’s meeting with Urb [...] undoubtedly
presents an adiaphoric aspect: the rain of Grace is as eterna as it is santa;
but the editorial criterion certainly does not bind the observance of this
variant; remember, rather, the piova etterna of Inf. 6.7-8, and note the
closeness of santi, at the v. 23, such as to recommend the poet an appropriate variation and stylistic intensification.49
Ibid., 3, 78.
Ibid., 4, 226 (“[l]’esempio caratterizzante l’incontro di Triv con Urb […] presenta,
senza alcun dubbio, aspetto adiaforo: la pioggia della Grazia è tanto eterna quanto
santa; ma all’osservanza di questa variante non vincola certo il criterio editoriale; si
48
49
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Finally, the locus Par. 18.75 (Petrocchi’s version: “Fanno di
sé or tonda or altra schiera”) ‒ in the context of the simile of the
cranes, to which the blessed spirits are compared ‒ can also be used
as a marked example of confirmation. In this case the variant presented by both Stocc and Urb (“Fanno di sé or lunga or tonda
schiera”) is exclusive among the mss. of the antica vulgata, even if
it is very similar to “Fanno di sé or tonda or lunga schiera,” a version that can be found in another bunch of ancient mss., including
Triv and La. According to Petrocchi, these variants could be explained as a simplification introduced by the copists, who meant to
reduce the movements of the cranes in the air to two well-defined
situation: a linear and a circular flight.50
To support the accord between Stocc and Urb, then, there
are also many, less interesting outcomes, which are widely shared
by the Tuscan α branch and discarded by Petrocchi anyway. Three
indicative examples are finally given below. In Inf. 16.30:
“Cominciò l’uno, ‘il tristo aspetto e brollo” (Stocc), the lectio facilior “tristo” (instead of “tinto”) appears in the northern family e
(Rb, Urb), but also in the family b (among others, in the famous
mss. Ash and Ham) and c (Cha, Parm, Vat etc.).51 In Purg. 3.50 ‒
concerning one of the most sensitive rifts of the tradition ‒52 “La
più romita via è una scala” (Stocc) is the text readable in Urb, but
also in some mss. of b and c (e.g. in Parm, Vat and in some witnesses
belonging to the well-known Florentine group “Danti del
Cento”), while the version accepted by Petrocchi (“La più rotta
ruina è una scala”) is testified by Mart (Milan, Biblioteca Nazionale
Braidense, Aldina AP XVI 25) and Triv (family a), and by Mad
(family e). For the third cantica, at last, let’s consider the case of
Par. 18.123 (Petrocchi’s version: “Che si murò di segni e di
martìri,” metaphorically referring to the building of the Holy
Church on the foundations of the miracles and sacrifices performed
and suffered by Christ and his Apostles). The text of Stocc and Urb
(“Che si murò di sangue e di martiri”) is shared by Co (Cortona,
Biblioteca Comunale e dell’Accademia Etrusca, 88), Pa (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, it. 538), Parm, Pr (Paris, Bibliothèque Nationale, it. 539) and Vat, signing a connection especially between e
ricordi, piuttosto, la piova etterna di Inf. VI 7-8, e si constati la vicinanza di santi, al
v. 23, tale da consigliare al poeta un’opportuna variatio e intensificazione stilistica”).
50
Ibid., 1, 237-38.
51
Ash = Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, Ashburnham 828; Ham = Berlin,
Staatsbibliothek Preussischer Kulturbesitz, Hamilton 203; Cha = Chantilly, Musée
Condé, 597
52
Ibid., 1, 192.
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and c, even if “there is some possibility of polygenesis”.53 Anyway,
the variant (probably a trivialization suggested by the paleographic
proximity of the two words, “segni” and “sangue”), was refused by
Petrocchi, who didn’t see “the need to depart from the lesson segni,
which seems genuine precisely because of the proximity of martìri,
capable itself of attracting the image of sangue”.54

The rubrics
As mentioned above on the codicological features of the manuscript, the vernacular rubrics of Stocc are quantitatively extended
and copied presumably by a second hand in the early 15th century,
in simplified littera textualis. Although I transcribed in full all his
work, in this section, I would like to refer to just an example to
illustrate the graphic and linguistic habits of this anonymous hand.
Here below is the solid introduction to Purg. 7, proposed with
diplomatic criteria:55
Capitolo .vij. Nel quale pone .vij. cose pima dicy che gia fu el tempo
che laīe ᵱ lopeccato de primj parenty nō posseuano Jre ala purgatorio
ne alparadiso nante alauenim̄to de xp̄o. secondo demostra com̄e lagloria de vita eterna nō saquista ᵱ abstinentia ma e debisongno che faccia
lopere meritorie. Tertio dechiara alcuna cosa del stato de Virgilio īquesto mondo circha elstato del parlare 7 repiloga secondo subiūgendo
delluocho desso Virgilio in lolimbo. Quarto demostra che lagiustitia
dedio ᵱ la quale l‹aīa› e ī questo stato. Quīto poetando famētione de
quelluocho el quale significa la dolceza nelaquale lapenitentia ‹…›
Ibid., 4, 306 (“esiste qualche possibilità d’una poligenesi”).
Ibid., 1, 238 (“non ravviso la necessità di discostarsi dalla lezione segni, la quale,
proprio per la vicinanza di martìri capace di attirare l’immagine di sangue, sembra
53
54

genuina”).
55
The norms observed for the diplomatic transcription ‒ reported here in full (although only a minimal part is actually verifiable in the textual portion above) to inform
of the writer’s practices ‒ are the following: the angle bracket is introduced in the
case of possible conjectural additions, in correspondence of mechanical lacuna; where
it is not possible to conjecture an integration, three suspension points are inserted
within the parenthesis; the following abbreviation signs are reproduced, used by the
rubricator himself: ̄ for the titulus to be solved with nasal consonant or syllable; with
the titulus, moreover, the contracted form of some words is also realized, for example:
decto > dcō , tempo > tpō , hominy > hoȳ , scdō > secondo, aiā > anima; there is also
a single case, in the rubric of Par. 21, in which the titulus is used to indicate -v(9templatio
̄ > contemplativo); ͂ is the abbreviation sign for r or syllabic abbreviation
to solve with re, ra (e.g. in Inf. 8 vence͂ > vencere; Purg. 19 sopl͂ aqale > sopralaquale).
The Tironian notes attested are: ᵱ (per); 9 (con, com); 7 (e/et); ƿ (ser; mostly used
for ser or meser); the sign ł, preceded by g, is used for the palatal nexus -gli- (as figła
> figlia in Inf. 20). There are also words abbreviated by contraction with letters superscribed in a minor body, for example: capo > capitolo, cao > canto, pima > prima,
qo > quarto. Finally, complex abbreviations are used, such as the one indicating the
word papa in the rubric of Inf. 3.
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īducy. Sexto denota eltp̄o 7 introducy lanime acantare Telucis ante
terminū. Septimo alcuny signorj no‹mina› i qualj fuoro negligentj affare
opere meritorie.

Besides the pure graphic aspect of this excerpt, it might be
particularly interesting to highlight some hypotheses on the formulation of the rubrics, which turn out to be very complete and exhaustive. First of all it can be noted that the rubrics of Inferno,
despite being rather short, fully describe the content of each canto,
following a set order, which is often repeated. Every rubric states
the topographical reference of Dante’s journey; then, the sin that is
expiated there or the kind of sinners Dante met in that marked
infernal circle; and, finally, the individual souls met by the viator.
If necessary, further references to the narrated events are added. A
good example of this structure is the rubric of Inf. 8:56
Canto ottavo nel quale tratta del quinto cerchio de l’inferno dove se
punisce quelli che se lasciaro vencere a l’ira in persona d’uno fiorentinio
chiamato Filippo Argenti e pone del dimonio Flegias e de la cità de
Dite e comme chiusere le porte nel petto a Virgilio e comme esso
Virgilio conforta l’autore che non abbia paura.
(Eighth canto, in which he treats the fifth circle of Hell, where those
who let themselves be overcome by anger ‒ in the person of a Florentine called Filippo Argenti ‒ are punished; and he introduces the devil
Flegias and the city of Dite and how they closed the doors on Virgil’s
chest, and how Virgil himself reassures the author not to be afraid).

But see also the example of Inf. 10:
Canto decimo ove tratta del sesto cerchio de l’inferno e de la pena de
li eretici in persona de meser Farinata de li Uberti da Firenze e qui
solve un dubio e pronostica certi infortunii a l’autore poi Virgilio el
conforta che Biatrice risolverà più chiaro quel che dal sopra detto ha
udito.
(Tenth canto, where he treats the sixth circle of Hell and the punishment of the heretics in the person of meser Farinata de li Uberti from
The rubric is reported, for greater clarity and convenience, with an interpretative
transcription ‒ like the following ones. The words in scriptio continua are therefore
separated (and any doubling dependent on it eliminated, e.g. illoro > i loro), the use
of capital letters is introduced, a distinction is made between u and v, the writing of i
is standardized (eliminating j and y in the end of a word), all abbreviations are removed, graphic signs such as the apostrophe, the stress and minimal punctuation
marks are introduced. In addition, Latin writings such as etymological h, ct for the
double t, x for s, t for z are eliminated. The nexus ch and gh to indicate velar occlusive
are rendered, when not in front of e/i, with c and g; the palatal nexus ngn is rendered
with gn (e.g. dengni > degni).
56
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Florence who here solves a doubt and predicts certain injuries to the
author; then Virgil reassures him that Beatrice will solve more clearly
what he heard from Farinata).

As well as Inf. 32:
Canto XXXII nel quale punisce i traditori della padria e del suo sangue
e nomina ’l detto luogo la Caina in persona de molti che tradiero i loro
fratelli e congiunti e mostra che quelli che ciò fanno sonno degni essere
me‹ssi› in gelatina ed entra nell’altro capitolo per un bestiale signo che
vidde.
(Canto XXXII, in which he punishes the traitors of the fatherland and
of their blood and names the said place Caina, because of the many
people who betrayed their brothers and relatives and shows that those
ones deserve to be put in the ice and introduces the other chapter by
means of a bestial signal that he saw).

In the second cantica, the rubrics become consistently longer
than the previous ones, so that the anonymous copyist rarely limits
itself to filling in the appropriate spaces, writing beyond the lateral
and the lower margins of the page. The content of the rubrics varies
as well: there is a summary of what happens in each part of the
canto, which is divided into several sections according to a numerical order. As way of example, in the rubric of Purg., 8: “Canto
ottavo nel quale l’autore principalmente toca VII cose: prima descrive el tempo che allora era, secondo denota […] Terzio denota
[…] Quarto toca che […]” (“Eighth canto, in which the author
mainly raises VII issues: firstly he describes what time of the day it
was then, secondly denotes [...] Thirdly denotes [...] Fourthly explains that […]”); likewise, the introduction to Purg. 7, previously
highlighted, is another example of this. Finally, the rubrics of Paradiso are reduced in length, if compared to those of the previous
canticle, and the presentation formulas slightly change as well. In
fact, the model of Par. 9 is recurring:
In questo VIIII capitolo se devide in tre parte: in la prima induci una
anima moderna che descrive sé e la padria sua. In la seconda introduci
un altro spirto moderno el qua’ similmente descrive sé e la terra sua
famosa ibi L’altra letizia. In la terza introduci una anima antica e le
cagione de la sua salvazione ibi Ma perché.
(This VIIII chapter is divided in three parts: in the first one he introduces a modern soul who describes herself and her land. In the second
one he introduces another modern spirit who similarly describes himself and his famous land ibi L’altra letizia. In the third one he introduces
an ancient soul and the reasons for her salvation ibi Ma perché).
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From this example, we could deduce a further peculiarity:
minimal portions of the text preceded by the formula ibi are copied
and underlined ‒ as we can see in the manuscript ‒ providing a
tangible reference to the lines of the poem. In addition, from Par.
12 to 24, small red signs are introduced, placed in the left margin
of the two writing columns. It consists of the Arabic numbers 2, 3
and 4, mostly with a superscript a (2a, 3a, 4a). They had the function
of signalling, next to a specific verse, the beginning of one of the
narrative sequences previewed in the rubric.
Moreover, some marked characteristics allow to describe the
rubrics of Stocc also on the basis of the canonical classification in
type a, b, and c disclosed by the Società Dantesca Italiana (SDI).57
In particular, the similarities with the type a are undeniable especially for the Inferno: in fact, in the first cantica it is exclusive the
incipit with the word “canto,” followed by its respective number
and a verb which introduces the summary of the content (e.g.
“Canto ottavo nel quale tratta” etc.). In this case, it is very relevant
the rubric of Inf. 2:
Canto secondo nel qual tratta come trovò Virgilio, el quale el fece sicuro del camino per le tre donne del cielo che de lui hanno cura nella
detta corte del cielo.
(Second canto, in which he treats how Virgil was found, who reassured
him about the journey thanks to the three women of Heaven, who
care for him in the said court of Heaven).

Which is a slightly shortened version of the example given
in the Bullettino: “Canto II de la prima parte […] E in questo canto
tratta l’autore come trovò Virgilio, il quale il fece sicuro del cammino per le tre donne che di lui aveano cura nella corte del cielo”.58
However, the comparison is less defined for the rubrics that
introduce the three canticles together with the first cantos. These
lines have a more important role in the SDI classification because
of their different references to the whole Dante’s poem. In Stocc
we can read this kind of rubrics only in Purgatorio and Paradiso,
because the ms. has no presentation to the first part. As far as the
introduction to the Purgatorio is concerned, the incipit is: “Qui
incomincia la seconda parte de la Comedia di Dante chiamata Purgatorio, nel quale tratta […]” (“Here begins the second part of
“Per la descrizione e lo spoglio dei mss. della Divina Commedia,” Bullettino della
Società Dantesca Italiana 13-14 (1893): 16-18.
58
Ibid., 17.
57
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Dante’s Commedia called Purgatorio, in which he treats […]”).
Here, the use of the words “parte” (meaning ‘cantica’) and “Comedia” (meaning the whole poem) brings back to the type a, as we
can see from the examples given by the SDI, especially for Purg. 1:
“Comincia la seconda parte della Commedia di Dante Alleghieri di
Firenze […]”.59 This paradigm, in fact, clearly distances itself from
the type c, where “cantica” and “Comedia” are used as synonyms
(e.g. “Comincia la prima parte della cantica o vero Comedia chiamata Inferno […]”).60 The linear and accurate model of the type a,
though, seems to be abandoned in the rubric of Par. 1: “Questo è
[el] primo capitolo […] [chiamato] paradiso […] [El quale se
devi]de in quatro [parte][…]” (“This is the first chapter […] called
Paradiso […] Which is divided in four parts […]). In this case, unfortunately, the lines are not totally and easily readable, because the
ink is vanished here and there. However, the beginning with the
word “capitolo” (the same for ‘canto’, but with a stress on the prosodic feature of the poem, written in tercets of hendecasyllables)
may suggest a closeness to some exemples of the type b, such as:
“Incipit primus cantus Inferni,” “Incipit primus cantus Comedie
Dantis Alegherii […],” “Incipit primus cantus prime cantice
Comedie preclari poete Dantis Alagherii florentini […]”.61

Linguistic appendix
Although the doubt about the language had already been resolved
in favour of the Emilia-Romagna provenance, according to the recent acquisitions of Fabio Romanini and Paolo Trovato ‒ who declares both the codices studied by Mussafia “certainly northerns” ‒
,62 I want to conclude with a short and partial report on the language of Stocc, from which the opinion of the two scholars can
receive a further confirmation.
The textual sample, on which the survey was conducted, is
based on Inf. 4 (ff. 3v-4v), Purg. 4 (ff. 33v-34r) and Par. 4 (ff. 63v64v), in addition to the feedback provided by the collation of the
aforementioned 546 loci critici and some punctual drawings from
the entire poem.63
Ibid.
Ibid., 18.
61
Ibid.
59
60

Trovato, “Fuori dall’antica vulgata,” 704 (“sicuramente settentrionali”).
As already mentioned in note 39, the list of monogenetic loci is taken from Bertelli,
La tradizione della ‘Commedia’ dai manoscritti al testo, 1, 132-42; the corpus selected
includes the 396 loci of Barbi (published in Bartoli, D’Ancona, Del Lungo, Per l’edizione critica della ‘Divina Commedia’, 28-38) and 150 loci drawn from Petrocchi,
La Commedia secondo l’antica vulgata, 1, 136-63 and 165-254). The main reference
62
63
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1) GRAPHICS
1.
Velar occlusive.
a)
Before a, o, u.
For the unvoiced consonant there is a prevalence of c, e.g. in Inf.
4.2 riscossi, 6 conescer, loco, 9 acoglie, 10 oscura, 11 ficcar, 12
alcuna cosa, 13 cieco, 14 cominciò, etc.; in Purg. 4.2 comprenda,
3 raccoglie, etc.; Par. 4.3 recasse, 6 cane, etc. It also occurs less
frequently ch: in Inf. 4.58 patriarcha, 11.56 vinchol, 19.117 riccho,
27.70 chui, 30.51 troncha, 34.113 seccha; Purg. 4.2 alchuna, 24,
97 chome, 134 chuor, 137 toccho, 139 Moroccho, 6.111 chom’è,
7.43, 9.42 chome, 13.43 ficcha, 23.2 fichava; Par. 4.50 Michael.
For the voiced consonant, g is the only attested writing.
b)
Before e, i.
Only ch and gh are attested. The writing oscillates in the case of
che in elision in front of words starting in a, o: e.g. Inf. 4.29
c’avean, 73 c’onori, 74 c’anno (3rd person plural, verb ‘avere’),
Purg. 4.2 c’alchuna, 10 c’altra, 118 c’a lui, Par. 4.39 c’a (3rd person
singular, verb ‘avere’), 132 c’al, 138 c’a la; but Purg. 4.4 ch’a, 70
ch’ambedue.
c)
Before liquid consonant.
Only c and g are found, as for example in Inf. 4.2 grave, 29 grandi,
36 crede, 37 cristianesmo, 78 gratia, 123 grifagni, 128 Lucretia, 138
Empedocles, Eraclito, etc.; Purg. 4.5 crede, 15 gradi, 18 grido, 105
neglientia, 110 negliente etc.; Par. 4.43 scrittura, 83 grada, 101
grato, etc.
2.
Pre-palatal sibilant.
The unvoiced prepalatal sibilant is rendered with sc (sci before nonfront vowel). See Inf. 4: 6 conescer, 12 discerneva, 13 discendiam,
19 angoscia, 49 uscice, 64 lasciavam, 71 descernesse, etc.; Purg. 4:
12 sciolta, 25 discendesi, 56 poscia, etc.; Par. 4: 43 condescende,
86 sciolte, etc. One notable exception, however, is represented by
the cases of angossia in Purg. 4.115 (but angoscia in Inf. 4.19, 6.43,
9.85, in rhyming position in 24.116, 34.78, Purg. 30.98) and possia
in Purg. 4.117 (rhyming with coscia), Par. 6.69, to which are added
in Purg. 11.103 sindi for ‘scindi’, in Par. 4.21 sema for ‘scema’, 45
actribuisse for ‘attribuisce’, 74 conferisse for ‘conferisce’, 116 usì for
‘uscì’. The graphics sci suggests an intense sibilant Po valley

model for the survey is Mirko Volpi, “Per manifestare polida parladura”. La lingua
del commento lanèo alla ‘Commedia’ nel ms. Riccardiano-Braidense (Rome: Salerno
Editrice, 2010), in particular the section “La lingua di Rb. La ‘Commedia’,” 76-113.
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pronunciation, especially for the interesting cases of angossia and
possia rhyming with coscia (to be read therefore ‘cossia’).
3.
Palatal affricate.
a)
Before a, o, u.
There are no differences from modern writing.
b)
before e.
Common forms are c and g, but there are some exceptions: in Inf.
4.107 cierchiato, 11.108 giente, 26.21 ’ngiegno; Purg. 4.92 ligiero,
107 gienocchia; Par. 3.16 faccie.64
4.
Pre-consonant nasal.
For the nasal before dental consonant, n is the normal form (e.g. in
Inf. 4.4 intorno, 10 profonda, Purg. 4.4 intenda, 11 intera, Par. 4.1
moventi, 5 temendo); m stands before the labial consonant (e.g. in
Inf. 4.45 limbo, 55 ombra, Purg. 4.2 comprenda, 106 sembrava,
Par. 4.130 rampollo).
5.
Palatal nasal.
The only attested form is the digraph gn, with no differences from
modern writing.
6.
Lateral palatal.
In most cases the nexus gli prevails, e.g. in Inf. 4.9 acoglie, 19 egli,
56 figlio, 132 famiglia, 139 acoglitor; Purg. 4.1 doglie, 3 raccoglie,
46 figliuol; Par. 4.106 voglio, 109 voglia; but the following exceptions are also attested: the digraph gl in Par. 1.26 (fogle) and 4.87
(vogla), 101 (periglo);65 the forms lli (in Par. 4.113 vollia) and ll (in
Purg. 13.154 amiralli, that rhymes with perderalli, v. 152).
7.
Alveodental affricate.
It occurs frequently ç,66 both for the unvoiced consonant (Inf. 4.3
força, 74 orrança, 76 nominança, 78 avança, etc.) and voiced
With regard to the support vowel Volpi, “Per manifestare polida parladura,” 179,
notes its function in recalling the use of the Tuscan, “emphasizing at the same time
the palatal value of c and g, and not the one in dental affricate ‒ that is typically
northern” (“sottolineando al contempo il valore palatale di c e g, e non quello in
affricata dentale tipico al Nord”).
65
The digram gl instead of the lateral palatal is exclusive in the poetic fragments of
the Bolognese Memoriali, see Angelo Stella, “Emilia-Romagna,” in Storia della lingua italiana, eds. Luca Serianni and Pietro Trifone, 3 vols., 3 (Turin: Einaudi, 19931994), 260-94, 263.
66
Also the use of the graphics ç for the unvoiced and voiced affricate, together with
the digram gl instead of the lateral palatal, is exclusive in the poetic fragments of
Bolognese Memoriali (see ibid.); but see also Alfredo Stussi, ed., Testi veneziani del
64
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affricate (Inf. 4.138 çenone, Purg. 4.42 meço, 64 çodiaco, 70
oriçon etc.) but widely attested are also the culte forms c (e.g. innanci and dinanci in Inf. 4.33, 37, 62, but dinançi in Inf. 4.87, nançi
in 4.135, inançi in Purg. 4.136; see also in Purg. 12.94, 14.67 anuncio, 21.61 mondicia, 22.97 Therencio, Par. 4.55 intencion, 65 malicia, 67 iusticia, 69 nequicia, 122 gracia, 124 sacia, 126 spacia,
5.111 caricia, 6.88 giusticia), ci: in Inf. 3.36, 4.28, 42, Purg. 22.6
sencia, Inf. 4.84 sembiancia, 130 alciai (but alçai in Purg. 4.56),
5.83 alciate; in Purg. 4.10 potencia, 17.117 grandeccia, 19.140
stancia; in Par. 4.24 sentencia; and t/ti (e.g. scientia, Lucretia, Martia in Inf. 4.73 and 128; neglientia in Purg. 4.105; violentia in Par.
4.73, but violença in 4.78); more rare ct (only in affection, in Par.
4.98, 121). In case of geminate we find cç as in Purg. 4.55 (dricçai).
8.
Classical scriptions.
a)
For the unvoiced alveodental affricate, as above, you can
have the Latin scription t/ti: eg. in Inf. 4.73 scientia, 78 gratia, 89
Oratio, 128 Lucretia and Martia, 24.119 potentia, 31.60 proportion; in Purg. 4.105 neglientia, 111 pigritia, 133 oratione, 134 gratia, 12.82 riverentia; Par. 4.20 violentia, 73, riverentia 134, 15.36
gratia, 24.64 substantia, 28.48 satio, 74 aparentia; or cti: as affection
in Par. 4.98, 121.
b)
To highlight the intense degree of the unvoiced dental occlusive, ct is very common: e.g. in Inf. 4.5 dricto, 14 tucto, 54
victoria, 65 tuctavia, 83 quactro, 117 tucti, 118 dricto, 122 Hector,
etc.; in Purg. 4.1 dilectançe, 31 rocto, 48, 59 tucta/o, 75 intellecto,
139 nocte; in Par. 4.15 facto, 27 tracterò, etc.
With pt: in Inf. 4.35 baptesmo, 28.83 Neptuno, Purg. 4.83 septemtrione, Par. 24.60 concepti, 28.31 septimo.
c)
It is also noted:
etymological h in Inf. 4.63 humani, 80 honorate, 88 Homero, 93
honore, 122 Hector, 133 honor, 11.37 homicide; in Purg. 1.119
huom, 4.83 Hebrey, 105 huom, 120 humero, 21.126 homini,
28.68 trahendo, 29.135 honesto; in Par. 4.3 huomo, 46 humano.
x or bs = /ss/: Anaxagoras in Inf. 4.137, sexanta in xxi.113, but
absoluta in Par. 4109, 113. x or bs = /s/: sexto in Inf. 4.102, 33.72,
exalto in 4.120, sexta in 4.148; experiença in Purg. 4.13, 26.75,
extinta in 15.86; expressi in Par. 24.60, while in 31.24 obstante.
ph: phylosophyca in Inf. 4.132, Pheton in Purg. 4.72, saraphin in
Par. 4.28.
Duecento e dei primi del Trecento (Pisa: Nistri-Lischi, 1965), XXV, where the
graphics is marked as “ordinarily symbol of the unvoiced dental affricate” (“ordinariamente […] simbolo della affricata dentale e sorda”).
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th: in Inf. 17.51 thafani, 19.94 Mathia; Purg. 22.97 Therencio,
33.123 Lethe; Par. 23.133 thesoro.
y: at the beginning of a word (Inf. 4.143 Ypocras, Purg. 4.68
ymagina, 7.125 ynno, 17.43 ymagine); inside (Inf. 4.8, 24 abysso,
57 Moyse, 132 phylosophyca, 137 Dyogenes, Purg. 4.68 Syon,
6.125 tyranni) and in the end (Purg. 4.83 Hebrey) mostly in presence of a vowel sequence (oy, yo, ey).
-ij: emisperij in Purg. 4.71, dubij Par. 4.8.
Et for e (et) is widespread.
d)
Other cases: in Par. 24.64 substantia, 30.76 subgiunse,
9.
Other peculiarities.
The anti-Florentine rendering of ‘è’ with ee is frequent, as found
in Inf. 4.7, 36, 88, 89, 90, 104, Purg. 11.98, 12.5, 17.55, 18.57,
Par. 4.68.
2) PHONETICS

Stressed vocalism
10. Diphthongizations.
a)
The diphthongization for the verb essere is widely noted,
including the anti-Florentine forms fuo, fuoi, fuosse. In detail, in
Inf. 4.37, Par. 29.47 fuoron; in Inf. 4.79, 12.134, 27.8 fuo; in Purg.
5.88 fuoi; in Inf. 4.119, 33.74 fuor; in Purg. 4.111, Par. 7.21 fuosse.
Other verbal diphthongizations: rispuose in Inf. 4.52, puose in
Purg. 4.112, Par. 4.117 (but pose in Inf. 32.128).67 Is also found in
Purg. 1.27 puoi for ‘poi’; in Inf. 4.116 luoco, but loco is the prevailing form, in Inf. 4.6, 72, Par. 4.81 (with the last two cases in
rhyme). Diphthongized are huom/l’uom in Purg. 1.119, Par. 4.136
(uom), but in Purg. 21.126 homini; to which are added cuore in
Par. 22.130 and chuor in Purg. 4.134. The diphthongization of ŏ
is definitely varying with novo in Inf. 3.120, 4.52, 18.23, Purg.
17.41, 24.57 and nuovo in Purg. 2.106, 7.69; equally for bon in
Purg. 12.5, 14, 17.43, 19.34, Par. 4.19 and buon/buono in Inf.
4.31, 85, 139, 18.82, Purg. 4.3, 132. Finally, there are also some
particular anomalous forms that must be explained as
The diphthongized forms of the past of porre (and compounds) and rispondere, as
Francesca Geymonat notes in relation to the ms. Trivulziano 1080 (Triv), follow “the
norm of Florence and ancient western Tuscany” (Francesca Geymonat, “Sulla lingua
di Francesco di Ser Nardo,” in Trovato, Nuove prospettive sulla tradizione della
‘Commedia’, 331-86, 337: “la norma di Firenze e della Toscana occidentale antica”).
67
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hypercorrections: Inf. 13.63 suonni for ‘sonni’; Purg. 4.70 and
27.135 suol for ‘sol’ (adjective); Purg. 4.79 muoto for ‘moto’; Par.
30.62 fuolgore for ‘fulgòre’ (therefore unstressed, but perhaps it is
an involuntary outcome induced by the phonic and graphic proximity to the noun ‘fòlgore’, with a tonic accent on the first syllable).
Regarding the lack of tonic diphthongization in uo, the following
cases are noted: Inf. 16.15 vole; Purg. 17.41 percota, 20.9 for for
‘fuori’, 21.105 pò for ‘può’, 23.2 sòle for ‘suole’, 23.97 voi for
‘vuoi’; Par. 22.151 aiola, 28.96 foro for ‘fuoro’.
The interesting lack of tonic diphthongization in ie is very
frequent;68 these are the forms detected: inseme in Inf. 3.106, 4.97,
13.43, Purg. 22.51, Par. 33.89 (the diphthongized form insieme is
not found, but in Purg. 21.112 insiemo); in Inf. 4.57 ubidente; in
Inf. 33.98 visere; Purg. 1.112, 4.87 mei (but miei in Purg. 4.122,
Par. 4.8, 16.30, 18.72, 24.60, 31.142); in Purg. 2.132 resca; in Purg.
13.144 pedi (but piedi in Inf. 12.125, 14.75, Purg. 4.33, Par. 4.44);
in Purg. 14.136 tregua; in Purg. 19.35, 23.5 veni (but vieni in Purg.
4.137, 27.32); in Par. 4.40 convensi; Par. 4.52, 54 rede/dede (in
rhyme); Par. 33.30 prego. In Par. 4.74 is found the form neente for
‘niente’.
11. Metafonesi.
From ē. Findable only in the exceptional vidi (for the present indicative ‘tu vedi’) in Purg. 4.137, although the verb form in the past
tense is not markedly erroneous in the context of the tercet (see vv.
136-39: “E già il poeta innanzi mi saliva, / e dicea: ‘Vienne omai;
vedi ch’è tocco / meridïan dal sole, e a la riva / cuopre la notte già
col piè Morrocco’”).
From ō. A significant trace of the typically northern phenomenon is in Par. 19.71 (the subjunctive ragiuni, in rhyme with
buoni and sermoni).
12. Anafonesi.
There are two exceptions to the Tuscan phenomenon of anafonesi,
both for u: gionse in Purg. 21.101 (which is an analogical form
based on the present ‘giongo’), fongo in Purg. 25.56.
13.

Diphthong au.

The phenomenon is also widely attested in Rb (see Volpi, “Per manifestare polida
parladura,” 90 and following); a fact, moreover, not accidental, since in Emilia, “in
68

the literary texts of the first half of the century, diphthongs are very rare” (Mirko
Volpi, “Il Flore de vertù et de costume secondo il codice S. II. Studio linguistico,”
Bollettino dell’Opera del Vocabolario Italiano 24 [2019]: 195-284, 214: “[n]ei testi
letterari della prima metà del secolo le dittongazioni sono rarissime”).
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The diphthong is preserved in Latinisms, such as e.g. Paulo (Inf.
2.32, Par. 18.131), Augusto (Inf. 1.71, 13.68, Purg. 29.116), thauro
(Purg. 25.3, Par. 22.111).
14. e > i.
Outcome not found.
15. i > e.
The outcome, widespread in Northern Italy, is in Par. 4.107 with
meschia.69
16. o > e.
In Inf. 4.6 conescer.
17. Alternation sanza/senza.
The Florentine form sancia is in the close of Inf. 3.36; the panitalian sencia/sença stands in Inf. 3.36, 4.28, 42, 18.82, Purg. 2.126,
6.135, 22.6.
18. u.
It is maintained in Latinisms humero in Purg. 4.120, bursa in Purg.
8.129.

Unstressed vocalism
19. -er- > -ar-.
The typically Po Valley outcome is attested in Purg. 4.128 lasciarebbe, while in Purg. 6.60 ’nsegnerà and in Par. 4.27 tracterò. On
the contrary, the northern development of the future of essere is
exclusive, with Inf. 4.15 serò and serai, in 24.141 serà, Purg. 4.94
serai, 12.14 serà; to which is added the conditional seria in Purg.
7.51.
20. e > i.
In Inf. 4.46, Par. 24.35 signor/e; in Purg. 4.92 ligiero, 30.15 revistita, 31.123 rigimenti, 33.62 cinquimilia; Par. 4.53 dicisa, 72 disiri,
126 nisun, 18.72 signar, 29.123 promission. It could be explained,
even for Stocc, as it was noted for Rb, as a “reaction to the unstressed e felt as a typical trait of northern vocalism”.70
The forms meschia, meschiano are significantly found in the commentary by
Iacomo della Lana in ms. Rb, with the only exception of Par. 4.105b, in which there
is mischia (see Volpi, “Per manifestare polida parladura,” 201).
70
Ibid., 97 (“reazione alla e atona sentita come un tratto tipico del vocalismo settentrionale”).
69
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In the case of the prefixed forms in re-, de-, sometimes it is
stated the non-Tuscan outcome in e: in Inf. 4.71 descernesse, Par.
2.47 rengracio, 4.43 condescende, 28.71 conresponde. On the
other side in Inf. 4.145 ritrar and Par. 4.111 ritrae; Purg. 4.126
ripriso; Par. 4.11 dimandar and 134 dimandarmi, 4.85 ripinte,
14.27 rifligerio.
21. i > e.
The outcome is “usual in the northern vernaculars,”71 as it is observed referring to the language of the Bolognese RiccardianoBraidense. Regarding the verbs, we find it in Inf. 4.51 entese, Purg.
4.32 strengea, Par. 4.43 condescende, 16.115 endraca; furthermore
it is reported in Purg. 21.105 vertù (but Par. 26.87, 27.111 virtù),
Par. 4.21 mesura, 40 engegno, 114 enseme (but insiemo in Purg.
21.112, inseme in Inf. 3.106, 4.97, 13.43, Purg. 22.51, Par. 33.89);
from -ĭbĭlis: possibel in Purg. 11.51.
22. o > u.
The outcome can be found in Par. 4.48 (Tubia); there is exceptional evidence of the form cusì (instead of the normal così)
throughout the poem: in Purg. 6.79, Par. 5.72, 15.130.
23. u.
There are northern openings in o in Purg. 2.126 osato and Purg.
4.34 sopremo.72

Final vowels
24. -a: for adverbs, contra is the only form (versus contro):
in Inf. 21.71, Purg. 4.5, Par. 4.101; oltra is registered only in Purg.
27.32 instead of entra (Petrocchi ed.: “volgiti in qua e vieni: entra
sicuro”).
25.
71

-e > -a: outcome not found.

Ibid. 98 (“usuale nei volgari settentrionali”).

The outcome is attested in the northern witnesses of the Fiore di Virtù studied by
Maria Corti, including the Bolognese ms. Biblioteca Comunale di Siena, I.II.7 (S)
which records matches such as XXX 14 soperbia, VI 1 torbamento (Maria Corti,
“Emiliano e veneto nella tradizione manoscritta del ‘Fiore di Virtú’,” in Maria Corti,
Storia della lingua e storia dei testi, with a Bibliografia edited by Rossana Saccani
(Milan-Naples: Ricciardi, 1989), 177-221, 186; on the S codex is based the recent
edition by Mirko Volpi, “Il Flore de vertù et de costume secondo il codice S. I.
Edizione,” Bollettino dell’Opera del Vocabolario Italiano 23 (2018): 137-223; for the
linguistic analysis of the ms. see now Volpi, “Il Flore de vertù et de costume secondo
il codice S. II. Studio linguistico”).
72
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-e > -i: in Purg. 4.52 ambedui but in 70 ambedue; in Par. 4.88 si
instead of se conjunction.
From OMNIS: ogne, the only registered form, is in Inf. 4.48, 5.28,
Purg. 4.32, Par. 4.116, 18.6, 29.123.
-e > -o: outcome not found.
26. -i > -e.
Nouns: feminine plural, third declension: in Inf. 11.108 (Petrocchi
ed.: “prender sua vita e avanzar la gente”) Stocc reads le giente,
with plural noun whose ending in -e is found instead of -i, result
that is “typical of all Northern Italy,”73 and which is attested in the
language of the Bolognese ms. Riccardiano-Braidense (Rb), both
in the Commedia and in Iacomo della Lana commentary.74
Verbs: for the present indicative, 2nd person singular in Inf. 4.32 is
recorded vede, 36 crede, while in Purg. 27.41 there is volse for past
tense, 1st person singular (probably due to a misunderstanding in
the recognition of the subject induced by the previous v. 40, in
Petrocchi ed.: “così, la mia durezza fatta solla / mi volsi al savio
duca”); for the imperative in Purg. 19.35, surge (for surgi) retains
the Latin ending for 2nd pers. sing. from second and third conjugation;75 for the subjunctive: in Inf. 4.71 descernesse for 1st pers. sing.;
other forms: in Inf. 4.49 uscice, in Purg. 8.29 verde for ‘verdi’,
25.56 inde.
Use of simple prepositions de and di: the normal form di is clearly
prevalent and is also used in the case of articulated preposition in
Par. 17.9 (dila); de instead in Inf. 4.57, Purg. 33.123, Par. 18.123,
24.64.
27.

-o > -e: outcome not found.
-o > -i: in Purg. 12.94 molti radi (for ‘molto radi’).
-o > -u: outcome not found.

28. Vowel groups in pretonic position.
io, iu, ui: there are no particularities.
ia: in Purg. 4.26 Biasmantoa.

Consonantism
Volpi, “Per manifestare polida parladura,” 217 (“proprio di tutto il Nord”); see
Stussi, Testi veneziani del Duecento e dei primi del Trecento, LXII.
74
See Volpi, “Per manifestare polida parladura,” 102, 217.
75
Gerhard Rohlfs, Grammatica storica della lingua italiana e dei suoi dialetti, 3 vols.,
2 (Turin: Einaudi, 1966-1969), 350, notes that the three etymological endings of the
2nd pers. sing. of the imperative (-a, -e, -i) are preserved in the ancient texts of Po
Valley Italy.
73
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29. sc, x, stj > s, ss (instead of Tuscan palatal sibilant).
Below are the matches previously reported limitedly to the graphic
aspect: angossia in Purg. 4.115 (but angoscia in Inf. 4.19, 6.43, 9.85,
in 24.116 in rhyming position, as in 34.78, and in Purg. 30.98) and
possia in Purg. 4.117 (in rhyme with coscia), Par. 6.69. But see also
additionally in Purg. 11.103 sindi for ‘scindi’, in Par. 4.21 sema, 45
actribuisse for ‘attribuisce’, 74 conferisse for ‘conferisce’, 116 usì for
‘uscì’.
30. c > g.
Outcome not found.
31. c, g + palatal vowel.
The palatal consonant is maintained, as for the Tuscan outcome;
however, is exceptional the northern sibilant outcome of Purg.
24.64 ausel. Consonant falling occurs for neglientia and negliente
in Purg. 4.105, 110.
32. j and nexus with j.
In most cases, the Tuscan outcome is followed, with rare exceptions.
Initial JOD: it is preserved by the influence of the Latin in Inf. 4.128
Iulia, 137 Iatale, Par. 4.62 Iove, 67 iusticia.
Intervocalic jod: it is preserved in Par. 4.15 iniustamente, 67 iniusta.
GJ: the northern sibilant outcome is found in Purg. 18.111 with
pertuso, in rhyme with induso (and according with indusiai in
Purg. 4.132) and buso.
SJ: the forms in Inf. 5.134 basciato, 136 basciò, 23.42 camiscia are
normal.
(N)TJ: it is found in Purg. 12.81 servisio (but in Purg. 26.104 and
Par. 5.12 servigio, in Par. 21.114 servitio).76 For cominciare, only
the Tuscan form is given, as for ragione, ragionare.
DJ: in Purg. 18.76 megia; about the result in voiced palatal affricate
Volpi ‒ who finds it in Rb and Urb ‒ notes that “it does not seem
exactly typical of the Emilia-Romagna area, but more suited to the
Veneto area, perhaps also because it can be easily superimposed on
the native megio from melius”.77
In the context of the Po sibilants, “tipically Bolognese” (“tipicamente bolognesi”)
are the outcomes si < TJ (Stella, “Emilia-Romagna,” 269).
77
See Volpi, “Per manifestare polida parladura,” 108 (“non pare esattamente propria
della zona emiliano-romagnola, ma più consona all’area veneta, forse anche perché
facilmente sovrapponibile all’autoctono megio da MELIUS”).
76
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the normal palatalized outcome is attested with -gl-, -gli-, as in
Inf. 1.74 figliuolo, 98 voglia; Par., 1.26 fogle, 4.101 periglo.
LJ:

33. n > m.
The labialization of the final nasal consonant is frequent due to the
influence of the consonant that follows, a common phenomenon
in northern ancient texts, in particular in Emilia and Veneto:78 in
Inf. 4.53 um possente; in Inf. 4.70, 130, Purg. 4.47, 116, 9.28 um
poco; furthermore, in Inf. 4.151 im parte.
34. -t- > d.
Outcome not found.
35.

v is missing in Purg. 4.26 Biasmantoa.

36. r > l
Only in Par. 14.27: rifligerio, due to dissimilation.
37. s > sc.
Outcome not found.
38. Consonant nexus with l.
No particularities are found.
39. Double consonants within a word.
a)
Scempiamento after prefixes.
After the prefix a- (ra-) the single consonant prevails: in Inf. 4: 9
acoglie, 16 acorto, 28 avenia, 139 acoglitor; in Purg. 4: 3 raccoglie,
but 6 acenda, 9 avede, 14 amirando, 16 acorto, 23 apresso, 39 apaia,
47 aditandomi, 56 amirava, 58 avide, 102 acorse, (107 abbracciava),
124 asiso, 130 agiri; in Par. 4: 32 appariro, but 41 aprende, 76
amorça, 91 atreversa, (96, 119 appresso), 100 adivenne, 120 aviva.
Loci: in Inf. 25.144 aborra, 26.21 afreno, 32.34 apar, 33.43 apressava; Purg. 2.26 aparver, 6.15 anegò, 7.15 apiglia, 12.94 anuncio,
13.154 amiralli, 14.67 anuncio, 18.10 aviva, 57 apetibile, 20.9
Ibid., 236. See also Corti, Emiliano e veneto nella tradizione manoscritta del ‘Fiore
di Virtú’, 190, who notes about the Bertoliano witness: “since the codex is Emilian,
the passage -n > -m is normal in the consonantism, which otherwise could be Vero78

nese [...] Paduan [...] Trentino” (“[d]ato che il codice è emiliano, risulta ivi normale
nel consonantismo il passaggio -n > -m, che altrimenti potrebbe essere veronese […]
padovano […] trentino”); for the Venetians outcomes see Stussi, Testi veneziani del
Duecento e dei primi del Trecento, LIX; Lorenzo Tomasin, Testi padovani del Trecento. Edizione e commento linguistico (Padua: Esedra, 2004), 155; Nello Bertoletti,
Testi veronesi dell’età scaligera. Edizione, commento linguistico e glossario (Padua:
Esedra, 2005), 182-83.
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aproccia, 67 amenda, 21.101 asentirei, 112 asommi, 30.36 afranto;
Par. 7.19 aviso, 76 avantaggia, 16.69 apone, 23.42 aterra.
b)
Other cases of scempiamento.
In Inf. 4: 144 comento; Purg. 4: 91 parà; Par., 4: 9 comendo, 126
nisun. Loci: in Inf. 2.56 cominciomi, 11.84 acatta, 20.30 compasion, 69 camino, 29.73 pogiati, 30.87 meço; Purg. 1.86 alora, 2.118
atenti, 6.49 magior, 135 sobarcho, 12.13 ochi, 13.105 famete,
18.76 megia, 19.34, 85, 20.8 ochi, 20.8 ocupa, 90 uciso, 22.97
dime, 23.2 fichava, 27.85 alotta, 32.27 crolonne; Par. 1.92 fugendo,
8.127 sugello, 14.21 ralegran, 16.144 cità, 30.39 magior, 31.80 sofristi, 140 atenti, 33.98 atenta.

c)
Irregular doublings.
In Inf. 4.92 sonnò, Inf. 3.59, 4.125, 129, 131, 139, 140 viddi, 14.70
preggi. Other cases: Inf. 30.18 Pollidoro, Par. 4.9 neccessario.
40. Doubling within a sentence.
In Par. 4.50 a cciò, 90 che tt’avria, Par. 16.10 a rRoma.

General phenomena
41. Syncope.
In Inf. 4.5 dricto, 39 medesmo, 49 merto, 76 onrata; in Purg. 4.14
spirto. Loci: in Inf. 12.28 scarco.
42. Epenthesis.
In Purg. 25.31 disflego. In Par. 4.140 consì instead of così, possible
analogical formation on the type of consa/conse (for cosa/cose),
characteristic mostly of the Verona area;79 however, this is the only
match in the whole Stocc Commedia, which could therefore be
interpreted as con sì in scriptio continua (but in this case the lesson
would be erroneous, not matching with the syntactic closure of the
next verse, vv. 139-141, Petrocchi ed.: “Beatrice mi guardò con li
occhi pieni / di faville d’amor così divini, / che, vinta, mia virtute
diè le reni”).
43. Metathesis.
Outcome not found.

See Alfredo Stussi, “Testi in volgare veronese del Duecento,” Italianistica 21, no.
2-3 (May-December 1992): 247-67, 248; Bertoletti, Testi veronesi dell’età scaligera,
61; other northern evidences are in the ancient Modenenese language, see Giulio
Bertoni, Il dialetto di Modena. Introduzione - Grammatica - Testi antichi (Turin:
Loescher, 1905), 28.
79
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3)

MORPHOLOGY

44. Article.
For the masculine singular, the form il is found alternating with lo;
el, which is a minority, is registered in Inf. 4.105, Par. 4.34. In the
plural we do not find gli if not before a vowel or s + consonant;
before the noun occhi it oscillates between the two forms: gli in
Inf. 4.123, 22.119, Purg. 4.55, 87, 12.13, 19.34, 85, 20.8, 28.34,
Par. 4.68, 5.125 (degli o.); li in Par. 4.92 (a li o.) 139, 142, 5.3 (delli
o.), 18.72, 22.22. Among the articulated prepositions, is noted the
exceptional di la in Purg. 11.98, 13.1, 21.6, Par. 17.9.
45.

Personal pronouns.
Subject. There are no cases of eo in the first person (not even in
the apocopated form e’). The third person alternates the two forms
elli/egli: the former respectively in Purg. 1.86, 2.103, 4.61, Par.
4.58, 79, 8.94; the latter in Inf. 4.19, 34 (plural: egli hanno), 10.77
(plural: egli hanno), 19.114, Purg. 4.37, 88, 97, 127. The use of el
(Inf. 4.64, 25.16, Purg. 1.112, 17.117) and ei (Inf. 4.34 in the plural
form, Purg. 4.102, 12.13) is also recorded.
Object and oblique. Albeit in the minority, the northern forms in
-e for all the unstressed pronouns are well attested. For the 1st person, me: Inf. 4.23, 46 (in enclisis), 93 (in enclisis), 149, 8.78, Purg.
4.49, 22.97 (in enclisis), 23.44; for the 2nd person, te: Inf. 8.101,
Purg. 13.105 (in enclisis), Par. 4.16; for the 3rd person, se: Inf. 7.125
(se gorgoglian), 16.15 (se vole), Purg. 17.40 (se frange), 23.84 (se
ristora), Par. 4.4, 6 (se starebbe), 7.131 (se posson); for the plural
forms, ce: Par. 22.151; ve: Purg. 13.154. No tonic pronouns in -i
are found instead.
46. Possessive pronouns and adjectives.
The Po Valley form in the reference corpus is exclusively the plural
mei in Purg. 1.112 and 4.87, but miei in Purg. 4.122 (with gender
discrepancy between adjective and noun: le labbra m.), in Par. 4.8,
16.30, 18.72, 24.60, 31.142; other non-diphthongized forms,
found outside the selected corpus, are toi and soi in Purg. 11.10,
12; in the context of cantos iv and 546 loci, tuoi is in Par. 5.3, suoi
is in Inf. 4.59 and Purg. 4.121.
47. Numerals.
The only peculiarity of cinquimilia is noted, attested in Purg. 33.62.
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48.

Verbs.
Essere: pres.: 1st pers. son in Inf. 4.39; 2nd pers. sè in Purg. 1.27,
3.104, 4.114, Par. 15.48, sie in Purg. 23.82;80 4th pers. semo in Inf.
4.41; fut.: are found the northern forms serò in Inf. 4.15, serai in
Inf. 4.15, Purg. 4.94, serà in Inf. 24.141, Purg. 12.14;81 past tense:
1st pers. fu in Inf. 4.16, fui in Inf. 3.61, fuoi in Purg. 5.88; 3rd pers.
fuo in Inf. 4.79, 12.134, 27.8, Par. 20.117, fu in Inf. 4.82, Purg.
17.30, 23.44, Par. 7.111, fo in Purg. 1.86, 11.132, fue in Purg.
32.147; 4th pers. fummo in Purg. 4.34; 6th pers. the following Tuscan forms are attested: fuoron in Inf. 4.37, Par. 4.86, 29.47 and fuor
in Inf. 3.7, 4.119, 33.74, Par. 10.77, fòro in Par. 28.96 is in rhyming
position (loro/coro/foro); imperf. subjun.: 2nd fossi in Purg. 26.23,
3rd pers. fosse in Inf. 2.80, 4.50, 8.78, 27.70, fuosse in Purg. 4.111,
Par. 7.21; 6th pers. fossero in Purg. 4.62; cond.: seria in Purg. 7.51,
saresti in Par. 4.94, sarebbe in Par. 4.129.
Other verbal forms: volere: the absence of diphthong is noted in
vòi (‘tu vuoi’) in Purg. 4.67, 23.97, vole in Inf. 16.15, Purg. 21.105,
Par. 29.72; potere: pò in Purg. 21.105, Par. 22.130 but può in Par.
4.136, pote in Par. 4.56 (rhyming with rote and percuote) but
puote in Par. 4.70, 123, 31.24; in Purg. 11.36 possiano (for ‘possano’); sòle (‘suole’) in Purg. 23.2 but suole in Purg. 4.54; fie (‘fia’)
in Purg. 12.126 but fia in Purg. 19.125. The northern gerund in ando is in Purg. 23.36, sapiando.
Finally, the non-Tuscan ending for the imperfect indicative (1st
pers. pl.) of the second conjugation verbs is noted, with -evamo
instead of -avamo in Purg. 9.12 (sedevamo).82

I accept the accented writing sè proposed by Castellani instead of se’ (Arrigo Castellani, “Da «sè» a «sei»,” in Arrigo Castellani, Nuovi saggi di linguistica e filologia
italiana e romanza (1976-2004), eds. Valeria Della Valle, Giovanna Frosini, Paola
Manni, Luca Serianni, 2 vols., 1 [Rome: Salerno Editrice, 2009], 581-93; before in
Studi linguistici italiani 25 [1999]: 3-15), not having found the form sei during my
partial examination.
81
The form serà is well attested in Stussi, Testi veneziani del Duecento e dei primi
del Trecento, LXVII.
82
See Arrigo Castellani, Grammatica storica della lingua italiana, I. Introduzione (Bologna: Il Mulino, 2000), 325 (but see also Geymonat, “Sulla lingua di Francesco di
Ser Nardo,” 365).
80
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“ORECCHIE ROSE E LABBRA MOZZE”
AND OTHER BODILY SUFFERING IN ALFONSO VARANO.
DANTEAN REMINISCENCES IN EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY
SEPULCHRAL POETRY
SIMONA DI MARTINO, University of Warwick

This paper attempts a reading of Alfonso Varano’s most famous work, Visioni
sacre e morali, posthumously published in 1789, as one original response to
the eighteenth-century reinstatement of Dante’s oeuvre. Notably, the goal of
this contribution is to examine the semantics of bodily suffering in Varano’s
Visioni. Such examination should highlight new elements on the way in which
Varano directly employs Dantean references to construct his religious and sepulchral imagery. Indeed, drawing from the Dantean raw images, and particularly the infernal ones, which became popular in eighteenth-century Christianity due to their still relevant cautionary message, Varano builds an effective
lyrical lexicon of bodily pain reminiscent of the Commedia. Such language
lays the foundation for a fertile deathly repertoire that develops during
Varano’s time being appreciated by his contemporaries and inherited decades
later. Varano’s legacy is evident even in Giacomo Leopardi’s Appressamento
della morte, dated 1816. Specifically, this analysis includes excerpts from Visione V entitled “Per la peste messinese coll’apparizione della beata Battista
Varano” by Alfonso Varano and Inferno 28 and 29.
Keywords: Dante, Alfonso Varano, Body Studies, Sepulchral Poetry, Gothic
Literature, Eighteenth-Century Literature

Varano’s project of a sacred poetry
The collection of poems entitled Visioni sacre e morali is the major

and best-known work of the Ferrarese poet and playwright Alfonso
Varano.1 The work was composed between 1732 and 1766 and
published posthumously in 1789. The existing scholarship on Italian Pre-Romanticism recognizes Varano’s influence on later

In this paper I will quote from the critical edition Alfonso Varano, Visioni sacre e
morali, ed. Riccardo Verzini (Alessandria: Edizioni dell’Orso, 2003). Another recent
edition is: Alfonso Varano, Visioni sacre e morali, ed. Stefano Strazzabosco (Parma:
1

Fondazione Pietro Bembo / Ugo Guanda Editore, 2007).
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poetry,2 an influence also testified by Giacomo Leopardi who wrote
about Varano in his Zibaldone and included some passages of Visioni in his Crestomazia poetica italiana.3 Scholarly works on
Varano and his Visioni report Varano’s poetical reuse of Dante’s
poetry, especially concerning the rendering of pain and horror.
Nonetheless, in his analysis, Luca Serianni demonstrates that
Varano’s language appears more similar to the language of his contemporaries and seventeenth-century authors, rather than to
Dante’s.4 In this paper, I dwell specifically on the lexicon of body
suffering that Varano employed in his Visioni. In this way, I maintain that Varano reinstated Dante’s work in mid-eighteenth century
purposely to build a religious and deathly poetical imagery by drawing on depictions of wounded human bodies, an imagery which
still survived in Leopardi’s early poem Appressamento della morte
(1816). I argue, therefore, that the reception of Dante should involve both a thematic repertoire and visual renderings, which, as it
will be shown, are both characterized by a general sense of excess
and abjection.
Indeed, it is no coincidence that, according to Fred Botting,
excess characterizes Gothic writings, as does the feeling of abjection
described by Julia Kristeva.5 Such an excessive and deathly imagery
can also be found in many Italian late eighteenth-century poems,
lyrics that can be understood as an Italian strain of, so to speak,
Walter Binni, Preromanticismo italiano (Naples: Edizioni Scientifiche italiane,
1947); Anna Maria Mazziotti, “Per una rilettura delle ‘Visioni’ di Alfonso Varano,”
La rassegna della letteratura italiana 85 (1981): 114–30; Marco Cerruti, “La cultura
cattolica. Alfonso Varano,” in Storia della civiltà letteraria italiana Vol. IV (Turin:
UTET, 1993), 225–35; Riccardo Verzini, “Introduzione,” in Visioni sacre e morali
(Alessandria: Edizioni dell’Orso, 2003), 9–37; Andrea Penso, Un libero di Pindo abitator. Stile e linguaggio poetico del giovane Vincenzo Monti (Rome: Aracne editrice,
2018).
3
Walter Binni, “Leopardi e la poesia del secondo Settecento,” in La protesta di Leopardi (Florence: Sansoni, 1980), 188-90. The passages chosen by Leopardi portray
mainly crude episodes, related to the Lisbon earthquake and the plague happened in
Messina, and include descriptions of ruins. On the topic see also: Renzo Negri, Gusto
e poesia delle rovine in Italia fra il Sette e l’Ottocento (Milan: Ceschina, 1965). On
the presence of Varano’s excerpts in Leopardi’s Crestomazia see Giuseppe Savoca,
“Introduzione,” in Crestomazia italiana. La poesia, ed. Giuseppe Savoca (Turin: Einaudi, 1968), VII–XXVII.
4
Mazziotti, “Per una rilettura delle ‘Visioni’ di Alfonso Varano”; Luca Serianni, “Sul
dantismo di Alfonso Varano. Rilievi linguistici (1996),” in Viaggiatori, musicisti,
poeti. Saggi di storia della lingua italiana (Milan: Garzanti, 2002), 183–211. Before
Serianni’s examination Cambini had come to similar conclusions, in: Leonardo Cambini, “Alfonso Varano poeta di visioni,” in Atti e memorie della deputazione provinciale ferrarese di storia patria (Ferrara: Zuffi, 1904), 65–241.
5
See Fred Botting, “Introduction. Gothic Excess and Transgression,” in Gothic (London/New York: Routledge, 2005), 1–4; Julia Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An Essay
on Abjection (New York: Columbia University Press, 1982).
2
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‘sepulchral poetry,’ where Varano’s works can be included.6 Indeed, the literary portrayal of bodily suffering in trend in the eighteenth-century Italian poetry, understood as part of Dante’s legacy,
might constitute a symptom of a coeval, upcoming, and renewed
taste for vivid and death-related themes, perhaps herald of Gothic
developments.7 Such eighteenth-century poems are characterised
by constellations of words semantically related to death. Deathly
motifs emerge from words describing the imagery of the night,
with its darkness and melancholic states; the imagery of tombs and
graves, including macabre portrayals of corpses in decay; and finally,
all images related to incorporeal bodies, such as “fantasmi” [ghosts],
“larve” and “ombre” [shadows] and pertaining to the realm of visions and dreamlike experiences. All these elements earned such
eighteenth-century poems the name “sepulchral,” echoing the
British school of Graveyard Poetry.8
Varano’s poetical project was to give birth to a sacred poem
founded on religious truths, but without denying the Enlightenment’s achievements based on reason, aiming then at a moral poetry governed both by religion and science. In his Visioni Varano
presents a set of noble, clerical, and ordinary characters portraying
their human sufferance before death as well as their later ascent to
Heaven – with a moral and didactic aim as accustomed in the late
eighteenth century. Varano’s Visioni are constituted by twelve lyrics written in terza rima originally conceived for specific occasions
(poesie d’occasione), such as the death of political and religious figures, victories of wars, and the apotheosis of emperors, but also for
commemorating tragic episodes such as the plague in Messina and
the earthquake of Lisbon. The whole work configures the spiritual
journey of the Christian soul from the imprisonment of the flesh
(with the consequent metaphor of the human body as a cage) to
the heavenly beatitude. Varano shaped a clear poetic scheme in his
On Italian sepulchral poetry of late eighteenth century there is much more to say,
and its complexity would require a deeper analysis that cannot find enough space in
this paper. Some relevant authors are: Clemente Bondi, Antonio Capra, Francesco
Cassoli, Aurelio de’ Giorgi Bertola, Ippolito Pindemonte, and Ambrogio Viale. A
preliminary examination on their works can be found in: Simona Di Martino, “Sepulchral Poetry and Deathly Motifs. A ‘Prehistory’ of the Italian Gothic,” in Italian
Gothic: An Edinburgh Companion, eds. Marco Malvestio and Stefano Serafini (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, forthcoming).
7
This issue is currently under examination as part of my doctoral thesis, whose thrust
is the representation of death by the portrayal of human bodies before and after death
in Alfonso Varano’s Visioni sacre e morali, Salomone Fiorentino’s Elegie di S. F. in
morte di Laura sua moglie, and Giacomo Leopardi’s Appressamento della morte.
8
On the rise of Graveyard Poetry, among others, see Eric Parisot, Graveyard Poetry:
Religion, Aesthetics and the Mid-Eighteenth-Century Poetic Condition (Burlington:
Ashgate, 2013).
6
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work, for he wanted to give life to a sacred poem able to unify
religious truths and modern achievements of science, where the
faith would have supplied to facts that science could not explain.
Furthermore, his ultimate aspiration was to create a new Christian
poetic imagery, similarly to what Dante’s Commedia had represented in the past. Varano also manifested his admiration for Dante
in the preface of his Visioni, openly polemicizing with Voltaire and
defending the value of religious poetry, in the manner of Dante.
While Voltaire’s position is that Christian topics do not suit the
genre of poetry, which requires pagan mythology instead, Varano
presents Dante as an example of a poet who speaks of religious
themes without resorting to mythology: “[…] non è egli un quadro
perfetto di poesia la descrizione che ci fa Dante nel suo canto
dell’Inferno del conte Ugolino e de’ suoi figli carcerati dall’arcivescovo di Pisa? Non è animata la natura a scorgervi entro il dolore e l’orrore nel loro più fiero aspetto, senza il soccorso della mitologia?”.9 Varano insists that poetry can successfully have God and
religion as subject matters and that: “[…] può col velame delli versi
strani, come dice il nostro Dante, rappresentarci il vero e il sacro
nobilmente e dilettevolmente indoleggiato co’ suoi colori.”10
Many features exist in Varano’s Visioni that he drew from
Dante. First, the overall structure stems from Dante’s Commedia.
Indeed, both the poems involve a first-person pilgrim, the poeticself, who experiences an otherworldly journey to reach God. Second, though they are guided by different spiritual guides, both the
poetic-selves are, at a certain point, guided by one of their ancestors. Specifically, this happens in Vision V, under examination in
this work, and in Paradiso 15, 16 and 17. Varano choses as spiritual
guide his ancestor Battista Varano da Camerino, a Poor Clare abbess, author of I dolori mentali di Gesù nella sua passione (1488)
and Vita spirituale (1491), an autobiography considered a jewel of
art.11 Before Varano, Dante depicts his ancestor Cacciaguida degli

[Is not Dante’s description in his Canto of Inferno about Count Ugolino and his
sons imprisoned by the archbishop of Pisa a perfect picture of poetry? Is not nature
invited to see in it the pain and horror in their fiercest aspect, without the aid of
mythology?]. See Alfonso Varano, “Discorso dell’autore,” in Visioni sacre e morali,
ed. Riccardo Verzini (Alessandria: Edizioni dell’Orso, 2003), 84.
10
[It can, with the veil of strange verses, as our Dante says, represent nobly and delightfully the true and the sacred with its colours]. Ibid.
11
Alfonso Varano includes a few notes on his ancestor and her family’s tragical story,
in his Visioni, but there is an extensive bibliography on both the life and literary
works of Battista, and many of her spiritual works are still studied and critically edited.
Battista’s father, Giulio Cesare Varano, lord of the city of Camerino, was assassinated
along with his three sons in 1502, by order of Cesare Borgia. The story does not
9
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Elisei to provide information about the medieval Florence, and,
crucially, to forecast his own exile in canto 17. Finally, the two
authors share an interest for bodily suffering. This is exemplified by
hellish punishments in Dante’s Inferno responding to the contrapasso, which reflects the bad deeds committed on earth in the afterlife. In Varano’s poem, God implements punishments to the sinners’ souls, as happens in Dante’s Inferno, and also to the living,
and such penalties are intended to represent admonitions for worshippers.
Whereas the twelve lyrics proceed through a continuous opposition between the body and the soul, this paper focuses on the
body only. Varano describes the human body both to exemplify
divine punishments through corporeal diseases and to show bodily
pain as a source of purification. While purification is expressed by
the dissolution of the earthly body, divine punishments are evident
when Varano illustrates natural disasters, in Vision V and VII, respectively the plague of Messina and the earthquake of Lisbon.12
Due to the richness of gory images involved in Vision V, this contribution unveils reminiscences of Dante’s Inferno specifically in
this lyric dedicated to the plague which struck the Sicilian city of
Messina in 1743.

Bodily suffering: the plague of Messina and the ninth bolgia
Vision V, which is entitled “Per la peste messinese coll’apparizione

della beata Battista Varano” [On the plague in Messina with the
apparition of Blessed Battista Varano], begins in medias res with the
apparition of the celestial guide Battista Varano, the author’s ancestor, who invites the poetic-self to sit beside her on a fiery chariot
bound for the coast of Messina. The purpose of the 219-tercetslong celestial journey is to show to Varano’s poetic self, and thus to
the God-fearing readers, what God’s wrath is capable of unleashing
on sinners, so to “destar […] virtude / coll’immago de’ mali”
[arouse virtue / with the image of evils] (Visioni, V, 160-1).
Given the specific moral nature of such lyric, Varano drew
expressionistic and vivid images from the Dantean model of the
Commedia and sketches hellish scenes, in order to show the ways
in which “il gran Pastore eterno / vendicherà la profanata legge”
[the Great Eternal Shepherd / will avenge the desecrated law]
emerge from the works of Battista, but Varano writes about the episode in verses in
Vision V.
12
Varano exemplifies dissolution of the body as a purification of the flesh in Visione
XI, where the beloved Amennira is first represented in her decaying body, and then
ascends to God more beautiful and luminous than when she was alive.
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(Visioni, V, 230-1). The gory scenes start at line 334 and continue
through the end of the 658-lines-long poem, and the exceptional
suffering circumstances are soon announced by the hyperbolic vision of “morte di mille umane spoglie” [the death of a thousand
human bodies] (Visioni, V, 338). The author describes the entrance
of his poetic-self in the city of Messina from the harbor, by walking
through a long path, “via d’orror carca e di periglio” [a path full of
horror and danger] (Visioni, V, 337), a path that promises to have
hellish overtones. The following verses, indeed, herald a cycle of
encounters with the souls of sinners that recall those Dante the pilgrim has during his descent into hell.
Fuor dell’abbandonate immonde soglie
giacean gli avanzi della plebe abbietta
su vili paglie, e infracidite foglie:
altri con gola orrendamente infetta
di gangrenose bolle; altri avvampati
il petto da fatal febbre negletta;
altri da lunga fame ormai spossati,
non pel velen, ma pel languore infermi,
fra l’altrui membra putride sdrajati;
ed altri in lor natio vigor più fermi,
benché lasciati sotto i corpi estinti,
sórti fra l’ossa accatastate e i vermi;
ma di squallor mortifero dipinti,
e per orecchie róse, e labbra mozze
dai volti umani in modo fier distinti.

342
345
348
351
354

The five tercets introduce a richly described gallery of victims presented in form of a list, which appears to be long and increasingly
disturbing thanks to Varano’s use of anaphora. Hence, the reader is
invited to go through the whole list almost all at once, pressed by
the hammering rhythm of the lines that repeat “altri” [others], as if
the succession of characters involved is not coming to an end. The
general sense of abjection and repulsion is extremely well conveyed
to the reader by the employment of powerful adjectives, such as
“immonde” [filthy], “vili” [loathsome], “infracidite” [dump]. Kristeva well explains that abjection is felt when “there looms, […] one
of those violent, dark revolts of being, directed against a threat that
seems to emanate from an exorbitant outside or inside, ejected beyond the scope of the possible, the tolerable, the thinkable”.13
Here, Varano’s poetic-self finds himself in a place surrounded by
waste, by human relics, by bodies suffering and broken by the pestilential disease that afflicts them, as a divine punishment. Varano’s
13

Kristeva, Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection, 1.
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readers are invited to witness what the pilgrim sees so as to foresee
their destiny if their life choices do not conform to those prescribed
by religion. The list of vivid adjectives justifies such a crudeness of
expression. Although Varano in the whole of his Visioni particularly insists on the strength of adjectives employed, one can notice
that nouns are equally significant. Indeed, Varano avoids direct descriptions of entire human bodies, which instead he portrays by using a purposely reductive term such as “avanzi” [remains], as well
as enumerating single parts of the body. I would also note that all
the verbs indicating the human body are past participles, such as
“infetta” [infected], “avvampati” [burning with fever], “spossati”
[exhausted], “infermi” [sick], “sdraiati” [lying down], “estinti” [extinct], “sorti” [elevated], “dipinti” [painted], so to stress the passivity of the suffering bodies. The only active verb appears to be
“giacevan” [lay], at the beginning of the list, a rhetorical device that
Varano effectively employs to highlight that the only action these
bodies were capable of performing was to lie down, and therefore
to perform none.
Along with a pervasive sense of abjection Varano provides
his readers with an imagery made of exaggeration and excess. Examples of this approach can be found in the roundup of body parts:
“gola orrendamente infetta” [horrendously infected throat], “gangrenose bolle” [gangrenous blisters], “membra putride” [rotten
limbs]. Once again, nouns are coupled with horrifying adjectives
so as to picture appropriately exaggerated macabre details. One of
the most effective scenes of the excerpt under analysis is that of the
pile of cadavers, gathered one on top of the other: “Ed altri in lor
natio vigor più fermi, / benché lasciati sotto i corpi estinti, / sórti
fra l’ossa accatastate e i vermi,” [And others in their native vigor
more steadfast, / though left underneath the extinct bodies, / standing piled up amidst the bones and worms]. The same miserable
picture of piled up cadavers ready to be burned by the fire returns
about a dozen triplets later in the lyric:
In mezzo a valle solitaria e vasta
stridea, scoppiando fra le vampe ingorde,
di cento adusti ceppi ampia catasta.
Con picche armate in ferro adunco e lorde
di melma tratti eran que’ corpi al rogo,
cui più vita sì dura il cor non morde (…)

390
393

Here the human bodies are called “catasta” [pile] rather than
“avanzi” [remains] and such a pile is composed by “cento adusti
ceppi” [a hundred scorched logs], recalling the initial hyperbolic
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expression forecasting the vision of “mille umane spoglie” [a thousand of human remains]. The second of these tercets explains the
image of the corpses’ pile, for the dead bodies are gathered to form
a pyre. The urgency of burning cadavers to avoid infection during
the epidemic has been narrated in the poetic account of Enea
Gaetano Melani who wrote La peste di Messina accaduta nell’anno
1743, a text that Varano knew and employed for his work.14 In the
third chapter, Melani reports “Già s’ardono i cadaveri. / Pur qualche vivo abbrucciasi” [Already the corpses are burning. / Even
some of the livings are burning] (3-4) and testifies about the madness and all the suffering around him by defining the frenzy as “dolorosi spettacoli / non più visti, e incredibili” [painful spectacles /
never happened again, and incredible] (16-7). Varano dramatizes
the spectacle and together with depicting bodies no longer recognizable as humans (“dai volti umani in modo fier distinti” [were
quite different from human faces]) due to hoarse ears, chopped off
lips (“orecchie rose e labra mozze”), piled up bones and consuming
worms (“ossa accatastate e i vermi”), he also insists on the stench
spreading through the streets of Messina. Varano describes the nauseating smell as “aere maligno” [unhealthy air] that “veste d’orror
le messinese arene” [(which) dresses the coast of Messina in horror]
(67, 69). The vivid expression “funereo vapor” [funereal air] reinforces the powerful image, as well as the description of the poisoned
air that “fra l’infocata estate e i roghi accesi, / rende la via del respiro
in forse” [between the fiery summer and the burning fires, / it’s
hard to breathe] (437-8). Both the rendering of the huddled and
wounded bodies and the description of fires and smoke contribute
to Varano’s intention to portray Messina as a real hell on earth. The
insalubriousness of the air also appears to be a crucial element for
Dante. The two singled out expressions “aere maligno” and “funereo vapor,” indeed, also recur or have close analogues in the
Commedia. In Inferno 5, Francesca calls out Dante making her way
through the “aere maligno” (86), a term chosen to stress the negativity of the infernal place, and a few lines later the air is defined as
“aere perso” (89), indicating a nuance between black and purple.
In this way, Dante strongly conveys the image of a haunted atmosphere, while Varano employed the same lexicon, nonetheless
charged with infernal nuances, to emphasize the unhealthy streets
Full reference: Enea Gaetano Melani, La peste di Messina accaduta nell’anno 1743
fedelmente rapportata in versi sdruccioli dall’abate di S. Giacinto Enea Gaetano Melani Sanese Protonotaro Apostolico, e Religioso, Gerosolimitano detto tra gli Arcadi
Eresto Eleucanteo, che fu spettatore di sì spaventosa tragedia (Venice: per G. Battista
14

Recurti, 1747).
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of Messina. Dante, on the other hand, insists with the characterization of the infernal air in other parts of the poem, such as in Inferno
9, where he condenses the muddy sludge of hell in the image of an
“aere grasso” [grease air] (82). Even in Purgatorio 16, where the
wrathful are blinded by an irritating smoke as they had been by
anger in life, the air is described as “aere amaro e sozzo” [bitter and
foul air] (13). The air around Dante the pilgrim is therefore always
infested and thick, and Varano retrieves this element to render the
image of an earthly hell in his Visioni. I would also underline the
ways in which Varano chooses a precise bodily lexicon, evocative
of images and smells, combined with the skillful use of rhetorical
figures of repetition to convey a terrible and incisive imagery.
Although Melani has certainly been a source and a model for
Varano, and definitely for what concerns the picture of the human
pyre, Inferno 28 and 29 are the most suitable cantos for drawing a
parallel with Visioni concerning the lexicon of bodily suffering. In
fact, reminiscences of Dantean lexicon and images are here particularly evident. In Inferno 29, Dante the pilgrim finds himself in the
final bolgia, in the eighth circle. In this place, the falsifiers are punished. They are afflicted by various diseases, and particularly scabies,
which reminds us of Varano’s plague, described in Vision V. The
sinners are heaped on the ground and crawl around, manifesting
their suffering. I have singled out the three most relevant tercets of
the canto to compare Varano’s scenes and Dante’s descriptions:
Qual dolor fora, se de li spedali,
di Valdichiana tra ’l luglio e ’l settembre
e di Maremma e di Sardigna i mali
fossero in una fossa tutti ’nsembre,
tal era quivi, e tal puzzo n’usciva
qual suol venir de le marcite membre.
(…)
Qual sovra ’l ventre, e qual sovra le spalle
l’un de l’altro giacea, e qual carpone
si trasmutava per lo tristo calle.

48
51

69

Even at first glance one can observe that Dante illustrates an overall
situation which is very similar to the one portrayed by Varano.
Here though, the prevailing sensation is an olfactory one. The
stench, here called “puzzo” is due to the pile of diseased and malodorous bodies, which we learn are stacked on top of each other.
Dante presents such a picture of piled up bodies through a simile,
which compares two areas of Italy, Tuscany and Sardinia, afflicted
by malaria. Indeed, hyperbolically, Dante imagines emptying out
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all the malarial hospitals in the two regions and gathering all the
sick bodies in the bolgia in which his poetic-self finds himself. It is
only through this exaggeration that the author makes sure to convey to the reader the strong stench coming from the pit. Differently
from Varano, Dante clearly states that the stench comes from the
ill, suffering bodies, while Varano attributes the smell to the burning pyre. Despite this difference, the image of the massed bodies is
similar in the two literary works and Varano’s lines are indebted to
the accumulation we can read in Dante’s tercets. Indeed, as seen
before in Vision V, Dante lists body parts when he describes the
pile of bodies: “ventre” [belly], “spalle” [shoulders] and someone is
“carponi” [crawling]. These outraged bodies are also shown in their
damaged partiality: “orecchie rose e labbra mozze” [eroded ears and
cut-off lips], Varano states (Visioni, V, 353), mirroring the expression “ombre triste smozzicate” [lost and mutilated shadows] (Inferno 29.6) employed by Dante, who refers to the sinners in the
previous canto. As for the bodily lexicon employed, one should
notice that where Dante uses the adjective “marcite” [rotten],
Varano employs the word “putrido” [putrid] two terms that maintain the hardness of sound due to the letter “r”. Such letter suggests,
in this context, the idea of something that arouses disgust, due to
its harshness and the violence required to pronounce it. Both authors are interested in conveying to the reader a sense of disgust
and repugnance, which is so extreme and accurately described that
it is exaggerated and almost horrifying. This horrific language,
shows an excess in macabre connotations and describes monstrous
figures, emphasizing the inhuman nature of the ill bodies. According to Fred Botting, one can define writings as ‘Gothic’ when they
involve imagination and emotional effects that exceed reason, for
Gothic is a writing of excess.15 It can be argued, therefore, that
Varano’s insistence on excessive and abject imagery constitutes a
Gothic mode of writing and that such a mode can be indebted to
Dante.
The last part of the analysis pivots around the gory repertoire
of blood and cruel scenes of fiercely damaged bodies, and specifically examines the image of men pierced through their throat, first
described by Dante, then received by Varano, and finally, inherited
by the young Leopardi too. The scenes involved in the three poems
concern three different situations that significantly recall one another.
In Varano’s Visioni, the relevant description appears when
the author writes about the pyre. Varano claims that people of all
15

Botting, “Introduction. Gothic Excess and Transgression,” 2.
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ages and social statuses have been victims of the plague. The atrocious scene begins with the enumeration of the bodies prepared for
the stake.
Vivi, che ancor movean gli occhi non chiusi,
ma palpitanti col ronciglio fitto
nella gola i sospir versando, e il sangue
dal collo in sì crudel foggia trafitto.

402

These verses include various parts of the body, just as shown before,
as to bring out the mutilation of the bodies involved in the lyric
and their suffering. Varano here lists “occhi” [eyes], “gola” [throat],
“collo” [neck], therefore focusing on what Pozzi calls the short
canon.16 The short canon provides a way of describing all those
parts of the human body that concern the face only. In this scene,
Varano wants to confer a major sense of drama, so to stress the
suffering of the bodies and underpin the moral message to his readers, and he manages to do so by using verbs of movement, gerund,
and past participles. The incipit of the first tercet, “vivi” [alive],
meaningfully contrasts the precedent image where corpses were
piled up in the street. In this scene, instead, human bodies are still
moving, they have a last glimmer of life in their limbs but are so
damaged and wrecked that cannot complete their actions. They are
in spasm and are grasping, as suggested by the gerund “palpitando”
and “versando,” but at the same time they are pierced in their
throats, and the past participle “trafitto” [pierced] closes the tercet,
ending the effort of movement first suggested. Another key element of the scene is “sangue” [blood] gushing from the injured
neck.
Even though Varano’s description appears cruel and terrifying, Dante reaches more harrowing peaks in Inferno 28. It seems
particularly significant the fact that Inferno 28 contains the first and
only use of the term contrapasso explained in its juridical connotations, which well suits the didactic nature of the canto. With such
a word, Dante indicates the retributive concept which states that
every soul shall suffer in the afterlife according to the sins they committed on earth. As a principle of justice, the contrapasso derives
from the biblical law of retaliation, which required that “anyone
who inflicts an injury on his neighbor shall receive the same in

Giovanni Pozzi, “Temi, topoi, stereotipi,” in Letteratura italiana Vol. III Le forme
del testo, 1. Teoria e poesia, ed. Alberto Asor Rosa (Turin: Einaudi, 1984), 391-436.
16
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return”.17 It is therefore conceivable that Varano drew his inspiration from this Dantean canto because the cruelty here exposed happens to be exemplary even for the eighteenth-century readers – to
be remembered here, that Varano’s Visioni are defined “sacre e
morali,” thus purposely characterized by moralizing commitments.
Therefore, Inferno 28 is perfect to admonish sinners if one considers how violently the “seminator di scandalo e di scisma” [sowers
of scandal and of schism] (Inferno 28.35) are punished in the
ninth bolgia. Such punishments are described in such a gory way
that Inferno 28 ranks high in the infernal lexicography of body
parts, a feature that proves to be extremely significant for the present analysis. Precisely, in a catalogue of body parts in Inferno according to usage per canto compiled by Grace Delmolino, Inferno 28 ranks second after Inferno 25 with a tally of 41 body parts,
compared to 63 in Inferno 25.18 The excerpt chosen for our examination includes the densest tercet of the canto, compiling four different body parts: “gola” [throat], “naso” [nose], “ciglia” [lashes],
“orecchia” [ear].
Un altro, che forata avea la gola
e tronco ’l naso infin sotto le ciglia,
e non avea mai ch’una orecchia sola,

66

ristato a riguardar per maraviglia
con li altri, innanzi a li altri aprì la canna,
ch’era di fuor d’ogni parte vermiglia.

69

The sinners are gruesomely mutilated by devils, which explains the
roundup of body parts. Their wounds are healed and then reopened
by the devils, according to the contrapasso. Focusing on the verbs
employed, one can notice the use of the past participle, as already
highlighted in Varano’s lines. Verbs, such as “forata” [perforated]
and “tronco” [hacked off], convey the image of a cruel damage of
the human flesh. Then, Dante employs the noun “canna” [pipe] to
represent the human throat, to symbolize the fact that such bodies
are no longer human bodies, and keys out another relevant feature,
that of the color. Indeed, the sinner’s windpipe is described as “vermiglia,” ruby-colored, all bloodred. The reason for such expressionistic portrayals of outraged bodies has been extensively and
Leviticus 24: 19; and Lino Pertile, “Introduction to Inferno,” in The Cambridge
Companion to Dante, ed. Rachel Jacoff (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
17

2007), 67–90, 77-78.
18
Grace Delmulino’s count can be found here: https://digitaldante.columbia.edu/dante/divine-comedy/inferno/inferno-28/
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precisely illustrated by Ronald L. Martinez with the concept of
‘poetry of schism,’ which is here worth mentioning.19 According
to Martinez, Inferno 28 is “a heap of slashed body parts” and such
a disarticulation of the body, mirrored in the disarticulations of linguistic entities – line 21 separates the noun “modo” and the modifier “sozzo” – , embodies the mimesis of the violence that Dante
wants to achieve. Furthermore, sheer accumulation replaces the
functional articulation of parts of the living, organic body, divided
the same way that the culprits caused schisms in life. Finally, the
bodies described in the episode are dismembered in a scheme dictated by the symmetry of the canto itself.20 Martinez’s annotations
highlight Dante’s desire to fragment the canto in order to emphazise the guilt of the sowers of schisms. Alongside such symbolic
purpose, however, the dismembered bodies also highlight the
poet’s aim to strike the reader with visually rich images.
The gory writing, which can be called modo sozzo or “foul
style” (Inf. 28.21) as Dante proclaims it and reinstated by Varano
in his sepulchral poetry, seems to be welcomed by the young Giacomo Leopardi. He models his cantica, entitled Appressamento
della morte, with the vividness of harsh physical damages already
employed by Dante and Varano. In 1816, at only eighteen years of
age, Giacomo Leopardi composed his poem Appressamento della
morte, which remained unpublished during Leopardi’s lifetime and
excluded from the 1826 collection of works.21 More recently, the
poem enjoyed two critical editions, by Lorenza Posfortunato
(1983) and by Sabrina Delcò-Toschini (2002) whose version includes a rich comment by Christian Genetelli.22 First criticised and
even considered a forgery, the Appressamento della morte has now
been recognised as an experiment of the young Leopardi, who later
manifested the will of working on it again.23 Some scholars maintained that Leopardi rejected his work due to the archaic language
Ronald L. Martinez, “The Poetry of Schism,” in The Divine Comedy of Dante
Alighieri. Inferno, ed. Robert M. Durling and Ronald L. Martinez, vol. 1 (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1996), 573-76, 573.
20
Martinez, 574.
21
Lorenza Posfortunato, “Premessa,” in Giacomo Leopardi Appressamento della
morte (Florence: Presso l’Accademia della Crusca, 1983), 7–8.
22
Giacomo Leopardi, Appressamento Della Morte, eds. Christian Genetelli and Sabrina Delcò Toschini (Rome: Antenore, 2002). Both Christian Genetelli, who edited
the introduction and the comment, and Sabrina Delcò-Toschini, who provided the
critical version and a precise philological note, reconstruct the history of the work
underpinning it with a close reading of Leopardi’s epistolary exchange with his friends
and the publisher Stella.
23
Enrico Ghidetti, “Alle origini della vocazione poetica leopardiana: la cantica ‘Apressamento della morte,’” in Leopardi oggi. Incontri per il bicentenario della nascita del
poeta, ed. Bortolo Martinelli (Milan: Vita e Pensiero, 2000), 33.
19
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he employed and the heavy structure of sentences, for their combination resulted in an intense and magniloquent expressiveness.24
The subsequent re-elaboration of the cantica is evident in the work
Spento il diurno raggio, which one can now read as fragment
XXXIX in Leopardi’s Canti, probably dated not earlier than 1831,
where one can appreciate a more mature refinement and an evident
downsizing of the original Appressamento, together with a vanishing of the religious motif.25 Such an intense expressiveness and the
presence of a strong Catholic sentiment in the Appressamento,
however, appears to derive from a dramatic personal situation,
which Leopardi exposes in his poem, that drove him to the foreboding of his early death. His sense of tragic unhappiness is marginally consoled by the awareness of the vanity of worldly goods
and the Catholic religious vision with its promise of peace. The
idea of the young Leopardi was to create a kind of poetry which
was grandiose and intense, tightly linked to imagination and feelings.26 To accommodate his idea, Leopardi made use of personifications of values from the Catholic tradition and sketched his poem
towards a moralistic-religious direction, to satisfy his desire for a
poetry of imagination like that of the ancients, albeit in a modern
Italian perspective. Although traces of Dante’s Commedia are particularly evident in Leopardi’s early poem – suffice to look at the
very categorisation of the text called cantica, divided in canti and
written in terza rima – Leopardi, in his postilla to Appressamento
claims to have read Dante’s Commedia only once.27
Refraining from exhaustive discussions and examinations on
Leopardi’s reception of Dante’s oeuvre, my analysis focuses, cursorily, on Leopardi’s choice of scenes accounting bodily suffering in
his poem.28 Appressamento is divided in five cantos organised in a
See both Enrico Ghidetti and Walter Binni, “III. 1815-1816. traduzioni poetiche
e primi tentativi di poesie originali,” in Lezioni leopardiane, ed. Novella Bellucci
(Florence: La Nuova Italia, 1994), 37-52.
25
Sabrina Delcò-Toschini, “Per il testo dell’Appressamento,” in Appressamento della
morte (Rome-Padua: Antenore, 2002), XXXIX.
26
Binni, “III. 1815-1816. Traduzioni Poetiche,” 51.
27
See Lorenza Posfortunato, ‘Appendice’ in Appressamento della morte, 77. Leopardi
declares: ‘Quando scrissi non avea letto Dante che una sola volta e mi fece gran meraviglia il trovar poi nel 19. Purg. data agli avari la stessa pena di giacer colla faccia
volta in giù che loro intl. avea dato io nel principio del 3. Canto senza saper nulla di
quel luogo’.
28
On the theme of human bodies and the poet as a seer of spirits I am currently
devoting my PhD thesis, where I advocate that Leopardi may have received some of
Dante’s insights on the rendering of bodies and the phenomenon of celestial visions
not only directly from Dante’s work, but also from reading Alfonso Varano’s Visioni
sacre e morali and Salomone Fiorentino’s Elegie di Salomone Fiorentino in morte di
24
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narrational structure. Appressamento’s canto I begins with the poetic-self alone in his room, abruptly visited by his guardian angel
who announces him the approaching of his death and offers him
some explanations through an “ammiranda visione” [admirable vision] (canto I, 122).29 Soon in the following canto the reader is
taken away through a journey into an imaginary elsewhere where
the poetic-self takes on the guise of a pilgrim and encounters the
personifications of various vices and the relevant sinners. The pilgrim first acknowledges the sorrow caused by Love (canto II), then
he meets followers of Error, the Fame and the boastful ones, and
finally realizes the atrocities of War and Tyranny (canto III). The
gallery of vices and sinners, crossed in an ascending order to God,
concludes with the entrance of the pilgrim to Paradise and the vision of Christ and the Virgin Mary (canto IV). The last episode,
canto V, ends where the cantica started, with the poet musing in
his own room, feeling that life is abandoning him.
The scene that informs this analysis takes place in canto II, in
an episode indebted to Paolo and Francesca’s story from Inferno 5.
In Leopardi’s work, the main protagonists are Ugo and Parisina,
whose sad story, already narrated in the fifteenth-century Matteo
Bandello’s Novelle and Lord Byron’s poem Parisina (1816), occupies 77 verses.30 Ugo has an affair with Parisina, his father’s wife,
and for this reason his father murders him. The excerpt pictures the
moment when Ugo’s father enters the tower where his son was
imprisoned – strongly recalling the Dantean episode of Count
Ugolino – and kills him, piercing firstly his throat and then his heart
with a sword.
Ma la punta a mia gola e' ficcò drento,
e caddi con la bocca in su rivolta,
e 'l vital foco tutto non fu spento.
Parvemi che l'acciaro un'altra volta
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Laura sua moglie. Both Visioni and Elegie would therefore have mediated Dante’s

reception in the young Leopardi.
29
I am quoting from the previously cited critical edition by Sabrina Delcò-Toschini,
2002.
30
Leopardi became aware of Byron’s poem by reading its review, entitled The Siege,
ecc. L’assedio di Corinto, Poema. Parisina, Poema in 8°. Londra, Murray, 1816, in
the journal Spettatore. Parte straniera 62, 73-78, as explained in: Cecilia Gibellini,
“Byron and Leopardi,” in Nuovi quaderni del CRIER. Byron e l’Europa, l’Europa
di Byron, ed. Francesco Piva, Angelo Righetti and Laura Colombo (Verona: Edizioni
Fiorini, 2008), 215-230, 215. Christian Genetelli convincingly posits that Leopardi
incorporated Ugo and Parisina’s chronicle in his Appressamento to pursue his case
against romantic poetry, and to reappropriate it in the name of the great Greek-LatinItalian tradition, under attacked by northern authors. See Christian Genetelli, “Leopardi ‘contra’ Byron,” Cenobio 44 (1995), 145-54.
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alzasse, e di vibrarlo stesse in forse;
poscia com'uom che di lontano ascolta,
l'udii cercar de l'uscio: indi ritorse
il passo, e 'n cor piantommi e lasciò 'l brando,
perché l'ultimo ghiaccio là mi corse,
e svolazzò lo spirto sospirando.

165

Differently from Varano’s Visioni and Dante’s Inferno, Leopardi
employs verbs of movement, because the scene captures Ugo’s father while performing the action of killing his son. Verbs such as
“ficcò” [stuck], “caddi” [fell down], “vibrarlo” [launch], “piantommi” [hammered], “lasciò” [left], suggest active violence against
Ugo, who cannot react. The reader is acknowledged only of a few
body parts of Ugo’s such as “gola” [throat], “bocca” [mouth], and
“cor” [heart], because, once again, the human body cannot be presented as a whole, and it is fragmented as it was in Dante’s Inferno
28. Then, Leopardi describes Ugo’s soul while abandoning his dead
body after the victim felt the “ultimo ghiaccio” [the last frost], by
employing a powerful alliteration of the letter ‘s’ in the expression
“Svolazzò lo Spirto SoSpirando” [the spirit whirled with a sigh].
Such alliteration conveys the idea of levity and significantly contrasts with the materiality and the heaviness of the human body. At
the same time, the crudeness of the weapon is conveyed by the
metonymy “l’acciaro” [steel] and the term “brando” [archaic for
sword], while the absence of blood is balanced in the following
canto III, where the word “sangue” occurs ten times. Nevertheless,
the violence conferred by verbs as well as the partition of the human body is reminiscent of the previously analyzed gory images
from Visioni and the Commedia. Notably, Leopardi inserts in his
canto the sigh, an element employed by Varano in his Vision V –
compare: “nella gola i sospir versando” in Vision V and “svollazzò
lo spirto sospirando”. Furthermore, the scene strongly resembles
Varano’s first examined excerpt if one considers the precarious and
hesitant condition of the injured people. If Varano’s characters, as
seen before, are described as still alive “vivi, che ancor movean gli
occhi non chiusi,” still throbbing “ma palpitanti,” and seriously injured in the neck “collo in sì crudel foggia trafitto,” Ugo in Leopardi’s poem is not soon killed by the stab of his father: “'l vital foco
tutto non fu spento” [the vital fire was not all extinguished]. In fact,
Ugo realizes that his father is not leaving the room and that he turns
back to finish him off: “indi ritorse / il passo, e ‘n cor piantommi e
lasciò ‘l brando, / perché l’ultimo ghiaccio là mi corse” [Thereupon
he turned back his steps, and in my heart wept, and left his weapon,
and I was crossed by the freeze of death]. As far as the offended
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throat is concerned, the verb “trafitto” used by Varano finds its
counterpart in the active “ficcò,” while Dante employed “forata”.
Leopardi, though, breaks the tradition of describing body parts according to the ‘short canon’ and includes instead the heart, a part
of the human body that does not concern the face only, on which
the other authors focus instead –namely “gola” and “collo” in
Varano’s lyric, and “gola,” “naso,” “ciglia,” “orecchia” in Dante’s
lines. Finally, no weapons are shown either in Varano’s Visioni and
Dante’s Inferno 28, for which one can easily provide an explanation
when considering the different kinds of punishments provided to
the main characters. Indeed, while both Varano and Dante accounts for divine punishments where weapons are not necessary,
Leopardi reports a chronicle, a private revenge, with the aim of
stressing the violence of the episode.
I would refrain from further discussions on more general
analogies linking Appressamento to Visioni and the Commedia,
which is not the focus on this article. Suffice to say, here, that in
order to describe a vivid, gory scene, Leopardi’s account of Ugo
and Parisina’s story differs from the others, where the two lovers
are beheaded. Leopardi’s choice of representing Ugo’s father in the
moment of stabbing his son may suggest Leopardi’s desire to ‘visually’ represent a violent revenge, which makes his crudeness closer
to Dante’s model (e.g. Inferno 28) as well as to his close predecessor
Varano.

Sketching Conclusions
This paper has attempted to show the ways in which and the reasons why Varano employs Dantean references to construct a new
deathly imagery strictly connected to religious precepts. Such an
analysis, although not conclusive or complete, ultimately attempts
a partial interpretation of Varano’s poem Visioni sacri e morali as a
case study which is part of a stream of late eighteenth-century Italian poetry, here conventionally labelled as ‘sepulchral’. Similarly to
Varano’s work, there exist a collection of lyrics rich in elements of
excess and abjection forming a particularly death-related genre
which can be indebted to Dante’s Inferno, particularly in its gory
traits. The sacred and moral purpose that aims at admonishing the
devotees is the common ground between sepulchral poetry, represented in this analysis by Varano’s Visioni, and Dante’s model. Indeed, showing in the poems the fate of those who transgress God’s
laws in such a vivid and expressive manner was likely to be an effective way of persuading the devotees and leading them to the
right Christian path. Nonetheless, I believe it is significant to
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observe that even in the first decade of the nineteenth century an
author such as Leopardi, although still young and poetically immature, considered the most sanguine and crude features of Varano’s
poetry worthy of citation and admiration – pictures that Varano, in
turn, partly derives from Dante’s Commedia. Although further examination is needed, nonetheless, Varano’s case study shows that
gory traits reminiscent of Dante’s Inferno, and particularly Inferno
28 and 29, are in trend in eighteenth-century poetry concerning
the portrayal of bodily suffering. In turn, bodily suffering constitutes a theme which constellates eighteenth-century Italian poetry,
and results in literary depictions of bodies in decay, agonizing people, ill and mutilated bodies, as exemplified by Varano’s Vision V.
Such a deathly insistence of Italian eighteenth-century authors
traces a line of continuity with the medieval Italian tradition, as
Dante testifies, while, at the same time, embodies a new aesthetical
taste made of excess, abjection, and marvel. I believe, and I have
attempted to show, that such taste makes some eighteenth-century
Italian poetry more similar to Gothic writing than has generally
been noted.
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SURPRISING ENCOUNTERS:
MANZONI’S DANTEAN RHETORICAL PALIMPSEST
(‘PROMESSI SPOSI’ VII-VIII AND XXXIII-XXXIV)
ANTHONY NUSSMEIER, University of Dallas

Previous investigations of Alessandro Manzoni’s Dantean borrowings have unearthed a quantity of stilemes and syntagm that have revised substantially the
thesis that Dantean reminiscences in Manzoni are “pochissimi” and possess
only an “affinità generica” (A. Mazza). Rodney J. Lokaj’s systematic study of
Manzoni’s reuse of Dante in the “comic key” has contributed greatly to our
understanding of Promessi sposi as a treasure trove of references, veiled and
unveiled, to the sommo poeta. Inf. 5 has been thought commonly to be the
touchstone of intertextuality between Dante and Manzoni. This essay unearths
further connections between Inf. 5 and Promessi sposi, and also explores a
series of Dantean stilemes and syntagm present from Inf. 3 and Purg. 24 and
used by Manzoni throughout the novel, beyond what De Sanctis called Manzoni’s “commedia di carattere” (Promessi sposi [PS], chapters I-VII). As a result of the systematic borrowing of Dantean episodes and lexicon, it is evident
that Manzoni borrows consciously from the poet, and that such borrowings
are not incidental to the narrative. Finally, this essay argues via Manzoni’s Osservazioni sulla morale cattolica that his antiphrastic use of Inf. 5 in Promessi
sposi constitutes a correction to Dante’s depiction of mercy in the early canti
of the Comedy, for in PS chapters VIII and XXXIV–site of the thickest network of references to Inf. 3 and 5–Manzoni provides an antidote to Dante’s
somewhat-unorthodox and long-debated depiction of pietà by emphasizing
mercy for others and the pairing of compassion and sound judgement (compassione e giudizio [PS ch. XXXIV]), respectively.
Keywords: Dante Alighieri, Inferno, Alessandro Manzoni, Promessi sposi

In chapter XXXIII of Promessi sposi, Renzo journeys home to find
Lucia’s mother Agnese, to discover information about Lucia’s
whereabouts, and to survey the wreckage wrought by the twin calamities of marauding lanzichenecchi and pestilence. He has just
spent the past few months in hiding as the hilariously-named Antonio Rivolta and has only recently regained his strength after a
bout with the plague. While traveling to Lecco via a circuitous
route so as to avoid Milan–where he is, after all, still a wanted man–
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Renzo walks under clear skies that belie the tragedies, human and
natural, that have befallen Lombardy. As if in an infernal analogue,
along the way he meets hardly a person, and when he does, it is
not a living soul (persona viva), but rather the walking dead (ombra
vagante):
Con una tale sicurezza, temperata però dall’inquietudini che il lettore
sa, e contristata dallo spettacolo frequente, dal pensiero incessante della
calamità comune, andava Renzo verso casa sua, sotto un bel cielo e per
un bel paese, ma non incontrando, dopo lunghi tratti di tristissima solitudine, se non qualche ombra vagante piuttosto che persona viva.1 (p.
1014)

The first person Renzo encounters in Lecco is Gervaso, the second
eyewitness to his and Lucia’s failed matrimonio a sorpresa in chapter VIII. Or so he thinks. In reality, it is not Gervaso but Tonio,
his brother, and Renzo’s friend. Tonio’s own battle with the plague
has so reduced him and hollowed him out that he has been made
unrecognizable. Renzo asks him repeatedly “Mi riconosci?” before
moving on, saddened, when he realizes that Tonio has become demented as a result of the plague: “La peste [aveva tolto] il vigore
del corpo insieme e della mente” (p. 1016). After his erstwhile
friend, Renzo sees another ombra vagante, a familiar-looking figure
now distinguished by his “volto pallido e smunto” (pale and emaciated face; p. 1017). It is Don Abbondio. He, like Renzo, has been
afflicted with the plague, but unlike Renzo, who “si curò da sé,
cioè non fece nulla; [...] in pochi giorni, si trovò fuor di pericolo”
(p. 1009), Don Abbondio’s every move betrays the after-effects of
the pestilence: “sempre più si poteva conoscere [...] in ogni atto
[...] anche lui doveva aver passata la sua burrasca” (p. 1017).
Though Renzo has no love lost for the pusillanimous Don Abbondio, he nevertheless shows him respect and greets him as his priest:
“[Renzo] gli andò incontro, allungando il passo, e gli fece una riverenza; ché, sebbene si fossero lasciati come sapete, era però sempre il suo curato.” Upon seeing that it is Renzo who approaches
him, a surprised Don Abbondio exclaims, “Siete qui, voi?” (p.
1017)
This brief episode demonstrates the extent to which Dante’s
Comedy exerted itself on Manzoni’s literary memory and on the

All citations taken from Alessandro Manzoni, I promessi sposi. Testo del 1840-1842,
Edizione nazionale ed europea delle opere di Alessandro Manzoni, vol. 11, ed. Teresa
Poggi Salani (Milan: Centro Nazionale Studi Manzoniani, 2013). All italics are mine.
1
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novel as a whole.2 The influence of the poem on Manzoni’s novel
ranges from the overall aesthetic vision and more sustained borrowings, to lexical and syntagmatic coincidences evidenced by an
episode during yet another one of Renzo’s returns home. In chapter XXXVII, he leaves Lucia–with whom he has been just reunited–at the lazzaretto in Milan to go again in search of Agnese,
and stops at the house of his host-friend (ospite amico) to whom
we had been introduced in chapter XXXIII. As Renzo nears his
friend, the narrator, from the perspective of the unnamed ospite
amico, describes him as “quella figura così inzuppata, così infangata,
diciam pure così lercia, e insieme così viva e disinvolta: a’ suoi
giorni non aveva visto un uomo peggio conciato e più contento”
(p. 1139).3 Astute readers of the Comedy will recognize the adjective lercio (‘filthy, foul’) as a rhyme-word and an infamous hapax
legomenon from Inf. 15: “d’un peccato medesmo al mondo lerci”
(Inf. 15.108).4 Dante’s rhyme-words have a habit of showing up as
the final words in Manzoni’s clauses, where they have greater lexical significance, and often in episodes that are the antithesis of their
original context in the Comedy. Indeed, the passage cited above
from Promessi sposi ch. XXXIII contains an obvious echo of Inf.
1.27:
...ma non incontrando, dopo lunghi tratti di tristissima solitudine, se
non qualche ombra vagante piuttosto che persona viva. (p. 1014)
così l’animo mio, ch’ancor fuggiva, / si volse a retro a rimirar lo passo
/ che non lasciò già mai persona viva.5 (Inf. 1.25-27)
Enrico Ghidetti, “Mito e culto di Dante fra Settecento illuminista e Ottocento romantico-risorgimentale,” in Culto e mito di Dante dal Risorgimento all’Unità. Atti
del Convegno di Studi, Firenze, Società Dantesca Italiana, 23-24 novembre 2011,
eds. Enrico Ghidetti and Elisabetta Benucci (Florence: Le Lettere. 2012), 379-408.
3
Even the adjective peggio conciato has a Dantean analogue, in Inf. 19.131: “Quivi
soavemente spuose il carco, / soave per lo scoglio sconcio ed erto / che sarebbe a le
capre duro varco.” See Ambrogio Camozzi Pistoja, “Inside Out,” in Vertical Readings in Dante’s “Comedy”, eds. George Corbett and Heather Webb, vol. 2 (Cambridge: Open Book, 2016), 181-83. Camozzi Pistoja notes that “the rock of the
pouch” in Inf. 19 is sconcio (filthy) and that this description is in a tercet evoking the
association between satire and satyrs.
4
All citations from Dante Alighieri, La Commedia secondo l’antica vulgata, 4 voll.,
ed. Giorgio Petrocchi (Milan: Mondadori, 1966-1967). All italics are mine.
5
Rodney J. Lokaj, “Manzoni, lettore di Dante in chiave comica,” Rivista di cultura
classica e medioevale 44, no. 1 (2002): 89-150, 116, identified the same syntagm in
chapter XXXV: “Perché, ricordati che non è poco ciò che tu sei venuto a cercar qui:
tu chiedi una persona viva al lazzeretto! Sai tu quante volte io ho veduto rinnovarsi
questo mio povero popolo! quanti ne ho veduti portar via! quanti pochi uscire!... Va’
preparato a fare un sacrifizio” (p. 1086). The less consequential position of persona
viva in this latter instance, as well as the indefinite article una, make it much more
weak and less evocative of Inf. 1 than the example in chapter XXXIII.
2
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Lexical coincidences involving the Promessi sposi and the Comedy
are not uncommon. In chapter XXVI, Cardinal Borromeo, after
reproaching Don Abbondio for his lack of courage, plays the role
of Virgil to Don Abbondio’s Dante:
così detto, si mosse; e don Abbondio gli andò dietro.6 (p. 787)

And in chapter XXXV, Padre Cristoforo plays Virgil to Renzo’s
Dante:
E [Cristoforo] presa la mano di Renzo [...] si mosse. Quello, senza osar
di domandar altro gli andò dietro.7 (p. 1092)

The intertextuality between this and the final line of Inf. 1 is evident, if not necessarily consequential beyond its illustration of Manzoni’s Dantean memory:
Allor si mosse, e io li tenni dietro. (Inf. 1.136)

One final example of syntagmatic intertextuality will suffice. In Inf.
5, Dante devises the contrappasso of the continual windstorm, with
the sinners guilty of lust buffeted about, always in motion, just as
in life they never gave their lustful urges a rest. The “hellish hurricane” reemerges in Manzoni’s “turbine” simile in Promessi sposi
XXVII, though recontextualized to demonstrate how the common
folk (“gente meccaniche, e di piccoli affari,” p. 7) can get caught
up in important events (“grandi avvenimenti”):8
La bufera infernal, che mai non resta,
mena li spirti con la sua rapina;
voltando e percotendo li molesta. (Inf. 5.31-33)
Finalmente nuovi casi, più generali, più forti, più estremi, arrivarono
anche fino a loro, fino agli infimi di loro, secondo la scala del mondo:
come un turbine vasto, incalzante, vagabondo, scoscendendo e sbarbando alberi, arruffando tetti, scoprendo campanili, abbattendo muraglie, e sbattendone qua e là i rottami, solleva anche i fuscelli nascosti
tra l’erba, va a cercare negli angoli le foglie passe e leggieri, che un
minor vento vi aveva confinate, e le porta in giro involte nella sua
rapina. (pp. 834-835)
See Lokaj, “Manzoni lettore di Dante in chiave comica,” who first noted this coincidence.
7
Andrea Ciccarelli, “Dante and Italian Culture from the Risorgimento to World War
I,” Dante Studies 119 (2001): 125-54, 134.
8
For a longer discussion, see Maria Gabriella Riccobono, “Echi e similitudini di
Dante e di altre autori nei Promessi sposi,” Italianistica 62, no. 3 (2013): 165-74.
6
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Many critics have concluded that Manzoni’s poetry, prose, and
tragedies do not feature Dante prominently, or that there exist only
“generic affinities” between them.9 Indeed, outside of his youthful,
imitative terza-rima in Del trionfo della libertà, Manzoni never
mentions Dante by name. Nor does Manzoni’s epistolary correspondence treat Dante frequently apart from the context of his
work on the Italian language. Despite the literary tradition and promotion of the Italian language that bound them, Manzoni refrained, or so it would seem, from the sort of inflexible fealty to the
sommo poeta that was rampant in nineteenth-century Italy. (For
example, contrast Manzoni with his near-contemporary Ippolito
Nievo, or with Ugo Foscolo and Leopardi.10) In fact, Manzoni’s
most direct treatment of Dante comes in his 1868 letter Lettera
intorno al libro “De vulgari eloquio,” written to Ruggero Bonghi.
In the letter, Manzoni considers Dante’s De vulgari eloquentia and
challenges the assertion that Dante had intended to distill and define
a single Italian vernacular in the DVE. He laments that the contrary
opinion has become the consensus: “A ogni modo, l’opinione che
Dante, nel libro De Vulgari Eloquio, abbia inteso di definire, e abbia definito quale sia la lingua italiana, è talmente radicata, che non
si suppone generalmente che possa neppure esser messa in dubbio.”
Going against the consensus, Manzoni argues that “in esso non si
tratta di lingua italiana nè punto nè poco” because “non dà mai il
nome di lingua. La chiama «Il Volgare che in ogni città dà sentore
di sè, e non s’annida in nessuna». Lingua, mai.” In the DVE, Manzoni continues, Dante was not only not concerned with the Italian
language, he was not concerned at all with spoken language. Rather, he wanted to treat poetic language, not to mention the poetic
language appropriate for only one genre (the canzone): “troviamo
anche un indizio della cosa, di cui Dante intende parlare, cioè del
linguaggio della poesia, anzi d’un genere particolare di poesia.” In
short, Manzoni fails to see in Dante any sort of civic-minded focus
on the creation of a national language. In Promessi sposi, Manzoni

The description is in Antonio Mazza, “Ricordi danteschi nella prima stesura del
romanzo manzoniano,” in Atti del VII Congresso Nazionale di Studi Manzoniani,
Lecco 9/11 ott. 1965 (Lecco: Comune di Lecco, 1965), 123-28, 123.
10
See Valeria Giannetti, “Nievo e la «religione dantesca»,” Lettere Italiane 54, no. 3
(2002): 343: “Tra gli autori classici ai quali fu iniziato il Nievo durante gli studi ginnasiali, a Verona, Dante fu senza dubbio il più frequentato. Le citazioni di versi danteschi, tanto nell’ambito privato dell'epistolario quanto nelle opere letterarie, fino alle
Confessioni d'un Italiano, sono numerose; forse pari soltanto alle citazioni da Virgilio.”
9
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will seek to do just that, though he will not dispense with Dante
altogether.
On the other hand, scholars such as Paola Azzolini and Aldo
Cottonaro have seen in Manzoni’s work a dantismo present in
larger doses, even if those references are at times antiphrastic.11 Aldo
Vallone, for example, identified in Dante’s use of “silenzi” a forerunner of Manzoni’s modern innovative expedient.12 Andrea Ciccarelli has argued that, even more than Foscolo, Leopardi, and others associated with the reception of Dante in the nineteenth century, “Manzoni’s works seem to follow Dante’s aesthetic vision
more closely.”13 Pierantonio Frare found in Manzoni’s unfinished
Ognissanti—another of his youthful works—a structural underpinning reminiscent of the Comedy and especially the latter two canticles.14 As far as it regards the Comedy and Promessi sposi, editors
such as Salvatore Nigro and Teresa Poggi Salani have noted the
intersection of Dante’s epic and the novel.15 In a trio of essays, Maria Gabriella Riccobono has demonstrated that Inf. 5, 12, and 27,
and Purg. 6 and 26 are “concatenati tra loro dalla memoria poetica
di Manzoni,”16 especially in Promessi sposi chapters XII and XIII
and within three related semantic fields (acqua, tempesta, mugghiare).17 She argues that Manzoni’s borrowings of Dante are most
frequent in his use of the simile, and that they are found throughout
Paola Azzolini, “L’ascesa della montagna: aspetti del dantismo manzoniano,” Romanische Forschungen 98, no. 3/4 (1986): 324-40. Aldo Cottonaro, “Manzoni in
Purgatorio, l’inordinato amore,” Belfagor 56, no. 5 (2001): 531-44.
12
Aldo Vallone, “Il silenzio in Dante,” Dante Studies 110 (1992): 45-56. See also
Aldo Vallone, “Le sospensioni e l’arte narrativa del Manzoni,” Otto-Novecento 9
11

(1985): 5-17.
13
Ciccarelli, “Dante and Italian Culture from the Risorgimento to World War I,”
133.
14
Pierantonio Frare, “Le angustie dei santi. Modelli danteschi per l’«Ognissanti manzoniano»,” in ...Il resto vi sarà dato in aggiunta. Studi in onore di Renata Lollo, ed.
Sabrina Maria Fava (Milan: Vita e Pensiero, 2014), 69-80. Frare followed Giorgio
Petrocchi, who in a 1964 essay focused on Manzoni’s use of adjectives and their relationship to Dante: Giorgio Petrocchi, “L’Ognissanti e l’aggettivazione manzoniana,” Lettere italiane 16, no. 2 (1964): 144-53.
15
Alessandro Manzoni, I promessi sposi (1827), Tomo I, ed. Salvatore Nigro (Milan:
Mondadori, 2002). Nigro highlights Inf. 33.13-75 and the tower in which Ugolino
and sons were imprisoned (“e io senti’ chiavar l’uscio di sotto / a l’orribile torre” Inf.
33.46-47) and the infernal language used to describe the sick shut in their homes: “La
fame, dietro un uscio «inchiodato», trasforma la “casupola” in luogo di dolore e di
disperazione” (p. 967).
16
Maria Gabriella Riccobono, “La Commedia dantesca nei Promessi sposi (con l’aiuto
del Decameron),” in Il veggente di Patmos, Dante, Manzoni, Thomas Mann. Studi
di Letteratura comparate e sguardi sulla memoria poetica (Milan: Ledizioni, 2018),
112.
17
She proposes a correlation between the political violence and uncertainty in Milan
and the “tempesta” of Purg. 6. Ibid., 113.
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the novel: “Tra le similitudini di Dante una sembra avere colpito
molto profondamente il sommo scrittore dell'Ottocento, tanto da
essere variamente echeggiata in diverse zone dei Promessi.” Many
of the intertextual references and “echoes” of Dante identified by
Riccobono–such as the “rapina” of the “bufera infernal” cited
above–come from Inf. 5. Finally, in a perceptive and exhaustive
2002 article, Rodney J. Lokaj advanced the idea first proposed by
Gianfranco Contini that Manzoni’s borrowings of Dante in
Promessi sposi were conscious.18 His voluminous documentation
of stilemes and syntagma borrowed from Dante depicts an intertextual relationship that points in the direction of wanton borrowing.
Contrary to Antonio Mazza, who observed that “i ricordi danteschi
sono pochissimi,”19 the dantismi in chapters I, VIII, and others are
systematic and cannot be coincidental. Lokaj identifies chapters IVII–what De Sanctis called Manzoni’s “commedia di carattere”–as
containing the greatest number of references, both veiled and explicit, to Dante. Like Riccobono, Lokaj argues that Inferno, especially Inf. 5, is the touchstone for Manzoni’s poetic memory.
I contend that the intertextual relationship between Dante
and Manzoni extends far beyond these significant, but still fleeting,
instances. The early chapters of Promessi sposi are a Dantean palimpsest of the Inferno and feature neutrals, the anti-Francesca, and
liminal spaces, in addition to concrete intertextual allusions to the
Comedy. Lucia Mondella represents the antithesis of Francesca and
the triumph of agape over profane love. As Cottonaro has commented with regard to Promessi sposi chapters XX and XXI: “Gertude resta all’inferno, come Francesca; mentre il paradiso è di Lucia,
come di Beatrice.”20 He goes on to assert that “[è] chiaramente
evidente, qui, l’intento manzoniano di ricalcare in Lucia la Beatrice
dantesca.”21 It would be too simplistic to say that the novel mirrors
the salvific trajectory of the Comedy–from misery to happiness,
from Inferno to Paradise–though it nevertheless does, for it begins
with the intimidation of Don Abbondio by the bravi, and the trials
and tribulations of Lucia and Renzo, before ending with the happy
union of the betrothed. In this paper, I will concentrate primarily
on two episodes: the matrimonio a sorpresa in chapters VII and
VIII, and Renzo’s return to Milan and search for Lucia in chapter
XXXIV. Both episodes feature a constellation of Dantean literary
Rodney J. Lokaj, “Manzoni, lettore di Dante in chiave comica,” 101.
Mazza, “Ricordi danteschi,” 124.
20
Cottonaro, “Manzoni in Purgatorio, l’inordinato amore,” 532. See also for a comparison between l’Innominato–“come il pellegrino Dante che s’è appena sgrovigliato
dalla selva oscura e cammina”–and Dante the pilgrim (533).
21
Ibid., 534.
18
19
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reminiscences from Inf. 3 and Inf. 5, as well as on Inf. 15 and Purg.
24, and I aim to demonstrate that the influence of Dante on Manzoni is both more prevalent and more sustained than commonly
thought. Inf. 5 has been the touchstone of intertextuality between
Dante and Manzoni. This essay unearths further connections between Inf. 5 and Promessi sposi, and also explores a series of Dantean stilemes and syntagm beyond that episode from Inf. 3 and
Purg. 24 and used by Manzoni throughout the novel. As a result of
the systematic presence of Dantean episodes and lexicon, it is evident that Manzoni refers consciously to the poem, and that such
borrowings are not incidental to the narrative. Finally, using Manzoni’s Osservazioni sulla morale cattolica, I argue that his antiphrastic use of Inf. 5 in Promessi sposi constitutes a correction to Dante’s
depiction of mercy in the early canti of the Comedy, for in
Promessi sposi chapters VIII and XXXIV–site of a network of references to Inf. 3 and 5–Manzoni provides an antidote to Dante’s
somewhat-unorthodox and long-debated depiction of pietà by emphasizing mercy for others and the pairing of compassion with
sound judgement (“compassione e giudizio,” chapter XXXIV).

‘Promessi sposi’ XXXIII: Surprise returns and Inferno 15
Let’s return to the passage with which we began. The meeting between Renzo and Don Abbondio in chapter XXXIII recalls a similar encounter between pupil and master in one of the most celebrated places in Dante’s Comedy: Inf. 15. There, among those who
have sinned against nature, Dante finds Brunetto Latini. Brunetto’s
changed appearance (“lo cotto aspetto” and “’l viso abbrusciato”)
and the unexpectedness of the reunion do not prevent the poetcharacter from recognizing his teacher. Dante-character asks the
same question of his maestro Brunetto that Don Abbondio poses
to Renzo:
‘Siete qui, voi?’ - esclamò don Abbondio.’22
E io, quando ’l suo braccio a me distese,
ficcaï li occhi per lo cotto aspetto,
sì che ’l viso abbrusciato non difese
la conoscenza süa al mio ’ntelletto;
e chinando la mano a la sua faccia,
There is another instance of a similar question in chapter XXXVI when Renzo and
Lucia are reunited in the lazzaretto. However, Lucia’s query of Renzo–“Il Signore
m’ha voluto lasciare ancora quaggiù. Ah Renzo! Perchè siete voi qui?” (p. 1110)–is
of a different nature because it does not have to do with surprise (Don Abbondio
“esclamò”) and because it is accompanied by the interrogative.
22
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rispuosi: “Siete voi qui, ser Brunetto?” (Inf. 15.25-30)

Dante’s encounter with Brunetto in Inf. 15 and Renzo’s unanticipated meeting with Don Abbondio in chapter XXXIII both occur
between a pupil and a maestro–or at least a figure accorded some
respect in the case of the latter–who could be creditably accused of
perverting language. In Don Abbondio’s case, we hardly need reminding that he uses language unnaturally and not as a means of
communication. Rather, he deploys Latin as an instrument of authority and power to obfuscate and to lie to Renzo about the reasons for his refusal to officiate Renzo’s and Lucia’s wedding:
-Error, conditio, votum, cognatio, crimen,
Cultus disparitas, vis, ordo, ligamen, honestas,
Si sis affinis,... - cominciava don Abbondio, contando sulla punta delle
dita.
-Si piglia gioco di me? - interruppe il giovine.- Che vuol ch’io faccia
del suo latinorum?23 (p. 61)

One critical interpretation of Inf. 15–albeit a minor one, to be sure–
proposes that Brunetto is in Hell, not because he has committed a
peccatum contra naturam, but because of his ‘perverted’, unnatural
use of language, i.e., French in the Tresor instead of his natural
language of vernacular Italian. As Simone Marchesi has written
about Brunetto’s linguistic transgressions: “By doing so [using
French], it has been argued, Brunetto went against nature: he betrayed his ‘natural’ native idiom for another that was foreign to
him.”24 In short, questions of language and power, as well as a
23

And again in chapter XXXVIII: “- Ora, - disse Renzo, - parli pur latino quanto

vuole; che non me n’importa nulla.

- Tu l’hai ancora col latino, tu: bene bene, t’accomoderò io: quando mi verrai davanti,
con questa creatura, per sentirvi dire appunto certe paroline in latino, ti dirò: latino
tu non ne vuoi: vattene in pace. Ti piacerà?
- Eh! so io quel che dico, - riprese Renzo: - non è quel latino lì che mi fa paura:
quello è un latino sincero, sacrosanto, come quel della messa: anche loro, lì, bisogna
che leggano quel che c’è sul libro. Parlo di quel latino birbone, fuor di chiesa, che
viene addosso a tradimento, nel buono d’un discorso. Per esempio, ora che siam qui,
che tutto è finito; quel latino che andava cavando fuori, lì proprio, in quel canto, per
darmi ad intendere che non poteva, e che ci voleva dell’altre cose, e che so io? me lo
volti un po’ in volgare ora” (pp. 1171-73).
24
Simone Marchesi, “Dante’s Fatherlands,” in Vertical Readings in Dante’s “Comedy”, 77-100, 83. The debate about the nature of Brunetto’s sins dates back to the
1950s and Andre Pézard, Dante sous la pluie de feu (Paris: Vrin, 1950). See Giuseppe
Chiecchi, “Dante e Brunetto Latini: per l’interpretazione di Inferno XV,” in Lectura
Dantis Lupiensis, 4 vols., 4 (Ravenna: Longo, 2016), 27-42. Chiecchi reads vv. 7987, especially v. 87 (“convien che ne la mia lingua si scerna”) as an antiphrastic rejoinder to Brunetto’s contention in the Tresor that “la parleure [French] est plus delitable et plus comune a touz languiages” (I, 1, 7). For a recent dismissal of the
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refusal to “voltare un po’ in volgare,” to quote Renzo, animate the
pairings of Renzo/Don Abbondio and Dante/Brunetto Latini,
even if Manzoni inverts this dynamic in chapter XXXIII.
To continue with our intertextual reading, in chapter
XXXIII Manzoni’s physical descriptions of the ombre vaganti Tonio and Don Abbondio recall nothing if not the Comedy, although
this time the second canticle is the referent. Manzoni was intimately
familiar with Purgatory, such that in Ognissanti “delinea un originale itinerario purgatoriale” that takes its inspiration from the Comedy but is nevertheless independent of Dante’s depiction. In Purg.
23, Dante and Virgil have arrived at the terrace of the gluttonous.
(The purgatorial episodes beginning with Purg. 23 have a strict
connection with Inf. 15 as both have letterati as their exemplars,
i.e., Forese Donati and Brunetto. Thus Manzoni draws on both in
chapter XXXIII.) In the subsequent canto, Purg. 24, the naming
of the penitents on the terrace of the gluttonous becomes paramount due to the desiccated, unrecognizable features that result
from their condition. Forese famously reveals the identities of those
occupying the purgatorial terrace. The poet points out that naming
is not prohibited because he and the others possess such an emaciated appearance (sembianza munta) that it is necessary to do so.
Tellingly, these penitents are described by Forese with the same
adjective that Manzoni will use to describe Don Abbondio’s nowgaunt face (volto smunto) in Promessi sposi:
...sempre più si poteva conoscere nel suo volto pallido e smunto… (p.
1017)
Sì disse prima, e poi: “Qui non si vieta
di nominar ciascuno, da ch’è sì munta
nostra sembianza via per la dieta”. (Purg. 24.16-18)

The association of Don Abbondio with Brunetto Latini and Inf. 15
is also a logical one, since, had he lived in Dante’s time, the priest
could have been enumerated among the cherci lerci of the seventh
circle:
Saper d’alcuno è buono;
de li altri fia laudabile tacerci,
che ’l tempo saría corto a tanto suono.
In somma sappi che tutti fur cherci
e litterati grandi e di gran fama,
d’un peccato medesmo al mondo lerci. (Inf. 15.103-108).
linguistic interpretation, see George Corbett, Dante’s Christian Ethics. Purgatory and
Its Moral Contexts (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2020), 24, n. 20.
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In Inf. 15, Dante adheres to medieval notions of hierarchy and
maintains his respect and reverence for Brunetto despite finding
him in Hell among the sinners against nature. He refuses to walk
alongside his maestro, and bows his head reverently:
Io non osava scender de la strada
per andar par di lui; ma ’l capo chino
tenea com’uom che reverente vada. (Inf. 15.43-45)

As noted above, Renzo does the same with Don Abbondio after
they meet, despite the circumstances in which they had last seen
one another, “gli fece una riverenza; ché, sebbene si fossero lasciati
come sapete, era però sempre il suo curato” (p. 1017).
To return to Purg. 24 and its reminiscences in Promessi sposi
XXXIII, here Forese puts an emphasis on identity,25 naming the
shades one by one:
Sì disse prima, e poi: “Qui non si vieta
di nominar ciascuno, da ch’è sì munta
nostra sembianza via per la dieta”. (Purg. 24.16-18)
…
Molti altri mi nomò ad uno ad uno
E del nomar parean tutti contenti
sì ch’io però non vidi un atto bruno. (Purg. 24.25-27).

As Forese does for Dante, Don Abbondio in chapter XXXIII
“names” for Renzo all of the plague dead from their village. The
penitents of Purg. 24 are pleased at having been named; Renzo, on
the other hand, has great difficulty when he hears Don Abbondio
rattle off the names of the dead:
- Eh eh! - esclamò don Abbondio; e, cominciando da Perpetua, nominò una filastrocca di persone e di famiglie intere. Renzo s’aspettava
pur troppo qualcosa di simile; ma al sentir tanti nomi di persone che
conosceva, d’amici, di parenti, stava addolorato, col capo basso, esclamando ogni momento: - poverino! poverina! Poverini! (pp. 10191020)

In contrast to the naming in Purgatory, which makes the penitents
happy (contenti) and results in their good behavior (non vidi un
atto bruno), Don Abbondio’s naming deflates Renzo. His reaction
But see also Valter Boggione, “«Ei si nomò»: Napoleone, Adamo e l’Anticristo. Per
una lettura biblica del «Cinque Maggio»,” Lettere Italiane 54, no. 2 (2002): 262-85.
Boggione notes the use of nomarsi in the reflexive and without an object in Manzoni’s
Cinque Maggio, a use almost without precedent save for Dante in Purg. 18.82-84
and in Tasso’s Gerusalemme liberata.
25
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recalls Dante-character’s in Inf. 5, where the act of naming itself
leads to mercy and a feeling of light-headedness: “Poscia ch’io ebbi
’l mio dottore udito / nomar le donne antiche e ’ cavalieri, / pietà
mi giunse, e fui quasi smarrito” (vv. 70-72).26 In Inf. 5, as in chapter
XXXIII, the revelation of names induces pity. On hearing the
names of the many dead, then, Renzo is anguished, and keeps his
head down as if in prayer or reverence (“col capo basso”), a posture
not unlike Dante-character’s thoughts in Purg. 12.8-9 (“pensieri
[...] chinati e scemi”27) and that of pupil Dante in Inf. 15.44-45:
“ma ’l capo chino / tenea.” Renzo, too, communicates mercy with
his “poverino! Poverina! Poverini!”
This thicket of references to the Comedy and in particular
to Inferno in the context of the Lombardian hellscape of chapter
XXXIII–set off by the Dantean reminiscence cited at the start of
this essay (se non qualche ombra vagante piuttosto che persona
viva)–is but one example of the emergence of Manzoni’s Dantean
literary memory in the novel. Indeed, there exist further connections between this very episode in Promessi sposi and Dante’s epic.
In Inf. 7, Virgil explains to Dante that the sinners he encounters are
unrecognizable due to sin. Their careless lives resulted in their befouled appearance, which in turn makes their features indistinguishable: “la sconoscente vita che i fe’ sozzi / ad ogne conoscenza
or li fa bruni” (Inf. 7.53-54). Just as in Inf. 7, the encounters between Don Abbondio and Renzo in chapter XXXIII and Dante
and Brunetto in Inf. 15 also resemble each other in that they rest
on verbs such as riconoscere and conoscere, as well as derivative
nouns like conoscenza. Recognition and mis-identification reign
due to the changed appearance of the characters. In the latter the
sins of the shades and their concomitant contrappasso cause the
confusion; in the former it is a consequence of the plague and its
own deleterious physical effects on those that it afflicts. When he
realizes it is not Gervaso but Tonio that he meets along the road,
Renzo asks his friend if he recognizes him (“Mi riconosci?”), before
giving up (“ma non mi riconosci più?”), and Don Abbondio names
too many dead that Renzo knew (“conosceva”). As soon as Renzo
spied the figure in black along the road, he knew it was Don Abbondio: “riconobbe subito [la figura nera] per don Abbondio.” In
Inf. 15, Dante is recognized (“fui conosciuto”) by Brunetto and, as
with Renzo and Don Abbondio, the shade’s altered visage likewise
See Sandro Orlando, “Da Francesca a Beatrice: una nuova lettura di Inferno V,”
Medioevo letterario d’Italia, 3 (2006): 37-59, 40-41.
27
Like Dante-character in Purgatory 12, Renzo and Lucia are “cheti e chinati” (p.
220) in chapter VIII as they prepare the matrimonio a sorpresa.
26
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does not prevent Dante’s reciprocal recognition (“conoscenza”) of
Brunetto. Purg. 23 and 24 feature a similar emphasis on conoscere
and the rhetoric of recognition. Dante says of Forese:
Mai non l’avrei riconosciuto al viso;
ma ne la voce sua mi fu palese
ciò che l’aspetto in sé avea conquiso.
Questa favilla tutta mi raccese
mia conoscenza a la cangiata labbia,
e ravvisai la faccia di Forese. (Purg. 23.43-48).

Chapter XXXIII, Inf. 15, and Purg. 23 and 24 are linked by vocabularies centered on identification and surprise and exemplify
lexical and structural affinities. Nevertheless, there are also loci paralleli that highlight important differences between the infernal
meeting and Manzoni’s reuse of it in Promessi sposi.
In Inf. 15, Brunetto recognizes Dante and grabs him by the
arm, shouting in ecstasy “Qual maraviglia!” (This is marvelous!)
because he is so happy to see him there. Initially, Don Abbondio
does not know that it is Renzo: “Guardava anche lui; gli pareva e
non gli pareva: vedeva qualcosa di forestiero nel vestiario; ma era
appunto forestiero di quel di Bergamo.” When the priest realizes
who it is, he gestures instead “con un movimento di maraviglia
scontenta (‘unhappy astonishment’),” as if to say, ‘not this guy, the
source of my troubles, again’: “È lui senz’altro!” disse tra sé, e alzò
le mani al cielo, con un movimento di maraviglia scontenta” (p.
1017).28 As he does throughout, Manzoni upends the Dantean intertext by depicting the meeting between ‘master’ and ‘pupil’ as
one that disturbs the former in the Promessi sposi as much as it
contents Brunetto in the Comedy. Manzoni also puts the words of
Dante-character in the mouth of the curate Don Abbondio. This
episode, as well as numerous others, enriches Maria Gabriella Riccobono’s contention that Manzoni does not use Dante in “una relazione analogica ma, nuovamente, il suo contrario, una relazione
per antitesi.”29 It also confirms Carlo Annoni’s thesis that Manzoni
mined medieval and classical sources at times for “un loro reimpiego serio” and at others for “un riuso giocoso.”30 Manzoni’s
The connection between this episode and the Comedy is made stronger by the
possibility that there is also interference from Inf. 25.2 and Vanno Fucci’s strange
hand gesture in (“le mani alzò con amendue le fiche”). In Brunetto’s Tesoretto, the
narrator links hypocrites to the same fake sign of the cross in “making a fig” (“Credesi
far la croce, ma e’ si fa la fica”). See Alessandro Vettori, Dante’s Prayerful Pilgrimage.
Typologies of Prayer in the ‘Commedia’ (Leiden: Brill, 2019), 38-39.
29
Riccobono, “La Commedia dantesca nei Promessi sposi,” 117.
30
Carlo Annoni, “La cultura di Manzoni: nuove ipotesi su fonti medioevale e su fonti
classiche,” Italianistica: Rivista di letteratura italiana 22, no. 1/3 (1993): 53-70.
28
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Dantean rhetorical palimpset often overturns the original context
of the Comedy, and in chapter XXXIII it recycles parodically the
meeting between Dante-character and Brunetto Latini.

Don Abbondio: l’ombra che fece il gran rifiuto
The association of Don Abbondio with a Dantean subtext ought
not to surprise us, for his assimilation to the shades of Inferno is not
limited to Brunetto in chapter XXXIII. Well before the episode in
Lecco, Manzoni’s Dantean palimpsest begins with the legendary
pusillanimity of Don Abbondio, the parish priest at the center of
the impending wedding between Renzo and Lucia.31 Devastating
critiques of Don Abbondio’s most notable vice, a lack of courage,
reverberate throughout the novel. These critiques are delivered by
the narrator/copyist and most memorably by Cardinal Borromeo
in chapters XXV-XXVI. In chapter I, Don Abbondio is introduced
as a “vaso di terracotta” among “vasi di ferro” (p. 43). The priest
lacks courage, and this leads to a “carnal fear”32: “Don Abbondio...non era nato con un cuor di leone” (p. 39). (This will be emphasized at the end of chapter XXV when Cardinal Borromeo reproaches him for exactly this defect.) Don Abbondio is “non nobile, non ricco, coraggioso ancor meno” (p. 43); he became a priest
in order to draw a comfortable, guaranteed income and because his
family wanted him to become one. Don Abbondio refuses to come
to the aid of the oppressed, in stark contrast to Padre Cristoforo,
described in chapter IV as the “protettor degli oppressi, vendicatore
de’ torti” (p. 111). Don Abbondio, on the other hand, “[i]l suo
sistema consisteva principalmente nello scansar tutti i contrasti, e
nel cedere, in quelli che non poteva scansare. Neutralità disarmata
in tutte le guerre che scoppiavano intorno a lui” (pp. 43-44). For
his courageless prevarications, he recalls no one if not the very first
sinners that populate the Ante-Inferno, where Dante and Virgil encounter the so-called neutral angels who in life were unable to
choose sides:
E io ch’avea d’error la testa cinta,
dissi: “Maestro, che è quel ch’i’ odo?
e che gent’ è che par nel duol sì vinta?”
Ed elli a me: “Questo misero modo
tegnon l’anime triste di coloro
Rodney J. Lokaj, “Manzoni, lettore di Dante in chiave comica,” 100-111, observed
a strong lexical coincidence between chapter I of Promessi sposi and Inf. 1.
32
The expression is in Bernard Chandler, “Il motivo del timore nel pensiero del
Manzoni e in alcuni suoi personaggi,” Italianistica: Rivista di letteratura italiana 14,
no. 3 (1985): 393-99, 397.
31
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che visser sanza ’nfamia e sanza lodo.
Mischiate sono a quel cattivo coro
de li angeli che non furon ribelli

né fur fedeli a Dio, ma per sé fuoro. (Inf. 3.31-39)

Far from being an “eroe del quieto vivere,”33 Don Abbondio represents the sinful uses to which human reason is put.
The shades in Inf. 3 are those who “lived without disgrace and
without praise;” they maintained a neutrality that masked a selfishness (per sé fuoro). Don Abbondio’s refusal to marry Renzo and
Lucia jibes with his efforts to appear not to side with anyone, lest
he make enemies. His sin as a neutral was one of omission and not
of commission.34 Just as the cowards of Inf. 3 were neither “fedeli”
(faithful) nor “ribelli” (rebellious), Don Abbondio’s stance was but
a means of self-preservation:
Se si trovava assolutamente costretto a prender parte tra due contendenti, stava col più forte, sempre però alla retroguardia, e procurando
di far vedere all’altro ch’egli non gli era volontariamente nemico: pareva che gli dicesse: ma perché non avete saputo esser voi il più forte?
ch’io mi sarei messo dalla vostra parte. (p. 44)

He had only contempt for those who did take sides, especially for
his fellow priests who not only took sides but, in what seemed to
him an unnecessary risk, took the side of the oppressed. If nothing
else could rouse him from his spiritual listlessness–he couldn’t be
bothered to have strong opinions–it was this that did it. Don Abbondio claimed that to take sides was to damage the dignity of the
sacred ministry; against only this did he preach with any vehemence. After all, the neutrals “per sé fuoro” (were for themselves)
and Don Abbondio believed that a true gentleman “bada a sé”
(looks out for himself):
Era poi un rigido censore degli uomini che non si regolavan come lui,
quando però la censura potesse esercitarsi senza alcuno, anche lontano,
pericolo. Il battuto era almeno un imprudente; l’ammazzato era sempre
stato un uomo torbido. [...] Sopra tutto poi, declamava contro que’
suoi confratelli che, a loro rischio, prendevan le parti d’un debole oppresso, contro un soverchiatore potente. Questo chiamava un comprarsi gl’impicci a contanti, un voler raddirizzar le gambe ai cani; diceva
anche severamente, ch’era un mischiarsi nelle cose profane, a danno
della dignità del sacro ministero. E contro questi predicava, sempre
Alessandro Manzoni, I promessi sposi, ed. Giovanni Getto (Florence: Sansoni,
1964), 30.
34
See Corbett, Dante’s Christian Ethics, 27-28, for a discussion of the Aristotelian
idea of omission and commission in Dante.
33
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però a quattr’occhi, o in un piccolissimo crocchio, con tanto più di
veemenza, quanto più essi eran conosciuti per alieni dal risentirsi, in
cosa che li toccasse personalmente. Aveva poi una sua sentenza prediletta, con la quale sigillava sempre i discorsi su queste materie: che a un

galantuomo, il qual badi a sé, e stia ne’ suoi panni, non accadon mai
brutti incontri. (pp. 44-45)

In chapter XXV, Cardinal Borromeo will reproach Don Abbondio
for his unwillingness to show courage and for his abandonment of
his ministry:
E quando vi siete presentato alla Chiesa, - disse, con accento ancor più
grave, Federigo, - per addossarvi codesto ministero, v’ha essa fatto sicurtà della vita? V’ha detto che i doveri annessi al ministero fossero
liberi da ogni ostacolo, immuni da ogni pericolo? O v’ha detto forse
che dove cominciasse il pericolo, ivi cesserebbe il dovere? O non v’ha
espressamente detto il contrario? Non v’ha avvertito che vi mandava
come un agnello tra i lupi? Non sapevate voi che c’eran de’ violenti, a
cui potrebbe dispiacere ciò che a voi sarebbe comandato? [...] Che sarebbe la Chiesa, se codesto vostro linguaggio fosse quello di tutti i vostri
confratelli? Dove sarebbe, se fosse comparsa nel mondo con codeste
dottrine? (pp. 767-777)

As a cowardly prelate who disarms himself preemptively (neutralità
disarmata), and as a priest who accedes to the demands of Don Rodrigo’s bravi that he not officiate–that he refuse, in other words–to
celebrate Renzo and Lucia’s marriage, Don Abbondio is an analog
of the infamous shade who “fece per viltade il gran rifiuto”: “Poscia
ch’io v’ebbi alcun riconosciuto, / vidi e conobbi l’ombra di colui
/ che fece per viltà il gran rifiuto” (Inf. 5.58-60). The shade charged
with viltade (cowardice) in Inf. 3 is incarnate in Manzoni’s cowardly priest, himself an ombra vagante in chapter XXXIII, with a
history of cowardice, whom Renzo “recognized” (“riconobbe subito per Don Abbondio”) upon his return to Lecco. To paraphrase
Dante, later in Promessi sposi chapter XXXIII, Renzo “(ri)conobbe l’ombra di colui che fece per viltà il gran rifiuto.” After all,
as Cardinal Borromeo puts it to Don Abbondio: “Domando, - riprese il cardinale, - se è vero che, prima di tutti codesti casi, abbiate
rifiutato di celebrare il matrimonio, quando n’eravate richiesto, nel
giorno fissato; e il perché” (p. 765).

‘Promessi sposi’ VII-VIII: Francesca, Lucia, and Absolution
Before chapters XXXIII-XXXIV, and in addition to the opening
chapter, in chapters VII and VIII there redound ironic allusions to
Dante. The connection between Promesi sposi and Inf. 5 in these
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chapters begins with another intermediating subtext: Virgil’s Aeneid. As Riccobono has observed, Manzoni’s and Dante’s references to Virgil in chapter VII and Inf. 5 occur during liminal moments.35 In Promessi sposi, the characters descend towards the
home of Don Abbondio; in Inf. 5, Dante and Virgil undertake a
descent to the second circle of Hell (“Così discesi del cerchio
primaio / giù nel secondo, che men loco cinghia / e tanto più
dolor, che punge a guaio”); and in The Aeneid, Aeneas descends
into the Underworld. Not only that, but Manzoni and Dante cite
passages from the same book of The Aeneid. Dante’s and Virgil’s
descent is described thus in the Comedy: “guarda com' entri e di
cui tu ti fide; / non t'inganni l'ampiezza de l'intrare!” / E 'l duca
mio a lui: “Perché pur gride? / Non impedir lo suo fatale andare:
/ vuolsi così colà dove si puote [...]” (Inf. 5.19-24). In chapter VII,
Manzoni describes Renzo and Lucia as traveling “Zitti zitti, nelle
tenebre, a passo misurato” (p. 213).36 Manzoni’s description of
them walking “a passo misurato” (with measured steps) already recalls Inf. 5, where Francesca and Paolo loved illicitly and without
measure, without moderation (“il modo ancor m’offende”). This is
all the more so if we believe, with Lino Pertile, that in Italian and
Latin texts, modo (modus) frequently meant ‘measure’ when it referred to the immoderate nature of passionate love.37
In addition to being liminal episodes, the Dantean canto and
Manzoni’s sequence feature types of forbidden love (one profane,
one agape), as Francesca’s and Paolo’s dalliance breaks a marital and
fraternal taboo, while Renzo and Lucia’s matrimonio a sorpresa
may not constitute a legal marriage. Both episodes of forbidden
love involve the reading of a book; in Francesca and Paolo’s case a
book, or the misreading of a book, occasions their sin and betrayal,
while Renzo and Lucia interrupt Don Abbondio while he ostensibly reads a book.38 It is a parodic overturning of these Dantean
Riccobono, “La Commedia dantesca nei Promessi sposi,” 118.
“Ibant obscuri sola sub nocte per umbram” (Aeneid 6.268). See Poggi Salani’s commentary on p. 213, n. 82.
37
Lino Pertile, “Il modo di Paolo,” in Miscellanea di studi offerta dall’Università di
Urbino a Claudio Varese per i suoi novantanni, ed. Giorgio Cerboni Baiardi, (Manziana [Rome]: Vecchiarelli, 2001), 623-33.
38
The book, a panegyric on Saint Carlo Borromeo lent to him by a priest-friend,
underscores Don Abbondio’s own coming cowardice. Later in the novel Manzoni
will praise San Carlo, as well as Cardinal Federigo Borromeo: “Nel 1580 [Federigo
Borromeo] manifestò la risoluzione di dedicarsi al ministero ecclesiastico, e ne prese
l’abito dalle mani di quel suo cugino Carlo, che una fama, già fin d’allora antica e
universale, predicava santo. [...] Che, vivente il cardinal Carlo, maggior di lui di ventisei anni, davanti a quella presenza grave, solenne, ch’esprimeva così al vivo la santità,
e ne rammentava le opere, e alla quale, se ce ne fosse stato bisogno, avrebbe aggiunto
autorità ogni momento l’ossequio manifesto e spontaneo de’ circostanti, quali e quanti
35
36
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topoi because, while Paolo’s mouth trembles due to the illicit nature of his kiss with Francesca, Lucia’s “trembling” was occasioned
by her goodness and lack of disposition to sin: “[il tremare] non
nasce dalla trista scienza del male, per quel pudore che ignora se
stesso, somigliante alla paura del fanciullo, che trema nelle tenebre,
senza saper di che” (pp. 242-243). Paolo’s trembling was a sign that
he was not ignorant of what he and Francesca were doing; rather,
they knew that the kiss was illicit and that, to paraphrase Manzoni,
their action “nasce[va] della trista scienza del male.” The sinner of
Inferno who awaits the judgment of Minos is described as “anima
mal nata” (Inf. 5.7) (‘ill-begotten soul’), so in a sense, Lucia is “ben
nata”–as Dante will describe himself in Par. 5.115. Lucia’s is an
innocent trembling that does not stem from unrepentance. Unlike
Francesca, and unlike Gertrude, Lucia is not passive. Francesca is
all too-willing to tell of her sad tale. Lucia, on the other hand, is
able to muster only “e questo... ” before Don Abbondio throws
the rug over her head in order to “impedirle di pronunziare intera
la formola.” The infernal shade’s speech is uninhibited: ““O anime
affannate, / venite a noi parlar, s'altri nol niega! (Inf. 5.80-81).
Moreover, Francesca’s speech is stridently unrepentant–in fact, she
goes so far as to claim that God has abandoned her and Paolo because, unlike Dante the pilgrim, he shows them no mercy: “se fosse
amico il re de l’universo, / noi pregheremmo lui de la tua pace, /
poi c’ hai pietà del nostro mal perverso” (Inf. 5.91-93).
How would Manzoni have understood this depiction of
mercy in the early canti of the Comedy, and why the extensive
recycling of infernal situations in this episode? We have at least a
partial answer in his Osservazioni sulla morale cattolica (1819),
written in response to Sismonde de Sismondi’s sixteenth volume of
Storie delle Repubbliche italiane del Medioevo, published in 1818.
Against the casuisti, Manzoni takes up the question of contrition
and penance in Catholic doctrine. In chapter VIII (“Sulla dottrina
della penitenza”), he writes about contrition, penitence, and absolution, and hints at how he would have received the infernal episode. Manzoni criticizes a definition of contrition that exalts speech
without considering its sincerity. The fervor of the penitent does
not equate to true repentance:
Chi credesse che questa [absolution] sia una questione di parole s’ingannerebbe di molto: è questione d’idee quanto nessun’altra. Fervore
si fossero, Federigo fanciullo e giovinetto cercasse di conformarsi al contegno e al
pensare d’un tal superiore, non è certamente da farsene maraviglia; ma è bensì cosa
molto notabile che, dopo la morte di lui, nessuno si sia potuto accorgere che a Federigo, allor di vent’anni, fosse mancata una guida e un censore” (p. 652).
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non significa altro che intensità e forza d’un sentimento: suppone bensì
per l’ordinario un sentimento pio, ma non ne individua la qualità: contrizione invece esprime un sentimento preciso. Attribuire quindi al fervore l’effetto di cancellare i peccati, sarebbe proporre un’idea confusa
e indeterminata, e che non ha una relazione immediata con quest’effetto.39

Francesca’s sentimental and rhetorically-inflected retelling of her
sin (“dirò come colui che piange e dice,” Inf. 5.126) is nothing if
not fervor characterized by “intensità e forza d’un sentimento.”
True contrition requires the penitent to hate her sin, and to resolve
to sin no more. Dante makes clear in the Comedy that Francesca’s
and Paolo’s contrition is surface-level: “queste parole da lor ci fuor
porte” (Inf. 5.108). Manzoni’s definition of contrition is at odds
with Francesca’s, and with the mercy expressed by Dante-character
in Inferno: “è un dolore dell’animo, e una detestazione del peccato
commesso, col proponimento di non peccar più.”40 In his polemic
with Sismondi, Manzoni argues that intensity of sentiment (fervore)
does not expiate one’s sins. If Francesca were truly repentant and
deserving of mercy, she could call God “amico;” instead, notes
Manzoni, “[l]’uomo che trasgredisce i comandamenti di Dio, gli
diviene nemico, e si rende ingiusto.”41 Lucia, even though she is
innocent of any sin, is repentant (‘si pentiva’) of her actions during
the matrimonio a sorpresa: “Lucia stava stretta al braccio della madre, [...] Ora, svanito così dolorosamente quel sogno, si pentiva
d’essere andata troppo avanti” (p. 242). Thus, in many ways, Lucia
represents the anti-Francesca; Hell will not be her final destination.
If, as Dorothy Sayers wrote, Francesca embodies “the easy yielding,
the inability to say No, the intense self-pity,”42 Lucia is her opposite; she does not yield easily.
But it is on a lexical level that the relationship between Inf.
5 and Promessi sposi becomes most clear. There is a constellation
of rhyme-words from Inf. 5 that appears recontextualized in the
narration of chapter VIII. If we believe that prose periods can
Alessandro Manzoni, Osservazioni sulla morale cattolica, ed. Giorgio De Rienzo
(Milan: Mondadori, 1997), 109.
40
Ibid., p. 110. One critical interpretation of this episode is that Dante himself is
warning about the danger of words, i.e., lyric poetry. Regardless, Manzoni emphasizes that ‘words’ are not enough.
39

41
42

Ibid.

Christoph Irmscher, “Reading for our Delight: Longfellow and Francesca,” in

Dante in the Nineteenth Century. Reception, Canonicity, Popularization, ed. Nick
Havely (Bern: Peter Lang, 2011), 159-80, 161. Irmscher is citing from Dante Alighieri, The Comedy of Dante Alighieri the Florentine, Cantica I, Hell, trans. Dorothy
L. Sayers (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1981), 102.
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feature poetic meter within their clauses,43 then the intertextuality
between Inf. 5 and chapter VIII is further emphasized by the fact
that the same rhyme-words from Inf. 5 become ‘rhyme-words’ in
Promessi sposi. Here is how Manzoni describes the moments before Renzo and Lucia are to pronounce their I-dos in front of an
unsuspecting Don Abbondio:
Allo stropiccìo de’ quattro piedi, Renzo prese un braccio di Lucia, lo
strinse, per darle coraggio, e si mosse, tirandosela dietro tutta tremante,
che da sè non vi sarebbe potuta venire. Entraron pian piano, in punta
di piedi, rattenendo il respiro; e si nascosero dietro i due fratelli. Intanto
don Abbondio, finito di scrivere, rilesse attentamente, senza alzar gli
occhi dalla carta; la piegò in quattro, dicendo: - ora, sarete contento?
(p. 223)

The passage describing Lucia’s assent, somewhat against her will,
though still representing a love that was Christian, innocent, and
agape, features two rhyme-words from Inf. 5 (strinse, tremante):
Noi leggiavamo un giorno per diletto
di Lancialotto come amor lo strinse;
soli eravamo e sanza alcun sospetto.
Per più fïate li occhi ci sospinse
quella lettura, e scolorocci il viso;
ma solo un punto fu quel che ci vinse.
Quando leggemmo il disïato riso
esser basciato da cotanto amante,
questi, che mai da me non fia diviso,
la bocca mi basciò tutto tremante.
Galeotto fu 'l libro e chi lo scrisse:
quel giorno più non vi leggemmo avante.44 (Inf. 5.127-138)

Aldo Cottonaro, “Manzoni in Purgatorio,” 536, sees poetic strategies in Manzoni’s
prose, observing of a dialogue in chapter XXI between l’Innonimato and his henchman Nibbio that the “dialogo [è] costruito per coblas capofinidas”:
“Ma che?
- Ma... dico il vero, che avrei avuto più piacere che l’ordine fosse stato di darle una
schioppettata nella schiena, senza sentirla parlare, senza vederla in viso.
- Cosa? cosa? che vuoi tu dire?
- Voglio dire che tutto quel tempo, tutto quel tempo... M’ha fatto troppa compassione.
- Compassione! Che sai tu di compassione? Cos’è la compassione?
- Non l’ho mai capito così bene come questa volta: è una storia la compassione un
poco come la paura: se uno la lascia prender possesso, non è più uomo” (p. 620).
44
Lokaj, “Manzoni, lettore di Dante in chiave comica,” 137-139, notes the lexical
overlap between Inf. 5 and Promessi sposi ch. VIII. Poggi Salani mentions the “sintagma [e] la sua grande fortunat letteraria da Dante in poi” (p. 224, n. 22). Cottonaro,
“Manzoni in Purgatorio, l’inordinato amore,” 538, instead sees Inf. 5.133-136 in chapter XXI (“[Lucia] non movendosi, se non che tremava tutta”): “Il tremore di Paolo
43
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This is not the first time that Manzoni has made recourse to this
rhyme. In one of his only works of clear Dantean descendance, the
derivative terza rima in Del trionfo della libertà, Manzoni uses the
same rhyme in -inse, and indeed the same rhyme-word, strinse:
Quand’io vidi la Dea, che su l’immote
Maladette sorelle il cocchio spinse,
E su le infami cigolar le rote,
Primamente un terror freddo mi strinse,
Poi surse in petto con subita forza
La letizia, che l’altro affetto estinse. (Del trionfo della libertà 2.7-12)

The rhyme in -inse by way of strinse in Manzoni’s Del trionfo, and
its reappearance in Promessi sposi amidst an episode that overturns
Inf. 5, demonstrates the constancy of Dante’s presence in Manzoni
and in the novel. The rhyme-word’s connection to both Dante and
to Manzoni’s early lyric compositions round out Pierantonio Frate’s
conclusions regarding Manzoni’s Ognissanti, that is, that the “numerose citazioni dantesche rintracciate e rintracciabili in Ognissanti
assumono ben altro rilievo, perché segnalano la forza pervasiva
dell’unico vero modello dell’inno sacro.”45
Lucia had been a reluctant participant in the scheme to circumvent Don Abbondio’s refusal to marry her and Renzo. After
expressing doubts, she had to be convinced by Renzo. In her initial
hesitancy, she highlighted her desire to marry Renzo legally and
sacramentally without having to resort to subterfuge and dishonesty, hallmarks of the sort of profane love of which Francesca and
Paolo are representative:
Io non so che rispondere a queste vostre ragioni, - diceva: - ma vedo
che, per far questa cosa, come dite voi, bisogna andar avanti a furia di
sotterfugi, di bugie, di finzioni. Ah Renzo! non abbiam cominciato
così. Io voglio esser vostra moglie, - e non c’era verso che potesse proferir quella parola, e spiegar quell’intenzione, senza fare il viso rosso: io voglio esser vostra moglie, ma per la strada diritta, col timor di Dio,
all’altare. (p. 183)

She assents only in response to Renzo’s pleading, and even then
she does so hesitantly. At least for a moment she had resolved (risolvette) to not go through with it, even if that meant “to be separated from him [Renzo] forever” (di star sempre divisa da lui).

è l’aspetto somatico della tempesta emozionale, il tremore di Lucia è la manifestazione
fisica dell’orrore e del terrore.”
45
Frare, “Le angustie dei santi,” 79.
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When she acquiesces, she is dragged (come strascinata) out of the
house to begin the action:
Al picchiare sommesso di Renzo, Lucia fu assalita da tanto terrore, che
risolvette, in quel momento, di soffrire ogni cosa, di star sempre divisa
da lui, piùttosto ch’eseguire quella risoluzione; ma quando si fu fatto
vedere, ed ebbe detto: - son qui, andiamo -; quando tutti si mostraron
pronti ad avviarsi, senza esitazione, come a cosa stabilita, irrevocabile;
Lucia non ebbe tempo né forza di far difficoltà, e, come strascinata,
prese tremando un braccio della madre, un braccio del promesso sposo,
e si mosse con la brigata avventuriera.46 (p. 213)

Francesca had no such fears of being separated (divisa) from her
illicit lover:
Quando leggemmo il disïato riso
esser basciato da cotanto amante,
questi, che mai da me non fia diviso. (Inf. 5.133-135)

Rather than being convinced to undertake an action she knew to
be wrong, Francesca’s lust allowed her to be carried away easily by
her own “briga” (“ombre portate da la detta briga [Inf. 5.49]). She
is passive, much like Gertrude will be in the face of sin and temptation, and her passivity emerges in the grammar of Inf. 5.84:47
“vegnon per l’aere, dal voler portate.” On the other hand, Lucia
has to be encouraged by her own ‘brigata’: “Qui l’autore confessa
di non sapere un’altra cosa: se Lucia fosse, in tutto e per tutto, malcontenta d’essere stata spinta ad acconsentire. Noi lasciamo, come
lui, la cosa in dubbio” (p. 192).
When Renzo and Lucia’s designs have failed, the previouslyreluctant Lucia is repentant and regretful that her actions had gone
too far. The above-cited passage from chapter VIII has a third
‘rhyme-word’ coincident with Inf. 5, the exact moment when
Francesca recounts how she and Paolo came to be guilty of adultery
and lust:
Lucia stava stretta al braccio della madre, [...] Ora, svanito così dolorosamente quel sogno, si pentiva d’essere andata troppo avanti. (p. 242)
‘Galeotto fu ’l libro e chi lo scrisse:
quel giorno più non vi leggemmo avante’, (Inf. 5.127-138.)

Here, too, there is an echo of Inf. 1.136: “e si mosse….”
Cottonaro, “Manzoni in Purgatorio,” 532: “Rispose, desse [...] retta, non voleva
risolversi, ubbidì. La colpa di Gertude è sempre la stessa: la sua passività.”
46
47
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As noted above, Lucia, reluctant to be married by any subterfuge,
repents; Francesca, guilty of lust, is unrepentant and accuses God of
abandoning her and Paolo. Moreover, the unrepentant Francesca
refuses to accept responsibility for her sin, placing the blame on an
anthropomorphic Love: “Amore condusse noi ad una morte” (Inf.
5.106). Dante-character seems to empathize: “Oh lasso, / quanti
dolci pensier, quanto disio / menò costoro al doloroso passo!” (Inf.
5.112-114). Love (according to Francesca) and sweet thoughts and
desire (according to Dante) have brought these sinners to this
“woeful pass” (doloroso passo).
In Promessi sposi, after the failure of the matrimonio a
sorpresa, Renzo and Lucia are consoled by Padre Cristoforo. In an
extraordinary passage that testifies to Manzoni’s overturning of the
infernal episode, the good Capuchin prays with them, after which
he turns to the question of Don Rodrigo. Rather than blame their
enemy, Renzo, Lucia and Padre Cristoforo pray for Don Rodrigo,
echoing the same language employed by Dante–through Francesca
and then Dante-character–in Inf. 5. The series of loci paralleli distinguishes the actions of Paolo and Francesca in Inf. 5 from those
of Renzo, and especially Lucia:
Dopo ch’ebbero pregato, alcuni
momenti, in silenzio, il padre, con
voce sommessa, ma distinta, articolò queste parole: - noi vi preghiamo ancora per quel poveretto
che ci ha condotti a questo passo.
Noi saremmo indegni della vostra
misericordia, se non ve la chiedessimo di cuore per lui; ne ha tanto
bisogno! Noi, nella nostra tribolazione, abbiamo questo conforto,
che siamo nella strada dove ci avete
messi Voi: possiamo offrirvi i nostri
guai; e diventano un guadagno. Ma
lui!... è vostro nemico. Oh disgraziato! compete con Voi! Abbiate

se fosse amico il re de l’universo,
noi pregheremmo lui de la tua pace,
poi c’ hai pietà del nostro mal perverso.
(Inf. 5.91-93; emphases mine)

Amor condusse noi ad una morte.

Caina attende chi a vita ci spense”.
Queste parole da lor ci fuor porte.
(Inf. 5.106-108; emphases mine)
Quando rispuosi, cominciai: ‘Oh lasso,
quanti dolci pensier, quanto disio
menò costoro al doloroso passo!’
(Inf. 5.112-114; emphasis mine)

pietà di lui, o Signore, toccategli il
cuore, rendetelo vostro amico,
concedetegli tutti i beni che noi
possiamo desiderare a noi stessi.
(pp. 246-247)

Whereas Dante-character comes dangerously close to condoning
the sins committed by Paolo and Francesca, in evoking the same
merciful language used in the Comedy, Manzoni’s characters pray
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for, rather than excuse, the sins of “he who has brought them to
this pass,” that is, Don Rodrigo. Padre Cristoforo prays to God that
He have pity on Don Rodrigo, and that He make Don Rodrigo
His friend: “Abbiate pietà di lui, o Signore, toccategli il cuore,
rendetelo vostro amico.” On the other hand, Francesca laments
that He, God, the King of the universe, is no friend (amico) of her
and Paolo; for if He were, He would grant peace to Dante for having pity (pietà) on her and Paolo’s sin: “se fosse amico il re de l’universo, / noi pregheremmo lui de la tua pace, / poi c’ hai pietà del
nostro mal perverso” (Inf. 5.91-93). Francesca’s evocation of God
and mercy is self-centered; Padre Cristoforo’s prayer, and by extension Lucia’s and Renzo’s, represents a truly authentic and Christian conception of mercy: mercy sought for one’s enemy. In contrast to Francesca, Lucia, along with Renzo and Padre Cristoforo,
asks God for mercy on Don Rodrigo: “Noi saremmo indegni della
vostra misericordia, se non ve la chiedessimo di cuore per lui.”
Francesca’s performative act in Inf. 5 is highlighted by “words”:
“Queste parole da lor ci fuor porte.” We are reminded of Manzoni’s emphasis in Osservazioni sulla morale cattolica on the inadequacy of “fervor” and “words” to expiate sin: “Chi credesse che
questa [absolution] sia una questione di parole s’ingannerebbe di
molto: è questione d’idee quanto nessun’altra. Fervore non significa
altro che intensità e forza d’un sentimento.”48 Even though Dante
‘corrects’ Dante-character’s reaction to Paolo and Francesca later
on in Paradise, in Promessi sposi Manzoni contrasts Dante-poet’s
depiction of mercy.

‘Promessi sposi’ XXXIV: Renzo, Milan, and the Ante-Inferno
We have already explored Manzoni’s Dantean rhetorical palimpsest
in chapters VIII and XXXIII. The final point of comparison between Promessi sposi and the Comedy involves Renzo and another
liminal moment. In chapter XXXIV, Renzo returns to Milan in
search of Lucia. The episode’s associations with Dante and the
Comedy begin immediately, for Renzo, when he meets his first
living soul upon entering plague-wracked Milan, is described as a
“respectful mountaineer,” another obvious borrowing from the
Comedy:
Renzo, quando fu poco distante, si levò il cappello, da quel montanaro
rispettoso che era. (p. 1034)
Non altrimenti stupido si turba
48

Manzoni, Osservazioni sulla morale cattolica, 109.
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lo montanaro, e rimirando ammuta,

Quando rozzo e salvatico s’inurba,
Che ciascun’ombra fece in sua paruta. (Purg. 26. 67-70)

In his commentary to the 1827 edition of Promessi sposi, Salvatore
Nigro adds another parallel between the Comedy and Renzo’s return to Milan. After entering the city, a poor woman beseeches
Renzo from the small terrace of her “casuccia isolata” (“casupola”
in the 1827 edition):
«O quel giovine,» disse quella donna, «per i vostri poveri morti, fate la
carità d’andare a avvertire il commissario che siamo qui dimenticati. Ci
hanno chiusi in casa come sospetti, perché il mio povero marito è
morto. Ci hanno chiusi in casa inchiodato l’uscio, come vedete; e da
ier mattina, nessuno è venuto a portarci da mangiare. In tante ore che
siam qiu, non m’è capitato un cristiano che me la facesse questa carità:
e questi poveri innocenti moion di fame» (p. 1037).

Nigro highlights the loci paralleli between Inf. 33.13-75 and the
tower in which Ugolino and sons were imprisoned (“e io senti’
chiavar l’uscio di sotto / a l’orribile torre” Inf. 33.46-47) and the
infernal language used to describe the sick, or presumed sick, shut
in their homes: “La fame, dietro un uscio «inchiodato», trasforma
la “casupola” in luogo di dolore e di disperazione.”49 Chapter
XXXIV, then, finds itself under the sign of Dante from the start.
As we have seen, Don Abbondio embodies the first sinners
that Dante encounters in the Ante-Inferno, the neutrals. In chapter
XXXIII, Renzo had encountered the “neutral” Don Abbondio
again, in an episode filled with Dantean borrowings; here, in a Milan that has become a sort of Hell, Renzo’s introduction occurs
amidst a context that evokes Dante’s Inferno: strepito, suono confuso, grida, lamenti, pianger, mugolìo:
Riavuto da quella commozione straordinaria, e mentre cerca di tirarsi
in mente l’itinerario per trovare se alla prima strada deve voltare, e se a
diritta o a mancina, sente anche da questa venire un altro e diverso

strepito, un suono confuso di grida imperiose, di fiochi lamenti, un
pianger di donne, un mugolìo di fanciulli. (p. 1055)

Even the bodies piled up on the carro di morti evoke the nude,
intertwined shades of Inf. 3:
la più parte ignudi, alcuni mal involtati in qualche cencio, ammontic-

chiati,
49

Manzoni, I promessi sposi, ed. Nigro, 967, n. 19.
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intrecciati insieme, come un gruppo di serpi che lentamente si svolgano
al
tepore della primavera. (pp. 1040-1041)

Questi sciaurati, che mai non fur vivi,
erano ignudi e stimolati molto
da mosconi e da vespe ch’eran ivi. (Inf. 3.64-66)
...
Ma quell’anime, ch’eran lasse e nude,
cangiar colore e dibattero i denti,
ratto che ’nteser le parole crude.
...
Poi si ritrasser tutte quante insieme,
forte piangendo, a la riva malvagia
ch’attende ciascun uom che Dio non teme. (Inf. 3.100-108)

Let us compare Manzoni’s description of a disease-wracked Milan
with Dante’s introduction to the Ante-Inferno and then Inferno
proper in Inf. 3 and 5. If the lazzaretto signifies a Manzonian analogue of the Malebolge, as Contini has argued,50 then Renzo’s time
spent in Milan before entering it functions as an Ante-lazzaretto,
and so it should not surprise us that in chapter XXXIV Manzoni
has deployed the language of the Ante-Inferno:
Riavuto da quella commozione
straordinaria, e mentre cerca di tirarsi
in mente l’itinerario per trovare se
alla prima strada deve voltare, e se a
diritta o a mancina, sente anche da

questa venire un altro e diverso strepito, un suono confuso di grida imperiose, di fiochi lamenti, un pianger
di donne, un mugolìo di fanciulli.

[Renzo] Andò avanti, con in cuore
quella solita trista e oscura aspettativa.
Arrivato al crocicchio, vide da una
parte una moltitudine confusa che
s’avanzava, e si fermò lì, per lasciarla
passare. Erano ammalati che venivan
condotti al lazzeretto; alcuni, spinti a
forza, resistevano in vano, in vano
gridavano che volevan morire sul
loro letto, e rispondevano con inutili

Noi siam venuti al loco ov’i’ t’ ho detto
che tu vedrai le genti dolorose
c’ hanno perduto il ben de l’intelletto.
E poi che la sua mano a la mia puose
con lieto volto, ond’io mi confortai,
mi mise dentro a le segrete cose.
Quivi sospiri, pianti e alti guai
risonavan per l’aere sanza stelle,
per ch’io al cominciar ne lagrimai.
Diverse lingue, orribili favelle,
parole di dolore, accenti d’ira,
voci alte e fioche, e suon di man con elle
facevano un tumulto, il qual s’aggira
sempre in quell’aura sanza tempo tinta,
come la rena quando turbo spira.
E io ch’avea d’error la testa cinta,
dissi: “Maestro, che è quel ch’i’ odo?
e che gent’è che par nel duol sì vinta?”
(Inf. 3.16-33)

imprecazioni alle bestemmie e ai comandi de’ monatti che li guidavano; Bestemmiavano Dio e lor parenti,
altri camminavano in silenzio, senza
50

Lokaj, “Manzoni, lettore di Dante in chiave cominca,” 115.
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mostrar dolore, né alcun altro sentimento, come insensati; donne co’
bambini in collo; fanciulli spaventati
dalle grida, da quegli ordini, da quella
compagnia, più che dal pensiero
confuso della morte, i quali ad alte
strida imploravano la madre e le sue
braccia fidate, e la casa loro. Ahi! e
forse la madre, che credevano d’aver
lasciata addormentata sul suo letto, ci
s’era buttata, sorpresa tutt’a un tratto
dalla peste; e stava lì senza sentimento, per esser portata sur un carro
al lazzeretto, o alla fossa, se il carro
veniva più tardi. Forse, o sciagura degna di lacrime ancor più amare! la
madre, tutta occupata de’ suoi patimenti, aveva dimenticato ogni cosa,
anche i figli, e non aveva più che un
pensiero: di morire in pace. (pp.
1055-1056)

l’umana spezie e ’l loco e ’l tempo e ’l
seme
di lor semenza e di lor nascimenti.
(Inf. 3.103-105)
…
Or incomincian le dolenti note
a farmisi sentire; or son venuto
là dove molto pianto mi percuote.27
Io venni in loco d’ogne luce muto,
che mugghia come fa mar per tempesta,
se da contrari venti è combattuto.30
La bufera infernal, che mai non resta,
mena li spirti con la sua rapina;
voltando e percotendo li molesta.33
Quando giungon davanti a la ruina,

quivi le strida, il compianto, il lamento;
bestemmian quivi la virtù divina.
(Inf. 5.25-36)

There are too many instances of infernal vocabulary for it to be
mere chance. Dante’s first orientation to Hell is auditory: “Dissi:
‘Maestro, che è quel ch’i’ odo?’” (Inf. 3.32). The sky is dark: “l’aere
sanza stelle” (Inf. 3.23), and, in Inf. 5, Hell proper is described as
“loco d’ogne luce muto” (Inf. 5.28). Renzo’s orientation to Milan
is similarly dark, and the meteorological atmosphere–“clouds that
appeared to deny the sun”–matches his dark (tetri) thoughts. Silence predominates:
Il tempo era chiuso, l’aria pesante, il cielo velato per tutto da una nuvola o da un nebbione uguale, inerte, che pareva negare il sole, senza
prometter la pioggia; la campagna d’intorno, parte incolta, e tutta arida;
ogni verzura scolorita, e neppure una gocciola di rugiada sulle foglie
passe e cascanti. Per di più, quella solitudine, quel silenzio, così vicino
a una gran città, aggiungevano una nuova costernazione all’inquietudine di Renzo, e rendevan più tetri tutti i suoi pensieri. (p. 1032)

As he decides which way to go in order to find Lucia, Renzo, like
Dante-character (“che è quel ch’i’ odo?”) hears the procession of
the sick and dying before he sees them: “sente anche da questa venire un altro e diverso strepito.” He makes out only a “suono confuso,” not unlike the hideous sounds of the Inferno: “Diverse
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lingue, orribili favelle, parole di dolore, accenti d’ira” (Inf. 3.2526). In Milan, the sick and the dying manage fiochi lamenti, while
in Hell Dante-character hears voci alte e fioche (Inf. 3.27), lamenti
(Inf. 5.35), and bitter laments: “E io: "Maestro, che è tanto greve /
a lor che lamentar li fa sì forte?" (Inf. 3.43-44). In Promessi sposi,
Renzo encounters “lacrime amare” and “un pianger di donne;” in
the Comedy,“pianti” (Inf. 3.22) characterizes Ante-Inferno and
“molto pianto” (Inf. 5.27) reverberates in Inferno. In the Comedy,
“le strida” (Inf. 5.35) e “alti guai” (Inf. 5.48) become, in Promessi
sposi XXXIV, “alte strida,” “grida imperiose,” and the sick who
“gridavano.” According to Riccobono, in chapter XXXIII “[l]’effetto fonico d’indole infernale ha qui come principale elemento caratterizzante proprio l’espressione “mugghiava.”51 She identifies
this verb and its root muggh–attested to for the first time in major
Italian literature in Inf. 552–as occurring in Promessi sposi amidst
violence: chapter XIII in the context of the bread riots in Milan
(“il muggito”; “mugghiava”), as well as in chapter XXXIII when
the monatti haul away Don Rodrigo after Griso’s betrayal (“Tu!
Tu! - Mugghiava don Rodrigo verso il Griso”). In chapter
XXXIV, another instance of the verb mugghiare (‘to bellow’)—in
substantive form—arises in an infernal context that stresses the similarities between Inf. 3 and 5 and Promessi sposi: the “mugolìo di
fanciulli” (‘whining’, usually associated with the pleating of animals). The noun mugolìo comes from Latin mūgĭlare, mūgŭlare,
the same verb that gives us the mugghiare characteristic of Inf. V
and Promessi sposi chapters XIII and XXXIII. The depiction of
the sick being driven as if they were herd animals going to the lazzaretto against their will augments the image of animalesque suffering and its association with Inf. 5: “Erano ammalati che venivan
condotti al lazzeretto; alcuni, spinti a forza” (p. 1055).
In his book Dante’s Prayerful Pilgrimage, Alessandro Vettori
observes that, while prayer doesn’t exist in the Inferno, what does
flourish is its obverse: blasphemy, a sort of perverted or inverted
prayer: “Prayer as edifying contact with God is obviously absent
from hell. The damned souls are severed from salvation for eternity
and have no possibility of appealing to God for assistance. The only
contact with him is through cursing and blasphemy, which are
Riccobono, “La Commedia dantesca nei Promessi sposi,” 115.
Riccobono is categorical that “la prima occorrenza in assoluto [of the verb] è quella
di Inf. V” (114). However, it appears in Restoro d’Arezzo’s Composizione del mondo
(1282) and in Bono Giamboni’s vulgarization of Brunetto Latini’s Tresor. See Tesoro
della Lingua Italiana delle Origini: http://tlio.ovi.cnr.it/TLIO/. (accessed 22 July
2021)
51
52
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perverted forms of prayer.”53 Sinners of Inferno are characterized
by their spiritual obstinance and aversion to prayer, a reluctance to
draw themselves closer to God. In Inf. 3 the neutrals disdain their
origins by blaspheming all that is Holy–God, their parents, the human race, and their very own birth: “Bestemmiavano Dio e lor
parenti, / l’umana spezie e ’l loco e ’l tempo e ’l seme / di lor
semenza e di lor nascimenti” (Inf. 3.103-105). Likewise, when
Dante enters Hell proper he meets the lustful who, while awaiting
the boatman Charon on the shore, blaspheme God: “bestemmian
quivi la virtù divina” (Inf. 5.36). In other words, in the absence of
prayer, blasphemy reigns.
Cementing the intertextual connection between the vivid
descriptions of Hell in the Comedy and the hellish Milan of chapter
XXXIV are Manzoni’s beastly monatti, those dregs of society burdened with the unpleasant task of burning infected clothing and
other belongings, as well as with transporting the sick to the lazzaretto and the dead to be buried. The monatti, like the shades of
Inferno, are distinguished by their opposition to prayer and penchant for blasphemy. When Renzo first encounters the carro di
morti, the monatti spur on the draft-horses pulling the cadaverfilled carts using whips and blasphemies (a bestemmie). The indifferent monatti, arrayed “di qua e di là,” move along (spingendoli)
the horses and the dead just as the infernal wind (bufera infernal)
pulls the shades of Inf. 5: “così quel fiato li spiriti mali / di qua, di
là, di giù, di sù li mena” (Inf. 5.42-43):
Ora, mentre Renzo guarda quello strumento, pensando perché possa
essere alzato in quel luogo, sente avvicinarsi sempre più il rumore, e
vede spuntar dalla cantonata della chiesa un uomo che scoteva un campanello: era un apparitore; e dietro a lui due cavalli che, allungando il
collo, e puntando le zampe, venivano avanti a fatica; e strascinato da
quelli, un carro di morti, e dopo quello un altro, e poi un altro e un
altro; e di qua e di là, monatti alle costole de’ cavalli, spingendoli, a
frustate, a punzoni, a bestemmie. (pp. 1039-1040)

As Renzo observes the monatti, in a flurry of activity, going in and
out of homes carrying sacks as if they were buyers at the grain market, he hears tenants crying out to them to hurry, cries to which “i
monatti rispondevano con bestemmie” (p. 1049). Later, when
Renzo happens upon the procession of the sick and dying being
brought to the lazzaretto, the moribund women and children, in
response to the callous blasphemies (bestemmie) of the monatti,
pray and beg uselessly (inutili imprecazioni) to be left to die in their
53

Vettori, Dante’s Prayerful Pilgrimage, 15.
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own beds: “e rispondevano con inutili imprecazioni alle bestemmie
e ai comandi de’ monatti che li guidavano” (p. 1055).54 Dante’s
damned find themselves reincarnated in Manzoni’s hellish Milan.

Conclusions
In Promessi sposi chapter VIII, Manzoni countered Dante’s depic-

tion of mercy and Francesca’s mercy-as-excuse-to-sin with Padre
Cristoforo’s prayer to God asking for mercy on one’s enemy (Don
Rodrigo). Here, too, whereas the chance at redemption does not
come at all in the Comedy–at least not in Inferno–Manzoni juxtaposes his Dante-inspired hellscape against the real possibility of
good, of faith, hope, and charity. Immediately after the passage in
chapter XXXIV that describes hell on earth, Manzoni depicts acts
of love amidst the confusion: “Pure, in tanta confusione, si vedeva
ancora qualche esempio di fermezza e di pietà: padri, madri, fratelli,
figli, consorti, che sostenevano i cari loro, e gli accompagnavano
con parole di conforto: né adulti soltanto, ma ragazzetti, ma fanciulline che guidavano i fratellini più teneri, e, con giudizio e con
compassione da grandi, raccomandavano loro d’essere ubbidienti,
gli assicuravano che s’andava in un luogo dove c’era chi avrebbe
cura di loro per farli guarire” (p. 1056). Manzoni’s infernal Milan
counts among it those whose actions represent true mercy, mercy
enacted with compassion and judgement (con giudizio e con compassione). The plague episodes in Promessi sposi feature death and
renewal, tragedy and hope. Yes, callousness, ignorance, and mendacity, but also characters that illumine. Like Dante, who promises
to recount not just the bitterness of death, but also the beauty he
encountered in Purgatory and, especially, in Paradise (“Tant’è
amara che poco è più morte; / ma per trattar del ben ch’i’ vi trovai,
/ dirò de l’altre cose ch’i’ v’ ho scorte”), Manzoni describes the
hellish landscape of plague-afflicted Lombardy so that he, too, may
show the redeeming nature of Christian faith amidst tragedy. After
all, without having heard the strident, discordant sounds of Hell,
would the polyphonic unity of Paradise have sounded so sweet to
Dante-character’s ears? In chapter XXXI, Manzoni makes mention
of the heroic exploits of Padre Felice and, citing the historian Giuseppe Ripamonti, opines that Ripamonti was right: “...che d’un
uomo tale [padre Felice] [Ripamonti] avrebbe dovuto ugualmente
parlare, se in vece di descriver le miserie d’una città, avesse dovuto
raccontar le cose che posson farle onore” (p. 951). Dante’s aesthetic
Ciccarelli, “Dante and Italian Culture,” 134, calls the monatti “devil-like” and the
lazzaretto a representation of “hell and death...but also a purgatorial place of rebirth.”
54
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vision has much to recommend it to Manzoni’s Catholic sensibilities, but in Promessi sposi the rethinking of mercy reorients it along
a more orthodox axis and that avoids the theological confusion of
Dante the pilgrim in Hell. Though the Romantic nineteenth century championed Inf. 5 in poetry, prose, and spectacle, its
reemergence in Manzoni represented an overturning rather than an
endorsement. Manzoni’s Dantean borrowings in Promessi sposi
testify to a surprising literary relationship between Dante’s epic and
the novel that, if at times antithetical, is more profound than we
have acknowledged.
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FROM THE “ALLORA” TO THE “NON ANCORA:”
LUZI’S ESSAYS ON DANTE
THOMAS E. PETERSON, University of Georgia

In five critical essays on Dante extending from 1945 to 1999 Mario Luzi presents his view of the Divina Commedia as a living work that requires its readers to enter into its internal creative process in order to comprehend its moral
and teleological meanings. At the center of the essays is the figure of Dante,
identical to the poem’s protagonist, whose absolute identification with the objects of his thought gives rise to a poetry of prophecy, proclamation and testimony rooted in the experience of exile. Dante sees exile as the universal condition of humanity, which presupposes a spiritual struggle and itinerary on the
part of the individual: from the “allora” of sin and perdition to the “non ancora” of penitence and expiation, and hence to the prospect of salvation. In
closing, the essay considers the relation between Luzi’s critical Dantism and
the impact of Dante on his poetry.
Keywords: Mario Luzi, Dante Alighieri, Purgatorio, Exile, Salvation, Testimony

In his writings on Dante, Mario Luzi provides an inspired view of
the poet as a master who integrated science, faith and daily life,
primarily in the Commedia, a work that never stopped inspiring
Luzi in his poetry and his life. While much has been written of
Luzi’s poetic derivations from Dante, little attention has been paid
to the intense though circumscribed group of essays that he compiled over the years on his fellow Florentine. While the total number of pages dedicated to Dante in Luzi’s essays is not great, the
ideas are seminal and deserving of a systematic examination. In his
essays on Dante Luzi presents a unique reading of the Commedia
as a universal text that integrates ethics, politics and theology into
a prophetic vision, but also as a recondite and nonlinear text that
resists comprehension by the simple gloss, requiring a committed
reader who is willing to enter into its internal creative process. For
only in that way is one apprised of the centrality to Dante’s poem
of the soul’s struggle for freedom.
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I treat Luzi’s Dante essays sequentially, proceeding from the
earliest to the latest. By amply citing the texts, I show how Luzi
integrates the languages of the spirit, history and poetry in order to
provide a limpid interpretative pathway for today’s reader. Warning
against the critical anachronisms that arise if one does not heed the
radical differences between the Middle Ages and the modernity,
Luzi adopts a metahistorical approach to the Commedia that recovers its moral urgency for the present and shows it to be a living,
dynamic and actionable text. The title of my essay in fact refers to
such a metahistorical conception, as Luzi proposes in his 1987 essay
L’esilio, Dante, la poesia. As I articulate below, the “allora” concerns the time of loss and the painful memory of sin that spurs one
to expiation, while the “non ancora” designates a higher place in
the purgatorial itinerary, a stage of sublimation where one still remains excluded from the supreme joy of Paradise.
Already as a schoolboy, Luzi recognized the magic of the
Vita nuova and the network it established between love, the verbal
sign and spiritual transformation.1 In 1935 he wrote: “Mi piace amplificare quella ingenua induzione della Vita nuova in cui Dante
riduce la nascita del nuovo linguaggio italiano a un semplice atto di
amore.”2 One can say that from the earliest years forward, Luzi’s
writings on Dante focus on the parallel development of the poet’s
life and work and the impossibility of separating them. After forging
a new poetic language in his early poetry, Dante is prepared to
combine within a single cosmic narrative the facts of the immanent
world of history and those of the transcendent world of faith. Luzi’s
insight is that these two worlds are coextensive, that matter and
spirit are interdependent in the Commedia, and that to read the
poem accurately is to participate in both spheres, intellectually and
affectively. It is to enter into Dante’s poematic process as a sentient
subject and to recognize the text as being historically rooted in its
time but also existing in an eternal present: “[Q]uesto presente inesorabile se non trascende e non si stempera in alcuna metafisica
ciclicità non ha nulla a che vedere con il nostro desolato o presuntuoso hic et nunc. È un presente che risponde direttamente
In the 1989 essay, “Dante, da mito a presenza,” in Dante e Leopardi, o, Della modernità, ed. Stefano Verdino (Rome: Editori Riuniti, 1992), Luzi notes how Tuscans
1

have such an integral relationship with Dante as to be unable to separate the writings
from the man and his historical experience.
2
Luzi, “Note sulla poesia italiana” (1942), in Dante e Leopardi, o, Della modernità,
61. Luzi goes on in this essay to identify love as the primary theme of Italian poetry,
in parallel with the form of the poem, characterized by “il mirabile equilibrio che
esiste tra la quantità affettiva e la quantità ritmica nelle composizioni piú chiare.” The
example Luzi cites to support this claim is Dante’s sonnet “Guido vorrei che tu e
Lapo e io...”.
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nell’eternità.”3 This idea of an eternal present, which is conveyed
by the aoristic present tense (“in un tempo aoristo sempre
presente”) is, according to Luzi, one of the most difficult things for
modern readers of Dante to grasp, as the current age is a fallen age,
poorly suited to comprehend the role of the absolute in Dante’s
philosophical culture.4 Indeed, one detects throughout Luzi’s critical work on Dante the need to guard against the anachronistic
reading.
The passage I cited above is from Luzi’s first essay on Dante,
L’inferno e il limbo (1945), a celebrated text in which Luzi asserts
that, after Dante, the contestative culture of that poet was quickly
marginalized by the literary tradition, which began to model itself
on Petrarch, growing elegiac, renouncing history and lapsing into
a melancholy sense of time. In other words, despite the introduction by Boccaccio of the practice of the lectura Dantis, an important
development in the history of Dante studies, generations of poets
after Dante did not retain his theological poetics and its dynamic
relation to the poetic word.5 Rather, the tradition of Italian poetry
entered into a “limbo,” a state of aesthetic and formalistic suspension not unlike the one reserved for the classic poets in Inferno, a
place of lofty but vain hopes. In contrast, “inferno” – “il luogo e il
tempo in cui la speranza è stata definitivamente delusa” – was
Dante’s way of indicating “la transitorietà del male, la sofferenza
come episodio.”6 This idea, that suffering is a means but not an
end, will be a mainstay in Luzi’s writings about Dante and will
eventually lead him to his modern reading of Purgatorio.7 It also
motivates his critique of the poetic tradition, for which suffering

Mario Luzi, Naturalezza del poeta (Milan: Garzanti, 1995), 193.
Mario Luzi Vero e verso. Scritti sui poeti e sulla letteratura, eds. Daniele Piccini and
Davide Rondoni (Milan: Garzanti, 2002), 44.
5
For Luzi the interior sense of the lectura dantis is that of Dante’s text seeking its
fulfillment through active participation. See ibid., 45: “Ma più interiormente è la
poesia di Dante che cerca il suo adempimento; è la sua essenza-forma profetica che si
attua attraverso la partecipazione. Questa partecipazione non è commemorativa così
come non è commemorativa, ma attiva, attuale la lingua poetica di Dante. Il suo è un
poema che si sta facendo sulla forza portante del suo ductus che a sua volta è generato
dalla sua necessità super personale, e paradossalmente ultra personalizzata.” Luzi’s use
of the medieval concept of ductus reflects the intentionality of the work itself, as the
self-generating entity that guides the author in the creative process.
6
Luzi, Dante e Leopardi, o, Della modernità, 9.
7
In appraising Luzi’s poetry, Franco Fortini, I poeti del Novecento (Rome: Laterza,
1988), 143, singles out “una moderna lettura del Purgatorio.”
3
4
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had become an end in itself, resulting in the loss of the image of
Providence:8
Non si parla qui dei petrarchisti, ma tutta la poesia italiana è stata dopo
Petrarca privata dell’orgoglio della scoperta, dei contatti più freschi e
magari più bruschi dell’anima con le circostanze episodiche della vita
e, volendo ancora estendere il termine, con l’inferno.9

This paradigm shift is also reflected in the changed status of musicality, metrics and rhythm in establishing the poem’s concrete relation to the world. Luzi contrasts in this regard
la metrica ricchissima di combinazioni ritmiche di Dante [...] su cui la
diversità dell’oggetto ha il potere di incidere, frutto variabile d’un incontro fra l’immagine e la voce umana [...] a [...] quella di Petrarca,
non meno varia e ricca, ma sempre inventata all’interno di un suono
generale che non è piú quello della voce umana, ma quello di un moto
spirituale continuo, chiuso e segreto, che si risveglia secondo i movimenti altrettanto interni e segreti della memoria perfetta nel suo mondo
formale.10

Because of the imitability of Petrarch’s language there develops in
the Italian tradition a kind of formal closure based on the internal
movements of spirit and memory; the prevalence of this mode in
certain periods had made the world of Dante virtually inaccessible,
in Luzi’s view.11
Twenty years later after L’inferno e il limbo, Luzi publishes
Dante, scienza e innocenza (1965). Here the poet continues to
write of Dante as a man rooted in the material events and languages
of the Middle Ages, but as one who chose to mediate that historic
reality with the principles of his faith, without being weighed down
by excessive precepts. Luzi does not assume Dante’s adherence to
For Luzi, the poets of modernity pushed happiness back into memory, back to a past
where they were presumably happy, while projected salvation forward into an indeterminate future, supported by vain hopes. See Luzi, Dante e Leopardi, o, Della modernità, 7: “È avvenuto che il fantasma della felicità ha trovato posto solo nell’irreparabile e che un richiamo straordinariamente energico ci ha distolti una volta per sempre dal vagheggiarlo.”
9
Ibid.,14.
10
Ibid., 16. The poetic-linguistic opposition of the plurilingual Dante to the monolingual Petrarch seems to anticipate the position taken by Gianfranco Contini in his
1951 “Preliminari sulla lingua del Petrarca,” in Varianti e altra linguistica. Una raccolta di saggi (1938-1968) (Turin, Einaudi: 1970), 169-92.
11
Though Luzi’s early poetry shows the considerable influence of the very Petrarchan
language he is critiquing here in 1945, what will follow – as I discuss in the final
section of this essay – is a clear turn toward Dante and his embrace of the material
world.
8
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particular questions of scholastic doctrine, sensing that such an assumption is too restrictive and leaves the mistaken impression that
Dante shaped his poem around Thomist orthodoxy rather than
around his actual biographical experience. Moreover, Dante’s
thought is seen to evolve over the years of his exile and acquire
greater density.
For Luzi, the daring spontaneity of Dante’s poem is due to
his reliance on experience and the science of rhetoric, a commitment that allows him to identify completely with the object of his
thought: “[I]l genio che favorisce la creatività e la germinazione
perpetua della poesia dantesca è [...] l’immedesimazione. L’immedesimazione con l’oggetto del pensiero, del senso, del giudizio, del
sentimento che non lascia intervallo tra il poeta e la cosa...”12
Though a great disparity exists between the anguished culture of
modernity and the ordered systems of the Middle Ages, it is
through Dante’s absolute identification with the world that the
modern reader is able to identify with his “impensabile associazione
di scienza, consapevolezza e innocenza che ha vigore su tutti i piani,
intellettuale, morale e artistico,” provided, that is, one does not reduce Dante to a simple “personaggio”:13
Dante in quanto individuo è parte essenziale dell’oggetto che ha occupato il poeta. Non è una sottigliezza questa che vi propongo. Già altri
hanno parlato di Dante come personaggio del suo poema e hanno designato come il personaggio che dice: io. Ma in questa trovata ingegnosa c’è a mio modo di vedere un vizio di anacronismo, e cioè un
allineamento con la finzione moderna capace di simili sdoppiamenti.
Chi dice: io è Dante poeta il quale parla in proprio e non per interposta
persona.14

If one is able to avoid the anachronism of splitting the protagonist
into different fictional entities, one will recognize that the character
is identical to the man himself: “Non solo quel Dante è Dante, ma
lo è allo stato nudo, umilmente corrispondente a sé, esitante, soggetto a errore, ora pari ora inferiore alla situazione, suscettibile di
smarrimenti, esposto alle violenze e alle debolezze del suo carattere.”15 This is a man whose confession we have before us, a poet
who constructed the poem as he lived it, a fragile man without
vanity or pride who realized it was only through grace that he could
rise above himself in the midst of his worldly struggles. For Luzi,
Luzi, Naturalezza del poeta, 194.
Ibid., 196.
14
Ibid., 196-197.
15
Ibid., 197.
12
13
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this Dante ‘in process’ can only be brought into focus by the discussion of time: “[Dante] non solo non attribuisce alla poesia una
dimensione temporale continua, che le sia propria, ma non le riconosce nemmeno un tempo distinto da quello dell’esperienza concreta del vivere e del conoscere.”16 If the first half of Dante, scienza
e innocenza is concentrated on this concept of time, as wed to the
cognitive sense of knowledge of the world, the second half argues
that it is only by means of such a conception that one can gain
access to its opposite, the vertical and the eternal. It is in that vein
that Luzi praises the more innovative Dante criticism of his day,
which has elevated the “prodigious” and wondrous aspects of the
poem, underscoring the authenticity of Dante’s confession and his
humble recognition of the role that grace had played in his life:
[Dante] rimanda tutto alla grazia se ha potuto elevarsi al di sopra di se
stesso. [...] Dante sa [...] che codesta altezza è superiore a lui e in quanto
elargizione della grazia gli è stata accordata per l’umiltà e la realtà della
sua sofferenza umana; quando scrive non ne tradisce l’origine, rimane
fedele, resta, per dir meglio, all’interno della sofferenza che gliel’ha meritata.17

It is this dual sense of the contingent and the eternal, enabled by
the humility of the poet, that render his embodiment of the Bonaventuran Itinerarium Mentis in Deum authentic, as that journey is
undertaken over the actual physical landscapes of Dante’s decadeslong wanderings.
The question of time will return in force in Luzi’s L’esilio,
Dante, la poesia (1987). But before I examine that late essay I wish
to introduce another essay, not specifically on Dante but of critical
importance to our argument. In the 1972 essay “L’incanto dello
scriba” Luzi poses the negative model of the “scribe” who is monastically locked away from the world, practicing poetry as a pure
“ascesi tecnica.” Such a scribe is under a spell of sorts dreaming
that their writing will protect them from their fate:
[...] l’incanto dello scriba occupato dai segni e dalle carte di cui dispone
[è] lo stato elettivo che lo scrittore vagheggia quando, per un arbitrio
del desiderio, immagina di poter correggere il suo destino che invece
non lo preserva dal confronto continuo con l’oscuro processo creativo
del mondo; processo nel quale egli stesso è immerso.18

Ibid., 192.
Ibid., 198.
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Dante is the antitype of such a scribe, as he realizes that the confrontation with the dynamic forces of nature and the cosmos are
the very fuel which allow him to activate the spirit within the letter:
Supporre l’esistenza di un universo concluso della scrittura dove al singolo autore sia consentito solo una inedita combinazione delle componenti è una metafora in auge, ma essa è fondata sul presupposto che tra
il cosmo della scrittura e quello della natura e dell’esistenza non ci sia
alcun contatto; un presupposto che penso contrasti con il primo principio della poesia che è nell’ordine del linguaggio, d’inventare la parola
dov’era il segno e la cifra (sia pure la stessa parola scaduta a segno e a
cifra convenzionale) e insomma di portare lo spirito dov’era la lettera.19

It is clear that, even without referring to Dante by name, Luzi is
defining the existential, historical and formal contours of a Dantean
poetics. And once again he is elevating a poetry in which the cosmic and absolute are juxtaposed, through the intermediary of nature, to the particular experience of history.
As stated, the question of time in Dante is central to the late
essay L’esilio, Dante, la poesia. Here Luzi reflects on the vast differences between his generation of poets and the world of Dante.
While in the latter the experience of exile was concrete and irreversible, in the former the topos of exile is often used as a metaphor
detached from reality.20 The culture of Dante’s time was proudly
and jealously situated, located in fixed places: in the city, in the
guild, in one’s home. To be forcibly ejected from those places was
to be denied one’s reality, one’s identity: “La perdita di questo fondamento è di estrema gravità sotto parecchi riguardi, il morale e il
politico in primo luogo.”21
It was quite exceptional, therefore, that Dante was able to
overcome the humiliation of exile and appropriate that condition
mentally and spiritually so as to redefine exile as “il processo di
sublimazione intellettiva e morale di tutto l’universo.”22 In such a
way exile became a foundation on which to build; it signified separation, not from the actual Florence mired in corruption, but from
the just and awaited Florence of Dante’s utopian ideal. Thus, in
exile, Dante was able to imagine his repatriation or return as being
convergent with the supernatural experience of salvation.
Ibid., 128-29.
Ibid., 200.
21
Luzi, Dante e Leopardi, o, Della modernità, 37.
22
Luzi, Naturalezza del poeta, 203. See ibid.: “L’allontanamento accidentale sarà
19
20

infatti duplicato dal disconoscimento sostanziale e anche piú irreparabile dalla ragione
fiorentina.”
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This teleological vision is richly purgatorial. It is precisely the second cantica that seems to draw Luzi’s most fervent attention. In the
concluding pages of L’esilio, Dante, la poesia, he writes of the upward itinerary of the soul as it moves from the “allora” of loss and
regret, and the painful memory of sin, to the “non ancora” of sublimation and the awareness that one still remains excluded from the
“sommo gaudio” of paradise.23 As the corporality of the subject
grows less, and as its absorption in time is attenuated, cleansed of
the historical experience of violence, the promise of redemption
grows imminent. And while the sense of the “non ancora” still
refers to a privation, once one reaches the latter cantos of Purgatorio the anticipation of paradise is palpable. That is consistent with
what Luzi had written in L’inferno e il limbo, that salvation cannot
be assigned to a remote future by a vain hope, but is something that
must be conceived as imminent.
As Luzi would note, Purgatorio is the most earthlike of the
canticas and is the one in which the relationship between contingency and substance is most pressing. It is the cantica most concerned with poetry, the only one where time is in force and the
only one with an ascent.24 Most importantly perhaps, it is the cantica in which nature is most present, a fact dramatized by the poetic
word, the verbum, which is intrinsic to the Creation itself. The
idea of naturalness is basic to Dante’s idea of the sacred, since the
natural order is connected to the Incarnation as a continuous event;
nevertheless there are limitations. Since the natural order and the
human perception of that order are quite different, humans are expected to accept reality as it is, a truth conveyed to his charge by
Virgil: “State contenti, umana gente, al quia” (Purg. 3, 37). In line
with this dictum, one must accept the need for suffering just as one
accepts the mystery of the Incarnation (which Virgil, ironically,
cannot know).
In Purgatorio and Paradiso the civic power of Dante’s
thought intensifies as does his passionate opposition to the secular
powers of the Church (powers that Aquinas had asserted were absolute). One might keep this idea in mind if one is to grasp Luzi’s
understanding of Purgatorio, since it is predicated on the upheaval
of exile that leads Dante to a superior self-discovery. It was the
second cantica that Luzi came to recognize as “la porta di accesso
23

Ibid., 207.

See Mario Luzi, “Notizia,” in Teatro (Milan: Garzanti, 1993), 492: “Il Purgatorio
è l’unico regno e l’unica cantica in cui il tempo vige: e vige nel suo doppio potere di
nostalgica rammemorazione del passato e di tormentosa remora all’eterno su cui il
desiderio, in forma di attesa sempre più bruciante, si sposta. Tempo che divide dal
mondo e tempo che divide da Dio.”
24
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alla cattedrale dantesca,” since it is there that the exile of humanity
is dramatized.25 Already dissociated before his exile (after Beatrice’s
death, Florence was but the sign of her absence), once in exile
Dante would not be spared the hardest physical difficulties. Even
the welcomes he received from princes only emphasized the
treacherous precariousness of his condition. But it is precisely
through suffering this condition as a partisan man, whose individual
dignity and civic dignity are inseparable, that he comes to understand that the experience of exile is concretized in the Eucharist.26
There is a passage from the book of John that Luzi often
refers to, according to which the word stands at the origins of life:
“In lei [la parola] era la vita; e la vita era la luce degli uomini” (John
1, 4).27 He cites this passage as the epigraph to the poems of Per il
battesimo dei nostri frammenti and he cites a related passage from
St. Augustine as the epigraph to Viaggio terrestre e celeste di Simone Martini: “Ascolta tu pure: è il Verbo stesso che ti grida di
tornare...” (Confessioni iv, 11).28 In Luzi’s view, there is a word
that serves thought and a word that generates thought; only the
latter – the Verbum of John and Augustine – is critical to poetry,
while the former belongs to other pursuits, such as the sciences: “
[C]redo che ogni pensiero che conti nasca nella parola che lo
esprime, nasca esprimendolo, nasca manifestandolo nella parola,
così come accade nel Verbo giovanneo per ritornare appunto al
principio di tutte le cose.”29 The Verbum that generates and creates
is also vulnerable, as the historical world corrupts its purity. It becomes the role of the poet, therefore, who is able to exploit “il
valore creante della parola,” to enter into the world and accept “la
sofferenza agonica per restituire [la parola] a se stessa, alla sua dignità, alla sua interezza.”30 This idea of a return to the honor and
legitimacy of the word, undertaken through the process of suffering, is the task of Purgatorio.31
In the 1989 essay Dante, da mito a presenza, Luzi again reflects on Dante from the standpoint of modernity, arguing that, afLuzi, Dante e Leopardi, o, Della modernità, 55.
See Luzi, Naturalezza del poeta, 203, 205.
27
Ibid., 292.
28
Mario Luzi, Per il battesimo dei nostri frammenti (Milan: Garzanti, 1985) and Id.,
L’opera poetica, ed. with introductory essay by Stefano Verdino (Milan: Mondadori,
1998), 951.
29
Luzi, Naturalezza del poeta, 294.
30
Ibid., 294, 296.
31
See ibid., 302: “Certi processi impliciti alla creatività dell’uomo alla creatività della
parola [...] si avverano attraverso l’esperienza individuale ma sono superpersonali, sono
[...] trascendentali.”
25
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ter World War II, a Dantesque Stimmung had emerged in the collective consciousness, a dialectic of the soul that drew moral connections between words and ideas, words and things. Luzi recalls
how Dante was appreciated as an agonistic poet who wrote from
within the suffering of his characters:
Scrivere da dentro il patema, essendovi mescolato, attribuendo diritto
di parola e di grido a ogni eroe o vittima, a ogni larva, perché la parola
ritrovi la causa e il fine, la genesi e la teleologia del dire [...]: ecco che
cosa mi affascinava.32

This struggle-based approach to the word was perfectly suited to
the infirmity and destitution of the dopoguerra; it was precisely this
Dantean approach to the word that the Italians needed in order to
recognize their institutional crisis as a moral crisis and a crisis of
knowledge. To recall Luzi’s language from L’inferno e il limbo,
by writing from within the suffering of himself and his contemporaries Dante was able utilize suffering as a means and not an end:
“La virtù poetica che piú colpiva noi usciti da atroci delusioni e
sconvolgimenti era, in Dante, quella aderenza e inerenza nel suo
tempo che venivano potenziate dalla trascendenza della visione.”33
What Dante communicated was the state of humilitas, characterized as “quella discesa nell’accidentale e nel discontinuo che
è sempre ma tanto più oggi il tenore della creatura umana.”34 Thus,
despite the vast difference in historical realities, this poetry, “che
retenti la via della sua legittimità primaria dall’interno del mondo e
della sua lacerazione,” was exactly what modernity needed, as it
confronted the brokenness of the world and attempted to make it
whole again.35 Yet in contrast to Dante, who found a place for
every fragment (“lacerto”) in the magnificent architecture of his
poem, for the modern poet – and clearly Luzi is speaking of himself
– “Il [...] poema è solo paradossalmente un poema, è fatto piú di
lacune che di testo.”36 While the example of the Commedia remains central to any poet seeking to restore and reconcile the spirit
in today’s situation of poverty, frailty and brokenness, there remains
an unbridgeable divide between the universal belief system of
Dante’s day, by means of which he incorporated the details of his

Luzi, Dante e Leopardi, o, Della modernità, 55.
Mario Luzi, La porta del cielo. Conversazioni sul cristianesimo, ed. Stefano Verdino
(Casale Monferrato: Piemme, 1997), 56.
34
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Ibid., 57.
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historical and personal reality into the poem’s verbal texture and
representation of time, and the situation of our modern world.
The difference in cultural realities does not justify, however,
the tendency to speak of Dante’s poem monolithically as a seamless
representation of the medieval view of the cosmos, as a completely
ordered system supported by an authoritative and rationalistic theology. The assumption that an objective understanding of the poem
is possible is, in Luzi’s view, antithetical to Dante’s message. Too
often, in fact, the received truths about the poem have worked
against the understanding of it as a prophetic and dynamic work.
Dante’s theoretical awareness of poetry did not conform to any
rhetorical orthodoxy, being perennially creative and flexible. As
Luzi writes: “Entro i fermi e ricchissimi contorni di una retoricaprodigio non c’è stato poeta più libero di Dante nei confronti di
quella che noi diremmo la sua poetica.”37
There is in Luzi’s appropriation of Dante a profound respect
for the complexities and mysteries of the text, and the need to learn
how to read it (much in the way advocated by Giacomo Debenedetti, considered by Luzi to be “forse il più grande” of contemporary Italian critics).38 The heuristic theme of recognition that pervades Luzi’s writings on Dante is intrinsic to the moral and cognitive basis of Dante’s thought. Similarly, Luzi’s use of the Aristotelian terms “accidente” and “sostanza” follows in the track of Dante,
for whom potentiality and actuality were not conceived as a static
dichotomy, but as phases of a single process involving contingent
historical events and transcendent verities. The most dramatic instance of historic contingency in Dante’s life was his exile, an occurrence that was not simply endured but transmuted so as to become the impetus for life-change and the profound alteration of
the poem underway.39
In the 1999 essay, Dante: per la salvezza, Luzi states that we
never reread Dante: it is always the first time. This is because the
test or challenge that the reader faces is analogous to the one faced
by the author. That “prova” concerns the missionary purpose of
the poem:
[È] una prova [...] aderente al processo poematico in corso, che è animato di spirito missionario e obbedisce a un disegno salvifico così implicito e immedesimato con il testo, che si può essere agli antipodi dalle
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Mario Luzi, “Il mestiere del critico: Una intervista a Mario Luzi,” Forum Italicum
32, no. 1 (1998): 192 (177-195).
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motivazioni dottrinali e dalle credenze di Dante e non per questo estraniarsi dall’avvenimento continuo e profetico della voce del poeta.40

What Luzi means is that while the modern scientific mind cannot
accept the medieval hierarchy of Inferno, Purgatorio and Paradiso,
what remains intact are the aspirations and convictions implicit in
this scheme: “l’aspirazione e i convincimenti profondi che sono
sottesi a questa figurazione [...] permangono nel profondo. Non è
una perdita di fede, ma un mutamento di concezioni e di immagini.”41 In short, the esoteric theories contained in Dante’s poem
matter little in comparison to the poem’s dynamic form, which is
that of a pronouncement and a prophecy: “la forma, intesa [...] nella
sua accezione dantesca e aristotelica di suprema qualità teleologica
della lettera e della sostanza.”42 The form of the poem is that of a
“proferire” and a “profetizzare” in the Pauline sense of a charism
that is intensified during Dante’s exile. It is precisely this form of
the poem that leads the reader to the message of salvation. Moreover, it is by means of this form that the poem’s meaning is made
accessible by degrees and by successive revelations to a select group
of readers.
As in his earlier essays, Luzi insists that the essence of Dante’s
text is its dynamic, creative and regenerative principle, and that this
“fervore operante” cannot be circumscribed by the poem’s rhetorical arguments or doctrinal systems.43 Instead the poem comes alive
through the active response of its readers: “Opera dunque di salvazione allo stesso tempo che di rivelazione e di ammonimento: e la
vibrazione vocale della profezia è continua e percorre tutta quanta
la lettera.”44 As an inspired work, the Commedia employs the word
in order to transmit a mystery:
Ciò che distingue Dante da ogni altro poeta è questa attività segreta
della parola, oltre il senso e il sovrasenso, che sovrasta l’autore e il lettore e pure si manifesta e si esprime mediante la sua lettera: una lettera
[...] estremamente perforante nello spessore della materia che designa,
a qualunque livello di densità esso sia situato.45

It should be apparent from this remark that comprehension of the
Commedia is difficult, that there is a narrow gate of admission to
Luzi, Vero e verso, 44-45.
Luzi, La porta del cielo, 86.
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its mysteries. The Dantean word, Luzi argues, is prophetic and contains within it the desire for salvation.46
One of the great merits of Luzi’s writings on Dante is to have
placed into relief the notion of the text as testimony in a deeply
personal sense, which coincides with the intention of the text as it
was written, dialogically, to a reader that Dante addressed directly,
and which includes posterity, the “voi” that is implicit in the “nostra” of the first line of the Commedia. By emphasizing the virtuality
of a poem that waits to be actualized by its readers, Luzi takes issue
– as noted above – with the modern tendency to separate the Florentine from the protagonist of the poem, whether as poet or pilgrim. He insists that the I-voice in the Commedia in all its manifestations is Dante himself, a position that is consistent with “quella
straordinaria forza d’immedesimazione che è la sua prima musa.”47
Dante does this, specifically, through his approach to the
word, the Verbum, as a revelation that demands the reader’s participation: “È un’attitudine e un modo della proposizione e della
pronuncia: che non è propriamente quella del maestro né quella del
discepolo [...] ma quella della rivelazione partecipata.”48 It is
through this participation that the poem is fulfilled, precisely because the reader joins with Dante as a co-witness of something extraordinary: “È il presente di una eternità sorpreso dall’emozione di
un testimone; il quale parla per condividere con altri quella emozione; perché quella emozione diventi desiderio efficace di salvezza.”49 The critical nature of experiential and expiational time
that guides Dante in this process – which I have codified as the
passage from the “allora” to the “non ancora,” and beyond that to
the “sommo gaudio,” is accompanied by the act of testimony, the
reception of which requires an elevated appreciation of poetic language’s capacity to deal with the sacred and ineffable.
It can hardly be considered coincidental that Luzi closes this,
his final essay on Dante with three citations from the Commedia,
one from each cantica: the first, Inf. 5, 31-49, concerns the “bufera
infernal” in which the “spiriti mali” of the lustful “bestemmian [...]
la virtù divina” and are compared, in two avian similes, to the “stornei” and “gru,” a demarcation of the extinguished time of the sinful
past, the “allora” of those trapped for eternity in their perverse passion; this is followed by the opening lines of Purg. 25, 1-15, where
Virgil, Statius and Dante must climb single-file along the steep and
Ibid.,46.
Luzi, Dante e Leopardi, o, Della modernità, 24.
48
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narrow passage, Dante, who wishes to ask a question but is fearful,
again employs an avian simile, comparing himself to a “cicoginin”
who lifts his wing from the nest but relents, knowing he would fall
to the ground, this being a figuration of the “non ancora,” the inbetween time of hope, expiation and expectation; and finally, the
opening lines of the third cantica, Par. 1, 1-12, where the poet lays
out the necessary limits to his narration – “e vidi cose che ridire /
né sa né puó chi di la sù discende” – insofar as humans who are
within the heavenly glory, who have reached the end, have no
memory of the passage. This then is the teleological time of salvation, the “sommo gaudio” of heaven. Luzi concludes his essay as
follows: “Il telos del poema è la salvazione del mondo attraverso la
salvazione del poeta che prende su di sé questo compito.”50 Needless to say, with his own humilitas, the poet that Carlo Ossola has
called “il più dantesco dei nostri poeti” has taken on a similar “compito” in his own life.51
As regards the humility of Dante – a trait that might not be
the first to come to mind to a modern reader – Luzi has some essential words. He finds commonality between the experience of his
generation, which had witnessed the devastation of World War II,
and Dante, whose experience of war, continual social crises and
exile are everywhere apparent in the poema sacro; at the same time
he notes the stark differences between his generation, sunken in a
deep crisis of knowledge, and Dante’s, which was supported by a
firm and universal belief system. And it is precisely this condition
of vulnerability and weakness, at once comparable to Dante and
diametrically opposed to him, that allowed Luzi to discover that
humility is the great wellspring of Dante’s poetry:
In effetti eravamo e siamo indifesi. Solo così abbiamo potuto scoprire
e valutare la piú grande e recondita sorgente della poesia di Dante, cioè
l’umiltà: fondamentale, intrinseca, non gestuale. L’humiltas di Dante:
questa era l’altra anche piú grande invenzione che ci veniva incontro e
ci confortava.52
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Carlo Ossola, Il Purgatorio di Luzi (December 30, 2013), Università della Svizzera
Italiana http://www.isi.com.usi.ch/lectura-dantis- purgatorio.htm in Lecturae Dantis
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the late collections Sotto specie umana and Viaggio terrestre e celeste di Simone Martini, and Luzi’s theatrical version of the second cantica, La notte lava la mente, which
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The recognition of Dantean humility is not simply a personal discovery set in the context of a particular historical condition, but is
a Purgatorial insight, as humility is the key trait and virtue of that
cantica.
As Ossola remarks in a lectura Dantis, “Il Purgatorio di
Luzi,” the second cantica occupies a central position in Luzi’s
poetry. Furthermore, as the critic clarifies, the moral domain of
Purgatory has its own life. Apart from the tribulation of the souls
passing through it, the mountain is the sign in memory of the guilt
of hell, and the fact that “il peccato non è interamente cancellato
fin che rimane la memoria del peccato.”53 Luzi’s strong affinity with
the second cantica is obvious in his 1990 theatrical version: Il Purgatorio. La notte lava la mente. Drammaturgia di un’ascensione.
Invited by Federico Tiezzi to compose this script and rendition,
Luzi and the director agreed on a set number of emblematic episodes to include verbatim. These episodes are linked together by
short interventions by a voice called the Poema: “Tra le mie poche
invenzioni ascrivo quella del Poema – ne feci una persona come
entità trascendente e continua che assume e macina in sé l’episodico
e il conflittuale, una sorta di sovraumano nell’umano.”54 Luzi created this part in recognition of the fact that while much of Purgatorio presents itself in theatrical scenes, there are non-dramaturgic
components as well that need to be staged. Thus he invented this
character, not an expeditious narrator but “il poema come voce
trascendentale che sovrasta la stessa azione poetica attuale della profezia dantesca.”55 Through his writing of this script, Luzi wishes to
emphasize, once again, the actionable essence of the Commedia,
the fact that it remains today “un’opera da fare, voglio dire proposta
al continuo facimento dell’uomo e alla sua inesauribile perfettibilità.”56
Luzi’s title for the theatrical rendition, La notte lava la mente,
was the title of a poem published in Onore del vero (1957), a simple
lyric comprised of two tercets having a distinct Purgatorial resonance:
La notte lava la mente.
Poco dopo si è qui come sai bene,
file d’anime lungo la cornice,
chi pronto al balzo, chi quasi in catene.
Ossola, Il Purgatorio di Luzi.
Luzi, Vero e verso, 42.
55
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Qualcuno sulla pagina del mare
traccia un segno di vita, figge un punto.
Raramente qualche gabbiano appare.

The six hendecasyllables (AXA, BXB) present an ambiguous situation in time (“Poco dopo,” “Raramente”) with references to diverse individual destinies where the souls are in progress “lungo la
cornice,” analogous to those of the second cantica, where a slow
and painful ascent is in progress, fueled by hope and humility. The
avian and scribal metaphors have a Dantean flavor as well.
I make these remarks realizing that a discussion of the Dantism of Luzi’s poetry falls outside the prescribed parameters of this
study. But given the porosity of the boundary between these bodies
of work, it seems fitting, if only in closing, to attempt to characterize their relationship. To begin with, I would note that the same
projected temporal space between the “allora” and the “non ancora,” between the memories of a sinful past and the labors and
suffering of penitence, as well as the perennial hope for salvation,
are structurally present in Luzi’s verse. Indeed, among the numerous critics who have studied Luzi’s poetic relations to Dante, one
can see this as a common theme.57
While Luzi’s earliest, hermetic poetry is laden with the Petrarchist style Luzi would criticize in L’inferno e il limbo, the reader
of that essay should recognize its hyperbolic character in juxtaposing the Petrarchan to the Dantean poetics, and realize that the truer
inheritance of the two Tuscan masters is to be conceived less programmatically. What is clear is that the Dantism that emerges in
Luzi’s poetry of the 1950s – as in the poem just cited, “La notte
lava la mente” – remains largely implicit until Nel magma (1963,
expanded in 1966), the book in which it becomes thematically central to the work, as seen in the opening poem, “Presso il Bisenzio.”
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Gattamorta, La memoria delle parole: Luzi tra Eliot e Dante (Bologna: Il Mulino,
2002); Marco Marchi, “Il patema e il sorriso. Luzi e Dante,”in Per Luzi (Florence: Le
lettere, 2012), 43-74; Laura Toppan, “Da Primize del deserto a Su fondamenti invisibili: il dantismo ‘ideologico’ di Luzi,” Studi novecenteschi 24, no. 53 (1997): 14774.
57
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It becomes evident at this point that Luzi’s poetic Dantism is not
merely a question of stylistic appropriation but is rooted in the sort
of personal testimony one finds in the sacro poema. Here I refer to
the depiction of life situations that bear witness to the spiritual
struggle of humanity, teleologically, practically and poetically. Like
Dante, Luzi recognizes the fallen condition of mankind but, in his
awareness of the absolute, aspires to an ascension and charts an upward trajectory toward reconciliation, purgation and peace.
It is also critical to note, on a formal plane, that in Luzi’s final
period he takes on the project of the long poem, il poema, in Viaggio terrestre e celeste di Simone Martini (1994). Here the journey
in question is the final passage of the elderly Tuscan painter from
Avignon to his native Siena. Structurally, the poem has the shape
and coherence of the second cantica with certain of its sections resembling individual cantos. Several passages in the Viaggio reflect
Luzi’s view of Dante’s poem as an embodiment of the process of
artistic creation. Through his alter-ego, Simone Martini, Luzi documents, from within the position of the character’s suffering, his
own soul-journey. (Simone’s home city of Siena was also Luzi’s
childhood home.) In the passage cited below Simone’s journey is
reaching its end, Siena looms, a city on a hill; it is commanding but
also ephemeral; it appears and disappears in his consciousness.
While the perceptual space is rendered abstractly in terms of motivations, preoccupations and sensations, one senses oneself at a
threshold comparable to Dante’s Paradiso terrestre:
Mi guarda Siena
mi guarda sempre
dalla sua lontana altura
o da quella del ricordo –
[...]
Ti perdo, ti rintraccio,
ti perdo ancora, mio luogo,
non arrivo a te.
Vanisce
nel celeste
della sua distanza
Siena, si ritira nel suo nome,
s’interna nell’idea di sé, si brucia
nella propria essenza
e io con lei in equità,
perduto
alla sua e alla mia storia…
Oh unica
suprema purità… Oh beatitudo.
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Estrema sua vecchiezza
o un’incipiente
divina gratuità lo invade
vena dopo vena
fino alla sua cima?
Si lanciano come da una torre
al largo i desideri. Svagano
gioiosamente nell’aperto
essi, non è grazia per loro
il pieno adempimento. Non lo vogliono
infatti, non lo cercano
il termine, l’approdo,
il nido. Si diffondono
vibranti del vigore loro
in tutto il luminoso spazio
umano ed extraumano
liberi da causa, forse,
perché tutto è causa e insondabile il principio.58

In these lines Simone Martini is confronting his suffering but also
the condition of letting go, of renunciation and liberation. While
the verse does not have the mimetic character of Dante’s representation, being closer to that of the modern long poem that Luzi described as “fatto piú di lacune che di testo,” it is clear that in the
figure of Siena, the native city, the illuminated city on the hill, one
has a parallel to the mountain of Purgatory. As is known, in Dante’s
final threshold before entering Paradise he is led by Beatrice to confess and is then dipped in the rivers Lethe and Eunoe, after which
the only desires remaining to him are virtuous ones, primarily the
desire for God.59 The threshold space that Simone is experiencing
is comparable. He has seen Siena appear and disappear – or rather
he internalized its divine qualities, its “cima” – whereupon his desires are released “come da una torre” as separate entities that no
longer seek out the endpoint, “il termine, l’approdo, / il nido,”
calling to mind Dante’s term for the Paradiso terrestre, “questo
luogo eletto / a l’umana natura per suo nido” (Purg. 27 77-78).
The city is the place of an origin that is free of causation, because
all has become causation: “liberi da causa, forse, perché tutto è
causa.” In addition, one can perceive in the overlay between Luzi’s
poem and Purgatorio a salient connection between the imagery of

Luzi, Earthly and Heavenly Journey of Simone Martini, trans. Luigi Bonaffini, introd. Barbara Carle (Copenhagen and Los Angeles: Green Integer, 2003), 288, 328,
330.
59
Luzi, Dante e Leopardi, o, Della modernità, 57.
58
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the mountain illuminated by the sun that Dante derived from
Sant’Anselmo, and the quintessential virtue of Purgatory, humility:
[P]er quel che riguarda in particolare l’umiltà, non solo corrisponde
all’immagine di Anselmo la figura del monte illuminato dal sole che
bisogna ascendere per gradi [...], ma ad Anselmo risalgono la definizione dantesca del peccato, identificato con la superbia [...] e l’insistenza
sul fatto che l’umiltà è volta in alto, laddove la superbia è “demissa”.60

As I have shown in this essay, Luzi’s Dantism is a philosophical one sui generis that blends teleology and history, theology and
testimony. It does not enter into the academic interpretation of
particular passages, episodes or characters. As it would seem from
our cursory assessment of Luzi’s poetry, his critical writings on
Dante exist in a complementary relation to his poetic oeuvre, not
as self-exegesis but as an expansive philosophical and spiritual endeavor deserving of attention in its own right, a concise group of
essays that declares in no uncertain terms the perennial necessity of
poetry as an art form based in experience and committed to the
potentially sacred character of the poetic word.

Francesco Tateo, “Umiltà,” Enciclopedia dantesca, https://www.treccani.it/enciclopedia/umilta_%28Enciclopedia-Dantesca%29/. (accessed 7/23/2021).
60
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NOTES

DANTE AS ORPHEUS: ‘GEORGICS’ 4 AND ‘INFERNO’ 5
KEVIN R. WEST, Stephen F. Austin State University

Critics have struggled to explain the apparent contradiction between Inferno
5.31, where the violent winds of the second circle of hell are said never to rest,
and Inferno 5.96, where the wind calms while Dante speaks with Francesca da
Rimini. I argue that the winds abate specifically because they also pause when
Orpheus visits the underworld in search of Eurydice in Georgics 4. With this
briefest of allusions Dante fashions himself as another Orpheus, a poet whose
art can affect hell itself, into which he has dared (as a character) to descend.
Keywords: Dante, Inferno, Georgics, Orpheus, winds, Francesca, Eurydice

In Inferno 5, as Dante and Virgil enter hell proper, Dante has his
first encounter with a sinner suffering poena sensus. The second
circle concerns the lustful, who are punished by being buffeted
eternally by winds for having let their stormy passions lead them
astray. Among the myriad lovers Virgil points out Cleopatra, Dido,
Helen, and Tristan, but Dante feels most drawn to two “che
’nsieme vanno, / e paion sí al vento esser leggieri” (Inf. 5.74–75).
Calling them over to speak with him, Dante learns of the tragedy
of Francesca da Rimini and her brother-in-law Paolo Malatesta,
who were killed, apparently in flagrante delicto, by her husband.
“E ’l modo ancor m’offende,” Francesca laments. “Amor condusse
noi ad una morte. / Caina attende chi a vita ci spense” (Inf. 5.102,
106–7).1
Mark Musa argues that “e ’l modo ancor m’offende” implies that, killed together,
“they must remain together forever in Hell”; this eternal togetherness “‘offends’ Francesca more than the temporary exposure of the lovers in their intimacy” and, indeed,
constitutes much of their punishment. Musa, “Behold Francesca Who Speaks So Well
(Inferno V),” in Dante’s Inferno: The Indiana Critical Edition, ed. Musa (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1995), 320. Lino Pertile reminds us of the “founding
value” of Francesca and Paolo and their sin for Dante’s program: “We begin by yielding to passion, and we end betraying and murdering Caesar and Christ: this is the
story of humanity and the map of Dante’s Hell.” Pertile, “Introduction to Inferno,”
1
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This famous scene contains a famous conundrum in the fact
that, whereas the lustful souls are said to be buffeted continually by
a wind “che mai non resta,” so that there is “nulla speranza li conforta mai, / non che di posa, ma di minor pena,” Francesca nevertheless manages to converse eloquently with Dante some sixty lines
later “mentre che ’l vento, come fa, ci tace” (Inf. 5.31, 45, 96).
How can a wind that never rests pause to allow for a conversation
between Francesca and Dante? Or have Francesca and Paolo managed to escape for a moment the wind on which they were already
so light and thereby, seemingly necessarily, lessened their pain? Was
Dante’s “affettüoso grido” (Inf. 5.87) really as powerful as this?
Critics have proposed a variety of solutions to the enigma of
Francesca and Paolo’s relief from the storm. Natalino Sapegno imagines some oscillation of the winds, such that sinners come to a
moment’s rest before being blown in the opposite direction, but
Sapegno himself is not entirely convinced that this suffices as an
explanation.2 Umberto Bosco and Giovanni Reggio are sure that it
does not suffice, since “una sosta per le sole due anime che debbono
parlare con Dante, o un ritmo alterno di pause e di riprese della
bufera, contraddicono all’affermazione perentoria dei vv. 31–33.”3
Slightly differently, C. H. Grandgent imagines that “in a single spot
the gust may die down for a moment,” which seems far too easy.4
Charles Singleton, considering the possibility of reading either ci
tace or si tace in line 96, states that
either the wind could hush “for us,” i.e., for Francesca and her lover,
and so allow them to hover before Dante and Virgil while she tells her
story, or the wind could hush “here,” i.e., in this place before Dante
and Virgil where Francesca and her lover have been given a brief respite that makes it possible for her to speak. Essentially the meaning is
the same in either case. Divine Providence may cause the wind to “be
silent” for the special benefit of the wayfaring Dante, so that he may
hear of this sinful and tragic love; or Divine Providence may allow this
in The Cambridge Companion to Dante, 2nd ed., ed. Rachel Jacoff (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2007), 72.
2
La Divina Commedia, ed. Natalino Sapegno (Florence: La Nuova Italia, 1968),
comment on Inf. 5.96, https://dante.dartmouth.edu: “Sembra la piú aderente al testo
e alla situazione immaginata dal poeta; e pur lascia qualche dubbio.” Inf. 5.28–30, 43
could support such an idea, yet the tenor of these lines implies almost constant change
of direction, certainly with no hope of the sort of pause that would allow Francesca
and Paolo to leave Dido’s flock and come to Dante to speak at length. Subsequent
commentary material from The Dartmouth Dante Project, https://dante.dartmouth.edu, will be cited by DDP; bibliographical details for each commentary are
available there under the “List of Commentaries” link.
3
Comment on Inf. 5.95–96 (DDP).
4
Comment on Inf. 5.96 (DDP).
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pair to come out of the wind to where Dante and Virgil stand unassailed by the blast.5

Generally speaking, critics will grant an exceptional moment
of rest for Francesca and Paolo only so long as it is stressed that the
rest occurs for Dante’s edification and does not in fact represent any
diminution of punishment. As Giacomo Poletto writes, “Per divina
disposizione il vento, pur continuando per le altre anime, momentaneamente si tace [. . .] per i due cognati [. . .]; ma ciò non vuol
dire che se per loro cessava il vento, cessasse anche la pena.”6 Yet I
cannot see how, if these lovers cease to be blown about by the
tempest, that they do not necessarily cease to experience, for the
length of their conversation with Dante, the very contrapasso of
the second circle. In Renato Poggioli’s classic reading of the fifth
canto, he acknowledges that “nothing less than a miracle” occurs
here, since “it is clear that God has granted Dante’s wish, that he
has allowed the two sinners to heed his friendly and tender call.”7
I wish to reaffirm Poggioli’s idea of a miracle in this scene:
Dante’s call has in fact calmed the winds of hell for a moment for
this couple. I have previously considered the possibility that this
moment inaugurates a certain “anesthetics of presence” with respect to Dante the pilgrim, whose disruption in the everyday routine of hell effects a moment of relief for some of the sinners with
whom he speaks. As an additional example, in Canto 28 the schismatics pause in their march of periodic wounding and constant suffering to stare in wonder at the living Dante, “oblïando il martiro.”8
I wanted to see in this a distant echo of the Paul of the apocryphal
Apocalypse of Paul, who obtains Sundays off from punishment for
the damned. But Dante would indeed be “non Paolo” by comparison with that feat, and it remains true also that Dante’s presence
can add to a sinner’s pain, as when he tears a branch from Pier delle
Vigne (Inf. 13.31–36) or kicks Bocca in the head (Inf. 32.78).9 Yet
Comment on Inf. 5.96 (DDP). In his 2013 commentary, Saverio Bellomo cites “ci”
as either “qui” or “per noi” but seems uninterested in the stilling of the winds as such.
He takes the lightness of Francesca and Paolo as evidence of their greater-than-typical
guilt as incestuous fornicators. Dante Alighieri, Inferno, ed. Bellomo (Turin: Einaudi,
2013), n. to 5.96; pp. 74–75.
6
Comment on Inf. 5.94–96 (DDP).
7
Renato Poggioli, “Tragedy or Romance? A Reading of the Paolo and Francesca
Episode in Dante’s Inferno,” PMLA 72 (1957): 325.
8
Inf. 28.53–54. Oddly, Bosco and Reggio allow the schismatics to forget their suffering momentarily when they would not allow the wind to calm for Francesca and
Paolo: “La cosa è talmente prodigiosa che queste anime si dimenticano persino delle
loro pene” (comment on Inf. 28.54 [DDP]).
9
See Thomas Rendall, “‘La Guerra de la Pietate’: Dante’s Definition of Moral Subject
in the ‘Inferno,’” Bibliotheca Dantesca 2 (2019): 29–30 for a recent consideration of
5
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my present focus is a bit different: I wish to suggest that the calming
of the winds in Inferno 5 has a specific source in Virgil’s fourth
Georgic, a suggestion that, to my knowledge, only one other
scholar has heretofore explored. This allusion has the specific effect
of associating Dante with Orpheus, an association that some previous commentators, beginning with Benvenuto da Imola and continuing up to the present, have suggested for other reasons.10
Virgil tells the tragic story of Orpheus near the end of the
Georgics. Losing his new bride Eurydice to a deadly snakebite, the
great musician Orpheus dares to descend into hell in an attempt to
recover her. There he charms the shades with his irresistible song.
Indeed, so irresistible is Orpheus’s song that
quin ipsae stupuere domus atque intima Leti
Tartara caeruleosque implexae crinibus anguis
Eumenides, tenuitque inhians tria Cerberus ora,
atque Ixionii vento rota constitit orbis.
the very house of Death and deepest abysses of Hell were spellbound,
and the Furies with livid snakes entwined in their hair;
Cerberus stood agape and his triple jaws forgot to bark;
the wind subsided, and Ixion’s wheel came to a stop.11

Orpheus stops the wind with the power of his musical voice, and I
want to claim that Dante’s call to Francesca and Paolo has the same
force and the same effect. In each case a poet shows up in hell and
“charms” it, at least for a moment, with his words.
Believing for some time that my connection of the calming
of the winds in the Georgics to that in the Inferno was novel, I
Dante’s possible use of the Apocalypse of Paul. Especially intriguing is the idea that
Dante’s occasional pity for sinners, typically rebuked by Virgil, may reflect Paul’s pity
and the angel’s (questionable) rebuke in the Visio Pauli.
10
Benvenuto da Imola seems to be the first to have seen a Dante-Orpheus connection
(comment on Inf. 4.139–40 [DDP]), although he primarily wants to distinguish the
Orpheus who looked back (allegorically, to vice) and lost his reward from the Dante
who remained steadfast. With respect to allegory, Dante cites in Convivio 2.1.3 Orpheus charming the rocks and trees (after losing Eurydice) in Ovid’s Metamorphoses
to exemplify the second of the fourfold modes of exposition.
11
Virgil, Eclogues, Georgics, Aeneid 1–6, ed. G. P. Gould and H. R. Fairclough
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1999), 2nd Loeb Classical ed., 4.481–
84, my emphasis. See Gary B. Miles, Virgil’s Georgics: A New Interpretation (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1980), 270–89 for a skillful explication of the Orpheus story within the context of the Georgics. See Christine G. Perkell, The Poet’s
Truth: A Study of the Poet in the Georgics (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1989), 80–9, who reads Aristaeus and Orpheus primarily as symbolizing gain and loss,
respectively.
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recently discovered that Hugo Francisco Bauzá also sees an “Orphic
effect” (“efecto órfico”) in the calming of the wind in Canto 5.
However, Bauzá attributes the Orphic power to Francesca’s voice
rather than Dante’s: “So intense and heart-rending [was] the unfortunate woman’s song that even ‘the infernal storm that never
rests’ stopped to listen to her lament.”12 This is an evocative interpretation, one that certainly captures the effect of Francesca’s tale
on the pilgrim Dante, but it seems to me that his call, the “affettüoso grido,” must be given the primary credit for calming the
storm so that Francesca might speak. Bauzá’s reading imagines an
Orphic effect with no properly Orphic figure; it also seems to require that the wind anticipate the contents of her lament and thus
reverses the order of causation (unless her captatio alone is judged
sufficiently captivating).
Virgil does not directly state the reason that a wind blows in
the underworld of the Georgics. Homeric precedent would allow
for either the windy underworld of the Odyssey, in which gusts
blow away the fruit that tantalizes Tantalus (11.590), or the windless Tartarus that Zeus threatens for Hera in Iliad 8.481. Both R.
A. B. Mynors and Richard F. Thomas suggest that it is the wind
that drives Ixion’s wheel, which seems a sufficient (if not strictly
necessary) explanation for the wind’s presence.13 With respect to
Dante’s hell, we know that the storm rages in the second circle
because it is the appropriate contrapasso for the lustful; Robert Hollander suggests that 2 Peter 2.10–22 may be the biblical origin for
this imagery, especially with verse 17 denouncing the lustful as
“carried with a tempest.”14 But why describe this wind as one that
Hugo Francisco Bauzá, “Virgil y el orfismo,” Nova Tellus 32, no. 2 (2015): 255,
my trans. The original reads: “Tan intenso y desgarrador el canto de la desdichada
que hasta ‘la borrasca infernal que nunca cesa’ se detuvo para escuchar el lamento de
la joven.” Bauzá adds, rightly, that the problem of the contradiction between Inf.
5.35 and 96 is not to be settled by suggesting that Dante “slept” (à la bonus Homerus).
13
R. A. B. Mynors notes that Pindar has Ixion whirling on a winged wheel turned
by the wind; a Campanian amphora likewise pictures such a scene. When Orpheus
sings, the wheel “stands still upon the wind or is stilled by the wind.” Virgil, Georgics,
ed. Mynors (Oxford: Clarendon, 1990), n. to 4.481–84. Richard F. Thomas speaks
of “the wind which drives the wheel of Ixion”; his literal translation of “Ixionii vento
rota constitit orbis” can be pieced together as “the wheel of Ixion’s turning was
stopped in the wind.” (I would modestly suggest “with the wind” for vento rather
than “in the wind.”) Georgics, vol. 2, ed. Thomas (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), nn. to 4.481–84 and 484. Marthe Dozon suggests that there may be
some vague correspondence between Lucifer’s production of wind in Inf. 34 and the
winds that blow Ixion’s wheel in the Georgics. Marthe Dozon, Mythe et Symbole
dans la Divine Comédie (Florence: Olschki, 1991), 344.
14
The Inferno, trans. Robert and Jean Hollander (New York: Anchor-Random
House, 2002), comment on Inf. 5.26–33. Hollander offers several other allusions to
12
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never ceases only then to make it momentarily cease for Francesca
and Paolo when Dante calls? The poet must be doing this intentionally, and I believe that he intends for us to see an allusion to
Orpheus. The lustful are blown about by a wind, per the New
Testament; but the winds of hell exist also to be stopped by the
miraculous intervention of a poet, as it were, per the Georgics.
When he reprises Virgil’s scene in Metamorphoses 10, Ovid
omits the wind being stopped and Cerberus being charmed but
keeps the effect on the Furies and on Ixion and adds in Tantalus
forgetting his thirst, Sisyphus sitting down on his stone, the Danaids
laying down their urns, and Tityus enjoying a moment’s break from
the vultures. Ovid also adds a moving captatio in which Orpheus
beseeches Hades and Persephone simply to loan Eurydice back to
him for a space; they, being mortal, will necessarily return some
day to stay forever.15 But far more significantly, Ovid adds an entirely new coda in Metamorphoses 11 wherein, following his death
at the hands of the Bacchants, Orpheus makes his second and final
return to the underworld and enjoys an eternal, if non-living, companionship with Eurydice:
Umbra subit terras, et quae loca viderat ante,
cuncta recognoscit quaerensque per arva piorum
invenit Eurydicen cupidisque amplectitur ulnis;
hic modo coniunctis spatiantur passibus ambo,
nunc praecedentem sequitur, nunc praevius anteit
Eurydicenque suam, iam tuto, respicit Orpheus.

the Georgics in the Commedia, including what he terms an “amalgam” of two passages from Virgil (Aen. 6.309–12 and Geo. 2.82) in Inf. 3.112–20 (n. to Inf. 3.112–
20); he also sees Geo. 1.414 behind the doves of Inf. 5.82–84 (n. to Inf. 5.82–84).
Hollander credits Bernardino Daniello as the first to recognize that Dante’s triple repetition of “Virgilio” in Purg. 30.49–51 echoes Orpheus’s triple “Eurydicen” of Geo.
4.525–27. See Robert Hollander, “Dante’s Virgil: A Light that Failed,” Lectura Dantis 4 (1989): 7. See Paola Rigo, Memoria classica e memoria biblica in Dante (Florence: Olschki, 1994), 31, 45–46, for similar observations.
15
Ovid, Metamorphoses, vol. 2, ed. Frank Miller (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1968), Loeb Classical ed., 10.17–39 (see 4.447–80). I cannot forgo a
comment on W. S. Anderson’s claims that “Ovid transforms the Virgilian tragic failure into a character entirely appropriate to his different poem: a melodramatic, egoistic poet of overblown rhetoric and shallow self-indulgent sentimentality,” a “thirdrate poet-orator” who “works with cheap, flashy, and specious rhetoric” (“The Orpheus of Virgil and Ovid: flebile nescio quid,” in Orpheus: The Metamorphosis of a
Myth, ed. John Warden [Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1982], 36, 40). What
to say? I simply cannot read the scene this way; I find Orpheus’s captatio a moving
plea for the return of one lost too soon. It is surely relevant that Anderson omits
discussion of the happy ending of Met. 11 that he is forced to include on his (quite
useful) comparative Georgics/Metamorphoses table (39).
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The poet’s shade fled beneath the earth, and recognized all the places
he had seen before; and, seeking through the blessed fields, found
Eurydice and caught her in his eager arms. Here now side by side
they walk; now Orpheus follows her as she precedes, now goes before her, now may in safety look back upon his Eurydice.16

I have included this excursus into Ovid primarily as evidence that
the story of Orpheus ends on a happier note in one of its two most
important classical occurrences, a fact that may have some relevance
to Dante’s placement of Orpheus in Limbo (Inf. 4.140) and that
could even have helped to contribute to the parallel of Orpheus
with Christ that comes to be developed.17 Eleanor Irwin cites
Clement of Alexandria and Eusebius as key patristic voices interested in the parallel between these characters who “harrow hell,”
and the Ovide moralisé continues the effort in the Middle Ages.18
Christ will of course successfully rescue souls from hell, there being
no danger in his case of an accidental or incontinent backwards
glance. In this sense Christ is the antitype of Orpheus, Orpheus as
he might have been (were he truly divine).
Indeed, some past efforts to consider a parallel between
Dante and Orpheus have seen the same sort of antithesis as with
Orpheus and Christ. Lee Foust argues that Dante the pilgrim is
never figured as Orpheus, nor Beatrice ever likened to Eurydice,
because the roles of savior and saved are reversed: Beatrice is the

Met. 11.61–66. Peter S. Hawkins has worked on the use of imagery from Ovid’s
Orpheus scenes in the encounter between Dante and Matelda in Purg. 28. Hawkins,
“Watching Matelda,” in Dante’s Testaments: Essays in Scriptural Imagination (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999), 167-68.
17
The very brief mention by Aeneas of Orpheus’s descent in Aen. 6.119–20 seems
also positive, as far as it goes. Boethius, in the Consolation of Philosophy 3.12, another
important source of the story for the Middle Ages, reads it as straightforwardly cautionary allegory—don’t look back. See Zygmunt G. Baranski, “Notes on Dante and
the Myth of Orpheus,” in Dante: mito e poesia, eds. Michelangelo Picone and Tatiana Crivelli (Florence: Franco Cesati, 1999), 133–54 on “the range of Dante’s possible
knowledge of the Orpheus legend” (135). See Julius Wilhelm, “Orpheus bei Dante,”
in Medium Aevum Romanicum: Festschrift fur Hans Rheinfelder, ed. Heinrich
Bihler (Munich: Max Hueber, 1963), 397–406.
18
Eleanor Irwin, “The Songs of Orpheus and the New Song of Christ,” in Orpheus:
The Metamorphosis of a Myth, ed. John Warden (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1982), 51, 56. See in the same collection Patricia Vicari, “Sparagmos: Orpheus
among the Christians” on the Ovide moralisé (68–70). Also see John B. Friedman,
Orpheus in the Middle Ages (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1970), section III for much more on Clement and Eusebius and the development of the Orpheus-Christus figure. (Friedman eventually discusses the essential figure David, who
as musician-poet-shepherd helps connect Orpheus to Christ, but only later in his
study [148–56].)
16
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lover saving Dante not from death already suffered but from potentially eternal death to come. Foust also claims that Orpheus sets
a negative precedent, since his descent comprises “an impious and
illicit attempt to drag a dead spirit back into the land of the living,
rather than a faith-affirming journey into the otherworld.”19 Yet
that argument could easily be spun another way: whereas Orpheus’s
self-willed decent fails—although not in any manifestly rebukable
way; he errs only in looking back too soon—Dante’s descent,
sought by the Virgin Mary herself, will necessarily succeed. (And
we see this pattern as well in Dante’s presentation of Ulysses in
Inferno 26: a self-willed transgressive journey fails, whereas Dante’s
divinely sanctioned transgression will succeed.)
Some critics, to whom I am obviously sympathetic, find the
connection between Dante and Orpheus to be more positive.
Marthe Dozon terms the inversion of male-female roles in Beatrice’s pursuit of Dante an “Orphic scheme reprised and corrected.” Indeed, Dozon, adding to the famous “double denial” of
Inferno 2.32, finds in Dante’s visit a “totalization” of the descents
of Orpheus and Aeneas and the biblical ascent of Paul.20 Likewise,
Stefano Carrai, correcting Giorgio Padoan’s contention that Dante
never makes use of Orpheus’s catabasis, sees a distinct reference to
it in the warning of the angel in Purgatorio 9.131–32 that anyone
who looks back is lost. But more than this, Carrai points to Guglielmo Gorni’s work on the Vita Nova for the overarching parallel
between the poets Dante and Orpheus in that each loves a young
lady who dies young and each wants to make her live again by
poetic means. In Dante, then, we have “una sorta di Orfeo corretto
o redento” (Carrai) or “un nuovo Orfeo” (Gorni), who both saves
and is saved by his beloved.21
So Dante may be another Aeneas, another Paul, another Orpheus—a sort of each of these—with all of the necessary distinctions being made and with all of the attending complexities of his
Lee Foust, “Dante’s Commedia and the Poetics of Christian Catabasis” (PhD diss.,
New York University, 2008), 302, 349-50, http://search.proquest.com/.
20
Dozon, Mythe et Symbole dans la Divine Comédie, 72, 82, my trans. Dante’s
descent could also include a descent of Paul, not just an ascent, if we allow Dante’s
use of the non-canonical Apocalypse of Paul along with 2 Corinthians 12.
21
Stefano Carrai, Dante e l’antico: L’emulazione dei classici nella “Commedia” (Florence: Edizioni del Galluzzo, 2012), 119–22; see Guglielmo Gorni, “La Beatrice di
Dante, dal tempo all’eterno,” intro to Vita Nova, ed. Luca Carlo Rossi (Milan: Mondadori, 1999), XXIII-XXXIV. Carrai and Gorni are correcting Padoan’s entry for
“Orfeo” in the Enciclopedia dantesca. It is true, of course, that there is a possible
biblical (as opposed to classical) source for the purgatorial warning not to look back
in Lot’s wife (Gen. 19) and in Jesus’s words to the disciples in Luke 9.62.
19
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fusion of classical and Christian material. One of the many challenges that Dante poses us is which distinctions to make where, and
on what basis. A key similarity of this group of four as I am viewing
them is that all four characters experience the otherworld before
death, and, if we allow Paul’s descent (as I personally think we
should), all four characters affect the underworld in some way by
their visits.22 Aeneas would seem to have the least effect in the sense
that I am intending, although he does bring some solace to Palinurus and Anchises and some pique to Charon; he also gets to
frighten the ghosts of the Greeks in a bit of revenge for Troy. (Indeed, he sees Orpheus in Aeneid 6.645–47, still playing his music,
though to less dramatic effect than before.) The Paul of the Apocalypse of Paul certainly would have the most dramatic and most
lasting effect of these visitors, with Orpheus having a dramatic
though only temporary effect. Dante, then, would be somewhere
in the mix, bringing moments of relief and moments of heightened
anguish. Even the relief from the storm that he brings Francesca is
tempered by the fact that he makes her remember her previous
happiness in her present misery, than which, according to her, there
could be “nessun maggior dolore.”23 But could one say, crudely,
that more pain in hell is irrelevant, whereas even one fewer pain is
remarkable? (And I presume that Francesca never really manages to
forget her previous happiness anyway.) We need think only of the
parable of Dives and Lazarus to support this notion: the rich man,
tormented in flames, would have accepted as unimaginably wonderful merely the touch to his tongue of Lazarus’s finger dipped in
water, a sentiment shared by Master Adam in Inferno 30.24 Surely
I am taking some inspiration here from Erich Auerbach’s famous chapter in Mimesis, where he observes that Dante’s narrative adds to the history of visits to hell and
22

gives those with whom he converses “their only chance in all eternity to speak to one
from among the living,” which “impels many to express themselves with the utmost
intensity and [. . .] brings into the changelessness of their eternal fate a moment of
dramatic historicity.” Auerbach, Mimesis, trans. Willard R. Trask (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1968), 191–93.
23
Inf. 5.121–23. Rigo (Memoria classica, 58–59) cites Francesca’s words as evidence
that “l’inferno dantesco, al contrario di quello visitato da Orfeo, non conosce pause
che ristorano, la parola non porta sollievo a nessuno”; Dante’s hell is more a place
“della sconfitta della parola che non può [. . .] ‘mansuescere corda’ (Georg. IV, 470).”
But just as Orpheus’s song does in fact soften the hearts that cannot be softened, so I
argue that Dante’s visit produces a pause that offers at least a moment’s respite from
the contrapasso.
24
Luke 16.19–31. See Inf. 30.62–63 for Master Adam, who once had it all, now
craving “un gocciol d’acqua.” Luigi Bennassuti seems to have been the first to see the
allusion to Dives (comment on Inf. 30.63 [DDP]); surprisingly, Hollander does not
note it. Benvenuto da Imola compares Francesca’s “nessun maggior dolore” to Master
Adam’s complaint (comment on Inf. 30.62–63 [DDP]).
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Dante’s pity for Francesca, and the momentary reprieve from the
storm, count as such a drop of water. His is an “Orphic effect” with
the effect that the lovers’ contrapasso is suspended, if only for a
moment, as he passes through hell on his way to Beatrice and to
God.
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REPORT

SEVEN HUNDRED YEARS AFTER DANTE’S DEATH.
THE IMPERISHABLE IMAGE OF AN ETERNAL POET
MATTEO MASELLI, University of Macerata

This report provides a summary of the main initiatives that took place in 2021
to celebrate the seventh centenary of Dante’s death (publications, conferences,
exhibitions, events of various kinds). The plurality of the episodes recorded
demonstrates how the attention paid to Dante is not an exclusive trait of the
higher spheres of culture, but is instead well rooted even in non-academic
contexts.
Keywords: Dante Alighieri, Divina Commedia, Inferno, Dante’s anniversary

1. The form of the centenary
An awareness that 2021 has been a year specifically dedicated to
Dante is shared not only by those who have a daily working relationship with him, but also by those who are not systematically
devoted to the study of his works. In fact, the celebrations for the
seven-hundredth anniversary of the poet’s death have dictated the
rhythm of the work of both cultural institutions, which have organized elaborate programs of events, and of private citizens who,
without an academic affiliation, have either independently or in
groups paid homage to the author of the Commedia. The «popular»
configuration,1 or with a better-known abbreviation, the «pop» nature2 of the celebratory framework of Dante’s anniversary would
seem obvious. However, this is a trait that deserves to be underlined. If one had to indicate a characteristic that has defined above
See at least Lino Pertile, Dante Popolare (Ravenna: Longo, 2021).
This term can be applied beyond the obvious consumerist meaning, which nevertheless was amply reflected in Dante’s anniversary celebrations. From ice creams to
wine, to luxury fountain pens, more than one sector, obviously far from the figure of
the poet, has been able to profit from the media attention that has been attributed to
him in these months (see https://forbes.it/2021/05/02/come-il-lusso-festeggia-ilsommo-poeta-dante-alighieri-a-700-anni-dalla-sua-morte/).
1
2
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all others the various initiatives, it is their globality3. This characteristic represents a change of tone for cultural experience more
broadly, reflecting an inclination towards inclusivism that has
opened up elements of high culture, once confined to select few,
to a mass audience. Seen from this perspective, the schedule of
events held during this year clearly differs from the intentions on
which the ceremonies of 1921 and 1965 were based.
When a century ago the commemoration of the sixth centenary of Dante’s death was held, it was common practice to praise
his patriotic merits as a «grande figura […] [che] si leva come simbolo d’italianità nell’espressione, nel costume e nella cultura»4 and
Dante himself as a man who, without equal, fulfilled an important
civilizing mission:
L’Italia ha sentito che nessuno la rappresenta così degnamente nel
mondo come Dante, nessuno accoglie ed armonizza in sé medesimo i
caratteri e le qualità della gente latina come questo povero mendico,
che avrebbe fornito un convito di sapiènza e di bellezza a tutti i popoli
civili.5

Indeed, as early as 1921, one could already catch a glimpse of the
themes that, little more than forty years later, marked the tone of
the 1965 anniversary. One can read, for example, Il sesto centenario
dantesco e il carattere della poesia di Dante, the speech that Benedetto Croce gave in Ravenna on September 14, 1920, inaugurating
as Minister of Education the year of the sixth centenary of Dante’s
death:
E come a poeta noi dobbiamo accostarci a lui [a Dante], come poeta
riceverlo nella nostra anima, come poeta farlo vivere in noi e trarre da
lui vitale nutrimento. La poesia è un elemento necessario della vita
umana, perché è necessità spirituale metterci di volta in volta di sopra
delle lotte pratiche, o dal dominio del pensiero logico tornare a rinfrescarci nella visione immediata e ingenua del mondo, che ci è data solo
dalla poesia.6

A reflection of this kind was also illustrated by Natascia Tonelli in the panel entitled
«Dante nell’anno del settimo centenario» held on September 15, 2021 at the Congresso Internazionale Dantesco Alma Dante 2021.
4
F. E., “Il sesto centenario della morte di Dante,” Rivista Internazionale di Scienze
Sociali e Discipline Ausiliarie 91, no. 345 (1921): 3.
5
Mariano Cordovani, «Il centenario dantesco e il rinnovamento etico», Rivista Internazionale di Scienze Sociali e Discipline Ausiliarie 91, no. 347 (1921): 15.
6
Benedetto Croce, “Il sesto centenario dantesco e il carattere della poesia di Dante,”
in La poesia di Dante, ed. G. Inglese (Naples: Bibliopolis, 2021), 233.
3
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Croce’s speech was based on the theses articulated more systematically in his La poesia di Dante (1921). However, the intentions of
his speech already denote how the attention previously paid to the
homeland (as reflected in Dante) was shifting towards a focus on
the language he used and, above all, to the most striking results of
its use. In fact, the figure of Dante as a poet came to monopolize
the well-known encomiastic speeches held in 1965, the year in
which the seventh centenary of the author’s birth took place. Worthy of note is Eugenio Montale pronouncement on April 24, 1965
as the closure of the Congresso Internazionale di Studi Danteschi
held in Florence:
Esempio massimo di oggettivismo e razionalismo poetico, egli [Dante]
resta estraneo ai nostri tempi, a una civiltà soggettivista e fondamentalmente irrazionale perché pone i suoi significati nei fatti e non nelle
idee. […] Perciò la Commedia è e resterà l’ultimo miracolo della poesia
mondiale. […] Che la vera poesia abbia sempre il carattere di un dono
e che pertanto essa presupponga la dignità di chi lo riceve, questo è
forse il maggior insegnamento che Dante ci abbia lasciato. […] E se è
vero ch’egli volle essere poeta e nient’altro che poeta, resta quasi inspiegabile alla nostra moderna cecità il fatto che quanto più il suo
mondo si allontana da noi, di tanto si accresce la nostra volontà di conoscerlo e di farlo conoscere a chi è più cieco di noi.7

In metaphorical contrast with Montale’s «blindness», 2021 witnessed an explicit intention among event and other celebration organizers to correct precisely those assumptions that made Dante
«foreign to our times» and thus encourage a more progressive approach towards his legacy that could appeal an ever larger section
of the Italian and foreign population. Hence, in 2021 the global
significance of Dante has been expressed through a staggering number of projects, initiatives, exhibitions, and publications, and in
which large cities and small towns in Italy – but also other nations
– have worked in synergy to remember Dante, arguably the most
important poet in the history of humanity. Therefore, without attempting exhaustiveness, I will illustrate below some of the major
Dantean events of 2021, which can be analyzed with reference to:
educational opportunities, their capacity of participation, and their

Eugenio Montale, Atti del Congresso internazionale di Studi Danteschi (20-27 aprile
1965), 2 vols., 2 (Florence: Sansoni, 1966), 330-33.
7
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originality.8 For the reader’s convenience, I have decided to proceed by thematic macro-areas.9
2. Publications
The fact that 2021 is to be considered a fruitful year for Dante
Studies is readily apparent by the quantity and quality of the publications released in recent months, with particular attention being
paid to commentary and philological works dedicated to the Commedia. The centennial years of 1921 and 1965 too witnessed the
release of the edition of the Opere of Dante edited by Michele
Barbi and his collaborators for the Società Dantesca Italiana and
Giorgio Petrocchi began working on the Commedia edition «secondo l’antica vulgata» (1966-67). The year 2021 has not failed to
live up to these expectations, continuing the process of exegetical
and philological renewal in Dante Studies.10
Adopting Petrocchi’s text as a model of reference, Enrico
Malato has begun a minute and accurate rereading of the Commedia, making suggestions that are absent in the ancient commentators
and not recovered by the modern ones. By virtue of this, he arrived
not only at a more complex articulation of the commentary of the
poem’s text, but also at a functional interconnection between interpretatio and constitutio textus. Malato’s efforts have been translated into tome I, volume VI of the NECOD (Nuova Edizione
Commentata delle Opere di Dante) containing the first 17 cantos
of the Inferno, published by Salerno Editrice on September 9. The
results achieved by the editor are immediately announced as of
great impact as it seems that they can offer «un’immagine nuova del
poema e del messaggio che questo intende trasmettere, aprendo una
prospettiva inedita agli studi danteschi e ai suoi possibili sviluppi».11
Due to a pleasant coincidence of dates, also on September 9,
2021 Paolo Trovato and his team of philologists of the University
of Ferrara presented in the Sala dell’Arengo of Ferrara’s Town Hall
the new critical edition of the Inferno, a promising work of NeoAn in-depth overview can be found at the following link: https://dantesettecento.beniculturali.it/.
9
It should be noted that this contribution was written in September 2021. All events
mentioned in it are therefore up-to-date at that time.
10
I believe that the mention of these pivotal disciplinary fields for Dante is the ideal
occasion to remember the exemplary figures who have actively contributed to their
development but who could not play a leading role in this year’s celebrations because
they have sadly passed away. With great respect and as a sign of recognition I remember here the names of Andrea Battistini, Emilio Pasquini, Marco Santagata, Robert
Hollander, John Freccero.
11
Enrico Malato, Introduzione alla Divina Commedia (Rome: Salerno Editrice,
2020), 25.
8
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Lachmanism philological reconstruction begun in 2007. Trovato’s
working group analytically sifted and expertly compared 580 nonfragmentary manuscripts of the Commedia out of a sample of 630
verses in order to restore most objectively the author’s final intention. Given the amount of documentation consulted, the precise
methodological introduction, that is printed in a separate volume
accompanying that of the first cantica of the Commedia, is fully
justified if not necessarily required. Like Malato’s critical findings,
Trovato’s philological ones are no less innovative. For example, it
is shown that the codices of Emilia-Romagna and especially those
of Bologna are more important than those of Florence as the closest
witnesses to the lost original.12
Another initiative of philological revision belongs to the Società Dantesca Italiana and specifically to Giorgio Inglese. Contrary
to the wide range of manuscripts considered by Trovato and his
collaborators, Inglese has selected a chosen sample of codices from
which to conduct his reconstructive study: a codex of an unspecified Forese of 1330-1331, known from the Martini collatio and ms.
Trivulziano 1080, the Tuscan-Florentine Vulgate (with particular
interest in Egerton 943, Landiano 190 and Parmense 3285) and
parallel to it the Ashburnham 828 and finally a branch of the Emilia-Romagna Vulgate, of which Urbinate Latino 366 is the core.
Among these manuscripts, Inglese has also elected the Trivulziano
1080 as the linguistic model for his edition, the publication of
which is planned with the publishing house Le Lettere for October
2021.
One area of Dante criticism that has particularly benefited
from this year’s celebratory ferment has been that of biographies.
In addition to the editorial case of Alessandro Barbero’s Dante
(Laterza), new proposals to reorganize the biographical profile of
Dante have been attempted by Paolo Pellegrini (Dante Alighieri.
Una vita, Einaudi), by John Took13, and especially by Elisa Brilli
and Giuliano Milani with Vite nuove. Biografia e autobiografia di
Dante (Carocci). This last work is noteworthy for its particular research methodology, as the authors have tried to encourage a syncretism between archival research and exploration the biographical
Regarding findings of some importance, in March 2021, a few days before the
second Dantedì, news circulated feverishly of the discovery of some Dante parchments of the mid-fourteenth century at the Collegio Ghisleri in Pavia (see https://milano.corriere.it/notizie/cronaca/21_marzo_21/scoperta-pergamene-divina-commedia-sono-le-piu-antiche-mai-rinvenute-b1d94620-89b5-11eb-848312afb3b5bb7e.shtml).
13
Although his Dante (Princeton University Press) is from 2020, it has been translated
into Italian with the title Dante. Amore, essere, intelletto by Donzelli in 2021.
12
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suggestions that Dante’s own works provide, thus contributing to
the construction of a personal history of the poet that proceeds in
parallel with the intertextual one.
Excluding the commentary of the Commedia by Roberto
Mercuri for Einaudi, which will appear in the wake of the aforementioned works, there are many texts that are not subject to precise cataloguing, but which nevertheless deserve to be noted as evidence of the lively fervor of international dantistica: the impressive
Oxford Handbook of Dante edited by Manuele Gragnolati and
Elena Lombardi; the 34 Lecturae Dantis organized by the University of Basel and Notre Dante for Dante’s centenary held between
2019 and 2021 by leading dantisti and collected in Voci sull’Inferno
di Dante. Una nuova lettura della prima cantica (Carocci) edited
by Zygmunt G. Baranski and Maria Antonietta Terzoli; the first
volume of the Atalante dei luoghi di Dante (I luoghi dell'ultimo
esilio di Dante) by the Olschki publishing house on which, among
others, Alberto Manguel, Nicola Smerilli and Luca Fiorentini have
worked; or, again by the initiative of the Società Dantesca Italiana,
the publication of all Dante’s works with parallel English translation
(publisher Leonardo Libri).
Lastly, not counting monographs of established scientific
journals, conference proceedings, or reprints of great classics, there
is also mention of valuable products designed for a more limited
audience, given their cost and manufacture. Among the institutions
of high culture that have been at the forefront in promoting original
works aimed primarily at book collectors, Treccani stands out, dedicating two limited edition volumes to Dante. The first, La Commedia di Dante nello specchio delle immagini, is edited by Lina
Bolzoni and offers a rich collection of illustrations that reinterpret
the content of the Commedia. The second, Il Dante svelato dei
Girolamini, is instead a reproduction of the manuscript CF 2 16
(otherwise known as the Codice Filippino), and is testimony to the
diffusion of Dante’s cult in the Neapolitan area. A similar product
comes from the publishing house Imago, which has recreated with
a remarkable similarity to the original the Palatino 313, the oldest
copy of the Commedia miniata available, and which contains the
autograph commentary of Jacopo Alighieri. Similarly, Panini of
Modena has printed 590 copies of the Urbinate Latino 365, while
the Gazzetta di Parma Editore has proposed for the first time in
volume the Commedia published in Parma by Gianbattista Bodoni
in 1796.
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3. Conferences
Alongside meetings conceived as moments of reflection in which
specialists were able to recapitulate the objectives of the projects
they worked on and expound the methodological procedures they
followed, there were also conferences with a less academic slant.
In the first scope, for example, there was the event held on
September 8 and 9 at the Casa di Dante in Rome in collaboration
with the Centro Pio Rajna. During this event, the commemorative
contribution of the Dantean cities of Florence, Verona and Ravenna and a series of lectiones magistrales were presented. Equally
ascribable to the above-mentioned scope are the two days of April
28 and 29 chosen by the Associazione degli Italianisti (ADI)14 for
the International Conference Dante e altri classici. Da Petrarca a
Soyinca, an initiative that preceded by about a month the important
conference in Verona «Con altra voce omai, con altro vello». Dante
fra antico e moderno, organized by the University of Verona in
collaboration with the Scuola Normale of Pisa, the Catholic University of Milan, Columbia University, Katholieke Universiteit
Leuven and the University of Notre Dame. During the conferences
held in Verona from May 16 to 21, there was an opportunity to
discuss the reception of the Commedia and the impact it had in
Dante’s time through first-hand evidence obtained from library,
chronicle and juridical finds, as well as to take stock of the history
of Dante’s criticism and to envisage new forms of future investigation.
In terms of the number of speakers involved – about 200
articulated in monothematic panels covering an extensive range of
Dantean issues – the Congresso Internazionale Alma Dante 2021
(University of Bologna) held in Ravenna from September 15 to 18
proved to be a first-rate opportunity for a dynamic comparison between young Dante scholars and internationally recognized experts.
Aimed instead at the broad audience of Dantean enthusiasts
was the project Nel nome di Dante, which also originated with the
Associazione degli Italianisti and was carried out by the Gruppo
Dante founded in 2015. The event, inaugurated on May 3 in Naples and concluded on July 5 in Rome, actively involved 26 Italian
cities with a cycle of conferences in which intellectuals of various
backgrounds proposed their own reading of issues that are cogent
for current affairs, starting from a reinterpretation of specific Dan-

The complete program of ADI initiatives can be consulted here: https://www.dantenoi.it/calendario/?doing_wp_cron=1632845032.2838690280914306640625.
14
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tean tercets. The plurality of the perspectives put forward stimulated the organizers to publish of a volume in which they are collected, the release of which is scheduled for September 2021 (Se

segui tua stella, non puoi fallire. I grandi narratori raccontano il loro
Dante, Rizzoli).
The Fondazione del Corriere della Sera has also participated
in Dante’s anniversary with its Conversazioni con Dante. From
January 2, 2020 and for the whole of 2021 in the Sala Buzzati in
Milan, great names of Italian and international culture have examined both wide-ranging issues (from the presence of Dante in the
20th century to the female figures of the Commedia) and more
refined and sectorial ones (from paratextual aspects to linguistic features).15
The attempt transcend national borders and cultural expressions of individual communities are the principles from which the
Dante patrimonio dell’Europa initiative was conceived. In a close
dialogue between Italian (Genoa, Rome, Naples) and European
(London, Paris, Brussels) cities, a rediscovery of the European matrix of Alighieri’s writings was promoted, examined with originality
by teachers and writers. This was brought to a worthy conclusion
an event hosted in the European Parliament in which Dante’s allencompassing universalism was celebrated by its representatives and
those of the European Commission.16
4. Exhibitions

The Covid-19 pandemic has had a major impact, among other
things, on the ways in which cultural events are enjoyed, requiring
a rethinking of the use of new technologies.17 In addition to remote
participation, which has become necessary for more than one conference, exhibitions have also benefited from digital mediation in
order to be accessible to a wider audience of visitors. The Dante
Year opened with the launch of an experience of this kind when
the Galleria degli Uffizi inaugurated the digital exhibition Dante
The videos of the speeches can be viewed at the following link:
https://www.fondazionecorriere.corriere.it/iniziative/conversazioni-su-dante-commedia-che-titolo-e-questo/.
16
In this way, an official follow-up is given to the correct intuition of Eliot, who had
the opportunity to note how Dante “è, rispetto a tutti gli altri poeti del nostro continente, di gran lunga il più europeo.” Thomas S. Eliot, “Cosa significa Dante per me,”
in Scritti su Dante, ed. Roberto Sanesi (Milan: Bompiani, 2016), 79.
17
One of the most interesting results of the mixture between technology and traditional study practices is Dante’s Interactive Environments, an ambitious project that
aims at the three-dimensional reconstruction of Dante’s environments starting from
the illuminated representations of the historiated codes of the Commedia that can be
enjoyed interactively through the use of augmented reality viewers.
15
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Istoriato. Inferno - La Divina Commedia illustrata da Federico
Zuccari, a collection of drawings by the Italian painter accompa-

nied by audio descriptions specially conceived for the occasion.
The Accademia della Crusca18 also exploited the hypermedia advantages of the web: from the digitization of part of its archives –
above all, the documentation related to the preparation of the wellknown Vocabolario – and with the support of the Soprintendenza
Archivistica e Bibliografica della Toscana, it created the virtual exhibition Dall’Archivio dell’Accademia della Crusca. Documenti su
Dante e le sue opere.19 Following the same operational logic, the
Digital Vatican Library has made precious manuscripts and printed
works accessible online on the occasion of the virtual exhibition
Viaggiare con Dante20.
Of recognized historical value, as evidence of the early stages
of the Commedia’s spread is the exhibition Landiano 190 (1336).
Frammenti, incunaboli e cinquecentine dedicated to the oldest
known codex of Dante’s poem today stored at the Biblitoeca Passerini Landi in Piacenza.
The exhibition Onorevole e antico cittadino di Firenze. Il
Bargello per Dante, curated by Luca Azzetta, Sonia Chiodo and
Teresa De Robertis (open from April 21st to July 31st) was dedicated to the reconstruction of the turbulent relationship between
the poet and his hometown. Structured in six sections and benefiting from considerable loans of manuscripts and paintings, which
have integrated the already rich collections of the Bargello, the
event has allowed a historical framework of the social and cultural
dynamics that characterized Dante’s Florentine life.
The exhibition Dante e il suo tempo nelle Biblioteche
fiorentine (September 23, 2021 - January 15, 2022) is also dedicated
to the the role of Florence, but mainly focused on the period of
Alighieri’s youthful formation. The exhibition brought together
the three main public libraries of the city (Medicea Laurenziana,
From the beginning of 2021, the social profiles of the Florentine Institution publishes daily La parola di Dante fresca di giornata, i.e. synoptic cards that in a few lines
contextualize historically and linguistically a word taken from the Commedia
(https://accademiadellacrusca.it/it/dante). With the support of the Accademia della
Crusca and other research centers (CNR-Opera del Vocabolario Italiano, the Ezio
Franceschini Foundation, the International Society for the Study of the Latin Middle
Ages, the Società Dantesca Italiana, the Department of Philology, Literature and Linguistics of the University of Pisa and the ISTI-CNR of Pisa), the online release of the
Vocabolario Dantesco Latino has also been planned. This will be a direct continuation
of the Vocabolario Dantesco delle opere volgari and will include the lexicographic
indexing of all of Dante’s Latin works.
19
See: http://sa-toscana.beniculturali.it/index.php?id=383.
20
See: https://spotlight.vatlib.it/teaser-dante.
18
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Nazionale Centrale and Riccardiana). Among the manuscripts and
ancient editions of Dante’s works, the section Leggere e studiare
nella Firenze di Dante: la biblioteca di Santa Croce stands out. With
its unique library repertories, it bears witness to the cultural currents
that had a great influence on Dante’s philosophical development.
The perspectives regarding the hypotheses on the texts that
Dante consulted or to which he had only indirect access thanks to
quotations and compendia are intentionally taken up by the exhibition La biblioteca di Dante, that opened in Rome in parallel to
the Florentine one under the guidance of the Accademia Nazionale
dei Lincei (September 20th – December 2021). In addition to an
international conference that will complete the framework of the
Roman proposal (7th – 9th October), the itinerary conceived and
realized by the city’s historical institution includes the exhibition of
texts that Dante presumably had the opportunity to read or that
were significant for his poetic formation. The codices have been
arranged in relation to the continuous movements imposed to
Dante by his exile, an event that marks the three sections of the
exhibition: the first concerns Dante’s works before his exile, the
second those following his banishment, while the third is occupied
by the Commedia alone.
The iconographic side is also worth celebrating. In addition
to a due reference to the comics sector21, represented excellently
by the initiative of the City of Monza that in collaboration with
the WOW Spazio Fumetto Museo in Milan has set up Con Dante
nel fumetto! Da Topolino a Geppo a Go Nagai and a digital exhibition dedicated entirely to the latter mangaka (Dante. Attraverso
l’immaginario artistico di Go Nagai; Romics, March 25th – April
30th)22, it is appropriate to mention at least three artistic exhibitions.23 The first – Dante. La visione dell’arte (April 1st - July 11,
2021) – saw Forlì as the undisputed protagonist. With the support
of the Galleria degli Uffizi, the Museo di San Domenico of the
Among the various ways in which children’s publishers remembered Dante, there
was a good response to Paper Dante (Giunti, in bookshops from 17 March), a single
volume containing reprints of L’Inferno di Topolino (1949) and L’Inferno di Paperino (1987) and an unpublished 48-page story with texts by Augusto Macchetto,
drawings by Giada Perissinotto and colors by Andrea Cagol; there was also no lack of
board games such as Dante Alighieri - Comedia: Inferno by Sir Chester Cobblepot,
a board game designed by Federico Latini.
22
See: https://www.romics.it/it/dante-attraverso-l-immaginario-artistico-di-go-nagai-mostra-digitale.
23
I recommend, however, to keep in mind the exhibitions «In su’l lito di Chiassi».
Tesori danteschi nelle biblioteche e negli archivi di Ravenna and L’iconografia della
Divina Commedia dal Settecento al Novecento at the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale
of Naples.
21
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Romagnola city collected more than 300 works centered on the
figure of Dante and on the suggestions that the verses of his masterpiece have inspired artists of various figurative currents, from the
Pre-Raphaelites to the Romantics to English and German art of
the 19th century.
Conceptually similar to the logic of the Forlì’s exhibition was
that entitled Dante Plus. Uno, nessuno e 150 volti, which throughout the summer welcomed hundreds of works of various types (illustrations, sculptures, plastic and urban art, drawings) to the center
of Ravenna, some of which came to life thanks to the interaction
with augmented reality through the ARIA app, freely downloadable on smartphones. These and other peculiarities denote how
the strength of the project «risiede nella sua semplicità che spoglia
il Poeta dell’austerità alla quale ci avevano abituati restituendoci una
figura non più datata e distante, ma piuttosto un’icona pop del nostro presente».24
Overtly pop, if not mainstream, is the vision of the Englishman Tom Phillips, known mainly for the BBC program A TV
Dante, for which in 1989 he created, with the director Peter
Greenaway, the transposition of the first eight cantos of the Inferno.
At Palazzo Blu in Pisa, 139 sketches by the British artist were exhibited (Tom Phillips. Dante’s Inferno; March 24th – May 30,
2021), from which, in contrast to the artistic practices of the 20th
century, emerged an Inferno that was «spiazzante, quasi privo di
grandi personaggi sofferenti e di chiaroscuri violenti, mentre non
mancano i toni comici e satirici, e in molti casi le immagini sembrano fare quasi da commento interpretativo»25.
5. Various events
The popular aspect of Dante’s celebrations has been much more
evident in the city festivals that involved the entire Italian peninsula. One of the most important, in terms of number of participants
and variety of proposals, was Piazza Dante. #Festivalinrete, an extensive network of forty-three literary festivals internally divided
into branches of poetry, fiction and journalism based around Dante.
In an ideal dialogue that has united the squares of Italy, writers,
Alessandra Carini, “Per trattar del ben ch’i vi trovai, / dirò de l’altre cose ch’i v’ho
scorte,” in Dante Plus. Uno, nessuno e centocinquanta volti (Berlin: Vetro Editions,
2021), 15.
25
Alberto Casadei, «Dante per i lettori colti o Dante per tutti?», in Dante. Storia
avventurosa della Divina Commedia dalla selva oscura alla realtà aumentata (Milan: Il
Saggiatore, 2020), 173; see also Alberto Casadei, “Visualità e interpretazione: sul
Dante di Tom Phillips, Peter Greenaway, Romeo Castelluccci (a altri),” in Dante
oltre l’allegoria (Ravenna: Longo, 2021), 147-60.
24
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scientists and musicians have thus contributed to defining a new
way of understanding Dante’s legacy.
By exalting instead the adaptability of Dante’s word and focusing on an itinerant representation, Marco Martinelli and Ermanna Montanari, founders and artistic directors of the Teatro delle
Albe of Ravenna, ventured into grand theatrical representations
that made the concept of the city itself the stage for the shows proposed. The eclecticism of Martinelli and Montanari’s initiatives,
which have already worked on the three canticles of the poem,
reached its climax with La Divina Commedia in cinque continenti,
a global project (from Timisoara to New York, from Nairobi to
South America and the Far East) in which, on the basis of the language and cultural traditions of the host area, the way of experiencing Dante’s poetry was redefined.
Also in Ravenna between June and October the Ravenna
Festival 2021. Dedicato a Dante took off. It has been an ensemble
of hundreds of musical, theatrical, dance and cinematographic performances. The result was a conglomeration of ceremonies that
composed a «viaggio dal Medioevo ai giorni nostri, tra filologia,
pertinenza storica ma anche proiezione dell’universo dantesco nella
contemporaneità, nella convinzione che l’everyman sia al contempo lettore e protagonista del poema»26.
To round off the active participation of the city of Ravenna,
in addition to the concert (September 4, 2021) held under the direction of Maestro Riccardo Muti in which three unpublished
symphonic compositions inspired by the cantiche of the poem were
performed, from September 14, 2020 every day, at the «ora che
volge il dìsio» (Purg. 8.1), a canto of the Commedia is recited at
Dante’s Tomb (Lettura perpetua della Divina Commedia).27
We can lastly suppose that when Dante finally managed to
see the stars again after the torrid darkness of Hell, he certainly did
not imagine that the story of his journey willed by God would actually reach space illuminated by those constellations and resplendent stars. However, from the cosmodrome of Bajkonur (Kazakhstan) in October 2021 a copy of the Commedia will be
launched into orbit aboard the Soyuz Ms 19. The text of the poem,
on the initiative of the Bolognese publishing house Scripta Maneant, has been engraved on a sheet of titanium and gold so as to
withstand the impervious temperatures of space when, in memory
of one of the most profound human minds, it will be released into
open space as a testament to Earth’s genius.
26
27

Ravenna festival 2021. Dedicato a Dante (Fusignano: Grafiche Morandi, 2021), 22.
See: https://vivadante.it/lettura-perpetua/.
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Conclusion
From the moment in which the President of the Italian Republic
Sergio Mattarella officially inaugurated the beginning of the celebrations of the Dante Year on September 4, 2020 in Ravenna28, a
contagious ferment has invested the daily life of Italians. Everyone,
in different contexts and with different possibilities and aims, has
responded to the laudatory call of a man, even before being a poet,
who in his sullen face, in the verses memorized as a child or in the
moral of episodes of public domain has become an integral part of
a cultural heritage that is transmitted from generation to generation.
There has thus been a follow-up to what Charles Singleton hoped
for in the seventh centenary of Dante’s birth:
Il poema che Dante ci ha lasciato rimane una grande esperienza potenziale, aperta ad ogni nuova generazione di lettori: è la nostra eredità e,
ritengo, la prima ragione per celebrare in gratitudine il settimo centenario della nascita del poeta. Ma è un’eredità su cui possiamo far valere
i nostri diritti solo attuandola: vale a dire, nell’atto di leggere e di farne
esperienza.29

The habitual coexistence with Dante, now indissolubly rooted in
our daily habits, is then the most precious praise that could be reserved for him, that same sincere approval that Dante had tenaciously sought in life and that only now, with seven centuries of
delay, we can finally say he has reached in the inscrutable peace of
eternity.

See: https://www.ravennafestival.live/events/dante700/.
Charles S. Singleton, «Le visuali retrospettive», in La poesia della Divina Commedia
(Bologna: Il Mulino, 2021), 465-66.
28
29
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REPORT

EMPTY FLAGS AND FALLEN ‘ANGELI’:
DANTE AND THE IMAGERY OF THE CAPITOL RIOT
KRISTINA M. OLSON, George Mason University

After the mob attack on the US Capitol on January 6, 2021, which disrupted
the certification of the 2020 presidential election, several photographs of the
insurrectionists have begun to emerge. Jacob Chansley, known as Jake Angeli,
was one of the many insurrectionists photographed on the Senate dais after the
chamber had been evacuated of all elected officials, who were escorted into
safety. Angeli wore a horned, double raccoon-tail helmet, painted his face the
colors of the US flag, and carried a spear with the American flag. While the
appearance of the Confederate flag born into its halls by the same mob is undoubtedly more disturbing, Angeli’s eccentric ensemble evokes the language
of violence and treason from Dante’s Inferno. From the horns of the Minotaur, guardian of the violent in the Seventh Circle, to the tripartite-facial colors
of Lucifer, the emperor of the despondent kingdom whose three mouths eternally masticate traitors to country, homeland and God, Angeli’s insurrectionist
garb should be considered for its unintended symbolism with Dante’s poetic
imagination. As I explain in this contribute, though insurrectionists and neofascists have often coopted medieval iconography, and Dante’s own name has
recently become appropriated by Italian nationalist rhetoric in disturbing ways,
a closer look at his Inferno, evoked by these and other symbols of this mob,
show these domestic terrorists to be participants in sins of political violence
and treason, as many other fallen “angeli.”
Keywords: Insurrectionists, Capitol Siege, Violence, Cowardice

It has been demonstrated by BIPoC and white scholars that altright, white nationalist, and white supremacist groups have purposefully co-opted late-ancient and medieval symbols for their
forceful displays of racism and toxic masculinity at riots and protests. Disturbed by their misappropriation of mythic symbols, scholars began studying this phenomenon after the August 2017 “Unite
the Right” rally in Charlottesville, Virginia. Participants carried
flags and wore clothing that bore the Deus Vult cross associated
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with the First Crusade (1096), the ancient Germanic Valknut, and
Mjölner, Thor’s Hammer, together with Nazi and neo-Nazi signs
and the Confederate flag. In March 2019, Brenton Tarrant killed
49 worshippers at two mosques in Christchurch, New Zealand,
with a rifle that was embellished with images from two medieval
battles — battles which Tarrant read, albeit erroneously in one case,
as belonging to a crusader-narrative.
Though these examples misappropriate Norse, Germanic
and Crusader history, politicians and leaders of the alt-right in other
countries have similarly reclaimed their medieval past as a part of
their revisionist narratives. Fascists of the early 20th century distorted Dante Alighieri, 14th century poet of the Divine Comedy,
into Italy’s idyll of patriotic glory. Far-right politicians of today
have followed in these footsteps, as when Matteo Salvini cited the
brutalized appearance of the Prophet Muhammed in Inferno 28 as
part of his anti-immigration speech in Florence in 2016.

Fig. 1. Storming of the US Capitol on January 6, 2021 (Photo from Wikimedia
Commons)

Years later, Dante’s name was written as one of the hundred names
of their ideological forefathers on the walls of the CasaPound, a
headquarters for neofascist activity in Italy. Dante has begun to be
appropriated in subtle ways by the alt-right, as Dante scholar David
Bowe has recently observed in Breitbart’s announcement of the
Uffizi exhibit of Dante’s drawings, which emphasizes in both the
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subtitle and the first paragraph the number of drawings in the exhibit as “88” — a hate symbol meant to signify “Heil Hitler.”
Medieval iconography was again apparent in the disturbing
images of white supremacist and nationalists, many who wore shirts
with the Deus Vult cross when attacking the US Capitol on January
6, 2021. As I suggest here, Dante was present in these images as
well. But it was not the idealized, neo-fascist distortion of the 14th
century Italian poet in view. Instead, it was the textual Dante, what
one might call the “real” Dante, who was legible in the photographic documentation of the event.
This Dante is the fourteenth-century poet who lived during
times of intense political unrest and division, and whose poem condemns various vices and sins, including cowardice, violence, tyranny, and treachery. This is the Dante whose ethical vision inspired
another rhetoric, such as the abolitionist discourse of American politicians in the nineteenth century. One must look very carefully to
see this Dante, but he is there, almost as an accidental commentary
on the injustices being carried out. I will discuss two ways in which
we can read this Dante and how we can reclaim medieval culture
at this horrific event.
The first image is of an individual whose story was featured
in several Italian newspapers, perhaps due to his chosen last name:
Jacob Chansley, known as Jake Angeli, a native of Phoenix, Arizona who has become the iconographic leader of this mob. Shirtless
and baring several large tattoos depicting Mjölner and Yggdrasill
(the Norse tree, which includes a valknut), Angeli wore a bisonhorned, double raccoon-tail helmet, painted his face the colors of
the US flag, and carried a spear with the American flag attached, as
seen below. Angeli has a record of attendance at Trump rallies and
QAnon demonstrations dating back to November 2019, often depicted with the sign “Q Sent Me,” which has led to his monicker
as “QAnon Shaman.” He was one of the many insurrectionists
photographed on the Senate dais after the chamber had been evacuated of all elected officials, who were escorted into safety.
While the inspiration for his ensemble might be Native
American or nineteenth-century white western or even Viking
dress,1 Angeli's appearance evokes the language of violence and
Eric Anderson, Professor of Native American Literature at George Mason University, writes, “It is unclear if the insurrectionist is specifically or intentionally styling
himself in ways he perceives to be Indigenous. There are ‘western’ elements to his
dress, as in some odd mix of cowboy and (possibly) Native elements, but not in line
with the Apaches of his home state, Arizona. It could also be that such specificity
doesn’t matter, and that he’s playing Indian in a generic sort of way, and just throwing
together a costume that, he thinks, looks ‘Indian’.” From an email correspondence
1
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treason from Dante's Inferno. In canto eleven, Dante the pilgrim
arrives in the first ring of the Seventh Circle, which punishes those
souls who were violent against their neighbors. Here, tyrants, murderers, and bandits — those who are violent to others or their property — are immersed in the Phlegethon, a boiling river of blood, to
various degrees: the worse the sin, the further immersed the soul in
the river.

Fig. 2. “Jacob Chansley, aka Jake Angeli, inside the Capitol on January 6, 2021”
(Photo Credit: Alek Gakos, Orlando Weekly)

The Minotaur — part-man, part-bull — is the first among the
monsters encountered in this area, and, in keeping with the bestial
rage exhibited here, he is infuriated by the appearance of Dante and
his guide, Virgil. The damned souls, including Alexander the Great
and Attila the Hun, are guarded by centaurs, men from the waist
up, and horses from the waist down, brandishing arrows for hunting. Dante includes these hybrid creatures to signify the bestial nature of violence. Violent acts — be it plundering and looting, killing
or executing — exhibit the bestial nature antithetical to reason, the
facility that distinguishes humans from animals to the medieval
mind. From the horns of the Minotaur, to his bare torso and
brown-colored legs, Angeli evokes these bestial guardians of the
Circle of Violence.
dated 1/19/2021. Also see Philip Joseph Deloria’s study Playing Indian (New Haven,
CT: Yale University Press, 1998).
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The irony of such resonance, of course, is that the insurrectionists who sieged the Capitol claimed to do so in the name of
freedom, and against tyranny itself: “Don’t Tread on Me,” as their
Gadsden flags read. Instead, they figured like so many centaurs, the
mythic creatures known for their violence, as they notoriously kill,
plunder, and violate the human gatherings that they invade. Angeli’s facial painting — the three colors of the American flag — likewise recalls the tripartite colors of Lucifer’s three faces: red, yellow
and black. His three mouths eternally masticate traitors to country,
homeland, and God. Lucifer, the supreme fallen angel, is described
by Dante as the emperor of the despondent kingdom: the most
treacherous of souls, frozen into the lake of Hell, Cocytus, which
is fed by his own tears.
If Angeli’s insurrectionist garb bears this unintended symbolism with Dante’s poetic imagination, a more elaborate, intricate
Dante was hidden in another image: that of the portrait of Charles
Sumner behind an insurrectionist with the Confederate flag.
Charles Sumner employed Dante’s idea of cowardice to denounce
slavery on the very floor of the Senate. Dante places the cowards —
the pusillanimous, the lukewarm — in the vestibule of hell, outside
of Hell proper. As a punishment for their inaction in life, they are
forced to chase an empty banner, goaded on by stinging insects.
As Dennis Looney has noted, Charles Sumner and his brother,
George Sumner, were both avid readers of Dante. In a July 4, 1859
speech, George Sumner compared compromisers in the North
with the “indifferent angels” from Inferno 3. George’s brother,
Charles — the Massachusetts senator, one of the founders of the
Radical Republican Party, and a frequent traveler to Italy — had
earlier demonstrated his deep knowledge of Dante, extensively referring to Inferno 3 in his denunciations of slavery. In his May 1855
speech, “The Antislavery Enterprise: Its Necessity, Practicability,
and Dignity with Glances at the Special Duties of the North,”
Charles Sumner exhorts his fellow Americans to take a stand, quoting Inferno 3.37–39 in full:
Better strive in this cause, even unsuccessfully, then never strive at all.
The penalty of indifference is akin to the penalty of opposition, — as is
well pictured by the great Italian poet, when, among the saddest on
the banks of Acheron, rending the air with outcries of torment, shrieks
of anger, and smiting of hands, he finds the troop of dreary souls who
had been ciphers in the great conflicts of life:
‘Mingled with whom, of their disgrace the proof,
Are the vile angels, who did not rebel,
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Nor kept their faith to God, but stood aloof.’

Charles Sumner would again refer specifically to Inferno 3, likening
those who do not stand against someone to the one who “made
the great refusal” (Inf. 3.60) in his 1856 speech to the Senate, “The
Crime against Kansas: The Apologies for the Crime; and the True
Remedy.” Here, Sumner unleashes the hortatory power of this
canto, using Dante’s punishment of cowardice as a warning to the
living to take a stand. It was after delivering this speech, on May
22, 1856, that a brazen act of violence was committed on the Senate floor when Preston Brooks caned and permanently disabled
Charles Sumner.
This photograph from January 6, 2021 [below] is thus an
allegory begging to be read for its disturbing contrasts: a Confederate-flag yielding insurrectionist stands in front of a politician who
spoke against slavery and was beaten for it. But it is an image of the
Dantean punishment of cowardice, where a man carries a flag —
the flag of a non-entity, the Confederacy, that is followed by too
many — in front of a man who knew that text well. Dante’s poetic
vision unfolds here before our eyes and those of Sumner.

Fig. 3. “Insurrectionist holds Confederate flag in front of portrait of Charles Sumner”
(Photo Credit: Erin Schaff, The New York Times)

As a part of the ultimate punishment of the pusillanimous,
Dante does not name any of the cowardly souls he witnesses: “non
ragioniam di lor, ma guarda e passa” (“Let us not talk about them,
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but look and pass,” Inf. 3.51). The pilgrim only understands that
this large group of souls sinned in cowardice because he recognizes
one of them, one who “made the great refusal.” For Dante, cowardice is a political sin, a refusal to act in times in crisis when the
circumstances require it. For this reason, his conception of cowardice has punctuated political speeches from Teddy Roosevelt and
President John F. Kennedy — who interpreted Dante’s condemnation of cowardice in the saying, “The worst places in hell are reserved for those who do not act in times of moral crisis” — and
sermons from 19th-century American pastors like H.M. Vines, up
to the Reverend Martin Luther King.
It is clear that these domestic terrorists were participants in
acts of violence and treason. Yet if we were to attempt a parallel
between the cowardly population of Dante’s hell and the mob that
invaded the Capitol on January 6, 2021, we would do better to
look the one who incited their violent and treacherous act in the
first place: the true coward, former President Trump, who urged
them to rebel and then disowned any association with their actions.
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Elisa Brilli and Giuliano Milani.

Vite nuove. Biografia e autobiografia di Dante.
Rome: Carocci, 2021. 400 pp. €29.

The literary tradition dedicated to reconstructing Dante’s life was initiated by Giovanni Boccaccio in the decades after the poet’s death. Following Boccaccio’s Trattatello in laude di Dante numerous scholars—from the humanist period to the present day—have attempted to reconstruct and interpret events in the divine poet’s
life. The seventh centenary of Dante’s death provided a unique opportunity to further explore biographical obscurities, and many specialists have offered new interpretations of the celebrated poet’s life.
Among the many Dante biographies published in Italy, in 2021, the most
intriguing and innovative is certainly that of Elisa Brilli and Giuliano Milani. Vite
nuove. Biografia e autobiografia di Dante (published in France, earlier in the year,
under the title Dante. Des vies nouvelles). The book, which takes an analytical approach, overturns the classical structures of Dante’s biography. By combining their
strengths and specialized skills, the authors have created a work that merges historical analysis, philology, and critical interpretation. The collaborative writing and
dual analytical perspective allow the biographers to explore the poet’s life through
an interdisciplinary lens. This collaboration and interdisciplinarity led Brilli and
Milani to distinguish documentary evidence from literary sources and thus read
them on two parallel levels. Consequently, the biography presents chapters based
almost exclusively on documentary sources (introduced by the title La storia)
whereas others (Il racconto) analyze the different narratives of self (“racconti di sé”),
elaborated by Dante in his works. This bipartite analysis results in a comparative
work in which the perspectives of the two authors offer harmonious interpretative
counterpoints.
The book is organized according to the stages of human life, as established
in the fourth treatise of the Convivio (adolescence, youth, and old age). The biographical section is preceded by a Prologo on the origins of Dante’s family and
concludes with an interpretative Epilogo. The book’s sophisticated composition,
combined with the broad chronological structure, allows the reader to fully understand the value of a biography or, rather, a multifaceted life like Dante’s. At an
historical level, Milani’s analysis of the documentary sources shows Dante in an
entirely new light as compared to traditional historiography. Milani presents the
poet as a “pure” intellectual who is distinguished from other literati of his time
because of his nuanced view of the intellectual’s social role. Unlike other medieval
Tuscan poets, Dante did not have a stable profession: he was not a banker like Dino
Frescobaldi, a jurist like Cino da Pistoia, nor a notary like Brunetto Latini. From
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the time of his youth, Dante transformed the practice of writing poetry from an
ancillary activity into a proper occupation; thus, he became a sort of predecessor to
Petrarch and his idea of the “professional scholar.” Despite the lack of a well-defined
social status, this new view of intellectual life, Milani tells us, allowed Dante to stand
out in the political arena of his time, both in Florence and in the intricate geopolitical map of the early fourteenth-century Italian peninsula. When compared with
the rigid ideological figure of a partisan man—fashioned by traditional historiography—Milani’s biographical profile presents a Dante who approaches the civic and
political dimension as an intellectual who adapts himself to the fluid political landscape of medieval Italy.
Elisa Brilli’s investigation complements this excellent historical analysis by
focusing on the relationship between Dante’s intellectual path and his works. The
result of this study is an artistic biography that sheds new light on several aspects of
the narrative and promotional strategies deployed by the poet in his works. Specifically, Brilli points out that in the Vita nova Dante sketches a self-portrait, as a poet
and public figure, by virtue of which he aimed to enter the political and social scene
of his city—a sort of “business card” of the nearly thirty-year-old Dante seeking
social affirmation in the sophisticated late thirteenth-century Florentine context. It
is precisely with the Vita nova that Dante introduces the poetics of the “narrative
of self,” which is both a pioneering narrative device and a publicity strategy to build
a new readership and reach wide-ranging intellectual prestige. In Brilli’s analysis,
this new strategy reaches its peak in the Commedia. According to the scholar, the
“sacred poem” is Dante’s true testament, the text through which the poet wished
to convey the meaning of his life and that of human history. Like any medieval
Italian who dictates his last will and testament to a notary, Dante employs the Commedia—and the perspective of the afterlife—to address his successors and influence
his present condition. And, as in the case of any legal will, the poet occasionally
changes his mind and redirects his intentions according to the circumstances. The
result is a treasure trove of phrases, ideas, values, judgments, images, and knowledge
that Dante dispenses to an audience that, for him, represents all of humanity. The
writing of his poetic testamentum reflects and maximizes the powerful strategy of
self-validation developed by the poet through the narrative of self. Indeed, in the
poem, Dante presents himself as a character-narrator through narrative shifts inspired by literary models including Boethius, Augustine, and the Bible. Through
these multiple interpretative lenses, Dante recounts his afterlife journey using his
own biography as a narrative tool. He recounts his story as a converted sinner (Augustine) and unjustly persecuted person (Boethius), who is transformed into an
apostle and prophet when, in Paradiso, he receives the investiture of “scribe of
God.” These different portraits conveyed by the poet in the Commedia, Brilli suggests, constitute the literary mark of an extraordinary human and intellectual experience. Dante wisely makes this the central point of his narrative and thus delivers
to posterity a unique precedent in Western literary history.
In conclusion, Vite nuove is a groundbreaking biography of Dante that differs from those that precede it in method, objectives, and structure. As the authors
themselves emphasize, it does not claim to be a definitive biography of the poet.
Rather, this excellent work seeks to be the first chapter of a historiographical “restoration” that considers the historical context of Dante’s life and the poet’s
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multifaceted human and intellectual journey. A journey in which data and chronological and documentary gaps can be equally valuable clues to fully understand the
poet’s biographical narrative. For all these reasons, Brilli and Milani’s book should
certainly be considered the major biographical study on Dante of the last few decades, and one of the fundamental points of reference for future works on this endlessly fascinating subject.

Natale Vacalebre, University of Pennsylvania

John Took.

Dante.

Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2020. 582 pp. $35
Dante by John Took contributes a thorough biography that both centers Dante’s

works and the historical context they are embedded in. Took begins his text by
reflecting on T.S. Eliot’s reading of Dante and the limits and possibilities of interpreting his biography and writing. Took agrees with Eliot and notes that reading
Dante’s contemporaries’ after reading his own work is next reasonable step in interpreting a figure as monumental as Dante but expands Eliot’s view by noting that
something must be said or interpreted, because Dante himself invites the lettore to
speak on his or her own account (XXI).
The book first delves into the historical context, the political background
and struggle between Florentine power blocs, partisanship and alignment, and civic
disorder. “Historical Considerations”, which covers the periods of 1251-1313, is
dedicated to outlining this historical backdrop before explicitly inserting Dante to
the events. Took outlines Florentine power struggles through distinctive phases. He
begins with Buondelmonte to characterize Florence’s political past then details the
struggle for power between the Guelphs and Ghibellines, describing the period as
one of genuine political creativity. This then leads to his discussion of the subsequent early years of the fourteenth century and the inner struggle among Black and
White Guelphs. After the first chapter, Took situates Dante within this larger conflict between factions. Chapter 2, “Biographical Considerations”, begins with a biographical constellation of Dante’s lineage, starting from Cacciaguida and his mention in Paradiso, to Dante’s birth in 1265. Along with drawing out Dante’s later
relationship with Guido Cavalcanti and Brunetto Latini, Took underlines how
Dante’s turn to philosophy and the philosophical schools in Florence was set in
motion by the death of Beatrice in 1290. The “Biographical Considerations” chapter is divided into three phases, “Susceptibility and the Significant Encounter (12651293)”; “Care, Conflict and Catastrophe (1293-1302)”; and lastly “Far-Wandering
and the Agony of Exile (1302-1321).”
After these introductory chapters, Took analyses Dante’s biography through
a chronological examination of his literary works and letters. Although each section
is ordered in a chronological manner, Took references post-exile works to analyze
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Dante’s development as political thinker, poet, and philosopher. Through the reading of Vita Nova, Dante’s notion of love as a principle of disposition, as opposed to
acquisition, surfaces within Took’s inquiry as he also notes how Vita Nova functions as a preliminary essay in the dialectic of hell, purgatory, and paradise “as a
matter of self-confrontation, self-reconfiguration and self-transcendence” (77). In a
continuation of his detailed exploration of Vita Nova, Took divides his third chapter, “Literary Apprenticeship and a Coming of Age” into “Dante Guittoniano” and
“Dante Cavalcantiano.” He elaborates on Dante’s Guittonian phase, which was
marked by a heightened sense of moral and salvific substance of love in both his
Rime and Vita Nova. In his “Dante Cavalcantiano” section, Took describes this
phase in Dante’s biography as a lyric poet as one characterized by “restiveness” in
his development of “love-understanding” and “love-expression” while also putting
into question Dante’s Cavalcantianism, noting that his is “just a pale reflection of
the real thing, a living out of the Cavalcantian drama under the aspect less of its
substance than of its symptomology” (133). In other words, Took notes that within
Dante’s Cavalcantian phase, love is never “in and for itself as a principle of undoing
on the plane of properly human being—of confusion, consternation and near-impossibility, to be sure, but never, in and for itself and properly understood, of anything other than new life” (133). In the following sections, Took continues to touch
on Dante’s different influences during his development as a lyric poet in both his
subsections “Dante and the Rose” and “Dante Guinizzelliano” and concludes with
summarizing the affective-philosophical aspect of the Vita Nova as well as the principle of “properly human being and becoming”, meaning, the finality of one’s human presence. Took notes in the final section of Part II that Dante’s activity as a
lyric poet and as a philosopher of love is expressed through the literary-aesthetic
facet of Vita Nova which had the same underpinnings as Dante’s later Convivio
and Divine Comedy.
Part II of Took’s book explores the Rime, the Convivio, the De vulgari
eloquentia and the Post-Exilic Rime. It is noted that in most of the works detailed
in this biography that the discussion of the principle of “being and becoming” is an
undercurrent in Dante’s writing. One of the most striking moments it is investigated
in is within Dante’s treatise on language and rhetoric and the “becoming” of the
vulgare illustre which aligns itself with the concept of self-affirmation and recognition. It is made clear that the vulare illustre is a matter of rejoicing but also a diasporic force which Took characterizes as forlorn even while superimposing the
matter of being and becoming on the theme of language. Took notes that Dante’s
three canzoni written early in his exile echo his meditations on exile and grief in
the Divine Comedy
In the final section of his book, delineating the Commedia, De Monarchia,
the Eclogues, and the Quaestio de aqua et terra, Took expands on the theme of the
self as meditated on by Dante and the world surrounding the self. In one of his final
sections titled “The Dialectics of Being: A Difficult Dimensionality” Took analyzes
Dante’s sense of temporality in relation to both Paradiso and the Convivio. He
writes that for Dante, time is conceptualized as a before and after especially in the
reconstruction of the self, “the intentional reconstruction both of self and of the
world beyond self, is always temporally conditioned. It is always a matter of its
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successive moments” (389). Time is thus described as a means of self-perspectivization but also as an entity that speaks in the imperative for Dante.
Took’s chapters are brimming with both contextual information and analysis
of Dante’s biography and life works; the book provides a full view into the background in which Dante is writing while bringing to light themes of existence, exile,
language, temporality, and love through its meticulous selection of sources. It becomes clear through every chapter and analysis that the lettore mentioned in the
preface, is necessarily part of this biography.

Lourdes Contreras, University of Pennsylvania

Paolo Pellegrini.

Dante Alighieri. Una vita.

Turin: Einaudi, 2021. XX + 259 pp. €22.
Among the new generation of Dante biographies, inaugurated by Marco Santagata’s
work Dante. Il romanzo della sua vita (2012), Paolo Pellegrini’s Dante Alighieri.
Una vita is undoubtedly one of the most cogent and fascinating. This brand-new
study begins with the assumption that Dante’s works, and particularly the Commedia, are not “instant books” of the poet’s life. In the last few decades, there has been
a tendency among Dante biographers to use verses of the sacred poem to glean
information about the author’s life. Pellegrini, referring to the interpretative discretion of Italian scholars of the first half of the twentieth century—and especially
Michele Barbi—chose instead to find a balance between documentary analysis and
literary interpretation in constructing his biographical profile of the poet.
The book is based on an accurate analysis of the archival documents related
to Dante and his historical context (specifically the excellent collection of the
new Codice Diplomatico Dantesco published by Salerno Editrice), as well as literary sources that Pellegrini considers reliable and worthy of consideration. Specifically, the author considers texts of the exegetical tradition of the Commedia (e.g.,
Jacopo and Pietro Alighieri, Andrea Lancia, the Ottimo commento, Boccaccio,
Filippo Villani) as well as Boccaccio’s Trattatello, Leonardo Bruni’s Vita di Dante,
and Biondo Flavio’s Historiarum decades. The author has analyzed the testimonies
collected with a highly philological approach, delivering to both specialist readers
and the broader public a balanced and innovative profile of Dante. From a strictly
narrative point of view, the biographical portrait Pellegrini provides is a “traditional” account that develops chronologically through a geographic-poetic distribution of the chapters.
The book opens with a short introductory chapter on the historical context
of Florence between the twelfth and thirteenth centuries; this is very helpful for
understanding the governmental structure of the Tuscan city and the social and
political upheavals prior to the poet’s birth. This chapter is followed by one dedicated to the Florentine period of Dante’s life (1265-1302) and a third on the poet’s
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political engagement. The biographical narrative develops through the poet’s wanderings during exile and focuses particularly on the years Dante spent in Verona as
a guest of the della Scala family.
Pellegrini offers some of the most original hypotheses on the Dante’s peregrinations and social and intellectual activity during his exile. The author has recently attributed to Dante’s hand a letter previously thought to have been written
by Cangrande della Scala to Emperor Henry VII in August 1312. This new information, once corroborated, would confirm the hypothesis that Dante stayed for an
extended period of time in Verona before moving to Ravenna and the court of
Guido Novello da Polenta. Though other scholars have contested the attribution,
Pellegrini is now working on the critical edition of the letter, where he will undoubtedly present new evidence in support of his hypothesis.
The author is also in favor of other attributional theories that are still not
entirely resolved and which he uses to shed light on the latter years of Dante’s life,
for which there is almost no archival documentation. Specifically, Pellegrini considers the Epistle to Cangrande and the Questio de aqua et terra to be authentic;
this, according to him, would confirm Dante’s presence in Verona and involvement
in the cultural and courtly milieu of the city. Despite the questions of attribution,
the biography provided by Pellegrini is one of the most thorough in recent years.
The author analyzes the historical data, with competence and lucidity, and explains
and justifies his most controversial hypotheses. This is accomplished with a solid
knowledge of medieval literary history and through a meticulous philological analysis of sources.
The other great quality of this biography is that it is beautifully written. With
his light and elegant prose, Pellegrini catches the interest of both the specialist and
casual reader. To explain some of the most challenging themes in the various chapters, Pellegrini occasionally inserts brief notes on the content and structure of
Dante’s works. For its rigorous analytical approach, and beautiful writing style, Pellegrini’s book can be considered one of the best Dante biographies of the last few
decades. And precisely because of this virtuous combination of methodological
strength, knowledge of the subject matter, and writing skill, this work deserves to
be translated. This would allow readers throughout the world to learn of Dante’s
biographical and literary journey, in a new fascinating light.

Natale Vacalebre, University of Pennsylvania

Lino Pertile.

Dante Popolare.

Ravenna: Longo Editore, 2021. 385 pp. €34.
The 700th anniversary of Dante’s death has been a formidable year to celebrate the
cultural magnitude of the Florentine poet and to draw conclusions about global
trends of Dante Studies. Lino Pertile’s book arrives in this propitious time to
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contribute towards an understanding of the great poet that is too often diminished
or ignored: the popular Dante. Not that the word popolare can be easily defined;
what does popular mean? It is important to clarify—and Pertile does so several times
throughout the book—as to avoid any doubts, linguistic ambiguities, or anachronisms: Dante’s popolo has nothing to do with what we intend as such nowadays. It
is not limited and defined by the norms and understanding of contemporary society
on themes of education or wealth. It is not a class division—after all, many fourteenth-century aristocrats were unlearned and unable to read—and the approach to
literature between a blacksmith and a nobleman was not necessarily too different.
The popolo we should instead consider has a larger variety of persons, and more
importantly, partially changes in Dante’s understanding between the Convivio and
the Commedia. Before we go there, however, Pertile introduces his investigation
with a simple and yet powerful question: granted the success of Dante in our world,
what is in the Divine Comedy that makes it so “universally irresistible” [12]? Aware
of the great attention to Dante as the father of Italian language, Pertile’s stated goal
is to contribute to moving scholarship towards a new balance between the Dante
colto and Dante popolare, more respectful of the complexity of Dante and his
Commedia.
In addition to a foreword on the ideas predicating this project, the book is
divided into two main sections. The first is an introduction to the problem, showing
how some of the more recognized characteristics of Dante’s Commedia belong to
the world of popular culture, including reports of visions, travels to the Afterlife, as
well as hagiographies and sermons. The same can be said about the language of
Dante, which is very distant from the refined vernacular of the aristocratic Petrarch
and Pietro Bembo. The plurilinguismo, celebrated as one of the staples of Dante’s
literary wealth, perhaps represented the more open deviation from an aristocratic
vernacular, one that will become codified by the Prose two centuries later based on
a more polished (and less common) language. After the fascinating journey through
Dante’s alternate fortunes from the Trecento up to the time of Mussolini and Gramsci, Contini and Pasolini, Lino Pertile spends some time in defining the coordinates
of his study, analyzing the method of his work and the challenges, theoretical as
well as practical, of such a task. Aware of the vastness of this field, he leaves several
suggestions for further study while highlighting those that came before. Particular
attention has been given to the scholarship on the relationship between Dante and
preaching literature, from which the poet drew ideas and styles. The reason for
Dante’s success, says Pertile—especially of the Inferno—is the ability to picture feelings and desires, but also characters and their passions. Not differently from a
preacher, Dante aims at moving the readers through this ‘catalog of emotions,’ and
he does so in such an intense way that it is still nowadays effective and vibrant. His
declared mission—and ironically the one that will fail—is to wear the clothes of the
prophet, able to guide his fellow brothers through the perilous waters of sin. He
wanted to spark a change in people’s lives; and yet, what remains of him is his
greatness as a poet, while some delicate and controversial theological suggestions
are quickly tamed by the commentaries.
In the second part of the book, in which Pertile elaborates some of his previous scholarship, we are confronted with practical studies on the popular life in the
Commedia. Among others, there are studies on the transfiguration of classical
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figures from the Aeneid to the Inferno, the family ties embodied by the absence of
Geri del Bello, or the popular story of Buonconte’s death. These are all contributions whose role is to demonstrate and to analyze those popular elements and thus
stress those aspects that were shared in his society.
It does not surprise that these studies focus on the first two cantiche: with
the Paradiso, the popular voice disappears and leaves the room to the university: it
is time for teaching, for giving answers and solutions, and the single stories are at
this point rare and vague. Yet, being an intentional movement, it does not exclude
anybody from being part of it, it is still very inclusive despite its announced new
high profile. This is ever more evident if compared, and this is a good part of Pertile’s argument, with the proudly aristocratic Convivio, a text that—although also
written in vernacular—is still very keen in having an audience of a certain kind.
The progress from the Convivio to the Commedia, Pertile argues, is a change of
perspective. Sure, in both cases Dante is using the vernacular language, the Florentine that he deemed not worthy of being the language of poetry, and yet between
the attitude of the two works there could not be more difference. So aristocratic
the first, so 'popular' the second. This is of great importance: the passage from the
two texts represents a shift in Dante’s mission, from the philosopher to the poetprophet, and therefore to modes and attitudes of a preacher. This change of point
of view reflects its essence in the language, and here Pertile aptly dedicates a good
amount of space to the Dantean vernacular. Differently from what he had defined
in the De vulgari eloquentia, the language he uses for his Commedia is the Florentine vernacular of the turn of the fourteenth century, crystallized from the time
before his exile. It is a language that can be understood by many, apt to his mission
and, one can infer, to his pleasure: after all, Dante will demonstrate in his Eclogues
his ability with Latin.
Mindful of the risks entailed into ‘lowering’ the horizon of Dante, especially
concurrently with the 2021 celebrations and the subsequent sprouts of rhetoric,
what Pertile writes is a hymn of love to the poet, not a rebuke of his geniality.
Following in the steps of those who do not want to limit Dante to the embrace of
the academic world, the author guides the reader in a journey through Dante as a
crossroad of popular culture and personal interpretations, a mediator between high
and low culture. The prominence of the poet goes beyond his formidable
knowledge and memory ability but draws from the world of visions, sermons, exempla, folkloristic traditions, all together in his legendary path.
This year of celebration seemed to lack this popular aspect, and Pertile’s book
came to the rescue, bringing into the field the side of Dante that makes him still
rich more than seven hundred years later. It is not intended as a book that could
encompass the whole subject, but rather as a reminder that the field of Dante Studies
still has a lot to be explored. The Commedia that still inspires singers, actors, graphic
designers, videogames, and movies; the text that draws hundreds of people in the
square of a city to listen to a public reading, and which is performed in Ravenna
with the whole city: that Dante cannot be limited to academic discussions or aristocratic (or even nationalistic) senses of belonging. Dante Popolare is thus a great
starting point that guides the reader with an informed and decidedly un-pedantic
style—which would ironically invalidate the whole purpose of it. It is an open book,
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an invitation to add new chapters, and a different stance on the uniqueness of
Dante’s Commedia.

Mario Sassi, University of Pennsylvania

Dante visualizzato. Carte ridenti II: XV secolo. Prima parte.
Marcello Ciccuto and Leyla M.G. Livraghi, eds.
Florence: Franco Cesati, 2019. 407 pp. €50.

Dante visualizzato. Carte ridenti III: XV secolo. Seconda parte.
Rossend Arqués Corominas and Sabrina Ferrara, eds.
Florence: Franco Cesati, 2019. 310 pp. €50.

Dante’s Commedia is surely one of the most fascinating and evocative poems which
naturally attracted the interests of readers, book owners and publishers for the manifold applications its verses experienced, and still experience, in the field of illustrations. Thus, the importance of the book series Dante visualizzato is to collect studies, insights and accurate contributions about the role and the forms illustrations
played in the transmission of Dante’s work.
In particular, volumes Carte ridenti II and III collect the proceedings of two
international conferences: the first, held in Florence on April 18-20, 2016, was focused on the first half of the fifteenth century (without however neglecting the late
14th) and Commedia manuscript production; the second, held in Tours and Paris
between May 31 and June 3, 2017, moved to the second half of the fifteenth century, consequently considering both manuscripts and printed books. The main feature of both volumes is their multidisciplinary approach, involving codicology, history of art, literature, digital humanities etc.: even though many contributions deal
with different case studies or areas, the reader will perceive an atmosphere of continuous dialogue, a fil rouge which goes beyond the common subject.
So, that said, contributions on wider subjects are numerous and rich. In Carte
ridenti II: Marisa Boschi Rotiroti and Francesca Pasut (pp. 11-33) analyze manuscripts of Dante’s Commedia produced in Florence between the second half of the
fourteenth and the first half of the fifteenth century; Chiara Ponchia (pp. 35-46)
focuses on iconographical strategies and representations in Commedia manuscript
transmission, examining also two examples (Firenze, Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale,
B.R. 39 and Paris, Bibliothèque nationale de France, It. 78); Paolo Procaccioli (pp.
119-132) investigates the still obscure topic of the lecturae Dantis in the first part of
the fifteenth century, in order to find a link with contemporary illustration trends;
Marco Cursi and Luisa Miglio (pp. 179-201) present their research on Commedia
manuscripts in mercantesca script, focusing on the first half of the fifteenth century
(not a particularly rich period for this kind of production) and analyzing some interesting cases. In Carte ridenti III: Gennaro Ferrante (pp. 35-53) shows the influence iconography of Dante’s Commedia exerted on illustrators of Vergil’s Aeneid;
Matthew Collins (pp. 115-133) investigates genealogic relationships between
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illuminated manuscripts and incunables; Maria Maślanka-Soro (pp. 209-225) and
Angelo Eugenio Mecca (pp. 255-269) reflect on the role of illustrations in text
interpretation and philological studies; Giancarlo Petrella (pp. 227-253) examines
editions of illustrated Commedia, starting from the Florentine 1481 edition up to
the 1491 Venice one.
Contributions on single case studies, particular manuscripts and editions, or
very specific themes are even more richly represented. In Carte ridenti II: Anna
Pegoretti (pp. 47-72) studies what is considered the first topo-chronography of
Dante’s Commedia, Cammino di Dante, written by the Florentine notary Piero
Bonaccorsi in the 1430s; Joan Molina Figueras (pp. 73-89) and Vincenzo Vitale
(pp. 91-118) examine the illuminated manuscript London, British Library, Yates
Thompson 36, owned by Alfonso the Magnanimous of Aragon King of Naples and
presented here as an example of political representation; Andrea Improta (pp. 133142) shows the late 1 fourteenth-century codex Cambridge, Cambridge University
Library, Gg.3.6, connecting it to Ugolino III Lord of Foligno and Federico Frezzi,
author of Quadriregio; Gianni Pittiglio (pp. 143-163) analyses the manuscript Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, 10057 and its illustrations, in order to look for their
sources in commentaries, such as the one by Giovanni da Serravalle, and enlightening their anti-Papal critical attitude; Susy Marcon (pp. 165-178) moves the attention to the Istrian environment, studying two illuminated manuscripts of the
Commedia written by chancellor Pietro Campenni between the late Trecento and
the following century; Eva Ponzi (pp. 203-213) underlines the old-fashioned illumination style in the Ott. lat. 2863 of the Vatican Library; Salvatore Sansone (pp.
215-228) studies the representation of the last Purgatorio cantos in some manuscripts; Gennaro Ferrante (pp. 229-255) and Ciro Perna (pp. 257-264) talk about
the possibilities the Illuminated Dante Project (IDP) can provide in manuscript
studies, introducing the reader to the field of digital humanities; Anna Perriccioli
Saggese (pp. 265-276) focuses on the illustrations contained in the manuscript
M.676 of the Morgan Library; even the world of modern book selling and book
collecting is represented thanks to Daniele Guernelli’s essay (pp. 277-289). In Carte
ridenti III: Claudia Cieri Via (pp. 15-33) and Giulia Puma (pp. 55-72) study the
illuminated Urb. lat. 365, commissioned by Federico da Montefeltro Duke of Urbino in 1474, showing its importance, its complexity and its role as iconographical
model; Florence, Landino’s commentary and illustrations by Baldini for the 1481
edition of the Commedia appear in contributions by Paolo Procaccioli (pp. 73-94)
and Marcello Ciccuto (pp. 95-100); Beatrice Arduini (pp. 101-114) introduces the
eclectic figure of Antonio Manetti; Luca Marcozzi (pp. 135-159) and Silvia Maddalo (pp. 193-207) study the incunable of Dante’s main poem illuminated by Antonio Grifo; Gianni Pittiglio (pp. 161-192) is interested on how Paradiso was represented in incunables printed in Venice in 1491.
These dense volumes begin with an introductory premise by the editors and
end with a bibliography and rich indexes: names and places, manuscripts and
Dante’s quotes in vols. II and III; incunables of the Commedia, illuminated incunables and other incunables only in vol. III. Since indexes provide a valuable and
fundamental help to consultation, the main argument of these books might have
been even more fulfilling by adding an index of the illustrations.
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Overall, these two volumes give the reader a great and accurate collection
of insights on illustration of Dante’s verses in the fifteenth century, blending multiple disciplines and connecting manuscripts and printing.

Stefano Cassini, Catholic University of Milan

Nuove Prospettive sulla Tradizione della “Commedia.” Terza Serie (2020).
Martina Cita, Federico Marchetti, and Paolo Trovato, eds.
Padua: libreriauniversitaria.it edizioni, 2021. 221 pp. €19.90.

As the current issue of Bibliotheca Dantesca comes out, the first two volumes (Introduction and Inferno) of the new critical edition of Dante’s Comedy, edited by
the so-called Gruppo di Ferrara, should already have been or will soon be released.
Their publication marks a turning point in the editorial history of the Comedy, and
in textual philology and criticism in general. Conducted on ca. 630 loci critici and
more than 580 witnesses, the collation carried out by the Gruppo di Ferrara, led by
Paolo Trovato, is a truly remarkable endeavor that no Dante scholar nor textual
critic will be able to ignore. Nuove Prospettive offers us a glimpse into their workshop, shedding light on the problems they faced, as well as on their methodology
and some preliminary results.
Nuove Prospettive is the proceeding of an online symposium held in June
2020, in which the Gruppo di Ferrara confronted a selected group of Dante scholars
and philologists in preparation of the new edition of the Comedy. The first part of
the volume, “Qualche altra idea su Dante,” features seven essays presented by the
members of the Gruppo. The second part, “Note e commenti,” is a collection of
objections, observations, and further considerations from the discussants invited to
the conference.
The essay by Luisa Ferretti Cuomo, who is charge of the new edition’s commentary, opens the volume. It is a highly enjoyable, insightful, and informative
collection of five case studies that show what the lexicological challenges of glossing
the Comedy are and what tools should be used to reconstruct the history and meaning of problematic terms. In the following essay, Elisabetta Tonello shares some
considerations about the contaminations of the manuscripts belonging to the periferia stemmatica (“…the witnesses that cannot be linked to neither big nor small
families,”1 p. 23) of the Tuscan-Florentine tradition of the Comedy. Tonello provides detailed tables that summarize her findings. She takes into consideration both
contaminations of readings, “when the copyist chooses case by case, line by line,
from two or more models simultaneously present on their desk,” or contamination
of exemplars, “when the models alternate regularly” (p. 25). She also identifies and
investigates a third kind of contamination, which she terms “hybrid,” that is a

1

All translations are mine.
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combination of the other two. Her contribution is of great importance for anyone
interested in the slippery topic of contamination.
The following two essays, by Fabio Romanini and Marco Giola, offer some
preliminary considerations on the future editions of Purgatorio and Paradiso, respectively. Romanini looks at the 15 loci critici from Purg. 2 (8 taken from Barbi,
4 from Petrocchi, and 3 selected by the Gruppo di Ferrara, p. 39). The Gruppo
famously identified the codices of the β branch of the stemma, Florio (Udine, Università degli Studi di Udine, Bibl. Florio, 001) and Urbinate (Vatican City, Bibl.
Apost. Vaticana, Urb. Lat. 366), as two of the most authoritative witnesses of the
entire tradition and underscored the close affinity between the two. Not surprisingly, then, Romanini concludes that “also in this canto, the agreement between
Florio and Urbinate is extremely high” (p. 45). He also argues that “the families
previously identified are solid” and suggests that they also show striking graphic
similarities (p. 45). Giola combines a study of the variants, and of Dante’s previous
works and sources to offer an interpretation of 5 case studies (6 loci critici) from
Par. 15. His contribution is useful both in terms of methodology and for his multilayered approach.
Martina Cita and Elena Niccolai’s contributions are specific to Inferno and
the authors most likely relied on a critical edition which was at an extremely advanced stage. I believe these essays to be the most interesting of the volume. Cita
offers a remarkably clear exposition on the fiorentinismi of the family β (U and F
in the stemma ferrarese), the sub-archetype of reference of the edition. Such an
assessment is paramount, for U and F are northern witnesses and their degree of
“florentinness” could hypothetically be evidence of authenticity. Niccolai in turn
assesses the “new prosody of Inferno according to β.” Her essay offers a detailed
account of the prosodic features of Inferno based on about 20 cantos of the edition
(p. 88). Niccolai compares the prosody of β’s Inferno with that of the Sicilian poets,
concluding that they are in conversation (p. 127). She also demonstrates how β
allows for the drastic reduction in the number of exceptions to the predominant
prosodic practices of the text. That I know of, this is the first critical edition whose
results are specifically assessed through the verification of prosody, which attests to
the intelligence and rigor of the entire operation.
In the last contribution of the first part of the volume, Paolo Trovato shares
some reflections on the punctuation of some of the codices. Many considerations
are fascinating: for instance, the idea that in Triv. (Milano, Bibl. Trivulziana, 1080),
the virgula might signal words accented on the final syllable and accented monosyllables (p. 133). Nevertheless, what is most striking, especially considering some
of the previous essays, are once again the similarities between U and F, which he
extends to the archetype β0. Trovato points out how the punctuation of U is not
“less sophisticated than the autograph section of Petrarch’s Rerum vulgarium fragmenta,” suggesting that β0 might transmit traces of Dante’s own punctuation practices (pp. 148 ff.).
The second part of the volume gathers the contributions of some of the
discussants: Luciano Formisano, Giovanna Frosini, Laura Facini and Arnaldo Soldani, Rosario Coluccia, Sandro Bertelli, Mirko Tavoni, Tiziano Zanato, and Lorenzo Renzi. Their observations contain, more often than not, some critical
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objections. And quite frankly, it would be surprising if an operation such as the one
carried out by the Gruppo di Ferrara had raised no perplexities: they will, after all,
restore a version of the Comedy (that is, a text that almost every Italian and many
international readers know intimately well) to which our ears are not accustomed.
This volume is a must read for anyone planning to evaluate their new Comedy. It
documents the rigor, spirit of collaboration (among the members of the group as
well as with the rest of the community of Dante scholars and philologists), and
methodological innovations that made the experience of the Gruppo di Ferrara the
most interesting philological workshop on the Comedy in our time.

Paolo Scartoni, Rutgers University

Approaches to Teaching Dante’s Divine Comedy, 2nd edition.

Christopher Kleinhenz and Kristina Olson, eds.
New York, NY: Modern Languages Association of America, 2020. 312 pp.
$65.
The 2020 Approaches to Teaching Dante’s Divine Comedy edited by Kristina Olson and Christopher Kleinhenz at once complements and expands Carol Shade’s
1982 edition, detailing major advancements and transformations in the pedagogical
practices of American Dante studies over the last three decades. The excellence of
the volume lies in the editors’ ability as conductors of a symphonic conversation
across teaching practices and educational contexts, research backgrounds and scholarly expertise. While Slade’s volume stood granitically centered on a “more traditionally focused Dante pedagogy” (p. xii), Kleinhenz and Olson’s collection embraces the ever-shifting horizons of the discipline in both teaching and learning,
stirred by “new research in material philology, cultural studies and literary theory”
(p. xii), digital humanities and creative writing.
The macro-structure of the volume distinguishes between ‘Materials’ and
‘Approaches’. In the former, the editors’ annotated bibliography is a comprehensive, highly practical aid to both first- and old-timer instructors. Among the wealth
of editions, translations, critical studies and articles, the “Instructor’s Library” records the appearance of new, up-and-coming journals (like our very own Bibliotheca Dantesca), “two clusters of essays on teaching Dante” in Pedagogy as well as
detail the expansion of reception studies and multiplication of digital humanities
projects. The 2020-publication date robbed the editors’ the chance to include the
outburst of works of highly-teachable potential launched for the 2021 Centenary
such as Laura Ingallinella’s Wiki Education project - developed with her students
at Wellesley College and retraces and reinscribes the memory of the women featured
in
the
Comedy.
Or
the
online
exhibition
(https://www.commediadivinaonlinexhibition.com/) created by the recently established Centre for Dante Studies in Ireland of ‘La Commedia Divina’ by Liam
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O’ Broin (now on display at Dublin Castle): the 100 lithographs are fully searchable
and accompanied by original musical compositions.
The editors’ introductory essay discusses the results of a survey on the courses
delivered across “eighty-five colleges and universities” including “one community
college and one high school” and within “a variety of departments: forty-three in
languages and literatures; twenty-nine in English and comparative literature; and
ten in other humanities-related fields” (p. 34). The data anticipates what the essays
variously tackle: that the teaching of the Comedy is not a monolithic construct or
a one-way road. Rather, it is a layered, protean-like enterprise where, as F. Regina
Psaki aptly observes, “certainly the context of the encounter determines the kind
of teaching materials we can use, the assignments we can design, and the learning
outcomes we can aim for” (p. 80). The essays articulate how the choice of approach,
and the selection of cantos are highly dependent on factors such as nature of the
courses (term or year-long; general education, Italian-specific, comparatist; credit
or non-credit bearing), of the program (general education; Italian majors) and of
the teaching institution (secular and Catholic; state, community and college; highschools and correction facilities). The age, the socio-cultural and even religious
background of the students are equally influential for instructors’ strategies for making the poem “relevant” to students’ cultural formation and personal histories,
hence limiting “the potential for [historical, linguistic and cultural] alienation”
(Roznak, p. 170). In this regard, the volume effectively demonstrates the evolution
of the classroom into a vibrant space of collaboration, exchange and reciprocal
growth where new methods, tools, resources and modes of reading the text are
discovered, tested and perfected.
These advancements in the teacher-learner relationship are showcased
throughout the five subsections of ‘Approaches’. In the first, ‘Textual traditions,
language and Authority’, Barolini reflects on Dante’s very own “authorial pedagogy” and how his “protocols” put readers “in a continuous cognitive deficit, always challenging them to work for understanding” (p. 39). Reaching beyond the
inner textual dimension, Storey’s and Magni’s material philology argues that by
encountering “firsthand and tangibly” (p. 57) manuscripts and early printed editions, their paleographical and book-historical analysis heightens students’ appreciation of underlying the architecture of the page, and awareness of “the culture that
receives and reproduces the Comedy, the patron who requests a copy of the work
and the book’s production as artifact” (p.52).
Martinez, Filosa, Deen Schildgen, Psaki and Eisner pursue alternative paths
into the Comedy’s dialogic use of the Bible (“the dimension of Dante’s writings
hardest to impart to contemporary students”, Martinez, p. 62), 0f classical and vernacular culture. Filosa shares a set of “class activities as tools” (p. 67) for training
students’ in “various modes of textual analysis” that unearth Dantean rewritings of
Virgil, Ovid, Lucan and Homer. Deen Schildgen expands the discussion to encompass “Greco-Roman legacy”, inclusive of “Arabic learning and philosophy” (p. 73).
Moving onto vernacular literature, Psaki advocates for student’s direct engagement
with the very primary “sources that Dante knew and invoked” (p. 80) in both
classroom teaching and end-of-year assignments. Parallel readings, she argues, “mobilize[s] students in actively interpreting Beatrice and the pilgrim’s love for her
through the lenses of both the Comedy and its intertexts” (p. 82), courtly love or
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romance. Eisner shows the advantages of placing three moments of Inferno “at the
center of a dialogue with the medieval and modern poetic tradition” embodied by
modernist authors like Joyce, T. S. Eliot and Pound. Similarly, Havely’s comparative assessment of British, American and Swiss courses on Dante’s reception in modern and contemporary literature detail the productiveness of reading (and rewriting)
the Comedy across national and territorial borders, historical periods and foreign
agents of transmission.
Gary Cestaro’s path-breaking ‘Teaching Dante LGBTQ’ leads the second
section on ‘Society and Ethics’. The essay “historicizes the notion of gender identity” and demonstrates how a a vertical reading of the Comedy “reflects notions of
same-sex desire that both reinforce and undermine the gender binary”, that are
“both gender separatist and gender transitive” (p. 107). Olson outlines three critical
reading modes for mediating polemic attitudes and political divide caused by
Dante’s problematic construction of women and female gender: treating the women
of the Comedy as historical characters; reading the moments of misogynist rhetoric
as inherent to a historiographical mode; and unpacking language as a gendered construction. Drell’s history courses offer another example of an interdisciplinary teaching context where the contrastive study of Dante’s “historical memory” and “historical records” can train students’ “evaluation of sources, disentangling and reconciling conflicting contemporary accounts, historical understanding” (p. 120).
Dameron and Contino detail their experiences of teaching the theology of the
poem, tackling its “complex religious and moral themes” (p. 29) and medieval
church history: elements to which students’ from Catholic Colleges are more familiar and inclined to grasp and appreciate. Roush and Hawkins tackle students’
engagement with Dantean ethics. The first stimulates self-reflection through exercises of proactive, “contemporary and personal” reimagining of “aspects of Comedy” (p. 138) via visual, aural and creative or journalistic writing. For the other,
ethical awareness derives from the “transhistorical connection to the vicissitudes of
Dante’s life and Dante-pilgrim”, asking oneselves “what would it be like to be exiled or made a refugee as millions of people in Africa and the Middle East currently
are?” and “who would they even be once all the familiar guarantors of identity were
taken away?” (p. 150).
Within the discourse on ‘The Reception of the Comedy’, Aideh centers on
the application of the art historical method and the compare-contrast approach to
medieval and modern visualization of the Comedy, giving precise instructions on
the selection of the artefacts and their analysis. More creatively, Webb devises “a
new way to look” rooted in a multi-directional reading of the poem, moving between parts “in the most fruitful ways, opening up new hermeneutical possibilities''
(p. 166). Defying the apparent structural fixity of the poem, students “seek out
connections” and “pick out strands of signification” across the canticles (p. 169).
Roznack’s counteraction to students’ lack of “investment in premodern text they
feel removed from the contemporary moment” (p. 170) is by exploring how
“Dante’s work becomes newly interesting and relevant” (p. 171) when read in light
of Naylor’s Linden Hills, a contemporary African American which reshapes Dante’s
Hell through direct appropriation and rewriting. Ciabattoni delineates Dante’s reception history in modern music while also discussing how internal references to
sacred, liturgical and secular music reveal “the Commedia as the product of this
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dynamic medieval interdisciplinary culture” (p. 183). Coggeshall discusses charting
Dante’s presence in contemporary and popular media, detailing lessons and activities
employed to let students become “savvy cultural consumers” and critical awareness
of “how a single text can invite multiple interpretations” (p. 186). Finally, Essary
describes the advantages of combining traditional textual approaches with an immersive gaming experience. Venturing through the digital narrative constructed by
the “Dante’s Inferno” PS3 videogame, students reflect on the architectural and imaginative reading of the poem carried out by game-designers, while also with the
text at a multimedial-level as well as “using accuracies and inaccuracies as valuable”
evidence of (mis-)reading (p. 196).
Directly engaged with ‘Instructional contexts and pedagogical strategies’, in
the final section of the volume Sowell evaluates the vast array of English translations
and their different usability within varying teaching contexts and levels. Hagedorn
promotes a particular type of close-reading exercises within general literature
courses, where students unpack the stylistic features of Dantes “damned rhetoric”
by reading it “in conjunction” with classical hypotexts, gaining awareness of “the
innovations of his autobiographical and spiritual queste” and surprising redeployment of “figures of the epic tradition” (p. 211). Marchesi exemplifies situational
teaching, documenting the array of strategies deployed to facilitate the engagement
of first-year students in the reading of the Comedy through the “interplay between
course-long assignments and in-class exercises” (p. 216). These stimulate textual
memory, the ability to formulate critical questions and a certain “responsibility” (p.
215) for knowledge produced through research. Applauso argues creative writing
empowers “students to put theory into practice”, using their “original content” in that case, a moral system of Inferno 'of their own making - to grasp “theoretical
concepts in connection to literature and poetry” (p. 224). At a more specialized and
technologically advanced level, Haynes’ scaffolding approach resorted to blog-posting as a research tool that would stimulate classroom discussion and collaborative
learning through classroom discussion on hermeneutic issues of their choosing.
Whereas Chiodo’s “tagging exercise” exploited the “tag” function of a Wordpress
blog to display the advantages of digital humanities tools in the classroom (p. 259).
Returning to analogical methods, Gorman focused on the challenges of teaching
“Dante in a lower-level course to build skills in textual analysis” (p. 239) among
non-traditional students: an approach shared by Levenstein teaching the Commedia
at a selective, secular independent school in New York City. The volume closes
with Herzman’s experience of teaching Dante within state correctional facilities,
contexts where students have no prior literary knowledge but are able to establish
a direct, intimate connection between the characters of the Inferno and their own
life. He also details the struggle with reconciling “trusting” Dante as “a truth teller
and an authority” (p. 253). An issue that builds on the practical difficulty of “bringing the writing skills to the level” of their affective, verbal “interpretation”; nevertheless, the receptiveness of the students demonstrates that “Dante is for everyone”
(p. 255).
Overall, the volume has the rare power of infusing new life into teaching
practices, inviting instructors to question and innovate their modes of reading, analyzing, and discussing the Commedia within diverse classroom environments. The
edition is an outstanding contribution that goes beyond acknowledging how the
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field has evolved over the past thirty years, to actively promote and produce that
change by engendering a space of multidisciplinary exchange and collaboration.
Federica Coluzzi, University College Cork

Katelynn Robinson.

The Sense of Smell in the Middle Ages: A Source of Certainty.

London-New York: Routledge, 2020. X + 228 pp. $165 (pb. $51).
Katelynn Robinson’s book provides the first scholarly investigation into the theories
of smell elaborated by Latin medieval scholars, from roughly 1100 until 1400 CE.
The book also discusses actual applications of these theories in the medical and
religious practices of the time. Robinson’s study is motivated by an ambition to fill
a twofold lacuna in current scholarship. On the one hand, by focusing especially on
the late centuries of the Middle Ages, it aims to complement scholarship on the
earlier phases of European history, which already boasts a number of well-researched studies. On the other hand, by providing an exploration of medieval olfactory theories, Robinson has the merit of focusing on topics neglected by scholars,
who have traditionally been more interested in studying the cultural practices related to smells than in unpacking the complex theoretical views supporting them.
These theories, which are discussed at length in the works of leading medieval
schoolmen such as Albert the Great, William of St.-Thierry, Vincent of Beauvais,
and Bartholomew the Englishman (to mention only a few), are the result of a long
and often-tortuous process of translatio from the Greek world into the Latin one
through the mediation of Arabic thinkers. Robinson reconstructs the main trajectories of this journey by relying on the Latin translations of Greek (Aristotle, Galen)
and Arabic scholars (Avicenna, Haly Abbas) produced during the Middle Ages. In
addition to this, Robinson shows how Latin medieval views of olfaction were far
from being simply the object of mere intellectual speculations, for they served in
fact as theoretical foundation to two crucial spheres of medieval life: medicine and
religious practice.
The book is composed of three parts, each one consisting of two chapters.
Part 1, entitled “The anatomy and physiology of olfaction”, discusses the development of medieval olfactory theory from its Greco-Arabic background. Robinson
shows that the “mainstream” theory of olfaction that Latin medieval thinkers elaborate starting from the twelfth century was the result of a long-standing quarrel that
originated in the Greek world and was later taken over by prominent Arabic philosophers and physicians. Aristotle was allegedly the first to express the difficulty of
defining smell in rigorously philosophical terms. Its objects, odors, are very difficult
to describe, as opposed to, for instance, colors and sounds. The very names we use
for odors, he continues, are derived from the sense of taste – we say that something
smells sweet because we know that it tastes sweet, but we do not have a proper
vocabulary for odors. Because of its relation to taste, smell occupies a middle
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position in Aristotle’s system of the senses: it leans towards the lower ones (taste and
touch), since these involve physical contact; yet, smell does not exactly involve
contact, in this being more similar to the higher senses (sight and hearing). Another
major issue was the question of whether odors are material or immaterial (or, as
Scholastic thinkers would put it, whether their esse is transmitted materialiter or
intentionaliter through the medium); and, in close connection to this, whether the
sensory organ of smell should be located in the nose or, as Galen would claim in
open contrast with Aristotle, in the brain. Robinson does a good job of unpacking
the main phases of this debate, and in showing what each thinker’s position was.
She also argues that a crucial role in the story was played by Avicenna, who basically
combines the two accounts provided by Aristotle and Galen respectively, and builds
a more “conciliatory” theory that would eventually become mainstream in the medieval West thanks to the Latin translations of his works (first and foremost, of his
Qānūn fī ṭ-ṭibb, known to Latinate readers as Canon medicinae). In the Western
fringes of the Islamic empire, however, a fierce advocate of Aristotle, the Muslim
thinker Averroes, questioned Avicenna’s account of smell and tries to rehabilitate
Aristotle’s genuine theory instead. The second chapter traces how some prominent
Latin medieval thinkers handled the theories they found in their Greek and Arabic
predecessors in order to build what Robinson calls “the medieval standard account
of olfaction” (p. 4).
Part 2 of the book is devoted to the first of the two applications of medieval
olfactory theory discussed by Robinson, namely medical practice. Chapter 3 provides a survey of the main Greek and Arabic treatises of medicine, along with a
number of Scholastic texts devoted to medical theory and surgery such as Bartholomew the Englishman’s De proprietatibus rerum, the Trotula (an anonymous collection of texts on the treatment of women’s illnesses), the Prose Salernitan Questions, and Guy de Chauliac’s surgical manual. In medieval medical practice, odors
were not only essential in diagnosis, since bad or unnatural odor always signifies
corruption and decay, whereas a good or natural odor its opposite, but they also
played a crucial role both in the treatment and in the judging of medicines. The
importance of smell in medical practice was so central that this sense was considered
the second most reliable of the five, right after taste, showing that its placement in
the hierarchy strictly depended on the activity to which it was connected. This is
clear, for instance, from the Summa de saporibus et odoribus, an anonymous
twelfth-century text from the Salernitan school of medicine that overturned the
traditional Aristotelian hierarchy of the senses by placing taste and smell at the very
top, since these are the only two senses in which some of the matter of the object
perceived actually reaches the sensory organ (p. 77). In chapter 4, Robinson presents a concrete case in which medieval olfactory theory reached popular audience:
through urban regulations regarding cleanliness and public health that followed the
1348 pestilence in Europe.
Part 3 of the book discusses the role of olfaction in the religious life and
devotional practices of medieval Europe. Since Christianity had already developed
a “theology of olfaction” well before the arrival of Greek and Arabic texts into
medieval Europe, Robinson is able to outline the contours of a genuinely Christian
set of olfactory theories independent from the legacy of Greco-Arabic culture.
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Chapter 5 deals with the theology of odor and the spiritual nose up to 1200, while
chapter 6 explains how these theological concepts penetrated into popular culture.
Robinson’s book is an original and well-researched contribution to our
knowledge of the theories, debates, and applications of smell in the European Middle Ages. By combining diachronic and synchronic analysis, Robinson is able to
account for the historical development of this topic through time as well as to delve
deep into major texts and problems revolving around the issue of smell in the medieval period. The book also does a good service to scholars, providing a reliable
and well-documented account of the theory of olfaction that was standard in the
Latin Middle Ages, while showing at the same time how complex and pervasive
this topic was. Through the six chapters of her book, Robinson takes advantage of
the instruments provided by both intellectual and cultural history, showing that the
argument she puts forth is one that eschews such compartmental delimitations.

Tommaso De Robertis, University of Pennsylvania

Marco Santagata.

Boccaccio indiscreto. Il mito di Fiammetta.
Bologna: Il Mulino, 2019. 199 pp. €13.99.

Marco Santagata’s (28 April 1947 - 9 November 2020) Boccaccio indiscreto. Il mito
di Fiammetta can be considered a biography of Giovanni Boccaccio’s early life. But
this reading is only partially correct. As the title itself discloses, in addition to the
biographical reconstructions (chapters 1-3), Santagata has a more precise goal in
mind. He tries to answer one of the still unresolved aporias within Boccaccio’s
biography, namely his sudden relocation from the Kingdom of Naples to Florence
in 1340 (chapters 4-7). Santagata links this absence to Fiammetta’s history, noting
that it emerges in different times and places with a span of silence in between, and
argues that this character and the way she is portrayed may have been one of the
reasons why Boccaccio was forced to leave.
The book starts in medias res, without a preface or an introduction, and
focuses on Boccaccio’s first years within the Florentine school and his move to
Naples, where he discovers his natural inclination to poetry (1. Apprendista mercante). In the Angevin Reign, the author makes his debuts in the literary scene with
his first work, the Caccia di Diana, which is analysed for its contents and peculiar
sources and framed by its cultural context and its audience (2. Il debutto letterario).
In Naples, Boccaccio attends university, studying canon law, while simultaneously
becoming part of the court (3. Lo studente di diritto). Santagata proceeds by investigating the myth of Fiammetta, a fictional character who probably represents a
natural daughter of King Roberto of Anjou (4. L’apparizione di Fiammetta). In
Boccaccio’s Filocolo, considered by Santagata written after his Caccia, this myth is
still in nuce; nonetheless, it demonstrates some of the autobiographical references
and historical elements recurrent also among the author’s other works. Excepted
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from this are the Teseida and the Filostrato, both written after the author’s encounter with Dante and Petrarch’s literary production, where Fiammetta is no longer on
the scene (5. Il silenzio su Fiammetta). After writing these works, Boccaccio is
forced to leave Naples and return to Florence (6. Via da Napoli). Even though
Santagata acknowledges the role of Boccaccio’s father in this decision, he suggests
another possible reason; he argues that the departure from Naples could have been
caused by the court’s negative reactions to the publication of the Filocolo because
of the rumours raised by the allusions to a natural daughter of the king and her
relation to Boccaccio himself. When in Florence, Boccaccio’s portrayal of Fiammetta changes (7. Il mito di Fiammetta): in his Comedia delle nife fiorentine, the
Amorosa visione, the Elegia di Madonna Fiammetta, and the Ninfale Fiesolano,
Fiammetta is now the senhal for Maria d’Aquino, King Roberto is no longer mentioned, and the relationship between this girl and the author, who is mentioned
through his different alter egos, is depicted in a very different way. Santagata’s argument is sometime too speculative; occasionally, hypothetical premises are treated
as evidence. Still, his argument offers another possible interpretation of Boccaccio’s
sudden relocation to Florence.
Santagata’s argumentation is not strictly historical; from the very first pages,
it bends to a more fictionalized narrative, placing this book at an intersection between the author’s academic background and his career as a writer. Many of the
historical frameworks outlined here are enriched by contributions obtained through
the tools of psychoanalytic criticism: «dalla vita e dalla psicologia profonda dell’autore affiorano stimoli, suggestioni, nuclei tematici, complessi psichici, ossessioni ricorrenti, che, attraverso molteplici varchi, ne impregnano l’immaginario e si depositano sulla pagina scritta» (“from the author’s life and from his deep psychology we
can derive stimuli, suggestions, thematic nuclei, psychic complexes, recurring obsessions, which, through multiple passages, imbue the imagination and settle on the
written page”, p. 170). Santagata’s style gives a narrative and pleasant tone to the
entire book, filling the gaps in the surviving documentation with plausible descriptions and reconstructions. These documents themselves are thoroughly analysed as
well, as part of the sources on which Santagata’s speculations rely. In addition, Boccaccio’s texts are often quoted directly, allowing the reader to engage with primary
evidence. To support his propositions, Santagata also uses recent scholarship, mostly
Italian, which is presented in the footnotes placed at the end of every chapter and
listed in entirety in the final bibliography, together with an index of names and
places.
Santagata’s psychological approach, chosen narrative style, and use of Boccaccio’s quotations coalesce in a text intended for non-expert audience. When considered in the context of Marco Santagata’s latest book on Boccaccio’s whole life
(Boccaccio. Fragilità di un genio, Collezione Le Scie, Milano, Mondadori, 2019),
this text is unlikely to be used by scholars and university students as a biography per
se. However, it is perfectly helpful to anyone who wants to approach Boccaccio for
the first time, would like a narrative introduction to his early career as a writer and
catch a glimpse of his humanity, or wishes to be guided into a possible and plausible
profile of one of the Italian Three Crowns.

Valentina Rovere, University of Helsinki
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Chaucer and Italian Culture.

Helen Fulton, ed.
New Century Chaucer. Cardiff: University of Wales Press, 2021. XLVIII
+ 288 pp. £70.
Chaucer and Italian Culture sets itself the task to prove “those who think there

cannot be anything new to say about Chaucer and the Italian tradition” wrong (1),
and the eight essays contained in this volume do so by drawing on the resources of
textual criticism, history, cultural theory, and art history. They demonstrate that a
transnational approach to Chaucer allows to challenge prevalent narratives about
historical periodisation, diplomatic relations in the fourteenth century, and the influence of classical literary genres on medieval English literature.
The Introduction provides an overview of previous works on Chaucer’s Italian contexts by Piero Boitani, David Wallace, Warren Ginsberg, and K. P. Clarke
(1-4). It also summarises Chaucer’s historical connections with Italy, such as his
Italian missions of 1372/3 and 1378 as an esquire in the King’s household and possible interactions with Italian bankers when working as a controller of customs in
London.
Having provided this summary, however, the book suggests that we should
take a wider view of these relatively limited and sparsely documented interactions
with Italian texts and persons to truly understand Chaucer’s European identity. As
the editor Helen Fulton explains in her Introduction (1-16), the volume makes a
deliberate choice to move beyond the traditional “sources and analogues” approach
to Chaucer’s Italian contexts, given that the relationship between a Chaucerian
motif and its “origin” in some other text (or, more likely, multiple texts) is at times
not at all clear. In fact, Fulton suggests, Chaucer “distributes the borrowed material
throughout his work, smelting it, combining it with other elements,” and frequently refashioning its genre and tone, as when he turns a Latin exemplum into a
source of both comedy and tragedy in the Monk’s Tale. To account for this unorthodox approach, Chaucer and Italian Culture proposes, likely Chaucerian borrowings should be considered in the context of pan-European politics, literary genres,
and theories of perception.
The geographical space of Italy, both real and imagined, and its influence on
Chaucer’s life and works are considered in the first three chapters of the book.
Chapter 1, “Chaucerian Diplomacy,” by William T. Rossiter (17-44), investigates
both standard and non-standard diplomatic roles that Chaucer takes on during his
missions to Italy. Rossiter proposes that Chaucer built on his Italian experiences, as
well as on Petrarch and Boccaccio, in representing ambassadorial figures in the
Clerk’s Tale and book IV of Troilus and Criseyde. Intellectual and cultural exchanges depicted in Chaucer’s works and surviving historical documents challenge
the narrative of modern diplomacy emerging in the fifteenth century, as well as the
traditional binary between “medieval” and “Renaissance” political practices. In
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Chapter 2 (“The Haunting of Geoffrey Chaucer: Dante, Boccaccio, and the
Ghostly Poetics of the Trecento,” 45-90), James Robinson considers how the poetics of “present absence” and “textual haunting” (50) can account for the kind of
intertextuality that links Chaucer with Dante and Boccaccio. Taking Dante’s Inferno 10 as a case study, Robinson analyses how the episode is evoked in
Decameron 6.9, thanks to its focus on Guido Cavalcanti, a “great non-presence”
in Dante’s canto (Teodolinda Barolini, Dante’s Poets: Textuality and Truth in the
Comedy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), p. 126). Finally, Helen Fulton’s “Chorography and Topography: Italian Models and Chaucerian Strategies”
(Chapter 3, 91-120) demonstrates that Chaucer’s preface to the Clerk’s Tale, indebted to the classical genre of chorography, or regional description, draws attention to international and economic contexts that lie behind the marriage of Walter
and Griselda. Fulton argues that Chaucer’s choice to use the opening present in
Petrarch’s version of the Griselda story, but not in Boccaccio, is unconventional
and innovative, since in English literature, chorography is rarely found outside the
historiographical tradition before the early modern period.
The central chapters of the book focus on the representation of perception
and multisensory engagement in Chaucer and his Italian near-contemporaries.
Chapter 4, “Vision and Touch in Dante and Chaucer,” by Robert S. Sturges (12144), examines the depiction of vision and touch in Chaucer’s Troilus and Criseyde
and Dante’s Convivio and Vita nova. While I was not convinced that Chaucer’s
merging of Platonic and Aristotelian theories of vision is necessarily attributable to
the influence of Dante, there are clear affinities in the representation of the sensory
aspects of love in the two authors. Sturges’s idea that Chaucer’s knowledge of the
Convivio might extend beyond Book IV also deserves further examination. In
Chapter 5, “The Aesthetics of ‘Wawes Grene’: Planets, Painting and Politics in
Chaucer’s Knight’s Tale” (145-68), Andrew James Johnston proposes that Chaucer’s depiction of the paintings in Theseus’ Theatre in the Knight’s Tale could have
been influenced not only by Boccaccio’s Teseida, but also by astrological wall paintings in Italian urban spaces. While Chaucer clearly understood the effectiveness of
appropriating public-facing visual art for political purposes, in the Knight’s Tale,
the ekphrastic description presents his readers with a critical rather than a celebratory portrayal of power.
The volume closes with an analysis of pan-European circulation of genres
and motifs. Chapter 6, “The Prophetic Eagle in Italy, England and Wales: Dante,
Chaucer and Insular Political Prophecy” (169-92), by Victoria Flood, considers the
surprising absence of political prophecy in Chaucer’s work, given its popularity
elsewhere in Europe, including in Dante’s works. Flood’s work on the parodic interpretation of Dante’s Eagle in Chaucer’s House of Fame resonates well with Teresa A. Kennedy’s argument (Chapter 8, “From Imitation to Invention: Chaucer’s
Journey from The House of Fame to the Nun’s Priest’s Tale,” 217-40), which
similarly suggests that Chaucer demystifies the Eagle to emphasise the unreliability
of language as a conduit to absolute truths. Leah Schwebel instead focuses on
“trophee,” a textual crux in Chaucer’s writing (Chapter 7, “‘Trophee’ and Triumph
in the Monk’s Tale,” 193-216), proposing that it should be understood in the context of the genre of poetic triumph, used by Ovid and Virgil and revived during
the trecento. By appropriating this Latin and Italian form of expression in the
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Monk’s Tale, Chaucer highlights the crucial role of the poet in memorialising fa-

mous people and events.
Perhaps the greatest contribution of this volume is that it convincingly shows
the value of reading Chaucer in the context of European-wide circulation of people
and ideas. By reading and repurposing Dante, Petrarch, and Bocaccio critically and
selectively, Chaucer was able to capture phenomena as central to medieval scholarship as prophetic writing or political uses of public art on the cusp of change. Implicitly, this volume issues an important correction to the prevailing narrative about
Chaucer’s inability to imitate the Italian poets structurally: perhaps Chaucer has
been able to absorb his Italian influences so successfully not despite the fact that his
Dante is a “Dante of fragments” (Warren Ginsberg, Chaucer’s Italian Tradition
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2002), p. 30), but because of it.

Aistė Kiltinavičiūtė, University of Cambridge

Building the Canon Through the Classics: Imitation and Variation in Renaissance Italy (1350-1580).
Eloisa Morra, ed.
Leiden-Boston: Brill, 2019. XII + 225 pp. $143.

It is no longer possible to talk of the “translation” of classical literature in Renaissance Italy without acknowledging the diverse and complex processes the term encapsulates. The essays of this volume explore the various ways that the classics were
imitated, adapted, domesticated and revivified by authors who were, at the same
time, working to build and position themselves within a canon of their own. This
dynamic between old and new, authority and personal authorial identity involved
an evolution – traced by the chronologically-ordered essays – in attitudes towards
the traditional humanist view of imitatio and a shift in status of the auctorictates
from timeless authorities to historical sources. In the process, the Italian humanists
succeeded in developing a classical literary canon that spread throughout Europe,
and in carving out space for their own literary creations within it.
A key contention of the volume is that, throughout the long-fifteenth century (1350-1580), the earlier humanistic model of close study, imitation and memorization of the classics gave way to a more creative mode of readership in which
the inner mechanisms of the classics were still adopted, but did not supplant the
individual style and authorial identity of the modern Renaissance writer. Recently,
scholars studying the vernacular tradition in particular have theorized a broad definition for “translation” with regard to the reception of classical works in this period;
in his Vernacular Aristotle, for example, Eugenio Refini defines translation as
“forms of adaptation, abridgment and rewriting” (3) in which the translator interprets and revivifies the original for the contemporary audience. This volume takes
this broad definition of translation and offers a series of vignettes that masterfully
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depict the growing confidence and conviction of Renaissance authors in “translating” classical sources for their own ends.
Jaspreet Boparai’s essay marks the midpoint of the volume and its subject,
Politian, is positioned as an exemplary moment in the broader shift it narrates, so it
is prudent to begin our discussion here. Politian’s status as a key figure in the particular historical narrative the volume seeks to relate is actually made most apparent
in Eloisa Morra’s introduction than in the essay itself. Here, Morra usefully describes
how Politian sharply criticized the traditional humanist view of imitation and the
lack of originality of Ciceronian imitators, arguing strongly for the value of his own
personal authorial voice: “non enim sum Cicero; me tament, ut opinor, exprimo.”
Politian’s extensive oeuvre of poetic and prose works in Latin and the vernacular reveals a complicated network of relationships with ancient and early modern texts. Boparai approaches this subject through a study of the contents of his
library, and analysis of his reading practices there. Along with Maddalena Signorini’s
piece, this chapter’s attention to the material aspects of the formation of the literary
canon is a particular strength of this volume. Boparai’s study shows that in the Medici library Politian had access to scientific works by Hellenistic and imperial-era
scholars, antique and Byzantine commentaries, scholia and anthologies, along with
grammatical texts. The manuscripts she examines reveal that Politian put great time
and effort into copying out extracts from Greek texts and commentaries, and show
that his knowledge of Greek verse was based largely on scholia and late antique
commentaries, rather than the texts themselves. The evidence of his library suggests
a lack of interest in Greek tragedy, which has consequences for our interpretation
of his play Orfeo, written in the vernacular in 1480. Examining the play alongside
the materials from his library, Boparai finds that Politian does not make any particularly obscure or learned references to Greek or Latin literature in his play and
shows that, despite some apparently covert references to Euripides, it should not be
identified as a “Greek tragedy in Italian” as previous scholars have claimed.
Morra states in the introduction to the volume that the essays are organized
around this piece: those in the first part of the volume, preceding the Politian episode, are therefore concerned with the processes of selection and imitation by which
Renaissance intellectuals decided the fate of classical authors. The second part of
the volume, by contrast, looks at those authors who, following Politian, approached
the classics with less reverence and more creativity than their predecessors. In fact,
all of the essays portray Renaissance authors engaging with the classics on their own
terms. Valentina Prosperi’s chapter on the misfortune of Homer’s poetry in Renaissance literary canon shows the complex, deeply subjective role played by translation
in the formation of auctoritates. When Homer was finally translated at the bequest
of Petrarch in 1358-9 – after a long absence in the West – Italian humanists could
not accept that the translation of the so-called father of poetry could be accurate:
how could Homer be so archaic? How could his account of the Trojan war in the
Iliad contradict so heavily those accounts they already knew and trusted? In his
long-absence, it seems, Virgil had taken his place as the favored “father of poetry.”
In the anxious search for better Latin translations of Homer that followed, it became
clear that “better” meant “more like Virgil.” As humanists generally showed little
will or patience with the Greek language, Homer could only be accepted into the
canon-building process if he could be made to conform, in language and form, to
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Virgil. From a historical perspective too, the discovery of Homer’s stylistic weakness
reinforced the long-standing censure of the Iliad as a falsification of historical truth
regarding the Trojan War. As such, Prosperi tells us, a dissatisfaction and lack of
confidence in Homer resulted in a lack of translation and circulation of his works
in Italy in a self-perpetuating cycle.
Indeed, a key concern of many of the studies in this volume is to show how
humanist interactions with classical texts involved this negotiation between what
the texts were, and what the Renaissance authors wanted them to be. Giacomo
Comiati’s study of humanist biographies of Horace, for example, shows how such
paratexts they worked to lessen, deny or justify the poet’s relationship with Epicurus
in order to promote the inclusion of his entire corpus in their canon of classical
authors. Comiati skillfully shows hwo authors and published quickly realized the
power of format and paratexts to influence the reader’s perception of a subject and,
by consequence, how it was only through the intervention of original texts – such
as Niccolò Perotti’s metrical treatise De metris horatianis, and the addition of biographies to various edition of Horace’s works – that the poet was reframed and appreciated for the Renaissance reader.
Comiati’s attention to extra-textual apparatus is indicative of a broader shift
in the relationship between authority and originality, towards the new “creative
model of readership and authorship” the volume’s editor defines. The emphasis
shifts from imitation to variation, and the function of the classical work shifts from
that of model-to-be-imitated to model-to-be-used creatively. Irene Fantappié’s
piece on Pietro Aretino marks the endpoint of this narrative. Aretino’s self-fashioning as an uomo nuovo, an author of novelty and originality, marks a new moment
in which it was no longer necessary to claim the authority of imitatio. Despite the,
somewhat ironic, fact that his work is mainly derivative from literary and classical
sources, he takes an anti-classical and anti-literary posture in order to appeal to a
literary market in which novelty was increasingly becoming a valued intellectual
and economic factor.
The strengths of this volume are manifold. In a series of lively vignettes, it
shows us the variety of strategies, and the strength of agency, with which Renaissance authors engaged with classical authorities. Many essays managed to integrate
well-known developments in the production of early modern literary texts – such
as Manuzio and Bembo’s invention of a notation system in 1496 (Caruso) into the
larger story of a shift in relationship and attitude towards the classical authors. The
introduction makes claims to the essays’ narrative arc that are not so explicitly apparent in the works themselves, and so is essential (and extremely thought-provoking) prior reading. Nevertheless, with attention to the material, visual, philological
and paratextual elements of the works studied, the volume is as rich in methodological variety as it is in topical content. The introduction makes claims to the essays’
narrative arc that are not so explicitly apparent in the works themselves.

Eleanor Webb, University of Pennsylvania
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